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INTRODUCTION.

THIS book is designed to impress upon the mind of American youth the

principal great events in our history; to acquaint them with the manners

and customs of different periods and in different sections, and to stimulate

n them such a love for American history that they will seek its fuller details in

:he volumes of our great historians.

It was the custom among some nations of antiquity to repeat to each fresh

generation the noble deeds of their ancestors, thus making history a great oral

tradition, and turning it from a dead record into a living romance. The Athenian

boys learned Homer by heart ; the " Iliad " and " Odyssey " took the place of

the pile of books which the schoolboy of to-day carries under his arm when he

sets his "morning face" schoolward. In this,_,way boys learned beauty and

sloquence of speech, and imbibed the spirtf of art while they were yet at their

James. But they learned even greater things than these ; they grew up with

the heroes of their race and took part in their great deeds. The bravest and

most poetic things which their race had done were familiar and became dear to

them while their natures were most receptive and responsive. The past was

not dim and obscure to them as it is to too many Americans ; it was a living

past, full of splendid figures and heroic deeds. To boys so bred in the very

arms and at the very heart of their race it was a glorious privilege to be an

Athenian ; to share in a noble history, to be a citizen of a beautiful city, to have

the proud consciousness of such place and fame among men. It is not surprising

that as the result of such an education the small city of Athens produced more

great men in all departments in the brief limits of a century than most other

cities have bred in the long course of history. There was a vital inspiring

education behind that splendid flowering of art, literature, philosophy, and

statesmanship.

This book endeavors to do for American boys and girls what such training

oc (11}



^2 INTRODUCTION.

as the above did for the young Athenian, by setting before them in true but
glowing narrative the most heroic and most interesting things in the history of
our grand and glorious country.

It is doubtful if any country has ever developed greater energy of spirit or
greater variety of character than this; and this is the chief reason why our history
has such significance and such fruitage of achievement.

To know this history is a duty and a delight. A man whose brave ancestors
have carried the name he bears far, and made it a synonym for courage and
honor, IS rightly proud of his descent and gets from it a new impulse to bear as
brave a part in his own day. Americans can honestly cherish such pride •

it is
justified by what lies behind them. No man can be truly patriotic who does not
know something of the nation to which he belongs, and of the country in which
he lives. Such knowledge is a part of intelligent citizenship. In this country
where the government rests on the intelligence and virtue of the entire population'
such a knowledge is a duty and a necessity. Not to know these things is to miss
a noble and inspiring landscape which we might see simply by the Sftina up of
the eyes.

^

The American boy and girl ought to have the same education, and this book
IS for them both. Too many women and almost as many men grow up with the
most indefinite ideas of their own country. They do not know what has been
done here

;
they do not even know how people live in other parts of the broad

land. They know something of their own communities, but they are ic^norant
of the greater community to which they belong. The story of the country's
birth and growth, of its struggles and achievements, of its wonderfully diversified
lite, of its heroic men and noble women, ought to be familiar to every boy and
girl from earliest childhood. This knowledge is the A B C of real education
and to furnish this knowledge was an object in the preparation of this volume

It IS a book for the family and for fireside reading. America is pre-eminendy
the country of homes; that is, the country which, by its free institutions and its
large social and industrial conditions, makes comfortable homes possible to its
entire population. These homes are not only the sources of happiness and the
nurseries of purity and prosperity, they are also the schools of citizenship
trom these schools are graduated year after year, in unbroken and never-ending
classes, the men and women who continue and enlarge the work and the influt
ence of the nation. The Bible has been and will remain the great text-book in
these'schools; but other books are needed, and this book aims to take its place
as an indispensable book of instruction and entertainment. The history of a
race is the best possible material for the education of the children of that race

_

There is no romance so marvelous as this record of fact; none so full of
mcident, adventure, heroism, and human vicissitude. From the voyacres of the
earliest Spanish, French, and English explorers to the inventions and discoveries
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of modern times ; from the struggles for our own freedom in 1776 to our heroic

battle for Cuban liberty from Spanish oppression in 189S, the story never fails

of thrilling interest. It is a romance of humanity written by the hand of Provi-

dence on the clean, broad page of a new continent. It is a Bible for new illus-

tration of the old laws of right and wrong which underlie all history; but it is a

modern version of The Arabian Nights for marvels and miracles of human skill

and achievements. The building of Aladdin's palace was a small affair compared

with the building of some of our States; and the rubbing of Aladdin's lamp was

but a faint burnishing compared with the glow of prosperity which hard work

has brought out on the face of this continent. There is no romance so wonderful

as the story of life told, not by novelists of varying degrees of skill, but acted

out by great multitudes of eager, energetic men and women as recorded in this

volume, for the education and inspiration of tiie boys and girls, young men and

women of America.

America ! What heart does not thrill with patriotic pride at the mention of

the word? Of her glorious history how truly has the poet sung:

" Land of the West, though passing brief

The record of thine age,

Thou hast a name that darkens all

On history's wide page."

Yet, if we may dare to prophesy, the past with all its achievements is not

to be compared to the future greatness of our country, from whose fires on

freedom's altar the torch of liberty is being lighted throughout the world, and

"We behold, as in a vision, stern Columbia, sword in hand.

And we hear the tramp of legions marshaling at her command

;

Listen to the ringing challenge that she sends across the sea,

'They that wield the rod oppression must account for it to me.'

We behold her, God commissioned, striking ancient error down.

Wresting from the cruel despot sword and sceptre, throne and crown ;

' All the watching world applauds her when she cuts the captive's thongs

And, full fortified by justice, rights the martyred nation's wrongs."
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The 5tory of Christopher Columbus and

What He Did.

When civilization had grown hoary

with aee in the orient, there stili remained

in the western hemisphere a vast land of

marvelous wealth and resources—a con-

tinent undiscovered and undreamed of.

True, three hundred years before Christ

Aristotle had said the world was round,

and that by sailing west from Athens

one might touch the shores of eastern

Asia. Nearly four hundred years later,

. Seneca, the philosopher of Rome, under

Nero, made a similar affirmation. Fully

nine hundred years further down the

vistas of time the Norsemen fir.st planted

foot upon American soil, and they claim

to have done so more than once again

during the next three hundred years.

But they either lacked the intelligence or the enterprise to make their discov-

eries known, and America lay in oblivious darkness until Columbus came.

It was the glory of Italy to furnish the greatest of the discoverers of the

New World. Not only Columbus, but Vespucci (or Vespucius), the Cabots, and

Verazzani were born under Italian skies ;
yet singularly enough the country of

the Caesars was to gain not a square foot of territory for herself where other

nations divided majestic continents between them. So, too, in the matter of

Columbus biography and investigation, up to the present time but one Italian,

Professor Francesco Tarducci, has materially added to the sum of the world's

knowledge in a field pre-eminently occupied by Washington Irving, Henry

Harrisse?and Roselly de Lorgues, a Frenchman—these comprising the powerful

original writers in Columbian biography.

'9

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.
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In treating our subject we naturally begin at the starting point of
biography, the birthplace. The generally accepted statement has been that
Columbus was born at Genoa, especially as Columbus begins his will with the
well-known declaration, "I, being born in Genoa."

But it has been asserted by numerous writers that in this Columbus
was mistaken, just as for a long time General Sheridan was mistaken in
supposmg himself to have been born in a little Ohio town, when he learned.

within a year or two of his death,

that he was born in Albany, N. Y.
But passing this, it remains to be
said that the evidence of the Geno-
ese birth of Columbus may now be
considered as fully established. As
to the time of his birth there has

been not a little question. Henry
Harrisse, the American scholar al-

ready referred to, placed it between
March 25th, 1446, and March 20th,

1447. This, however, we can hardly

accept, especially as it would make
Columbus at the time of his first

naval venture only thirteen years of

age. Tarducci gives 1435 or 1436
as the year of his birth. This is also

the date given by Irving, and it

would seem to be the most proba-

ble. This is the almost decisive

tesdmony of Andres Bernaldez, bet-

ter known as the Curate of Los
Palacios, who was most intimate with

Columbus and had him a great deal

in his house. He says the death of

Columbus took place in his seven^
tieth year. His death occurred May 20th, 1506, which would make the year
of his birth probably about 1436. And now stardng with Genoa as the
birthplace of Columbus and about the year 1435 or 1436 as the dme of his

birth, we proceed with our story.

Christopher Columbus (or Columbo in Italian) was the son of Dominico
Columbo and Susannah Fontanarossa his wife. The father was a wool carder,

a business which seems to have been followed by the family through several
generations. He was the oldest of four children, having two brothers,

SHU>Y|b

MONUMENT TO COLUMBUS AT GENOA.
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Bartholomew and Giacomo (James in English, in Spanish. D.ego), and one

sister Of the early years of Columbus little is known. It is asserted by

some that Columbus was a wool comber—no mean occupation m that day—

and did not follow the sea. On the other hand, it is insisted-and Tarducci

and Harrisse hold to that view—that, whether or not he enlisted in expeditions

against the Venetians and Neapolitans (and the whole record is misty and

uncertain). Columbus at an early age showed a marked inclination for the

sea and his education was largely directed along the lines of his tastes, and

included such studies as geography, astronomy, and navigation. Certain it

is that when Columbus arrived at Lisbon he was one of the best geographers

and cosmographcrs of his age. and was accustomed to the sea from infancy."

Happily his was an age favorable for discovery. The works of travel were

brought to the front. Pliny and Strabo, sometime forgotten names were

more" than Sappho and Catullus, which a later but not a better age affected.

The closing decade of the fifteenth century was a time of heroism, of deeds

of darincr, and discovery. Rude and unlettered to some extent, it may be

conceded it was ;
yet it was far more fruitful, and brought greater blessings

to the world than are bestowed by the effeminate luxury which often character-

izes a civilization too daintily pampered, too tenderly reared. Life then was

at least serious.
_ j /- i u-

Ricrht here it may be in place to state how invention promoted Columbian

discovery The compass had been known for six hundred years. But at this

time the quadrant and sextant were unknown ; it became necessary to discover

some means for finding the altitude of the sun, to ascertain one's distance

from the equator. This was accomplished by utilizing the Astrolabe, an

instrument only lately used by astronomers in their stellar work. This inven-

tion gave an entirely new direction to navigation, delivering seamen from the

necessity of always keeping near the shore, and permitting the little ships-

small vessels they were—to sail free amidst the immensity of the sea, so that a

ship that had lost its course, formerly obliged to grope its way back by the

uncertain guidance of the stars, could now. by aid of compass and astralobe,

retrace its course with ease. Much has justly been ascribed to the compass as

a promoter of navigation ; but it is a question if the astralobe has not played

quite as important a part.

The best authorities place the arrival of Columbus at Lisbon about the year

1470 It is probable Columbus was known by reputation to Alfonso V. King

of Portugal It is unquestionable that Columbus was attracted to Portugal

by the spirit of discovery which prevailed throughout the Iberian peninsula,

fruits of which were just beginning to be gathered. Prince Henry ot Portugal.

» Tarduca, 1, 41.
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who was one of the very first of navigators, if not the foremost explorer of *^»c

day, had established a Naval College and Observatory, to which the mosi

learned men were invited, while under the Portuofuese flasf the ereater part of

the African coast had been already explored. Having settled in Lisbon, at the

Convent of All Saints, Columbus formed an acquaintance with Felipa Monis de

Perestrello, daughter of Bartholomew de Perestrello, an able navigator but poor,

with whom and two others Prince Henry had made his first discovery. The
acquaintance soon ripened into love, and
Columbus made her his wife. Felipa's father w-

"'

COLUMTOS IN IRONS.

his brothers, Bartholomew and Diego, left Isabella. On the 25th of November,
after an unusually comfortable passage, the vessels entered the harbor of Cadiz.'

The sight of the venerable form of Columbus in chains as he passed through
the streets of Cadiz, where he had been greeted with all the applause of a
conqueror, was more than the public would suffer. Long and loud were the
indignant protests that voiced the popular feeling. The news of the state of
affairs coming to Isabella, a messenger was dispatched with all haste to Cadiz,
commanding his instant release. When the poor broken-hearted admiral came
into the queen's presence Isabella could not k^ep the tears back—while he,
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Meanwhile Columbus was imbibinj^ to the full the spirit of discovery so

widely prevalent. It was not his wife who materially helped him at this time, as

has been asserted, but his mother-in-law, who, observing the deep interest that

Columbus took in all matters of exploration and discovery, gave him all the

manuscripts and charts which her husband had made, which, with his own

voyages to some recently discovered places, only renewed the burning desire

for exploration and discovery. The leaven was rapidly working.

But the sojourn at Portugal must be briefly passed over. The reports that

came to his ears while living at Porto Santo only intensified his convictions of

the existence of an empire to the West. He heard of great reeds and a bit of

curiously carved wood seen at sea, floating from the West ; and vague rumors

reached him at different times, of "strange lands" in the Adantic—most if not

all of them mythical. But they continued to stimulate interest as they show the

state of public thought at that time respecting the Atlantic, whose western regions

were all unknown. All the reports and all the utterances of the day Columbus

watched with closest scrutiny. He secured old tomes for fullest information as

to what the ancients had written or the moderns discovered. All this served to

keep the subject fresh in his mind, nor would it "down," for his convictions were

constantly ministered to by contemporary speculators. Toscanelli, an Italian

mathematician, had written, at the instance of King Alfonso, instructions for a

western route to Asia. With him Columbus entered into correspondence,

which gready strengthened his theories.

Now they came to a head. Constant thought and reflection resulted in

his conception of an especial course to take, which, followed for a specific time,

would result in the discovery of an empire. And the end ! He would subdue

a great trans-Atlantic empire, and from its riches he would secure the wealth to

devote to expeditions for recovering the Holy Land, and so he would pay the

Moors dearly for their invasion of the Iberian peninsula,—a truly fanciful but

not a wholly unreasonable conception, as the times were.

COLUMBUS AND THE KING OF PORTUGAL.

At last he found means to lay his project before the King of Portugal.

But the royal councillors treated the attempt to cross the Adantic as rash and

dangerous, and the conditions required by Columbus as exorbitant. The

adventurous King, John II,—Alfonso had died in 1481—had more faith in his

scheme than his wise men, and, with a dishonesty not creditable to him,

attempted at this time to reap the benefit of Columbus' studies and plans by

sending out an expedition of his own in the direction and by the way traced in

his charts. But the skill and daring of Columbus were wanUng, and at the

first mutterings of the sea the expedition sought safety in flight. It turned

back to the Cape de Verde islands, and the officers took revenge for their
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disappointoent by ridiculing the project of Columbus as the vision of a day
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Arriving at Cordova, Columbus found the city a great military camp, and

all Spain aroused in a final effort to expel the Moors. Fernando, the Confessor,

was a very different man from Perez, and instead of treating Columbus kindly,

received him coolly, and for a long while actively prevented him from meeting

the king. The Copernican theory, though held by some, was not at this time

established, and the chief reason why the Confessor opposed Columbus's

plan was unquestionably because he measured a scientific theory by appeal

to the Scriptures—just as the Sacred Congregation did in Galileo's case a

century and a half later—just as some well-meaning but mistaken souls do

to-day.

At length, through the friendship of de Ouintanilla, Comptroller of the

Castilian Treasury, Geraldini, the Pope's nuncio, and his brother, Allessandro,

tutor of the children of Ferdinand and Isabella, Columbus was made known to

Cardinal Mendoza, who introduced him to the king. Ferdinand listened to him

patiently, and referred the whole matter to a council of learned men, mostly

composed of ecclesiastics, under the presidency of the Confessor. Here again

dogma supplanted science, and controverted Columbus's theories by Scriptural

texts, and caused delay, so it was not till 1491—Columbus had now been

residing in Spain six years—that the Commission reported the project "vain

and impossible, and not becoming great princes to engage in on such slender

grounds as had been adduced."

The report of the Commission seemed a death-blow to the hopes of

Columbus. Disappointed and sick at heart, and disgusted at six years of

delay, Columbus turned his back on Spain, " indignant at the thought of having

been beguiled out of so many precious years of waning existence." Deter-

mined to lay his project before Charles VIII, of France, he departed, and

stopped over at the little Monastery of La Rabida, from whose Prior, Juan

Perez, six years before, he had departed with such sanguine hopes, for

Cordova.

The good friar was greatly moved. Finally he concluded to make another

and final effort. Presuming upon his position as the queen's Confessor, Perez

made an appeal direct to Isabella, and this time with the result that an inter-

view was arranged, at which Isabella was present. His proposals would have

at once been accepted but that Columbus demanded powers* which even

His principal stipulations were (i) that he should have, for himself during his life, and

his heirs and successors forever, the office of admiral in all the lands and continents which he

might discover or acquire in the ocean, with similar honors and prerogatives to those enjoyed by

the high admiral of Castile in his district. (2) That he should be viceroy and governor-general

over all the said lands and continents, with the privilege of nominating three candidates for the

government of each island or province, one of whom should be selected by the sovereigns. (3)

That he should be entitled to reserve for himself one-tenth of all pearls, precious stones, gold, silver.
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was opposed to the project, Isabella concluded to yield to Columbus his terms

and agreed to advance the cost, i4,cx)0 florins, about $7,cx)0, from her own

revenues, and so to Spain was saved the empire of a New World. On May 12

Columbus took leave of the king and queen to superintend the fitting out of

the expedition at the port of Palos. The hour and the man had at last met.

FITTING OUT THE F.XrEDITION.

What thoughts and apprehensions filled the heart and mind of Columbus

as he at last saw the yearning desires of years about to be met, may be to some

extent conceived ; they certainly cannot be expressed. Not a general at the

head of his great army who, at a critical moment in battle, sees the enemy make

the false move which insures him the victory, could feel more exultant than

Columbus must have felt when he left the pres-

ence of the Spanish Court, and, after seven years

of weary and all but hopeless waiting at last saw

the possibilities of the great unknown opening up

before him. and beheld, in a vision to him as clear

and radiant as the sun shining in the heavens, a

New World extending its arms and welcoming him

to her embrace. It would seem as if everything

now conspired to atone for the disappointing past.

His old tried friend, Perez, prior of the La Rabida

monastery, near Palos. received him with open arms,

and well he might, for had not his kind offices

made success possible ? And the authorities, as if

to make good the disappointments of seven years,

could not now do too much. All public officials, of

all ranks and conditions in the maridme borders of

Andalusia were commanded to furnish supplies and

assistance of all kinds. Not only so, but as superstidon and fear made ship

owners reluctant to send their vessels on the expedition, the necessary ships

and men were to be provided, if need be, by impressment, and it was in this

way vessels and men were secured.

In three months the expedition was ready to .sail. The courage of

Columbus in setdng sail in untried waters becomes more evident when we

consider the size of the ships comprising the litde expedition. They were

three in number ; the largest of them, the Santa Maria, was only ninety feet

long, being about the size of our modern racing yachts. Her smaller consorts,

the^Pinta and the Nina, were litde caravels, very like our fishing smacks,

without any deck to keep the water out. The Santa Maria had four masts,

of which two were square rigged, and two fitted with lateen sails like those

CARAVELS OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

{After an en^ravin^publishedin ISS4)
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used on the Nile boats ; this vessel Columbus commanded. Martin Alonzo

Pinzon commanded the Pinta, and his brother, Vincente Yanez Pinzon, the

Nina. The fleet was now all ready for sea ; but before setting sail Columbus

and most of his officers and crew confessed to Friar Juan Perez, and partook,

of the Sacrament. Surely such an enterprise needed the blessing of heaven,

if any did !

It was before sunrise on Friday morning, August 3, 1492, that Columbus

with 30 officers and adventurers and 90 seamen, in all 120 souls, set sail, "in

the name of Christ," from behind the little island of Saltes. Those inclined to

be superstitious regarding Friday will do well to note that it was on a Friday

Columbus set sail from Palos ; it was on Friday, the 12th of October, that he

landed in the New World ; on a Friday he set sail homeward ; on a Friday,

again, the 15th of February, 1493, land was sighted on his return to Europe,

and that on Friday, the 1 5th of March, he returned to Palos. The story of that

eventful trip has never ceased to charm the world, nor ever will so long as

the triumphs of genius, the incentives of religion, and the achievements of

courage have interest for mankind.

It was Columbus's intention to steer southwesterly for the Canary Islands,

and thence to strike due west—due to misconception occasioned by the very

incorrect maps of that period. On the third day out the Pinta's rudder was

found to be disabled and the vessel leaking, caused, doubtless, by her owner,

who did not wish his vessel to go,—the ship having been impressed—and

thinking to secure her return. Instead of this, Columbus continued on his

course and decided to touch at the Canaries, which he reached on the 9th.

Here he was detained for some weeks, till he learned from a friendly sail that

three Portuguese war vessels had been seen hovering off the island Gomera,

where he was taking in wood, water, and provisions. Apprehensive, and

probably rightly so, that the object was to capture his fleet, Columbus lost

no time in putting to sea.

AND NOW FOR THE NEW WORLD.

It was early morning on the 6th of September that Columbus again set

sail, steering due west, on an unknown sea. He need fear no hostile fleets,

and he was beyond the hindrance of plotting enemies on shore ; and yet so far

from escaping trouble it seemed as if he had but plunged into deeper tribulations

and trials than ever.

As the last trace of land faded from view the hearts of the crews failed

them. They were going they knew not where ; would they ever return ?

Tears and loud lamentings followed, and Columbus and his officers had all they

could do to calm the men. After leaving the Canaries the winds were light and

baffling, but always from the East. On the nth of September, when about
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450 miles west of F"erro, they saw part of

a mast floatinq- by, which, from its size,

appeared to have belonged to a vessel of

about 120 tons burden. To the crew this

meant the story of wreck ; why not pro-

phetic of their own ? The discover)- only

added to their fears. And now a remark-

able and unprecedented phenomenon pre-

sented itself " As true

as the needle to the

pole" may be a pretty

simile, but it is false in

fact. For, on the 13th

of September, at night-

fall, Columbus, for the

first time in all his experience, discovered that the needle did not point to

the North star, but varied about half a point, or five and a half degrees to the

northwest. As he gave the matter close attention Columbus found the variation

THE ECLIPSE OF THE SUN, AS PREDICTED bY i-uLUMliUS.
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to increase with eveiy day's ailvance. This discovery, at first kept secret;

was early noticed by the pilots, and soon the news spread among the crews^

exciting their alarm. If the compass was to lose its virtues, what was to become

of them on a trackless sea ? Columbus invented a theory Avhich was ingenious

but failed wholly to allay the terror. He told them that the needle pointed to

an exact point, but that the star Polaris revolved, and described a circle aroimd

the pole. Polaris does revolve around a given point, but its apparent motion is

slow, while the needle does not point to a definite fixed point. The true expla-

nation of the needle variations —sometimes it fluctuates thirty or forty degrees

—

is to be found in the flowing of the electrical currents through the earth in

different directions, upon which the sim seems to have an effect.

Columbus took observations of the sun every day, with an Astrolabe, and
shrewdly kept two logs every day. One of these, prepared in secret, contained

the true record of the daily advance ; the other, showing smaller progress, was
for the crew, by which means they were kept in ignorance of the great

distance they were from Spain.

INDICATIONS OF L.\ND.

On the 14th of September the voyagers discovered a water-wagtail and a
heron hovering about the ships, signs which were taken as indicating the

nearness of land, and which greatly rejoiced the sailors. On the night of the

15th a meteor fell within five lengths of the Santa Maria. On the i6th the

ships entered the region of the trade winds ; with this propitious breeze,

directly aft, the three vessels sailed gently but quickly over a tranquil sea, so

that for many days not a sail was shifted. This balmy weather Columbus
constantly refers to in his diar)', and observes that "the air was so mild that it

wanted but the song of nightingales to make it like the month of April in

Andalusia." On the i8th of September the sea, as Columbus tells us, was "as

calm as the Guadalquiver at Seville." Air and sea alike continued to furnish

evidences of life and indications of land, and Pinzon, on the Pinta, which, being

the fastest sailer, generally kept the lead, assured the admiral that indications

pointed to land the following day. On the 19th, soundings were taken and no

bottom found at two hundred fathoms. On the 20th, several birds visited the

ships ; they were small song birds, showing they could not have come a very

long distance ; all of which furnished cause for encouragement.

But still discontent was growing. Gradually the minds of the men were

becoming diseased through terror, even the calmness of the weather increasing

their fears, for with such light winds, and from the east, too, how were they

ever to get back ? However, as if to allay their feelings, the wind soon shifted

to the southwest.

A little after sunset on the 25th, Columbus and his officers were examining
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their charts and discussing the probable location of the island Cipango,* which

the admiral had placed on his map, when from the deck of the Pinta arose the

cry of " Land ! Land !

" At once Columbus fell on his knees and gave thanks

to Heaven. Martin Alonzo and his crew of the Pinta broke out into the

"Gloria in Excelsis," in which the crew of the Santa Maria joined, while

the men of the Nina scrambled up to the masthead and declared that they,

too, saw land. At once Columbus ordered the course of the vessels to be

changed toward the supposed land. In impatience the men waited for the

dawn, and when the morning appeared, lo ! the insubstantial pageant had faded,

the cloud-vision, for such it was, had vanished into thin air. The disappoint-

ment was as keen as the enthusiasm had been intense ; silently they obeyed the

admiral's order, and turned the prows of their vessels to the west again.

A week passed, marked by further variations of the needle and flights of

birtls. The first day of October dawned with such amber weather as is common
on the Atlantic coast in the month of " mists and yellow fruitfulness." The
pilot on Columbus's ship announced sorrowfully that they were then 520 leagues,

or 1560 miles, from Ferro. He and the crew were little aware that they had

accomplished 707 leagues, or nearly 2200 miles. And Columbus had a strong

incentive for this deception ; for, had he not often told them that the length of

his voyage would be 700 leagues ?—and had they known tliat this distance had

already been made, what might they not have done ! On the 7th of October the

Nina gave the signal for land, but instead of land, as they advanced the vision

melted and their hopes were again dissipated.

The ship had now made 750 leagues and no land appeared. Possibly he

had made a mistake in his latitude ; and so it was that, observing birds flying

to the southward, Columbus changed his course and followed the birds, recalling,

as he says in his journal, that by following the flight of birds going to their

nesting and feeding grounds the Portuguese had been so successful in their

discoveries, (^n Monday, the 8th, the sea was calm, with fish sporting every-

where in great abundance ; flocks of birds and wild ducks passed by. Tuesday

and Wednesday there was a continual passage of birds. On the evening of

this day, while the vessels were sailing close together, mutiny suddenly broke

out. The men could trust to signs no longer. With cursing and imprecation

* Cipango was an imaginative island ba-sed upon the incorrect cosmography of Toscanelii,

whose map was accepted in Columbus's time as the most nearly correct chart of any e.xtant. The
Ptolemaic theory of 20,400 geographical miles as the Equatorial girth was accepted by Columbus,

which lessened his degrees of latitude and shortened the distance he would have to sail to reach

Asia. The island Cipango was supposed to be over 1000 miles long, running north and south,

and the distance placed at 52 degrees instead of the 230 degrees which actually separates the coast

of Spain from the eastern coast of Asia. The island was placed in about the latitude of tha

Gulf of Mexico.
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they declared they would not run on to destruction, and insisted upon returning

to Spain. Then Columbus showed the stuff he was made of. He and they, he

said, were there to obey the commands of their Sovereigns ; they must find the

Indies. With unruffled calmness he ordered the voyage continued.

On Thursday, the nth, the spirit of mutiny gave way to a very different

feeling, for the signs of the nearness of land multiplied rapidly. They saw a

green fish known to feed on the rocks, then a branch with berries on it,

evidently recently separated from a tree, floated by them, and above all, a

rudely carved staff was seen. Once more gloom and mutiny gave way to

sanguine expectation. All the indications pointing to land in the evening, the

ships stood to the west, and Columbus, assembling his men, addressed them.

He thought land might be made that night, and enjoined that a vigilant lookout

be kept, and ordered a double watch set. He promised a silken doublet, in

addition to the pension guaranteed by the Crown, to the one first seeing land.

LAND, HO !

That night, the ever memorable night of Thursday, opening into the

morning of Friday, the 1 2th of October, not a soul slept on any vessel. The
sea was calm and a good breeze filled the sails, moving the ships along at

twelve miles an hour ; they were on the eve of an event such as the world had

never seen, could never see again. The musical rippling of the waves and the

creaking of the cordage were all the sounds that were audible, for the birds

had retired to rest. The hours passed slowly by. It was just past midnight

when the admiral, with restless eye, sought to penetrate the darkness. Then a

far-off light came to his vision. Calling Guiterrez, a court officer, he also saw

it. At two in the morning a gun from the Pinta, which led the other boats,

gave notice that land was at last found. A New World had indeed been

discovered. The hopes of years had attained their fruition. It was Rodrigo de

Triana, a seaman, who first saw land—though, alas ! he received neither promised

doublet nor pension. Friday, the 12th of October, 1492, corresponding to the

2ist of October, 1492, of the present calendar, was the ever memorable day.

The morning light came, and, lifting the veil that had concealed the

supreme object of their hopes, revealed a low, beautiful island, not fifty miles

long, and scarcely two leagues away. Columbus gave the .signal to cast anchor

and lower the boats, the men to carry arms. Dressed in a rich costume of

scarlet, and bearing the royal standard, upon which was painted the image of

the crucified Christ, he took the lead, followed by the other captains, Pinzon and

Yanez. Columbus was the first to land ; and as soon as he touched the shore

he fell down upon his knees and fervently kissed " the blessed ground " three

times, returning thanks to God for the great favor bestowed upon him. The
others followed his example ; and then, recognizing the Providence which had
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crowned his efforts with success, he gave the name of the Redeemer—San

Salvador—to the discovered island, which was called by the natives "Guana-

hani." * And now the crews, who but a few days previously had reviled and

cursed Columbus, t^^athered around, asking pardon for their conduct and prom-

ising complete submission in future.

Columbus supposed at last he had reached the opulent land of the Indies,

and so called the natives Indians. But it was an island, not a continent or an

Asiatic empire, he had found ; an island "very large and level, clad with the

fre.shest trees, with much water in it, a vast lake in the middle, and no

mountains."

The natives dwelling on the island were found to be a well-proportioned

people with fine bodies, simple in their habits and customs, friendly, though shy

in manner, and they were perfectly naked. They thought the huge ships to be

monsters risen from the sea or gods come down from heaven. Presents were

exchanged with them, including gold bracelets worn by the natives. Inquiry

was made as to where the gold came from. For answer the natives pointed by

gestures to the southwest. Columbus tried to induce some of the natives to go

with him and show where the land of gold was to be found. But this they

refused to do; so on the next day (.Sunday, the 14th), taking along by force

seven natives, that he might instruct them in Spanish and make interpreters of

them, he set sail to discover, if possible, where gold was to be had in such

abundance, and which, he thought, must be Cipango.

* It is simply impossible to say which one of that long stretch of islands, some 3000 in

number, extending from the coast of Florida to Haiti, as if forming a breakwater for the island of

Cuba, Guanahani is. Opinion greatly varies. San Salvador, or Cat Island, was in early favor;

Humboldt and Irving—the latter having the problem worked out for him by Captain A. S.

Mackenzie. U. S. N.—favored that view. The objections are that it is not " a small island " as

Columbus called it, and it does not answer to the description of having "a vast lake in the

middle" as Columbus says of Guanahani in his journal. Navette advocates the Grand Turk

Island which has the lake. Watling's Island was first advocated by Munoz and accej^ed by

Captain Beecher, R. N., in 1856, and Oscar Perchel in 1858. Major, of the British Mu.seum, has

taken up with Watling's Island, as did Lieutenant J. B. Murdoch, U. S. N., after a careful

examination in 1S84. This view is accepted by C. A. Schott of the U. S. Coast Survey. On the

other hand, Captain G. V. Fox, U. S. N., in 1880, put forth an elaborate claim for Samana, based

upon a very careful examination of the route as given in Columbus's journal. This claim, with

careful consideration of other conditions, has been very carefully examined by Mr. Charles H.

Rockwell, an astronomer, of Tarrytown, N. Y. Mr. Rockwell assents to Captain Fox's view,

which he finds confirmed by the course Columbus took in bringing his ship to land. He also

traverses Captain Beecher's claim for Watling's Island, which he finds to be inconsistent with

Columbus's narrative. As we have said, the problem is beset with difficulties, both as relates to

the sailing course, and the extent and topography of the island ; and at the present time it appears

to be well-nigh insoluble. Where the external conditions are met, the internal conditions, including

the large lake, seem wanting ; the difficulties in the case seem to be irresistible.
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He was, of course, in the midst of the Bahama group, and did not have to

sail far to discover an island. On the 15th he discovered the island Conception.

On the third day he repeated the forms of landing and took possession, as he

did also on the i6th, when he discovered an island which he called Fernandina,

known to be the island at present called Exuma. On the 19th another island

was discovered, which Columbus named Isabella, and which he declared to be

"the most beautiful of all the islands" he had seen. The breezes brought

odors as spicy as those from Araby the Blest
;
palm trees waved their fringed

banners to the wind, and flocks of parrots obscured the sky. It was a land

where every prospect pleased and Nature bestowed her largesse, from no

stinted hand.

But no—it was not a land of gold. Leaving Isabella after a five days'

sojourn, on Friday, the 26th of October, he entered the mouth of a beautiful river

on the northeast terminus of the island of Cuba, where sky and sea seem to

conspire to produce endless halcyon days, for the air was a continual balm and

the sea bathes the grasses, which grow to the water's edge, whose tendrils and

roots are undisturbed by the sweep of the tides. Upon the delights that came to

Columbus in this new-found paradise we cannot dwell ; admiration and rapture

mingled with the sensations that swept over the soul of the great navigator

as he contemplated the virgin charms of a new world won by his valor.

But the survey of succeeding events must be rapid. From the 2Sth of

October till November 12th Columbus explored the island, skirting the shore in

a westerly direction. He discovered during that time tobacco, of which he

thought little, but which, singularly enough, proved more productive to the

Spanish Crown than the gold which he sought but did not find.

On the 20th of November Columbus was deserted by Martin Pinzon,

whose ship, the Pinta, could outsail all the others. Martin would find gold for

himself. This was a kind of treachery which too often marred the story of

-Spanish exploration in the New World.

For two weeks after the Pinta's desertion Columbus skirted slowly along

the coast of Cuba eastwardly till he doubled the cape. Had he only kept on

what was now a westerly course he would have discovered Mexico. But it was
not to be. Before sailing he lured on board six men, seven women, and three

children, a proceeding which nothing can justify. Taking a southwesterly

course, on Wednesday, December 5th, Columbus discovered Haiti and San

Domingo, which he called Hispaniola, or Little Spain. The next day he

discovered the island Tortuga, and at once returned to Haiti, exploring the

island ; there, owing to disobedience of orders, on Christmas morning, between

midnight and dawn, the Santa Maria was wrecked upon a sand-bank, near the

present site of Port au Paix. .'\ sorry Christmas for Columbus, indeed

!

The situation was now critical. The Pinta. with her mutinous commander
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and crew, was gone ; the Santa Maria was a wreck. But one little vessel

remained, the little, undecked Nina. Suppose she should be lost, too?—how

would Spain ever know of his orand discoveries ? Two diings were necessary

:

he must at once set out on his return voyage, and some men must be left

behind. The first thing he did was to build, on a bay now known as Caracola,

a fort, using the timbers of the wrecked Santa Maria. In this he; placetl thirty-

nine men. Nature would surely give them all the shelter and provisions they

needed.

COLUMBUS RETURNS TO Sl'AIN.

It was not until Friday, January 4, 1493, that the weather was sufficiently

favorable so that Columbus could hoist sail and stand out of the harbor of the

Villa de Navidad, as he named the fort, because of his shipwreck, which

occurred on the day of the Nativity. Two days later the ship Pinta was encoun-

tered. Pinzon on the first opportunity boarded the Nina, and endeavored,

but unsuccessfully, to explain his desertion and satisfy the admiral. The two

vessels put into a harbor on the island of Cuba for repairs, and continued to

sail along the coast, now and then making a harbor. On Wednesday, the i6th

day of January, 1493, they bade farewc^U to the Queen of the Antilles, and then

the prows of the Nina and the Pinta, the latter the slower sailer because of an

unsound mast, were turned toward Spain, 1450 leagues away.

It is not possible within the limits of this chapter to follow Columbus from

day to day as he sails a sea now turbulent and tempestuous, as if to show its

other side, in marked contrast to the soft airs and smooth waters that had

greeted the voyagers when their purjjose held

—

"To sail bcvond the sunset and the baths

Of all the western stars."

Nor can we follow with minuteness Colum])iis in his subsequent career. He had

made the greatest discovery of his or any other age : he had found the New
World, and this, more than anything else, has to do with " The Story of America."

It was on Friday, March 15, i493' just seven months and twelve days aftei

leaving Palos, that Columbus dropped anchor near the island of Saltes. It was

not until the middle of April that he reached Barcelona, where the Spanish

Court was sitting. As he journeyed to Court his procession was a most

imposing one as it thronged the streets, his Indians leading the line, with birds

of brilliant plumage, the skins of unknown animals, strange plants and orna

ments from the persons of the dusky natives shimmering in the air. When he

reached the Alcazar or palace of the Moorish Kings, where Ferdinand and

Isabella were seated on thrones, the sovereigns rose and received him standing.

Then they commanded him to sit, and learned from him the story of his discovery.

Then and there the sovereigns confirmed all the dignities previously bestowed
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The rejoicing over, the good news spread everywhere, and Columbus was
the hero of the civilized world. Ferdinand and Isabella at once addressed

themselves to the task of preserving and extending their conquests, and a fleet

of seventeen vessels and fifteen hundred men was organized to prosecute

further discovery. It was on September 25, 1493, that Columbus set sail with

his fleet. On the 3d of November he sighted land, a small, mountainous island,

which Columbus called Dominica, after Sunday, the day of discovery. Then
agam they set sail, and in two weeks discovered several islands in the Caribbean

waters. It was not till November 27th that Columbus arrived in the harbor of

La Navidad. He fired a salute, but there was no response. On landing the

next morning, he found the fortress gone to pieces and the tools scattered, with

evidences of fire. Buried bodies were discovered—twelve corpses—those of

white men. Of the forty who had been left there, not one was present to tell

the tale. But all was soon revealed, and a harrowing, sorrowful tale it was.

From a friendly chief, Guacanagari—whom Columbus at first suspected of

treachery, and was never quite satisfied of his innocence—it was learned that

mutiny, perfidy, and lust had aroused resentments and produced quarrels,

resulting in a division into two parties, who, separating and wandering off, were

easily overwhelmed by the superior numbers of the incensed natives.

Having discovered the Windward Islands, Jamaica, and Porto Rico, he

founded a new colony in Hispaniola (Haiti or San Domingo), which he named
Isabella, in honor of his queen. The place had a finer harbor than the ill-fated

port of the Nativity. He named his brother Bartolommeo lieutenant governor,

to govern when he should be absent on his explorations. On February 2,

1494, Columbus sent back to Spain twelve caravels under the command of

Antonio de Torres, retaining the other five for the use of the colony, with which

he remained. The vessels carried specimens of gold and samples of the rarest

and most notable plants.

Besides these, the ships carried to Spain five hundred Indian prisoners, who,

the admiral wrote, might be sold as slaves at Seville—an act which places an

indelible stain upon the brilliant renown of the great admiral : that one inhuman

act admits of no palliation whatever.

Of the troubles that ensued it is impossible to give any account in detail.

Men returning, disappointed at not finding themselves enriched, complained of

Columbus as a deceiver, and he was charged with cruelty, and, indeed, there was

scarcely a crime that presumably was not laid at his door. Then troubles broke

out in the colony ; the friar, incensed at Columbus, excommunicated him, and the

admiral, in return, cut off his rations. Then the men, in the absence of Columbus,

off on trips of exploration, gave way to rapine and passion, and the poor natives

had no other means than flight to save their wives and daughters. Matters

proceeded from bad to worse, the colony growing weaker through dissension.
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Finally four vessels from Spain arrived at Isabella, in October, 1495, laden with

welcome supplies. These were in charge of Torres, who was accompanied by
a royal commissioner, Aquado, who was empowered to make full investigation

of the charges brought against Columbus. It was evident to the admiral that

he should take early occasion to return to Spain and make explanation to his

sovereigns. Accordingly, in the spring of 1496, Columbus set sail for Cadiz,

where he arrived on June 1 1, 1496. He was well received, and was successful

in defending himself against the many charges and the clamor raised against

him. Ships for a third voyage

were promised him, but it was

not iintil the late spring of 1498

that the expedition was ready for

sailing.

COLUMBUS SETS FORTH ON A THIRD
EXPEDITION.

On May 30, 1498. with six

ships, carrj'ing two hundred men,

besides sailors, Columbus set out

on his third expedition. Taking

a more southerly course, Colum-

bus discovered the mouth of the

Orinoco, which he imagined to

be the great river Gihon, men-

tioned in the Bible (Genesis ii, 13)

as the second river of Paradise;

so sadly were our admiral's geo-

graphy and topography awr}'

!

Columbus also discovered the

coast of Para and the islands of

Trinidad, Margarita, and Cabaqua,

and then bore away for Hispaniola.

It was the old story told over again, with sickening disappointment. He
found the colony was more disorganized than ever. For more than two years

Columbus did his best to remedy the fortunes of the colony. At last an

insurrection broke out. It was necessary to act promptly and decisively. Seven

ringleaders were hanged and five more were sentenced to death. At this time

the whole colony was surprised by the arrival at Sl Domingo of Francisco de

Bobadilla, sent out by Ferdinand and Isabella as governor, and bearing

authority to receive from Columbus the surrender of all fortresses and public

property. Calumny had done its work \ Bobadilla then released the five

HAYTIAN INDIAN GIRL SI'INNINC.
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men under sentence of death, and finally, when Columbus and Bartholo-

mew arrived at St. Domingo, Bobadilla caused them both to be put in

chains, to be sent to Spain. Seldom has a more touching, more cruel, more

pathetic picture been presented in the world's sad history of cruelty and

wrong !

Shocked as the master of the ship was at the spectacle of Columbus in

irons, he would have taken them off, but Columbus would not allow it ;
those

bracelets should never come off but at the command of his Sovereigns ! It was

early in October, 1500, that the ships with the three prisoners, Columbus and

COLUMBUS'S ARRIVAL AT THE COmT;NT OF LA RABIDA.

soon died, and then with his wife and her mother Columbus moved to Porto

Santo, where a son was born to them, whom they named Diego. Felipa hence

forth disappears from history ; there is no further record of her. At Porto

Santo Columbus supported his family and helped sustain his aged father, who
was living poorly enough off at Savona, and who was forced to sell the little

property he had, and whose precarious living led him to make new loans and

incur new debts.
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artected at the si-ht, threw hhnself at the feet of his sovereiKnis. his emotion

bursting out in 'uncontrollable tears and sobs-and this was (, olumbus s

reward for discovering a new world

!

HIS LAST VOYAGE.

The rest is soon told. The acts of the miserable creature, Bobadilla, were

instandy disapproved, and he was recalled, but was drowned on his way home.

Columbus however, was not allowed to return to Hispaniola, but after tw<.

years' waiiing sailed from Cadiz, May 9. 1502. with four vessels and a lumdred

and fifty men. to search for a passage through the sea now known as the Cult

of Mexico It was the middle of June when Columbus touched at San

Domino-o where he was not permitted to land. He set sail, and was dragged

bv the'currents near Cuba. Here he reached the little island of Guanaja

opposite Honduras, and voyaged along the Mosquito coast, havmg discovered

the mainland, of which he took possession. After suffering from famme and

many other forms of hardship, he went to Jamaica and passed a terrible year

upon that wild coast. In June, 1504, provision was made for rcturnmg to

Spain and on November 7th of that year, after a stormy voyage and narrow

escape from shipwreck, Columbus landed at San Lucar de Barrameda and

made his way to Seville. He found himself without his best friend and pro-

tector for Isabella was then on her death-bed. Nineteen days later she

breathed her last. Ferdinand would do nothing for him. A year and a half of

poverty and disappointment followed, and then his kindliest friend, Death, came

to his relief and his sorrows were at an end. Columbus died on Ascension

Dav May -o 1506. at Valladolid, in the act of repeating, Pater, m manus tuas

dcpono spiritum ;;/.«;«,—" Lord, into Thy hands I commit my spirit." Death

did not end his voyages. His remains, first deposited in the Monastery of

St Francis, were transferred, in 1513. to the Carthu.sian Monastery, of Las

Cuevas In 1536 his body, with that of his son. Diego, was removed to Hispa-

niola and placed in the cathedral of San Domingo, where it is believed, and

pretty nearly certain, they were recently discovered. There seems no sufficient

evidence that they were ever taken to Havana.

Thus passed away the greatest of all discoverers, a man noble in purpose,

darincr in action, not without serious faults, but one inspired by deep religious

feelin" and whose character must be leniendy measured by the spirit of the age

in which he lived. He received from his country not even the reward of the

flatterincr courtier, for he was deprived of the honors his due, and for which the

royal word had gone forth ; and in the end, when the weight of years was upon

him and there was nothing more he could discover, he was allowed by Ferdinand

to die in poverty. " with no place to repair to except an inn." But if Ferdinand

wa. not a royal giver Columbus was more than one. For the world will never
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forget the inscription that, for very shame, was placed upon a marble tomb over

his remains—he was now seven years dead—and which reads :

—

" A Cast ilia y a Leon

Nuevo mundo dio Colon."

To Castile and Leon Columbus gave a new world.

As to the character of Columbus, there is wanting space here for consider-

ing the subject at any length ; nor does it at all seem necessary. Time has

given the great navigator a character for courage, daring, and endurance, which

no modern historian can take from him—least of all can the statement, that the

falsification of the record of his voyage was reprehensible, stand. It was no

more reprehensible than the act of Washington in deceiving the enemy at

Princeton ; and in Columbus's case his foes were the scriptural ones " of his own
household." Living in an age when buccaneering was honorable and piracy

reputable, it will not do to gauge Columbus by the standard of our day. It is

sufficient to say that he was great, in the fact that he put in practice what others

had only dreamed of. Aristotle was sure of the spheroidicity of the earth, and

was certain that " strange lands " lay to the west ; Columbus sailed and found

;

—he went, he saw, he conquered. And these pages cannot better be brought

to a close than by quoting what one of the most thoughtful of recent poets,

Arthur Hugh Clough, has expressed in his lines, prompted no doubt by his visit

to this country :

—

" What if wise men had, as far back as Ptolemy,

Judged that the earth like an orange was round,

None of them ever said, ' Come along, follow me,

Sail to the West and the East will be found '

Many a day before

Ever they'd come ashore,

From the ' San Salvador,'

Sadder and wiser men.

They'd have turned back again

;

And that he did not, but did cross the sea,

Is a pure wonder, I must say, to me.
'

'

M. H. B.



Great Discoverers and Explorers Who
Followed Columbus.

SEBASTIAN CABOT.

No SOONER had the news of the successful results achieved

by Columbus reached Spain than it spread like wild-fire

through the then civilized world The three other ofreat

maritime powers—Portugal, England, and France—were

,^ ^^^r?^.>fT^<K especially aroused to discover, if possible, lands for them-

T '^»m. 4. '^'F'lxv>'> selves. On the one side were Ferdinand and Isabella,

who were determined to acquire and hold " the strange

lands to the west," the possession of which had been guar-

anteed them by the Pope. On the other hand, there were

the three other great powers, with whom desire of conquest and dominion ex-

isted no less strongly than with Spain. These nations were resolved to do all

that lay in their power to acquire dominion ; whatever difficulty might arise with

Spain could be settled later.

The first country to compete with Spain in western discovery was England,

and the first one to follow in the footsteps of Columbus was John Cabot, who,

with his son Sebastian, was destined to make important discoveries which would

hand the name of Cabot down to history as surely as that of the great pioneer

discoverer, Columbus, himself.

It was as early as 1492 that Senor Puebla, then the Spanish Ambassador

to the Court of England, wrote to his Sovereigns that "a person had come, like

Columbus, to propose to the King of England an enterprise like that oi the

Indies." The Spanish King immediately instructed his minister that he should

inform Henry VII. that the prior claims of Spain and Portugal would be inter-

fered widi if he commissioned any such adventurer. But the warning came too

late.

It is possible that the unsuccessful mission of Bartholomew Columbus to

England, while the future Admiral was besieging the Spanish Court, may have

been the means of arousing in John Cabot's mind a desire to test the truth of

the new theory of a westward path to the Indies. When the accomplished ft-at

of the first voyage to the West Indies fired the imagination of Europe and

became the ^hief topic of interest among the maritime nations, even cool-

41
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blooded England was measurably excited, and her parsimonious King yielded

to the urgent prayers of a Genoese navigator, and authorized John Cabot and his

three sons "to sail to the East, West, or North, with five ships, carrying the

English flag, to seek and discover all the islands, countries, regions, or provinces

of pagans in whatever part of the world." We do not learn that this generous

permission to sail and discover unknown countries was accompanied by anything

more than a meagre provision for carrying it out, although the King in return

for the commission given and the single vessel equipped was to have one-fifth

of the profits of the voyage. According to at least one authority, Cabot had a

little fleet of three or four vessels fitted out by private enterprise, "wheryn

dyvers merchaunts as well of London as Bristowe aventured goodes and

sleight merchaundise wh departed from the West cuntrey in the begynnyng

of somer—." We are only sure, however, of one vessel, the Matthews, which

left Bristol in May of 1497.

Choosing the most probable of several vague accounts of Cabot's course in

starting out, we find the sturdy adventurer, with his son and eighteen followers,

standing to the northward, after leaving the Irish coast, and then westerly into

the unknown sea. The plan was that which Columbus followed, when he sailed

from the Island of Ferro in the Canaries, of striking a certain parallel of latitude

and sticking to it. The transatlantic liners of to-day call that "great-circle

sailing."

We have absolutely no record of the month or more spent upon the

outward course. What strange experiences the Gulf Stream or the Labrador

current presented to Cabot we can only surmise. There were no summer isles

and turquoise seas for him. Instead of the song birds, the spicy breezes and

silver sands that Columbus found, his less fortunate countryman came upon the

forbidding coast of Labrador, bleak even in the summer time, where he saw no

human beings.

It was on the 24th of June, 1497, that those on board of the Matthews

unexpectedly caught sight of that strange, unknown land. They had no more

notion than had Columbus of the magnitude of the discovery. This was to their

appreciation no new world, but rather the extreme coast of the kingdom of the

Grand Khan—a remote and desolate shore of India. But their imagination

peopled it with strange beings ; demons, griffins, and all the uncouth creatures

of mediseval mythology dwelt there with the bear and the walrus. If the South

was the scene of briorhter illusions, of kingdoms where the rulers lived in grolden

halls and fountains which could confer upon the bather the gift of perpetual

youth, the glamour and legend which the cold crags of the North conjured up

were not less characteristic. Haunted islands and capes, where the clamor of

men's voices were heard at night, were known to all the sailors and pilots that

followed after the Cabots.
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The land that John Cabot first reached, wherever it was, ne called " Terra

Firma." There he planted the royal standard of England, after which he seems

to have sailed southwanl
;
presumably to reverse the course by which he came

over. Peter Martyr, in relating the wonders that Cabot discovered, recounts

that '• in the seas thereabouts he found so £rreat multitudes of certain Bieee

fishes much like unto Tunies (which the inhabitants called baccalaos) that they

sometimes stayed hisshippes."

Another writer stated that the

" Beares also be as bold which

will not spare at mid-day to

take your fish before )'oiu-

face." Coasting probably for

three hundred leagues, witli

the lantl to starboard, Cabot

seems to have discovered New-

foundland on the mainland side

antl to have passed through

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 1 le

named several islands and

prominent points, but the

names are uncertain and the

localities problematical. We
only know that in his opinion

En'dand would no longer have

to go to Iceland for her fish,

anil that he relied upon his

crew to corroborate his state-

ments when he returned to

England, because his unsup-

ported word would not have

established the fact of his dis-

coveries. Royalty is not al-

ways liberal, despite the phrase

"a royal giver" ; for we learn

right here of the munificence of the English King, who gave this intrepid sailor

and discoverer ten pounds as a reward for his labor, and afterwards atlded a

yearly pension of twenty pounds, or $ioo. There is something pathetic in this

fragmentary story of the second condnent-finder. The little spasm of approval

and excitement which his success occasioned soon died away, and even at its

height was utterly inadecjuate to the m.ignitude of his work. The simple sailor

must have made as great a show as possible upon the stipend granted by the

3
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king, for we read in a letter of the Venetian, Pasqualigo, that "he is dressed in

silk and the English run after him like a madman."

A second voyage of John and Sebastian Cabot to discover the island of

Cipango,—that illusory land that Columbus had so hopefully sought,—was

undertaken ; but a storm came up and one of the vessels was much damaged,

finally seeking refuge in an Irish port. The others sailed into a fog of tradition

and mystery as dense as that which wrapped the new-found land. We read

that the e.xpedition returned and that Sebastian Cabot lived to engage in further

adventures, but of his father we know nothing further, the supposition being

that he died upon this second expedition. Whether the third traditional voyage

of Sebastian Cabot in the fifteenth century is fact or fable is not known. His

subsequent career was mainly in the service of other sovereigns.

The profits of the second voyage of the Cabots were so meagre as to fail

to arouse any enthusiasm ; they were so small, in fact, that almost all interest

died out in England. We read of one or two minor adventures, as those of

Rut and Grube, the. former of whom went to find the northern passage to

Cathay, in which voyage his two ships encountered vast icebergs, by which one

of them was lost and the other "durst go no further," and after visiting Cape

Race returned to England. With these few exceptions England took no part

in the great work of discovery, by which, little by little, with here an island

and there a headland, now a river and then a bit of coast, the results of that

great discovery were combined into that which came to be known, though not

-at first, as the New World.

Yet Newfoundland was not deserted. Almost from the first the Breton

and Basque fishermen, hardy and adventurous, frequented its shores The Isle

of Demons and other uncanny places in the new country were visited by

fieets of French fishermen's boats, and plenteous cargoes of "Baccalois," or

cod-fish, were taken eastward yearly for the Lenten market.

AMERICUS VESPUCIUS AND HIS VOYAGES.

The year 1500 was one of extreme importance in the making of New
World history. The Spanish and Portuguese had already settled their dispute

over the division of territory, the Pope's decision, to which all good Catholics

in that day yielded unhesitating obedience, having given to Spain all land dis-

covered west of a certain meridian line, and to Portugal whatever lay to the

eastward. In this way Portugal acquired her right to the Brazils ; and she also

laid claim to Newfoundland. But the great element, time, had just begun to

work. It was destined, under the ordering of Providence, that Spain and

Portugal should make conquests, but not hold them. The Anglo-Saxon was

only then a potentiality; his greatness was becoming recognized: he was yet to

sweep the Atlantic, and, finally, settling on the stormy coast to the west, was
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to lay the foundations of a c^reat empire, which was to make it possible to Itll

the inspiring' and unique Story of America.

We now come to Americas Vespucius, who was, singularly enough, and

through no scheming of his own, to give his name to a country that should

rightly have borne the name Columbia. And he was to do this though he

headed but one expedition. The story must necessarily be brief

Vespucius was a Tlorentine—another conspicuous illustration of the fact

that he was to discover even as Columbus had discovered, but Italy was to reap

no benefit. He was, indeed, to sow the seed, but the strong arms of others

were to reap the harvest. On the 9th day of March, 1451, Vespucius was

born, in the city of Florence. Of a noble but not at all wealthy family, he

received a liberal education, devoting himself to astronomy and cosmography.

The fortunes of business took him to Seville, where he became the agent of

the powerful Medici family. It was in 1490 that he became acquainted with

Columbus, and was concerned in fitting out foiu" caravels for voyages of dis-

covery ; he took an active part in assisting Columbus in preparing for his

second voyage. Vespucius makes the statement, which we are prepar(-d to

accept, that in 1497 he sailed, and jirobably as astronomer, with one of the

numerous expeditions that the success of Columbus had called into existence,

leaving Cadiz on the loth of May of that year. After twenty-seven days of

sailing, the fleet, consisting of four vessels, reached "a coast which we thought

to be that of a continent," traversing which they found themselves in "the

finest harbor in the world." Just what that harbor is It is impossible to say.

Some writers have placed it as far south as Campeachy Bay ; Chesapeake Bay

has also been designated. Cape Charles being the point of entering. It is

impossible, however, owing to Vespucius's loose manner of writing, to fix the

place with any certainty. But he states that he doubled Cape Sable, the

southernmost point on the peninsula of I'lorida. Vespucius tells us that

while In "the finest harbor" mentioned the natives were very friendly, and

implored the aid of the whites in an expedition against a fierce race of cannibals

who had Invaded at different times their coasts, carrying away human victims

whom they sacrificed by the score. The island In question was one of the

Bahamas, one hundred leagues away. The fleet accordingly bore away, the

Spaniards being piloted by seven friendly Indians. The Spaniards arrived off

an island called Id, and landed.

Here they encountered fierce cannibals, who fought bravely but unsuccess-

fully against firearms. More than two hundred prisoners were made captive,

seven of them being presented to the seven Indian guides. But nearly a year

had passed since they had left Cadiz. The vessels were leaky ; it was time to

return. Accordingly, leaving some point of the coast line of the United States,

the fleet reached Cadiz on the 15th of October, 1498, with two hundred and
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twenty-two cannibal prisoners as slaves, where they were well received and

sold their slaves for a good sum.

Still following Vespucius's statement, on the i6th of May, 1499, he started

on a second voyage in a fleet of three ships, undcT Alonzo de Ojcda. In this voy-

age Ojeda reached the coast of Brazil, and being compelled to turn to the north

because of the strong equatorial current, they went as far as Cayenne, thence to

Para, Maracaibo, and Cape de la Vela. They also touched at Saint Domingo.

The e.xpedition returned to Cadiz on the 8th of September, 1 500. Three

months later Yanez Pinzon, taking a like course, discovered the greatest river

on the earth, the Amazon, as will be seen a little further on in this chapter.

Ojeda just missed that discovery. A year later, for some reason dissatisfied

with his position—and \ espucius seems to have passed at pleasure from one

command to another—he entered the service of Emanuel, King of Portugal,

and took part in an expedition to the coast of Brazil, lie wrote a careful

accoimt of this voyage, which he addressed to some member of the Medici

family, to whom, in 1504, he sent a fuller narrative of his expedition, which

was published at Strasbourg. This gave him high reputation as a navigator

and original discoverer.

Under the command of Coelho, a Portuguese navigator, on either May
loth or June 10th, 1503, a little squadron, with Vespucius, left the Tagus to

discover, if possible, Malacca somewhere on the South American coast ; but

through mishap the fleet was separated, and Vespucius, with his own vessel,

and later joined by another, proceeded to Hahia. Thence they sailed for

Lisbon, arriving there, after about a year's absence, on the i8th of June, 1504.

HOW AMERICA CAME TO BE NAMED.

In a letter written from Lisbon, in 1 504, to Rene, Duke of Lorraine, Ves-

pucius gives an account of four voyages to the Indies, and says that the first

expedition in which he took part sailed from Cadiz May 20, 1497, and returned

I in October, 1498. This letter has provoked endless discussions among his-

! torians as to the first discovery of the mainland of America, and it has been

charged against Vespucius that after his return from his first voyage to Brazil

he prepared a chart, giving his own name to that part of the country. It is high

[

time the name of Vespucius was rid of this stain. It seems to be established

I

that at this time the Duke Rene, of Lorraine, a scholar, and one deeply inter-

', ested in the discoveries of the age, caused a map to be prepared for him by an

energetic young student of geography, a young man named Waldsee-Muller,

who innocently affixed the name America to the Brazil country. In this way the

I
name became fixed, and was eventually taken up by others. It was not till

)
nearly thirty years afterward—in 1535—that the charge of discrediting Colum-

i

bus by affixing his own name was brought, and most unjustly so, against Vespu-
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cius. Latter-day opinion acquits Vespucius of this charge, and now with the

fact established, at this time of our Cohimbian anniversary, it should no more be

brought against the distinguished navigator, whose discoveries were important,

if he did not accomplish all that was expected, and that through no fault of his.

Vespucius died in Seville, Februaiy 2, 1512—six years after his predecessor,

the first Admiral, had passed away.

VANEZ PINZON AS A VOYAGER.

The first man of importance to sail after Ojeda and Vespucci was Vincent

Yenez Pinzon, who with his brother Ariez Pinzon, built four caravels, little deck-

less or half-decked yachts, with which he sailed from Palos in the month of

December, 1499. Going further south than his predecessors, Pinzon bore away
toward the coast of Brazil, his first land being discovered at a point eight

degrees north of the equator, near where the town of Pernambuco was afterwards

built : he was the first .Spaniard to cross the equinoctial line. We read that he

lost sight of the pole-star, a circumstance which must have alarmed his sailors.

More wonderful still,—most miraculous it must have seemed,—was tlv: finding

of a great flood of fresh water, at the Equator, out of sight of iand, which

induced the navigator to seek for a very large river, and he found it !—for there

was the mighty Amazon with its mouth a hundred miles wide and sending a

great tide of fresh water a hundred miles out to sea. At their first landing

Pinzon's sailors cut the names of their ships ami of their sovereign on the trees

and the rocks, while he took possession of the land in behalf of .Spain. Here

Pinzon seized some thirty Indians as slaves. The mighty Amazon, with its

hundred-mile wide mouth, filled the explorers with wonder, as well it might.

But the capturing of the Indians had created difficulties which endangered

the safi^ty of the fleet, so that Pinzon deemed it prudent to shorten his stay.

Accordingly he set sail, and skirting along the coast discovered the Orinoco

River and Trinidad ; after which they stood across to Hispaniola. A hurricane

overtaking the little fleet nearly put an end to Pinzon's adventure, but he finally

escaped with the loss of two of his vessels. With the others he returned to

Spain, only to find that Diego dc Lepe had sailed after him and returned before

him, with a report of the continuance of the South American continent far to

the southward.

Rightly Da Gama has no place here, save as a discoverer in times of

discovery. A skilled Portuguese mariner, he coasted the eastern shores of

Africa and visited India. In a second voyage he became involved in hostilities

with the towns of the Malabar coast. In 1499 he was made Admiral of the

Indies. He died at Cochin, India, Christmas Day, 1524.

In 1499, the same year that the Pinzons and Lepe sailed, Pedro Alvarez dp

Cabral was commissioned by the Portuguese King, Emanuel, to follow Vasco da^
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Gama's course and establish a trading- station on the Malabar coast. Gomez,
for some reason unknown, sailed by the way of the Cape Verde Islands, and
takin<r from thence a much more westerly course than he intended, came, quite

by accident, upon the Continent that Pinzon and Lepe had so lately left.

Probably the real cause of Cabral's dellection from his original course was to

avoid the calms of the Guinea shore. He Iiad no sooner made the strange

land than he resolved to cruise along it, and concluded that this wonderful

coast was a continent. Despatching a ship home to Portugal with the news

—

with Caspar de Lemos in com-

mand—he pursued his voyage.

When Pinzon returned, therefore,

he not only found that Lepe had

been there before, but ascertained

that Portugal pressed its prior

claim to the coast he had discov-

ered, based on the Pope's edict as

well as the voyage of Cabral.

The Kintr of Portural, on recciv-

ing Cabral's message, soon des-

patched a fle(!t to discover new
territory for his crown ; and

Americus Vespucius, till then in

the Spanish service, accepted his

overtures and went with the ex-

[jedition. When Caspar de

Lemos started for Portugal with

the news of the discovery of the

southern continent, Cabral waited

only a few days and then sailed

southward.

The result of this second part

of his voyage was the discovery

of the Cape of Good Hope. There the llect, lierctofore so successful, was
overtaken by a terrific storm, in the course of which four of his vessels went

down, among them being one wOiich was commanded by the navigator Bar-

tholomew Diaz. The name which Cabral gave to this new country was Vera

Cruz. The appellation by which it was afterwards known, of " Pjrazil " or "the

Brazils," was taken from the dye wood found there ; an Arabic word being

borrowed for the purpose. Columbus discovered the new world without

knowing he had done so, although his work was in pursuance of carefully

laid plans. Cabral however, like Vespucius off the North American coast,

vA-sco HA c;ama.

i^J'rom the ."^tSS. nf Fedro ISarretto de liezdiuda.)
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was aware from the first that the land he accidentally discovered was the main-

land of a great continent.

After his adventure at the Cape of Good Hope Cabral went as far as

Hindostan and returned with laden ships, in which were immense quantities of

spices, jewels and rare merchandise. " Verily," said Vespucius, who met him in

the Cape Verde Islands upon his return voyage, " God has prospered King

Emanuel." The same year [1500] that the Pinzons and Cabral sailed from

their respective countries, Portugal sent the brothers Caspar and Miguel

Cortereal on the first of a series of new expeditions to explore the Northwest.

The papal line of demarcation between Spanish and Portuguese possessions was

called Borgia's meridian, and the suspicion that Cabot's discoveries lay to the

eastward of this was sufficient cause for an expedition from Lisbon. These were

unfortunate voyages, for although the region already explored by the Cabots

was revisited and the flag of Portugal planted in the chill domain of the griffins

and demons of Breton fancy, yet the wild men and curiosities which they brought

home were but a sorry exchange for the lives that they cost. From Caspar

Cortereal' s second voyage he never returned. Two of his ships came home,

and when his brother Miguel went in search of him his flag-ship also was lost,

with all on board.

OTHER DISCOVERERS.

Rodigero de Bastidas and John de la Cosa, sailing w^ith two ships from

Cadiz, in 1502, discovered the Gulf of Darien, which point Ojeda on his

second voyage also touched, thence proceeding to the V/est Indies. Following

these, after a number of smaller adventurers that tried their fortune upon
the Atlantic, Juan de Solis and Vincent Yafiez Pinzon sailed from the Port

of .Saville, six years later. They directed their two caravels toward the

coast of Brazil, going to the thirty-fifth degree south latitude, where they

discovered the Rio de la Plata,—the River of .Silver,—which they at first

called Paranaguaza. To them also is due the credit for the discovery of

Yucatan, on this same voyage. De Solis was by some considered the very

ablest navigator of his time, and his fame at last induced the King of Spain to

appoint him to the command of two ships fitted out to discover a passage to the

Spice Islands, or Moluccas, for which he sailed in October, five years after he

and Pinzon had made the trip just alluded to. He returned to the la Plata

River, which stream he entered in January, 15 16, but a tragic fate awaited him.

Attempting to ascend the river and explore its banks, de Solis and a number of

his crew were surprised and overpowered by the savages, who wdth barbaric

heartlessness roasted and ate the unfortunate Spaniards in the sight of their

companions on the vessels. The survivors, sickened and terrified by such a

spectacle, lost no time in escaping from the land of these cannibals. They
stopped only at Cape San Augustin, where they loaded their vessels with Brazil
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wood, and made the best of their way back to Europe with the sad news.

In the following year Charles V sent Cordova, with a command of iio men
in three caravels, into that distant but no lunger dreaded West, which still had

its rewards for the adventurer.

Upon the shore of Yucatan, where he first landed, at Cape Catoche, the

Spaniards saw with surprise people who in one respect differed very greatly

from the natives who had so far been met with in the western voyages, inasmuch

as they dressed in cotton and other fabrics, instead of going naked and painting

their bodies. Not only in their dress but in their hou.ses they exhibited signs

of civilization that e.xcited the wonder of Cordova and his men.

PONCE DE TEOX DISCOVERS FLORIDA.

Six years had passed after the death of Columbus, when, in 1512, Juan

Ponce de Leon sailed from Puerto Rico in a northerly direction and discovered

the peninsula which the Admiral had so nearly found upon his first voyage.

De Leon first sighted land at about the boundary line separating Florida from

Georgia. Landing, he took possession in the name of his sovereign, calling

the new country Florida ; for it was in April, when the Cherokee roses, the wild

jessamine, and all the multitudinous blossoms of a Floridian spring-time were

filling the air with their fragrance. The discoverer of this paradise returned to

Spain, and, obtaining the governorship of the new coast, undertook to enter

U[)on its possession. But the savages were otherwise minded. The followers

of I'once de Leon were hunted through the tangled growth of the luxuriant

forests or harassed in their defences jjehind the; sand-dunces, till many of them

had been killed, and their leader was glad to escape with the little remnant of

his force. So he re-embarked, abandoning the country ; but the Spaniards

claimed Florida from that day, in spite of a counter-claim which England

presented in virtue of the discoveries of the Cabots.

Later, in 1527, Pamphilo de Narvaes repeated Ponce de Leon's experiment,

with a similar result. Then Ferdinand de Soto, who had been (Governor of

Cuba, obtained the title of Manjuis of Florida, and, with nearly a thousand

men and ten ships, he landed, in 1539, on the west coast of the peninsula,

bive years later a little handful of broken, impoverished, beaten, disheartened

Spaniards, less than a third of the number that had sailed so proudly to the

conquest of Florida, left its shores to the sole occupancy of the jealous natives

who inhabited it. There was no perpetual "fountain of youth" there for

de Soto, but ageing, weariness, and disaster instead.

When Charles V, of .Spain, was beginning to feel the benefit of the con-

quest in the New World, and Cortez and the .Spanish captains and adventurers

were planting the standard of .Spain in rich territory, Francis the First, of I'Vance,

chafed at the necessity of acknowledging the success of his rival. Francis was
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one of the most curious characters of European history, a combination of good

and evil traits. Vanity, cuhure, sensibility to the influences of art and literature,

hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness distinguished him. He was the friend of

philosophers and of those who were far from being philosophers.

From Florence came Verazzano, a navigator of repute who, unlike most of

the new world-finders, was by birth a gentleman, descended from men who had

been prominent in Florentine history. He was appointed to sail westward from

Dieppe with four ships, in the year 1523, to seek a new passage to that Cathay

which still lured the hopes of Christendom
; and in passing we may remark

upon the curious irony of fortune which permitted Italy to lend to other nations

the men who should win the greenest laurels as discoverers, when she herself

was unable to claim a foot of territory in the new world. The beginning of

V'erazzano's voyage was puzzling enough. He had not proceeded far from

Dieppe when a storm overtook him and he escaped with two of his vessels to

Brittany ; thence he cruised against the Spaniards and finally, having but one

vessel left out of the four with which he started, he set sail for the island of

Madeira, and on the 17th of January, 1524, turned the prow of his caravel, the

Dolphin, westward, to cross the Atlantic. After a passage of forty-five days,

during which the strange experiences common to such an adventure were not

lacking, he sighted a low shore where vast forests of pine and cypress rose from

^he sandy soil. This was not far from the present site of Wilmington, North

Carolina. Among other things the Florentine noticed the presence of many
fragrant plants " which yeeld most sweete savours farr from the shore." The
savages who appeared on shore attracted the greatest attention from the voy-

agers since they were not at all sure what their reception might be when they

landed for the supply of water of which they stood in need. A boat approached

as near as possible to the beach, when one of the sailors, taking some gifts as a

propitiatory offering, jumped overboard and swam through the surf But as he

neared the beach and saw the throng of screeching red men who awaited him
his courage failed, and flinging his presents among them he endeavored to

return ; but the savages succeeded in capturing him and returned to the sand,

where in the sight of the terrified captive they built a great fire. Instead, how-

ever, of cooking him, as he expected, they warmed and dried him, showed him
every mark of affection, and then led him to the shore and let him go. At the

next place they touched, the crew of the Dolphin showed their appreciation

of the courtesy of the Indians by stealing one of their children.

From the Carollnas Verazzano's course was northward along the coast,

his first anchorage being in the bay of New York. Into that beautiful harbor,

through the Narrows and under the green and tree-covered banks of Staten

Island, he rowed, being met by numerous canoes filled with Indians who came
out to welcome him, From New, York the Dolphin followed the Long Island
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;oast as far as Rlock Island, and from there to the harbor of Newport, where for

ifteen days they rested, being entertained by two savage chiefs, who did all that

lay in their power to dazzle the eyes of their white visitors with the signs of opu-

lence, as evidenced by copper bracelets, wampum belts, the skins of wild

beasts, etc.

From here the little vessel steered along the New England coast, neither offi-

cers nor seamen finding much to attract them. The Indians were suspicious and

inhospitable, driving them back with shouts and showers of arrows when they

ventured ashore in their boats. The seaboard of Maine was visited, and then

the banks of Newfoundland, from which last point Verazzano, whose expedition

was for us, perhaps, the most significant of all, sailed back for France, having

explored the American coast from Hatteras to Newfoundland.

In the following year Verazzano sailed again from France with a fleet, but

no news of that expedition ever came back, and the mystery of its loss chilled

the ardor for discovery in that country, so that for several years we hear of no

further adventures to the new world. But in 1534 the persuasions of Admiral

Chabot led to the issuing of a commission to Jacques Cartier, of St. Malo, who

sailed from that port in the same year with two ships and one hundred and

twenty-two men. ' He circumnavigated Newfoundland and explored the Gulf

of St. Lawrence, and upon a second voyage sailed up the river of the same

name for three hundred leagues, as far as the "great and swift Fall." On the

site of Montreal he visited an Indian town. Having attempted the setdement

for which he liad been sent out, Cartier went back to France only to return with

a larger expedition to Canada five years later.

Haifa century of discovery and adventure had elapsed. The map-makers

of Europe during that time were kept busy by the changes made necessary

from fresh data requiring the readjustment of old lines. From Columbus to

Verazzano and Cartier, the whole coast, with a few exceptions, had been discov-

ered, from the stony crags of Labrador to the Cape of Good Hope. It only

remained now for the round-up of this magnificent hunt, which was accom-

plished by the intrepid Magellan, prince of navigators, who, first turning west-

wardly across the Pacific found the true path to far-off Cathay, which the mighty

Genoese had sought so patiently, so grandly, so mistakenly, among the isles of

June and the pearl banks of the Caribbean Sea.

More than ordinary romance and interest attend the story of Vasco Nunez

de Balboa. His appearance in the story of Spanish conquest in America, if

not dignified, is captivating to the imagination. Martin Fernandez de Enciso,

the geographer, sailed from St. Domingo to go to the relief of the explorer,

Ojeda, who was dying of famine at .San Sebastian. Among the stores in his

vessel was a cask which contained something more valuable than the bread

which it was invoiced as containing. When Enciso's ships had got fairly out
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to sea, Balboa crept out of his cask and presented himself to the commander,

who could, after all, do nothing but scold, as it was then too late to return the

fugitive to the creditors from whom he had taken that means ot escaping.

There were some threats of putting the culprit ashore on a small desert island,

but that was not done, or one of the most popular stories of the New World

would have been unwritten.

But by the time the expedition in search of Ojeda had been abandoned

and the followers of Enciso, reinforced by the haggard remnant of Ojeda's

force, had reached the Gulf of Uraba, Balboa was no inconsiderable figure in

that company.

When the building of Santa Maria del Darien had commenced and Enciso's

temper provoked an insurrection, the stowaway, Balboa, was spoken of as his

successor. The new-comers had encroached on the province of Nicuesa, who
had been given a province in Darien, of which he was Governor, at the same

time that Ojeda was similarly favored by King Ferdinand. Some of them,

therefore, were for giving their allegiance to that Governor. The matter was

settled by giving Balboa charge till Nicuesa should come.

Nicuesa, embittered by famine and all manner of hardship, was rejected by

the men of Darien when he finally came to them, and, turning his poor little

brigantine seaward, was never heard from again. The cruelty shown to him at

this time was afterward charged upon Balboa, but he was cleared by the court.

He, however, showed little kindness to the irate Enciso, who went home to

Spain an avowed enemy, complaining bitterly of the treatment he had received

at the hands of the stowaway, whom, doubtless, he regretted not having

"marooned," /. c, cast on a desert island, when he had the chance.

Balboa next explored Darien. He married a native princess, thus making
the old chief Comogre, her father, his firm friend. The first evidence which the

Spaniards had of the superior claims of the people of Central America to civil-

ization was at Comogre's house, where "finely wrought floors and ceilings," a

chapel occupied by ancestral mummies, and other signs of ease and leisure,

appeared. But dearer than anything else was the sight of ornaments and flakes

of virgin gold. This the Spaniards, with their usual propensity, acquired, and
marveled at the strange tales which were told them of a land further to the west-

ward where the people made bowls and cups of the yellow metal. This was
the first news they had received of the kingdom of Peru. Balboa sent the

whole of the story and a fifth of the gold to Spain as Ferdinand's share, but the

ship went down on the voyage. Its arrival at Court would have done more
than anvthing else to check the legal proceedinors which were beine commenced
against him at home. However, Balboa was appointed Captain-General of

Darien by the Government of Hispaniola, which was some litde comfort to

him.
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Balboa next advanced across ihc Isihnius to tine

le had heard. On the twenty-

ikh of September, in 1513, after

5ome trouble with the Indians,

V^asco Nunez de Balboa stood

.vhere the poet Keats has made
iTortez stand for some years

jast, on a peak in Darien, a

nountain in the country of

^uarequa, and looked with the

dad eyes of a discoverer on the

)lue waters of the miyhty Pa-

the great sea " of

55

which

!

rained

:eeded

cific Ocean, that till then

had had no herald in the

{astern world. Having

shortly after this gained

the Pacific coast, Balboa

returned to Darien with

the news of his great dis-

covery, which might have

him the gratitude and reward it merited had not Pedrarias Davila sue-

in gaining the royal ear, and with a band of cavaliers, lured to new fields

IIMHOA niSfOVKRS TIIF. PACIFIC.
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by the golden rumors of Peru, started for Darien. By his commission Davila

was Admiral and Governor; he was a leadino- fio-ure on the Isthmus for sixteen

years, and during that time committed so many crimes that the historian Oviedo
computes that he would have to face two million souls at the judgment day ! i

Oviedo, like the humane Las Casas, believed that the Indians possessed souls

;

and though we know how given the Spanish chroniclers were to exaggeration

and even downright mendacity, still we cannot doubt that enough murders were
committed during the governorship of Davila to make even the conscience of a

Spaniard feel uncomfortable. With the cavaliers who came over with Davila

were Oviedo, the historian already named, and Enciso, Balboa's old commander.
The first thing that the jealous Davila did was to arrest Balboa on trumped-up
charges, but they did not suffice to insure his conviction, and about this time the

news of his great discoveries was beginning to turn the tide in Spain in his favor.

It is to be said to Balboa's credit that he was very politic in his treatment of the

Indians, using kindness where the new Governor practiced the utmost cruelty.

As a result Balboa was regarded with friendly feelings and his rival hated—

a

condition of affairs that could not fail to engender jealousy and danger.

The Spanish Bishop, who had come with the expedition, strove to patch up

matters by suQgestino- a betrothal between Balboa and the daughter of the

Governor. As the daughter was in Spain, and the alliance could not be con-

summated for some time, Balboa consented, though we have no evidence that

he really contemplated abandoning his beloved Indian wife. The proposed

marriage was but one article in an important treaty, without which the younger
man would have been crushed by the elder.

Before long, however, Balboa again incurred the hatred of his enemy, and
accepting a treacherous invitation to visit him, was arrested by his old comrade,

Pizarro, and beheaded, at the age of forty-two, in the land with which his name
and fame are indissolubly connected. It was just before his last quarrel with

Davila, which resulted in his untimely end, that Balboa performed one of the

most astonishing feats in Spanish-American annals ; having taken his ships apart,

he transported them across the Sierras, and launched them on the Pacific.

Ferdinand de Soto was born in Xeres, Spain, in 1500. We first meet with

him, so far as American exploration is concerned, on accompanying his friend

and patron Davila [previously referred to in the account of Balboa], on his

expedition to Darien, of which Davila was Governor, and whose offensive

administration De Soto was the first to resist. He supported Hernandez in

Nicaragua in 1527, who perished by the hand of Davila for not obeying his

instructions. . Withdrawing from the service of Davila, in 152S he explored the

coasts of Guatemala and Yucatan for 700 miles, in search of the strait which was

supposed to connect the two oceans. In 1532, by special request of Pizarro,

he joined him in his enterprise of conquering Peru. He was present at the
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leizure o/ the Peruvian Inca, and took part in the massacre which followed,

ierviiig the usual apprenticeship in butchery whicli hardened the hearts and made

:allous the nerves of those wiio followed the Spanish conquerors: but we are told

le condemned the murder of the Inca Alahualpa, as well he mi^^lu !— I'rescott

las pictured the infamy of this crime in indelible colors.

In 1537, De Soto was appointed Governor of Cuba, and two years later

_ie crossed the Gulf of Mexico to attempt the conquest of Florida at his own
expense, believing it to be the ricliest

province yet discovered. Anchoring

1539, his

route was through a country made hos-

tile by the violence of the Spanish in-

was fighting''ff^i'i'jf^^^^'^^MJ^,^',^ vaaer, iNavarcz.

i/y'^/^^'f^i'^"' '

''^ ^" ^'^^ time, but it was not conquest.

He continued to march northward,

;aching, October iSth, 1540, the present site of Mobile, Alabama, and finally

-riving at the mouth of the Savannah river. That country was then, as it is

Dw, flat and sandy, its low forests of pine interspersed with cypress swamps
id knolls where the live-oaks flourished. Frequent streams intersect portions

'it. Traveling with such means as De Soto had at his disposal was very slow

[id troublesome. From the Savannah he turned inland, fighting the Indians at

most every step, and overcoming mighty obstacles. With nearly a third of
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his men slain or lost, after a winter spent on the Yazoo, and disappointment

following disappointment as he searched in vain, in his westward course, for the

cities of gold which he saw in glowing but illusory vision, after a year and a half
\

of unparalleled hardships and constant marching, in April, 1542, he discovered

the Mississippi, that mighty stream whose current flows tor tour thousand miles^ 1

upon which the eyes of a white man had never before rested. This he explored

for a short distance above and below Chickasaw Bluffs. Here his great career

ended, for he died of malignant fever. To conceal his deatli from the Indians.

his body was wrapped in a mande, and in the stillness of midnight was silently

sunk in the middle of the stream. His soldiers pronounced his eulogy by griev-

ing for their loss, while the priests chanted the first requiem ever heard on the

waters of the Mississippi.

I
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Thrilling Experiences of our Forefathers in

the Early Days.

' ORLKANS, WHERE LOl'IS PHILIPPE
i IHD IN I79S.

A FF.w years cover the be*

;:;innings of westward miyrration

troni Europe and the liritish

Isles. Great impulses seem to

be epidemic. The variety of

causes which led to the planting-

of the American colonies be-

came operative under diverse

national and race conditions, so

that they appear in history as

the synchronous details of a

common plan. As the reader

follows these pages and appro-

priates all the wonderful and

inspiring details of this une-

qualed record ot lour centuries,

his interest will deepen and his amazement will keep pace witli his interest.

Finding a barren shore, broken only by the roar of the surf the cries of birds

and animals, and the whoop of the Indian, he will lay down the volume, having

discovered that civilization has followed the sun until the two oceans have met

—

connected by an unbrokcMi tide of humanity ebbing and flowing from the Atlantic

to the Pacific; and westward the Star of Empire still takes its way!

A minute account of the social and political situations in the various king-

doms of Europe during ihe si.xteenth century is not within the scope of this

work, but it will be well to make a very brief statement of the questions that

agitated Christendom at this time, and to notice the temper of the times.

Cupidity and a love of adventure led the Spaniard to the conquest of the

New World. Spain was then paramount in Europe, most powerful as well as

most Catholic ; and the controlling motive of her sovereigns was conquest.

It was not reformation nor revolution that .sfi?*'' her people over seas, but

61
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the love of power and wealth. In France, on the contrary, the spirit of

revolt against established dogmas had led to persecution, so that the Hugue-
nots were glad to find an asylum in the wilderness of the New World.

Under these conditions the first colonies were attempted in the middle of

the sixteenth century. Thirty years later a second planting, more general and

more effectual, was begun.

At that time Protestant England had a Catholic king. Henry of Navarre

was upon the throne of France, which he had gained by his apostacy. Holland,

the mighty little republic, was, under the wise leadership of John of Barne-

veld and the States General, keeping Catholic Europe in check. Spain

had been for years planning the conquest of England "as a stepping-

stone to the recovery of the Netherlands." It will be seen that the very

causes which led emigrants to colonize the new continent forbade friendship

or common interests between those of different races, the animosities of the

Old World being very carefully transplanted to the new along with other

possessions.

France made the first attempt at colonization in 1555. One of the leaders

in the enterprise was Coligny, the Huguenot admiral
; John Ribault and

Laudoniere were masters of successive expeditions, seeking first the Florida

coast and afterward establishing a settlement in Carolina. The French have

seldom made good colonists, and those of Carolina were no exception to the

general rule. It is probable that their quarrelsome dispositions would have

destroyed them in time had not the .Spanish claimants of the country, led by

Menendez, hastened the event. This expedition of the Spaniards was not

only noteworthy because of the cruel massacre of Ribault and his Huguenot
followers, but also as the occasion of the founding of the most ancient of

North American cities, St. Augustine. This occurred in 1564.

The settlement of St. Augustine was followed by a hiatus in which nothing

was done toward the colonization of America. This was due to the great

religious war which was then raging in Europe. But in the interval the mis-

sionary expeditions of the Spanish Franciscans, Ruyz and Espejio, in 1582,

resulted in the building of Santa Fe in New Mexico. There had also been the

establishment by adventurers of various fishing and trading stations, notably

the one on the island of New Foundland.

During the interval England had been steadily growing as a marine power,

and her navigators had directed men's eyes anew towards the land where so

many of their countrymen should find refuge. Finally Raleigh, following in

the footsteps of his famous half-brother. Sir Humphrey Gilbert, obtained a

patent from Queen Elizabeth, by the terms of which he should become pro-

prietor of six hundred miles vTyA' " '"^•-i pipy po'nt which he might discover

or take, provided he did not en ,.)ii territory otherwise granted by any
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Christian sovereigri. As an auxiliary to tiiis grant the queen gave her favorite

a monopoly of the sale of sweet wines, by the profits of which business he was

soon enabled to fit out what was known as the Lane expedition, that sailed

under the command of Grenville in 1585, and landed at Roanoke, in Virginia.

THE ROANOKE COLONY.

Grenville's first act upon landing was to rouse the animosity of the Indians

by burning one of their villages and some cornfields, after which he left Lane,

the Governor, with only an hundred and ten men and returned to England.

.Scarcity of provisions, a constant quarrel with their Indian neighbors, and a

general feeling of discouragement

led these first Virginia colonists to

hail the navigator, Drake, who ap-

peared on the coast a few months

after, as a deliverer, and rejecting

his offers of a vessel and provi-

sions, they insisted upon returning

with him to the mother country.

Their departure was almost imme-

diately followed by the arrival of

reinforcements and supplies from

Raleigh, brought by Grenville, who,

when he found the place deserted,

left fifteen men to guard it and

himself proceeded southward to

pillage the Spaniards of the West
Indies.

A second expedition, dis-

patched by Raleigh, included many
women, that families might be

formed on the new soil and the colonists be satisfied to remain. This enter-

prise was led by John White and eleven others, having a company charter

Upon arrival in Virginia White found only a skeleton to show where the

former settlement had been. Indian treachery was assigned as the reason for

its disappearance. Actuated probably by a nervous anxiety. White massacred

some friendly Indians, under the impression that they were hostiles, and in

August of 1587 returned to England for supplies, leaving behind him eighty-

nine men, seventeen women, and eleven children, the youngest being his

own granddaughter, Virginia Dare, the first white child born in America.

White arrived in England to find the nation preparing for a struggle with

Spain. His return to the colonies was therefore delayed. Raleigh, finding

INlJlAN V11.I.Ai;K enclosed with I'ALlSADl-^i.

, made by John{I'rom the oyi^i?tai tiruwifi^ in the British Mu,
IVhitt in isSs)
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himself impoverished by the former expeditions, which had cost him $2Cxd,ooo,

made an assignment, under his patent, to a company which included White and
one Thomas Smith. A new licet was procured, though with considerable

trouble, and again the adventurers sought the Virginia coast, in 1590, only to

find that the unfortunate settlement of three years before had been utterly wiped

out of existence. So ended the first English attempt to settle .\merica.

TIIK I'RENCH ATTEMrr COLOXIZATION.

About the same time de La Roche, a Marquis of Brittany, obtained from

Henry IV of France a commission to take Canada. His company consisted

largely of convicts and criminals. Following him came Chauvin de Chatte, but

he accomplished little of permanent value.

For some years following the last attempt of Raleigh to colonize Virginia,

a desultory trade with the Indians of the coast was pursued, the staples being

sassafras, tobacco, and furs. Richard Hakluyt, one of the assignees of Raleigh,

was most active in promoting this traffic ; and among others employed was
Bartholomew Gosnold, who, taking a more northerly course than the one

usually followed, discovered Cape Cod, Nantucket, and Martha's Vineyard,

and the Elizabeth Islands. Following Gosnold, in 160;, came Martin Prin*'-,

exploring Penobscot Bay, tracing the coast thence as far south as Martha's

Vineyard.

A French grant of the same year gave to Sieur de Monts, a Protestant, the

whole of North America between the 40th and 46th parallels of north latitude.

Phis domain was named Acadie. De Monts looked for a monopoly of the fur

irade on what is now the New England and Canadian coast. His Lieutenants in

the expeditions which he soon commenced, were Poutrincourt and Champlain,

of whom the latter became famous for several discoveries, but In particular for

the lake which bears his name.

So it will be noticed that both the French and English were stretching out

their hands to acquire the same territory. De Monts and Champlain settled

their colony at -St. Croix, but soon shifted, trying various points along the coast,

and even attempted to inhabit Cape Cod, but were driven away by the savages.

At last they transferred the settlement to Port Royal (Annapolis), where it

endured for about a year. De Monts' commission or patent was recalled in

1606, and but a little while previously Raleigh's grant was forfeited by

attainder, he having been imprisoned by King James on a charge of

treason.

The frequent failures to effect a permanent settlement in America did not

discourage adventurers, whose desire to possess the new world seeined to grow
stronger every year. Soon two new companies were incorporated under Royal

charter, to be known as the First and Second Colonies of Virginia. The
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former was composed of London men, and the latter of Plymouth people

principally.

The charter authorized the Companies to recruit and ship colonists, to

engage in mining operations and the like, and to trade ; theif exports to be free

of duties for seven years and duties to be levied by themselves for their own
use for a period of twenty years. They might also coin money and protect

themselves against invasion. Their lands were held of the King.

HARD TIMES COME AGAIN.

Hardly had the charter been granted when jamts began to make regu-

lations or instructions for the government of the colonies, which gave a shadow of

self rule, established the church of England, and decreed, among other things,

that the fruits of their industries were to be held in common stock by the colo-

nists for five years.

These instructions, along with the names of the "Council" appointed by

James for the government of the settlement, were carried, sealed in a tin box, by

Captain Christopher Newport, who commanded the three vessels which con-

stituted the initial venture of the London Company. An ill chosen band

landed at last at Old Point Comfort, after a stormy voyage. Of the one hundred

and five men there were forty-three "gentlemen ", twelve laborers, half a dozen

mechanics and a number of soldiers. These quarreled during the voyage, so

that John .Smith, who it afterward appeared was one of the Councillors

appointed by the Crown, entered Chesapeake Bay a prisoner, charged with con-

spiracy. As might have been expected, this company did not fare well. They

were consumed with laziness and jealousy ; there were cabals in the council and

bickerings outside of it. Repeatedly the men tried to desert ; deaths were fre-

quent and want stared them in the face. During this time it is hardly too

much to say that the energy and wisdom of John .Smith held the discouraged

adventurers together. N^w arrivals of the same sort as the first added to,

rather than diminished, the difficulties of the situation, so that at length Smith

wrote that thirty workmen would be worth more than a thousand of such people

as were being sent out. Not till the third lot of emigrants arrived did any

women visit the new settlement, and then only two. The Indians became more

and more troublesome, and the London Company, dissatisfied at receiving no

returns from their investment, threatened to leave the settlers to shift for

themselves.

In 1609 the London Company succeeded in obtaining a new charter, by the

terms of which it organized as a stock company, with officers chosen for life,

a governor appointed by the Company's Council in England, and a territory

extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific in a strip four hundred miles in width.

During the interval between the granting of the charter and the organization
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of the new government anarchy reigned in Virginia. Smith did everything

possible to restore order, but was at last wounded by an accidental explosion

of powder and forced to return to England. At this time Jamestown, which was

the name of the settlement, contained

five hundred men, sixty dwellings, a fort,

store and church. The people possessed

a little live stock and aliout thirty acres

of cultivated land, but as this was all ,.:

s^-

AN INDIAN COUNCIL OF WAR.

inadequate to their sup[)orf

there followed what is known
in the annals of the colony

as the "Starving time."

These earlier days in Virginia, while hisitorically valuable only as a warning,

have afforded an unusual share of romance, much of which centres about the

unromantic name of Smith. The historian gladly concedes to this remarkable

man his full share of credit for the survival of one of tlie most ill assorted
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parties that ever attempted to settle a new land. But, added to what is known

of Smith's adventures, struggles and escapes, is a great deal that rests solely

upon his own authority, and much of this is probably apocryphal. One hesitates,

for instance, to examine the Pocahontas legend too closely. There is no doubt

of the existence of that aboriginal princess, of her marriage to the Englishman,

Rolfe, of her enthusiastic reception liy English society, or of the fact that some

of her proud descendants live to-day in Virginia. But the pretty story of hei

devotion in saving the life of John Smith by protecting him with her own person

when the club of the executioner was raised by chief Powhatan's order may be

questioned. The account was not given in Smith's first narratives, and was

subsequently written by him several years after the death of the lady in

question. The multitude of hairbreadth escapes and marvelous adventures of

which Smith made himself the centre, have laid him open to the suspicion of

drawing a longer bow than Powhatan himself.

JOHN SMITH.

Clearing away the romance, and allowing all that is necessary to one who is

so often the hero of his own narrative, it may not be uninteresting to briefly note

some of the unquestioned services that John Smith performed for the struggling

colony. We have seen how he arrived under suspicion and arrest, landing on

the site of the little settlement which was destined to owe so much to him, like

a felon. The opening of the hitherto secret instructions given under the broad

seal of England, disclosed the fact that he was one of the Councillors named in

that document. But it was his own clear head and strong courage rather than

any royal appointment which won him the leadership in the affairs of the settle-

ment. The quarrels and incompetency of the two governors, Wingfield and

Ratcliffe, acted as a foil to display his superior quality. Although believing to

the full in the common creed of his time, that the inducements of wealth were

the only ones which would lead men to sacrifice home and comfort for the

wilderness, yet he evinced a genius for hard work and a contempt for hard

knocks worthy of a nobler purpose.

It was in his first extended exploration of the Chickahominy that the Poca-

hontas affair is supposed to have occurred. That he was taken prisoner then,

and by some means escaped from his captors, is undeniable. And in passing,

we may observe the curious misapprehension regarding the width of the Amer
ican continent which Smith's journey up the Chickahominy betrayed.' He was

actually looking for the Pacific ocean ! In keeping with this error is that clause

in the American charters which would make the land grants like long, narrow

ribbons reaching from ocean to ocean.

In 1608 Smith ascended Chesapeake Bay and e.xplored the larger rivers

emptying into it. In an open boat, he traveled over two thousand miles on fresh
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water. He parleyed with the Mohawks, and returned to subdue the much more

unmanageable colonists at Jamestown. When the half-star\-ed and wholly

discouraged adventurers became mutinous, his methods of dealing with them

were dictatorial and effectual.

As already stated, Smith, upon his departure from Virginia, left nearly five

hundred people there. In six months there remained only sixty. Many had

died, some thirty or more seized a small vessel and sailed South on a piratical

expedition, and a number wandered into the Indian countr}' and never came
back. Sick and disheartened, the remainder resolved to abandon Virginia and

seek Newfoundland. Indeed, they had actually made all preparadons and were

starting upon their voyage, when they were met by the new governor from

England, Lord De La War, with ships, recruits and provisions.

The charter under which De La War assumed the government of \"irginia

was sufficiently liberal. It was that granted to Raleigh. But in the years that

followed, the colony began to be prosperous and to excite the jealousy of the

king—the same base, faithless king tliat had beheaded Raleigh. James began

to conspire against the Virginia charter. It was too liberal : he dreaded the

power it conferred. By 1620 colonists were pouring into Jamestown at the rate

of a thousand a year, and thence being distributed through the country-.

To try to condense the early colonial history of \"irginia to the limits of our

space would result in a bare recital of names, or a repetition of the narrative of

ignorance, vice, and want, occasionally relieved by some deed of devotion or

daring. At first, in spite of the liberal provisions of the charter, the conditions

were, to a large extent, those of vassalage. In 1623 fames ordered the Com-
pany's directors to surrender their charter, a demand which they naturally

refused. He then brought suit against the Company, seized their papers so

that they should ha\'e no defence, and finally, through foul means obtained a

decision dissolving the Company. After that the government of the colony

consisted in a governor and two councils, onr of which sat in \iroinia and the

other in London. The governor and councils were by royal appointment.

bacon's rebellion.

Here we must be allowed to digress a little, to give the part played by one

Nathaniel Bacon in the affairs of Virginia. It was tlie year 1676, when Bacon

became the leader of a popular movement instituted bv the people of Kent

County, whose purpose was twofold—first, to protect themselves against the

Indians, which the Government failed to do : and, secondly, to resist the unjust

taxes and the oppressive laws enacted by the existing legislative assembly, and

also to recover their liberties lost under the arbitrar)^ proceedings of Sir William

Berkeley, then Governor. Bacon, a popular, quiet man, who had come over

from England a year before, was selected as their leader by the people, who.
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enrollins^ themselves 300 stroncf. were led by Bacon against the Indians. Bacon's

success increased the jealousy of Sir William, who, because of Bacons irregular

leadership,—he having no proper commission,—proclaimed Bacon a rebel.

Final!)-, the people rose en masse, and demanded the dissolution of the old

assembly, whose acts had caused so much trouble. Berkeley was forced to yields

and a new assembly was elected, who,

condoning Bacon's irregular Icader-

shi]), promised him a regular com-

mission as General. This commission

Berkeley refused to issue, whereupon
Bacon, assembling his forces, at the

head of 500 men, ap[)cared before

^
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Berkeley and demanded his commission,

whicli Berkeley, who was a real coward,

made haste to grant. But. as if repenting

of his concession, P)erkeley determined to

oppose Bacon by force. In this he was

unsuccessful, and in July of diat year,

Bacon entered Jamestown, the Capital, and

burned the town. A little later, in October, Bacon died, and with him the

"rebellion," or "popular uprising" as it had been variously called, subsided.

Shortly afterward Berkeley was removed, for oppression and cruelty—a cruel,

bloodthirsty man he was—and, sailing for England, died soon after his arrival,

and the world's populadon of scoundrels was lessened by just one.

While the curious mixture of cavalier and criminal was working out the
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early destinies of Virginia, a deeply religious element in Nottinghamshire and

Yorkshire, England, were being educated by adversity for an adventure of a

very different sort. At Scrooby, in 1606, a congregation of Separatists or

Bronnists, who were ultra Puritans, used to meet secretly for worship at the

house of their elder, William Brewster. King James, like most renegades, was a

good persecutor, and he finally drove the Scrooby church to flee. Led by their

pastor, that wisest and gentlest of the Puritans, John Robinson, the little com

pany escaped to Holland. The history of their ten years of sorrow and hard-

ship in Amsterdam and Leyden is too well known to require repetition here.

It is impossible to overestimate the influence of such a man as Robinson, or to

question the permanency of the impression which his character and teaching

made upon his flock.

Procuring a patent from the London company, the Scrooby-Leyden Sepa-

ratists prepared for their adventure. Only about half the Holland company

could get ready, and it fell to the pastor's lot to stay with those who were left
j

([

behind. Embarking on the Speedwell, at Delft Haven, the colonists bade

good-by to their friends and directed their course to England, where they

were joined by the Mayflower.

ARRIVAL OF THE MAVFLOWER.

The Speedwell was found to be unseaworthy, so at length most of her

passengers were transferred to the Mayflower, which proceeded on the voyage.

To those who know how small a vessel of i So tons is, the fact that one hundred

souls, besides the crew, were upon a stormy ocean in her for more than sixty

days, will be as eloquent as any description of their discomforts could be. The

objective point was far to the southward of the land that they finally fell upon,

which was not within the limits of their patent from the Virginia Company. But

they dropped anchor in Cape Cod harbor, sick and weary with the voyage, and

landed, giving thanks for their deliverance. With wisdom and frugality the

plans for the home in the wilderness were made.

Being too far North to be bound or protected by the provisions of the

Virginia charter, the Pilgrims, as they called themselves, made a compact which

was mutually protective. The terms of the contract foreshadowed republican

institutions. Thus in character, purpose and outward surroundings the Puritan

of Plymouth and the Cavalier of Jamestown differed essentially. The after

development of the two settlements followed logically along these lines, empha-

sizingf these differences.

Of the hundred souls left in Plymouth only fifty per cent, remained alive

when the supplies from England came, a year later. Scurvy, famine and

exposure to the severe climate had killed most of the weakest of them. Not a

household but had suffered loss. Yet not one offered to go back. Men and
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.vomen alike stood to their posts with a heroism that has never been excelled in

:he world's history. We read how they planted their corn in the graveyard

A'hen planting time came, so that the Indians might not discover the greatness

dF their loss. Cotton Mather, in writing of this dark time says, with that

provoking, cold-blooded philosophy that can bear other people's troubles with

equanimity: "If disease had not more easily fetched' so many away to heaven,"

all must have died for lack

of provisions. The Indians fr

were at first very hostile,

'owing to depredations com-

mitted by a previous navi-

gator, but they w^ere too few

in number to be very trouble-

some. Stjuanto, who became

the interpreter, and Samoset,

[a sagamore from the east-

ern coast, were their first

friends among the red men.

Squanto was their tutor

in husbandry and fishing.

Then, too, came Hobba-

mock, Avhom Longfellow has

'immortalized as the "friend

of the white man." The

names of those who formed

this little colony have be-

'come household words all

'over the land. Miles Stan-

dish, John Alden. Priscilla,

Elder Brewster, Bradford,

—

where are these names not

' known ?

I
Frugal as the Pilgrims

'were, and industrious, they
' found that their inexperience in planting maize, together with other drawbacks,

kept them on the edge of starvation for several years. Clams became at one

time the staple diet, and were about all that the setders had to regale their

• friends with, when a new ship-load of those that had been left behind in Leyden,

arrived.

A description of Plymouth, given in 1626, shows the situation of the town:

A broad street, "about a cannon shot of eight hundred yards long," bordered

ARMOR WORN I)Y THE PILGRIMS IN 102O.

\^iJ\«5WT)^,
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by the houses of hewn planks, followed by a brook down the hillside. A second

road crossed the first, and at the intersection stood the Governor's house. Upon

the mound known as "burial hill" was a

building which served the double purpose of

a fort and a church. A stockade surrounded

the whole. At first the agricultural and other

labors of the people had been communistic, in

accordance with the conditions of the London
Company's charter. But in 1624 this plan was

done away with and the lands thereafter held separately. Still the people.

unlike those of Virginia, continued to dwell in towns, and their habits in this

respect descended to their children.

IHLES STANDISH HOLDS A COUNCIL WITH
THE INDIANS.
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The second New England colony was that of Massachusetts Bay, which

vas sent out by a company provided with a charter very much like that of Vir-

ginia. The provisions of this patent allowetl for the ap[)ointment of officers by

he company, but it was not stated where the headquarters of the company were

o be. This important oversight allowed the transplanting of the company, with

)fficers, elective power, and other democratic rights, to New England. The
:oinpany. which pretended to be a commercial organization, was really composed
)f Puritans, who, though not Separatists, were strict to the point of fanaticism,

rhe leader of the first emigrants was John Endicott. His followers numbered

ess than a hundred souls,

vith which little force he t~\r . .^^

,

:)lanted Salem. The Salem

;olonists, though they hatl

cnown less persecution and

lardship than those of Ply-

nouth, or perhaps for that

eason, yet were more intol-

erant and Oui.xotic in their

-ules for self government,

n social observances, and

especially in their dealings

ivith people of other reli-

gious sects. The transfer-

ence of the government of

the company, together with

the addition of over eight

hundred new colonists, was

made in 1630.

As the Massachusetts

colonies grew they e.xcited

the jealousy or animosity of

two very different classes of

people. These were their

Dutch neighbors and the Indians. The most serious of the early difficulties

vvith the aborigines was, in fact, the effect of Dutch interference. These

people had purchased the Connecticut river lands from the Pequots. The

Pequots only held the territory by usurpation and the original owners obtained

the Puritan protection, giving them a rival tide. The enraged Pequots com-

menced hostilities which were promptly resented by the Puritan Governor,

Endicott, who led his men into the Indian countr>', punishing the assailants

ieverely. This act, however necessary it may have been, laid the colony open

A PIONEtR FLEEING FROM ENRAGF.D PEQUOTS.
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to all the cruelty of a long-continued war, which lasted until the final rem-

nant of the Pequot tribe had been extinguished.

The war with Philip, Massasoit's

• son, occurred in 1675, when the col-

ony was stronger and better able to

b«ar the tax upon its vigor, but during the year in which it lasted the settle-
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ments were frightfully crippled. Six hundred houses had been burned, the

fighting force of the English had been decimated, and the fruits of years of

labor wasted. The whole difficulty arose from the Puritans' " lust for inflicting

justice," and might have been avoided.

One of the most significant, as well as beneficial, of early New England
institutions was the "town meeting," which ranked next to " the meeting house
worship " in importance to the colonist ; for while in one he indulged liberty of

conscience, the other allowed him liberty of speech. Having both his speech
and his conscience under control, the Puritan took a sober delight in their

indulgence. The town meeting was in the New Englander's blood, and it needed
only the peculiar conditions of his new life to bring it out. His ancestors had had
their Folkmotes where all que.stions of public policy and government were freely

discussed. .So it came natural to him to gather in unsmilinof earnestness with his

neighbors, and attend to their plans or suggest others for their mutual guidance

and safety. This ventilation of grievances and expression of views did more, in

ail probability, to prepare for the part which New England should take in future

political movements than any other one agency.

HENDRICK HUDSON.

The discovery of the Hudson River, and that of Lake Champlain occurred

at nearly the same time, each discoverer immortalizing himself by the exploit.

That of Hudson has, however, been of vastly more importance to America and
the world than that of his French contemporary.

Hudson was known as a great Arctic explorer prior to his discovery of

the site of America's metropolis. He had previously sailed under English

patronage, but now he and his little " Half-Moon " were in the service of the

Dutch East India Company, and in search of a northwest passage, which he

essayed to find by way of Albany, but failed. At the same time Smith was
searching the waters of the Chesapeake. In 1614, the charter granting all of

America between Virginia and Canada was received by the " Company of the

New Netherlands" from the lately formed States General of Holland. The
command of so magnificent a river system as that of the Hudson and its

tnbutaries established almost at once the status and success of the Dutch
colony.

The States General held complete control of their American dependency
They appointed governors and councillors and provided them with laws.

Ordinarily, the people seemed to care as little to mix with politics as does the

modern average New Yorker, a good deal of bad government being considered

better than a little trouble.

Once in a while a governor got in some difficulty over the Indian question,

and called a council of citizens to help him, but ordinarily he was despotic
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The colonists were content to wax fat without kicking. They were honest,

shrewd, good-natured, tolerant bodies, as different from the New Englandci

as from the Virginian, or as either of these neighbors was from the other.

Primarily traders, they found themselves in one of the best trading grounds in

the world, with nothing serious to prevent them from growing rich and

multiplying. This they proceeded to do with less noise and more success than

either of the other contemporary settlements. In the fifty years of Dutch rule,

the population of New Amsterdam reached eight thousand souls. The
character of the city was so cosmopolitan that it has been estimated that no

less than twelve languages were spoken there. Free trade obtained, in

contrast to the policy of New England and Virginia. The boundary difficulties

with the Puritan colonies were a constant irritation, but were allowed to

slumber when it was necessary to make common cause against the Indians.

THE DUTCH LOSE NEW AMSTERDAM.

In the time of Petrus Stuyvesant, the last of the Dutch governors, the

rivalry which existed between the English and Dutch nations regarding the

trade of the new world led the treacherous Charles II of England to send an

armament in a time of profound peace to take the colony of a friendly nation.

Colonel Richard Nichols commanded the expedition. His orders caused

him to stop at the Massachusetts Bay for reinforcements. The colonists there

were reluctant to aid him, but those of Connecticut joined eagerly with the

expedition, and Governor Winthrop took part in it. The colony passed,

without a blow, with hardly a murmur on the part of the people, though

considerably to the rage of Governor Stuyvesant, into the hands of the English,

to be known thenceforth as New York. Notwithstanding the success of the

Dutch colony of New Amsterdam, it was unquestionably a most important

advantage in the after history of America that it should have fallen into the

hands of the English.

As a conservative element, the peaceful, prosperous Friend was of immense

value in colonial development. The grant which William Penn obtained in 1681

gave him a tract of forty thousand square miles between the estates of York
and Baltimore. Penn's charter was in imitation of that granted to Maryland,

with important differences. With the approval of Lord Baltimore, laws passed

by the Maryland Assembly were valid, but the king reserved the right to approve

the laws of Pennsylvania. The same principle was applied to the right of

taxation. There was about fifty years between the two charters.

The settlement of New Jersey by Quakers was that which first drew Penn's

attention to America. In drawing up the plans for his projected State he did so

in accordance with Quaker ideas, which in point of humanity were far in advance

of the times. The declaration that governments exist for the sake of the
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governed, that the purpose of punishment is reformation, that justice to Indians
,

as well as to white men should be considered, were startling in their novelty.

The success of this enterprise was instant and remarkable. In three years

the colony numbered eight thousand people. The applications for land poured

in and the affairs of the colonists were wisely administered, and before the

death of her great founder, Pennsylvania was firmly established. Education

was a matter of care from the very start in Philadelphia, although throughout

the rest of the state it was neglected for many years. Indian troubles were

scarcely known. The great blot on the scutcheon of the Quaker colony was
j

the use of white slaves, for whom Philadelphia became the chief market in the i

new world. Not less remarkable than the unity of time which characterized the ,

planting of several American settlements was the unity of race into which I

they all finally merged, with few and slight e.xceptions, so that in after years

all of the various lines of development which have been indicated in this
j

chapter should combine to form a more complete national life. Penn made a

treaty with the Indians, and kept it ; and herein lies the secret of his success. '

If only all treaties had been kept, what bloodshed might not have been I

avoided

!

I
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A CHAISE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

{From " L'Art du Menuixsier-Oirrossier** 1771.)

furious Manners and Customs in Colonial

Times.

Many were the varieties of

New England life before the Ameri-

can Revolution. Kach township

maintained its own peculiar laws;

clung to its own peculiar customs

;

cherished its own peculiar traditions.

Never, perhaps, except in Greece,

were local self-government and local

patriotism pushed to such an ex-

treme. Not only did common-
wealth hold itself separate from

commonwealth, but township from

)wnship, and often village from village. Long stretches of uninhabited land

Tectively divided these self-reliant communities from one another. "The road

) Boston," says one of the most graphic of New England's local historians,*

hen speaking of the route from Buzzard's Bay, in 1743, "was narrow and

)rtuous—a lane through a forest—having rocks and quagmires and long reaches

f sand, which made it almost impassable to wheels, if any there were to be

sntured upon it. Branches of large trees were stretched over it, so that it was

nvisited by sunlight, except at those places where it crossed the clearings on

hich a solitary husbandman had established his homestead, or where it followed

le sandy shores of some of those picturesque ponds which feed the rivers

mptying into Buzzard's Bay. Occasionally a deer bounded across the path,

nd foxes were seen running into the thickets." Such roads, picturesque as

ley were, naturally discouraged travel. Occasionally a Congregational council

ailed together the ministers of several towns at an installation or an ordi-

ation. Once a year the meeting of the General Court tempted the rural

uthorities up to the capital; during a week's time a few travelers may have

I
* Mr. W. R. Bliss, in his "Colonial Times on Buzzard's Bay," an excellent depiction of early

lew England life, from which other quotations will appear later in this chapter,

Si
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COLONIAL PLOW WITH WOODEN MOLD-BOARD. I706.

{State A^yicitUural Museutn, Albany, N. K.)

ridden by on horseback and baited at the village inn ; now and then a visitor

came to town, making no little stir, or perhaps a new immigrant settled on the

confines of the parish. But there were then no Methodist preachers, with short

and frequent pastorates, and no commercial travelers, with boxes of the latest

goods, who could serve as conductors of thought and gossip from village to

village and make them homogeneous.
America was not then a land of travelers

What little travel there might have been,

was often still further discouraged by

local ordinances, and in many a town,

a citizen had to have a special permit

from the Selectmen before he could enter-

tain a guest for anything over a fort-

night. Thus one father was fined ten

shillings for showing hospitality to his

daughter beyond the legal period. In

many a spot in early New England the

protectionist principle was so thoroughly

localized that the importation of labor, as well as of merchandise, was

rigorously restricted. Towns so insulated naturally took on distinctive traits.

Even religious customs, literal scripturalists as these people were, differed in

different places. The Puritan Sabbath began on Saturday night in one

commonwealth, on Sunday morning in another. In brief no picture of any

one town can serve as a picture of any other.

To describe a typical Puritan home, therefore, is

not easy. Yet it is not impossible. For the New
England Puritans were a peculiar and easily distin-

guished people. The fundamental differences in

character which set them off from the rest of the

world, are far more prominent to the eye than are the

local differences which divided town from town. A
Connecticut settler, or even a Rhode Island Baptist,

might be taken for a Massachusetts Puritan, but a

Knickerbocker could be mistaken for neither.

To beo^in with, the New Enelanders were the

most truly benevolent and unselfish people of their

time. They had hardly set foot on New England's shore before their history

was marked by a magnanimous act of genuine forgiveness of injuries. It

was in the middle of the landing at Plymouth Rock, when the colony was

prostrated by illness and was exposed to the worst inclemencies of a

new and inclement climate. " Destitute of every provision which the weak-

ANXIENT HAND-MADE SPADE.

(State Agrkidturat Museum, Aibanih
N. y.)
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IRISH IMMIGRANT S FI.AX
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ness and daintiness of the invalid require," so runs the description of a

well-known historian, " the sick lay crowded in the unwholesome vessel or in

half-built cabins, heaped around with snow-drifts. The rude sailors refused

them even a share of those coarse sea-stores which would

have given a little variety to their diet, till disease spread

amoiiy; the crew and the kind ministrations of those

whom they had neglected and affronted brought them

to a better temper." There could be no better example

of Christian forbearance than this. At the start the

Indians also came within the scope of the Puritan's

chanty. He nursed them assiduously in times of small-

pox, rescued many a child from a plague-stricken wigwam,

helped them through times of famine. Christianized and

partially civilized some of them, and in business dealings

treated them not only justly but with a sincere though

tactless kindness. The Puritan's home life was unselfish
;

he was profoundly regardful of his children, though he

evinced that regard not by indulging them, but by pains-

taking discipline and a rigorous thrift, the better to provide for their future.

It was a French Jesuit of the last century who testified that the New Englander,

unlike the Canadian, labored for his heirs. These early settlers made staunch

neighbors. They were ready at almost any

time to leave their work to drive a pin

or nail in a young home-maker's new
dwelling-house as a token of their good

will, while they found their greatest pleas-

ures in such means of mutual helpfulness

as corn-huskings, quilting-bees, and barn-

raisings. They were, no doubt, exacting

and unsympathetic masters, but in the

commands which they enjoined they kept

in view the moral welfare of their slaves

and servants as of far greater importance

than their own material prosperity. Never

were slaves better treated than in New
England.

The Puritans were strenuously intent

on making the world, not only better,

but, as they thought, happier. It was to guard the more solid pleasures of a

pure home-life and of an honest pride in one's country, that they bulwarked

themseK-es against the encroachments of sordid self-indulgences. But they went

A COLO.NIAL FLAX WllKKL.
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A COMFORTIEK., UK CHAFING-DISH.
(AVw York State Cabinet of Natural History,

Albany.)

about their task in crude fashion. They recognized, for instance, quite wisely,

that there is no more insidious enemy of happiness than vanity, which makes a

man utterly miserable whenever he is ignored and only uneasily pleased even

when he is admired the most, but they tried to

eradicate vanity from the human heart not by

planting something better in its place, but by

such petty sumptuary laws as prohibiting the

wearing of lace. They simply attempted to cut

off whatever might minister to vanity's indul-

gence. Their chief reliance for improving the

condition of the world was in a countless number

of minute restrictions and self-limitations. The
more law there is, however, the more there needs

to be, for prohibit nine-pins and soon there will be a new game of ten-pins

to prohibit also. So it was with the Puritans. Restriction was placed here

and restriction was placed there, until restriction became constriction and grew

intolerable. The children were never allowed to lose sight of parental regula-

tions, the parents of township ordinances,

the town of state laws. But it was in the

number and pettiness of these laws, not

any cruelty in them, which made them

intolerable, for the humanity of New
England's legislators is evinced in the fact

that there were only ten crimes punish-

able with death in New England when
there were one hundred and sixty in Old

England. The New Engflanders were

swaddled, not chained. The best that

was in them did not have full play, but it

had more play than it could have had in

any other country, except Great Britain

and Holland.

From the start New England was a

country of homes. The typical New
England dwelling was the work of several

generations. It had begun perhaps as a

solidly built but plain rectangular house

of one story and two rooms. In one of them the good wife cooked the meals

on the hearth—and simple cooking was never better done—laid the table, as

meal-time approached, with the neat wooden bowls, plates, platters, and spoons

and primitive knives of the time, or, the meal over, received a neighbor dropping

DLTUI 1I_L ALI.A.N\,

(Front an Old Print.)
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in on a friendly errand, or perhaps die minister gravely making die rounds of

his parish. This was the living room, the centre of the family life. The
other room contained two great bedsteads with their puffy feather-beds, while

the trundle-bed in the corner betrayed the presence of little children in the

household. If the family was large, a rude ladder led the way to a sleeping-

place in the garret, the very spot for a boy with a romantic turn.

Slowly but faithfully the farmer added to the size and to the comforts of his

home. What a place the hearth soon became !

" In the wide fireplace and

over the massive back-log, crane, jack, spit and pot-hook did substantial work,

rKlMinVK .MODIi 01' i.Kl.NDlNi; CORN.

while the embers kept bake-kettle and frying-pan in hospitable e.\ercisc." Here

was the place for the iron, copper or brass andirons, often wrought into curious

devices and religiously kept Ijright and polished. In front of the fire was the

broad wooden seat for four or five occupants, with its generously high back to

keep off the cold. This was the f;imous New England setde, making an inviting

and cozy retreat for the parents in their brief rests from labor, or perhaps for

lovers when the rest of the house was still. On each side of the hearth, in lieu

of better seats were wooden blocks on which the children sat as they drew close to

the fire on winter evenings to work or read by its blaze. Perhaps, in some corner

of the room could be seen the brass warming-pan, which every winter's evening
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was filled with embers and carried to the sleeping chambers to give a temporary
warmth to the great feather-beds. There was a place near at hand for the

snow-shoes, while matchlocks, swords, pikes, halbert, and some pieces of

armor fixed against the wall showed that the farmer obeyed the town
ordinances and kept himself prepared against Indian raids.

For like all frontiersmen, these farmers never felt secure. The Indians,

instigated by the French, and exasperated by the cheating and bullying English

adventurers, who had crept into New England against the colonists' will, were
not only the crudest of foes, they were the most treacherous of friends. They
had pillaged and destroyed more than one secluded and unsuspecting settle-

ment, murdering, torturing, or carrying into captivity, as they pleased, the

_^ peaceful inhabitants. The big,

vague rumors of such midnight

raids exercised their uncanny spell

over many a household as it

gathered about the hearth of a

winter's evening:. There was the

Deerfield massacre, for instance.

Just before the dawn of a cold

winter's night the Indians fell

upon the fated village. They
spent twenty-four hours in wanton

destruction, slaughtered sixty help-

less prisoners, and carried a hun-

dred back with them for an eight

weeks' cruel march to the north,

during which nineteen victims were

murdered on the way and two

were starved to death.

Such was the story associated with the arms upon the wall ; but a happier

story was told by the ears of corn, the crooknecks, the dried fruit, and the Hitches

of bacon hanging from the beams and ceiling of the room. They were a

perpetual reminder of Thanksgiving Day. If the Puritan discountenanced

Christmas observances as smacking of " papishness "—such was the narrow-

mindedness of the times—he showed by this feast-day, his appreciation of the

good things of earth. It was characteristic of the early New Englanders to

make much of little things. The housewife was rightfully proud of her simple

but nice cooking, and her husband of his plain but substantial produce. There

is something appetizing in the very thought of their homely but choice dishes,

their hasty-pudding, their Yankee breads, their pumpkin and mince pies. These

simple people cultivated to an unsurpassed extent the wholesome pleasure

OLD FRliNCH HOUSE.
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which comes from a full appreciation of nature's wealth of gifts. They were

lovers and cultivators of the wholesome fruits. It was a custom often observed

in New England to give a favorite tree or bush a special and appropriate name,

as a token of affection and so to make it seem the more companionable. The
Puritan, indeed, had strong local affections and attachments. He found his

pleasures in what came to his hand and made pleasures often out of the work he

had to do. He provided little that was even amusement for his children, but

this misfortune was alleviated by the abundant outlet for youthful energies

which they found in the activities of the household. There was little time which

could be spent in mere amusement. The home was a hive of busy workers.

The planting, cultivating and harvesting of his crops consimied perhaps the

smaller portion of the farmer's time. Cattle raising for the West Indies and

sheep growing took much of his

attention. He was something

of a lumberman, as well, and

still more of a mechanic. Per-

haps h(> bought iron rods and,

when debarred from outdoor

labor, hammered them into nails

at the kitchen fireside. It was

much more important, however,

that he should have some skill

at carpentry. Often too, he

carved out of wood his table

dishes. In the diverse indus-

tries of his house was the germ

I

ofmany a nucleus factory. From
his wife's busy loom came home-

I spun cloth for the family. In the kitchen were; distilled hen- favorite remedies.

\ The children of the family were not only kept busy ; they were kept thinking ;

their inventive faculties were constantly on the alert. Hardly a week passed

but a new device was needed. Early in the history of New England, to be

I

sure, there were tanners who would keep half the skins they received and

rc'turn the other half in leather, brickmakers, masons, carpenters, millers

with very busy wind-mills, curriers, sawyers, smiths, fullers, malsters, shoe-

makers, wheelwrights, weavers and other artisans to do the work of specialists

in the community, yet the farmer did not a little for himself in every one of

these trades. His home was an industrial community in and of itself

The fisherman who dwelt upon the sea-coast needed quite as active and

versatile a family as did his inland brother. He left them to build the boats,

hoop the casks, forge the irons, and manage the many other industries pre-

SILK-WI.NDINC.

{FiiC'Sitnilc 0/ a Picture in Edii'ard li 'iiiiains's " Vi>-^inia Truly
Valued.'* /Ojo.)
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requisite to the complete outfit of a vessel for a long and hazardous voyage.

At any time they might be obliged to support themselves entirely or be thrown

upon the town, for all fishing out at sea is a dangerous vocation, and whaling had

its peculiar perils. Occasionally a boat and crew were sunk by the tremendous

blows with which some great whale lashed the sea in his death agony. Now and

then one of these tormented giants would turn madly upon his pursuers. Then,

so says one careful historian, " he attacked boats, deliberately, crushing them

like egg-shells, killing and destroying whatever his massive jaws seized in their

horrid nip. His rage was as tremendous as his bulk ; when will brought a purpose

to his movement, the art of man was no match for the erratic creature." One
such fighting monster attacked the good ship "Essex," striking with his head

just forward of her fore-chains. The ship, says the mate, "brought up as sud-

denly and violently as if she had struck a rock, and trembled for a few seconds

like a leaf." She had already begun to settle when the whale came again,

crashing with his head through her bows. There was bare time to provision and

man the small boats before the vessel sank. The crew suffered from long

exposure and severe privations, and only a part of them were ever saved.

Such tales as this reached inland and attracted boyish lovers of adventure

to the sea. There were other and different tales of the sea, as well, to allure

them—tales of great wealth amassed in the India trade, of prizes captured from

the French by audacious privateersmen, or of pirates, then scourging the sea, or,

more boldly still, entering Boston harbor and squandering their ill-gotten gains

at the Boston taverns. The ocean was then the place for the brave and the

ambitious. It is a significant fact that probably the first book of original fiction

ever published in New England was "The Algerine Captive," a story of a

sailor's slavery among the Moors. Yet this story was long in coming. New
England produced no fiction of its own and reprinted little of old England's

until ten years after the close of the American Revolution. In the early farm-

houses, the library consisted of two or three shelves of Puritan theology. As
time went on Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, a few ecclesiastical and local histories,

one or more records of witchcraft trials, and some doggerel verse from the New
England poets were added to the dry and scant supply of reading. Yet the

enterprising and imaginative reader, though a child, could ferret out not a few

exciting episodes from such uninviting volumes as Josephus's " History of the

Jews," or Rev. Mr. Williams's record of Indian Captivity, while by 1720 a few

of the more fortunate little ones had a printed copy of Mother Goose jingles

for their amusement. But, although this was all the reading the fermer had--

for the newspapers were wretched and were seldom seen fifty miles from Bos-

ton—it must not be supposed that he underestimated the value of books. He
read far more than the modern farmer does—indeed all he could afford to get

and had the time for ; the clergy of the time often had substantial libraries of
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1 AM READY FOR ANY SERVICE THAT I CAN GIVE MY COUNTRY"
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one or two or fven three hundred voUuncs ; whiU- in llic RcvoUilionary period,

any younij^ lady \\\ a well-to-do family could easily obtain the best writinii^s of

Drydcn, Pope, Addison, Swift, Thomson, and the other classic writers of the

eighteenth centin-y.

AVuw cfy XnltLitry c{^Sidivrj lyfCaiuidainrTUikinqJiams la siffpJCjurji fff^^iynjst, m order Ki -farm ajjrtatJ^ke, abcut w^
•dnjf buUd t^iir J/^itatioru . Xa Xjftct thU : tfiij/ ftU i^r^t Treet wilh theirTeith , in JwJt a. manner ai tj make^thim ^cme CrejjJJl^-u
Itt. to tai/yJi7unJuttonofjjX>ami tfuy maJuJtortur, uvrK up, and finish £ ufhoU with arsat arjtr and wond^r^U J>exldrtty.

Xkt S^avtr-i have two J>oorj to thtif Xi^d^ej

.

one to the -u^atzr ana the other to th^X^and Jtde ,Ai:ior3m^ toyJtrenj:h Aciountt.

NIAGARA AND THE BEAVER DAMS.

(From MolCs "Ne-w and Exact Map.'* H'S-)

Indeed, the "young lady," as the feature of human society, was not alto-

gether neglected, even in earlier times. To be sure, she could not dance with-

out shocking most, if not all, of the community ; she could not act in church

charades—for all dramatic exhibitions were forbidden by law ; but in the inter-
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vals between her sewing and her housekeeping cares, she played battledore

and shuttlecock with her sister or friends, or practised the meeting-house

tunes on the old-fashioned and quaint spinet or virginal. If she were so

fortunate as to be born in the eighteenth century instead of the seventeenth,

she was regularly escorted by her swain to the singing-school, which not

only furnished training in psalmody, but was the occasion of much social

:ompanionship among the young people of the village, and of not a litde

match-makine.

These gatherings often started incidentally other intellectual interests

besides those of music, and books were discussed and recommended. Here was

FROZEN NIAGARA.

the birth-place of the reading circle and the modern lecture system. Awkward
and restrained as their society manners were, the Puritans were a social people ;

jealously as they preserved their home-life, they joined quite as readily as do

modern farmers in general village pleasures. The barn raisings for men, the

quilting-bees for women and the merry corn-huskings and house-warmings for

both, were not the only social gatherings of young and old. Every ordination

or installation of a new minister—it came seldom, to be sure,—was the occasion

of feasting and a sociable assembling by the congregation. Training day was

another time when the township was agog with e.xcitement. Every male citi-

zen of the village, from the boy of si.xteen to the man of si.xty, was compelled on

these occasions to shoulder his musket and march in the militia. An awkward
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squad ol amateur soldiers they were, as they parades! the village, complacent

and valiant in fair weather, but bedraggled, crestfallen and wofully diminished

in numbers in wet. Yet the women and children were proud of them and fol-

lowed along the route. In honor of the occasion special booths were erected

for the sale of gingerbread and harmless drinks to the on-lookers. The tavern

too was kept busy, for e\ery settlement of any pretensions had a tavern, where

the passing traveler might get refreshment for himself and his horse. Here the

selectmen planned the village policy for the consideration of the town-meeting.

Here too were held public debates between rival theological disputants, sitting

over their mild spirituous beverages. Here too was disseminated the latest

news from Boston and the old world.

The two other public buildings of the place were the school-house and the

meeting-house. As early as 1647, every Massachusetts village of fifty house-

holders was re([uired by state law to maintain a school, in which the catechism

and the rudiments of reading, writing and arithmetic should be taught, while

every town which boasted a hundred householders was obliged to establish a

grammar school. lUit New England was not dependent upon these schools

alone for her education. Massachusetts and Connecticut each had its college, in

which learned and often eminent men trained the more ambitious youth of the

land. One hundred thousand graduates were among the early emigrants from

England and mingled with the people, while in the first days of the church, th<.'

pulpits even in the smaller towns, were almost without exception filled with men
accomplished in the best learning of the time.

The church was the centre of the community's social and political life.

Attendance on public worship was enforced, during many decades and in many
places, by village ordinance. Church and state were curiously confused. Only

cnurch members were allowed to vote at town-meetings, and the selectmen of

the village assigned the seats to the congregation, according to the peculiar

regulations of the town-meeting. Customs differed in different places. In

some villages, just before service began, the men would file in on one

side of the church and the women on the other, while the boys and

girls, separated from each other as scrupulously, were uncomfortably fixed

in the gallery, or placed on the gallery stairs, or on the steps leading

up to the pulpit. It was in one of these churches that the following ordinance

was enforced :

—

< "Ordered that all ye boys of ye town are and shall be appointed to sitt upon ye three pair

of stairs in ye meeting-house on the Lord's day, and Win. Lord is appointed to look to the boys

yt sit upon ye jwlpit stairs, and ye other stairs Reuben Guppy is to look to."

In Other meeting-houses, each hou.sehold had a curious box pew of its own,

,
fashioned according to the peculiar tastes of its occupants. The assignment of
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pew room in these places of worship was determined by the most careful class

distinctions, for democratic as the Puritans were in their political institutions and

commercial methods, each family jealously guarded whatever aristocratic pre-

tensions it might have inherited. To the plain seats in the gallery were relegated

the humbler members of the parish ; a few young couples had pews of their

own set off for them there, while a special gallery was occasionally provided for

the ne^Tro slaves. There was no method of heating the edifice ; to warm their

feet the women had recourse to foot-stoves, carried to the meeting-house by the

children or apprentices ; the men to the more primitive method of pinching

th-^ir shins together. When the hour-glass in the pulpit had marked the passage

of an hour and a half the sermon usually came to a close, and the people in the

CHAMPI-ATN'S FORTIFIED CAMP; THE FIRST HOUSE ERECTED IN QUEBEC.

gallery descended and marched two abreast up one aisle and past the long pew

which directly faced the pulpit and in which the elders and deacons sat. Here

was the money-box, into which each person dropped his shilling or more, as the

case might be, while the line was turning down the other aisle. There was

an intermission of service at noon, when the people ate their luncheon

in the adjacent school-house, where a wood-stove could be found, and

discussed the village gossip and the public notices posted on the meeting,

house door.

In every family the minister of the parish was received with an awe and

reverence which seemed suitable not only to the dignity of his calling, but to

the extreme gravity of his deportment and the impressive character of his learn-

ing. In weight and authority he was tlie peer of the village officials. Only the
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S(jiiirc, the appointee of the Crown, was his superior ; for he held his office as

representative of the Crown. If offenders did not pay the lines imposed upon

them, this village dignitary could place them in the stocks, or order them to be

whipped. Persons who lived disorderly, " misspending their precious time, he

could send to work-house, to the stocks, or to the whipping-post, at his discre-

tion. He could break open doors where liquors were concealed to defraud His

Majesty's excise. He could issue hue-and-cries for runaway servants and

thieves. There are instances on record in which a justice of the peace issued

COLONIAL NLVNSION. RESIDENCE OF rilli LATli WILLIAM BULL HRINGLE, ESQ., CHARLESTON, s. C.

his warrant to arrest the town minister, about whose orthodo.xy there were dis-

tressing rumors, and required him to be examined upon matters of doctrine am.

faith. But a more pleasing function of his office was to marry those who came
to him for marriage, bringing the town clerk's certificate that their nuptial inten-

tions had been proclaimed at three religious meetings in the parish during the

preceding fortnight."

The Squire's office, however, was an English, not an American institution,

and did not long survive on our soil. What was peculiar to New England public

life was the town meeting, held in the parish church. Every freeman of the
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township was obliged to attend it, under penalty of a fine. It distributed in

early days the land among the settlers ; it regulated, often according to com-

munistic and often according to protectionist principles, the industries of the

community ; and it repressed gay fashions and undue liberties in speech and

deportment. Its representatives were the selectmen and town-clerk, and were

held in high esteem, from the respect due to their office.

Yet none of these dignitaries, much as they were held in awe, could per-

manently suppress the instincts of youth for gayer fashions and happier times.

It is impossible on any rational basis to e.xplain the inconsistent Puritan standards

of right and wrong amusements. The most conscientious of Puritans would go,

merely out of curiosity, to a hanging, and see no harm in it, but he looked with

grave suspicion on church chimes as a worldly frivolity. Feasting he encouraged

and religious services he discouraged at a funeral. Marriage he made a secular

function ; the franchise religious. To dancing he objected as improper and to

card-playing as dangerous, but he saw no harm in kissing-games and lotteries.

Finally the influence of the city proved too much for him. Boston customs were

imitated in the provincial towns. Young and old indulged in the fashionable

disfigurements of the day. The women wore black patches on their faces to set

off their comple.xions and the men slashed the sleeves of their coats to show the

fine quality of their underclothes, and even funeral services became occasions

for display. Sumptuary laws were ignored or repealed. The country towns

became social centres*. By the time of the American Revolution, New England

was already merging from Puritanism, with its virtues and limitations, into a new

Americanism, with its new merits and its new defects.
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The Romantic Story of Captain Kidd and

Other Buccaneers and Pirates.

To the north of Cuba, between tliat island and the

S Great Bahama banks, is a navigable channel known as

the old Bahama passage. Three centuries ago it had

its day, a rich day, when freighted Spanish merchantm(;n

and cralleons, seekinor in the new world the riches which

I , . impoverished Spain grasped so eagerly for, "dropped

down with costly bales " from Cuba and the American

coast, finding their way by the Caicos passage to the

ocean.

Between Cuba and Haiti, or Hispaniola, is what is

known as "the windward passage," almost at the inter-

section of which with the Bahama channel, at the north-

est end of Haiti, is Tortuga del Mar—the sea tortoise.

As it was described in the sixteenth century, so it is to-day—a wooded,

Dcky island, with few inhabitants and much game. Its only good harbor is on

le south, and the blue water that surrounds it is as clear as a mountain spring

nd deeper than the mountain itself. It covers the entrance to the little for-

fied Haitian town of Port au Paix, with a strait ten miles wide between them.

V'ith its beauty of foliage, mild, sea-tempered, tropical climate, and advantage of

osition, nature evidently intended Tortuga for a little insular heaven, but man
jcceeded in making quite the reverse of it. On Tortuga the Buccaneers

!^ormerly known as Boucaniers and Buccaniers) started and developed, till

pain rang with the terror and fame of their achievements, and throughout the

LUtilles and the Spanish Main they enacted one of the most terrific romances

f history.

Boucaning, from which we get Buccanier, originally meant to prepare beef

1 a peculiar way, by smoking ; and the Buccaneers were cow-boys, who were a

art of the French settlement that had driven the Spanish owners from Tortuga.

'he horses and catde of the latter, running wild in large droves, afforded the

laterial for their adventurous trade It was not long before these old-time

cowpunchers " became a separate and peculiar people, living much of their

ves in camp, and returning to town only to dispose of their spoils and to

ommit untold debaucheries. Spain, in possession of Hispaniola, naturally was

95
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jealous of her interloping Fn^nch neighlK»rs. France dlsclaime«.l any responsi ^
bilir\- for their acts, on the ground that she neither governed nor receixt^ k

tribute in Tortuga. Then the Spaniards tried to eject the Buccaneers, and onl

succeeded in incurring their und\-ing enniit)-. At last a destruction of cattl

drove the Frenchmen to more desperate adventures.

The first departure A\-as that of Pierre Le Grand, who. tired of the wanin

acti\"it\" of the beef business, took a small vessel, and with twenty-eight mei

cruiseii towards Caicos. with the puqiose of surprising some Spanish merchan

man. Finally discovering a war vessel, instead of such game as he was i

search of this Peter the Great approached to e-\amine his prey more dosel)

and succeetled in exciting the suspicions of some of the Spaniards on board o

die stranger, who told their captain that they believed the little vessel to be

pirate : but the commander, who \\-as \-ice-admiral of the Spanish rieet, laughe

at their anxiet\-. rephnng that even if the Frenchman was near their ow^

\-essers size they would have nothing to fear.

Waiting till cover of evening, the Buccaneers approached so close to th

Spaniard that they could not have withdrawn without discover}' and suspicio:

In order to insure success. Pierre made the pirates' chances desperate b

scv.nling his own vesisel : thereupon they closed with the man-of-war an
r;

boarded her with such adroitness and celerity- that they succeeded in surprisin

the captain and some of his otticers in the cabin, and. after a short struggle

shooting down those that opposed them, possessed themselves of the gu

room. It was an easy but brilliant \-ictor\-. an achievement that set the he

blood of the Tortuga Buccaneers in a sudden blaze, and fi-eebooting on di

high seas became at once a fashionable and much-followed profession. As fc

Pierre le Grand, the pioneer in piracy, he was content wth his first venturJt

and, ha\-ing taken his rich prize to France, remained there, never re\-isiring A
Western World. Doubdess the Spaniards passing Cape de Ah-arez in thei

little tobacco boats, or hide-laden vessels firom Ha^•ana, were surprised ant

not pleasantly so. by the sudden appearance and acti\-it\- of canoes and sma

boats manned with murderous Frenchmen fix»m Tortuga.

The Buccaneer was beginning his trade of piracy in a small wa^

industriously accumulating the capital with which to venture on greate

enterprises. The small vessels he converted into litde fi-eebooting ships : dn

- " cargoes he took home and sold in Tortuga, till he had enough saved

.,;...j.^ them properly. WTien eventhing \\-as ready, and agreements as to thj

share of each man had been entered into, and e\-er\- man had chosen his sid

partner, who should share his good and e\-il fortune and stand by him in

fracas, the notice was given to assemble. Whereupon even* pirate brou:

his powder and arms to the appointed place, and off they went. That was th^L

feshion oi it. As we would plan a Utde jaunt down the river, or across th
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"ke, or up to th^i top of a mountain to see the moon rise, these jolly

uccaneers got ready and went a-pirating.

Let us not be misled at the outset by a glamour of romance which time and

partial historian have thrown about the deeds of the buccaneers. No more
terly debased, bestial, merciless, and bloodthirsty set of fiends ever figured

history ; but it is no less true that their physical fearlessness led them to deeds

hich, by their audacity and atrocity, set the world ringing with their fame.

The first four great prizes were made within a month. Two of these were

janish merchantmen and two were vessels loaded with plate at Campeche.

iccess so great, the proofs of which were at once brought to Tortuga, as to

ouse the wildest enthusiasm. In a little time there were t^venty vessels in

e buccaneer fleet. Spain, disgusted at this new state of affairs, sent two

en-of-war to guard her shipping. It is impossible to say how much more
ischief might have been done had it not been for this precaution. As it was,

e commerce of His Most Catholic Majesty suffered frightfully.

A second Pierre, called Frangois, led a crew of twenty-six men in a little

ssel against the pearl fleet near the river De La Plata, where they lay at work

ider the protection of a gun-boat. The man-of-war was barely half a league

/ay from the fleet, but Francois resolved to attempt a swoop. He feigned to

\ a -Spanish vessel coming up the coast from Maracaibo. On reaching the fleet

assaulted the vessel of the vice-admiral, of eight guns and sixty men, and

reed a surrender. He then resolved to take the man-of-war. .So he sunk his

vn boat and, compelling the .Spaniards to assist him. set sail in the prize, with

)anish colors flying. Thinking that some of the sailors were trj'ing to run

/ay with what they had got the man-of-war gave chase. This did not suit

"an^ois at all. It is one thing to fight a surprised and unsuspecting enemy, and

lite another to combat a foe that greatly outweighs and outmeasures one's self

"len he is suspicious and advancing. Francois tried to get away. That he

ould have succeeded in escaping had his rigging stood, there is little doubt
"^ it was the mainmast gave way under the sudden strain of canvas, and the

;ebooters were at the mercv' of their enemy. On being overhauled Fran<;ois

'd his men—twenty-two of whom could fight—made a fierce resistance, but

;;re at length overcome, but only yielded on favorable terms, which were that

'ey were to be put uninjured, on shore, on free land.

It is estimated that the boot>' which they obtained and lost that day was
• ')rth about 100,000 pistoles, or about $400,000.

-=
' In course of time, and no ver)' long time. Port Royal, m Jamaica, became

2 chief rendezvous for the pirates. On the harbor where Kingston now
inds there is a little town to remind one of the cit)' that was engulfed by the

'-' "eat earthquake—a citv' said to be the wickedest in the world. Near Port

-)yal, upon the same harbor, is a landing by which one could go, and still
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ereato

can, by a short cut of half a dozen miles, to the capital city, Santiago de la

Vega, now known as Spanish-Town. Near this landing there are large caverns

and fissures of enormous depth, into which one may cast a stone and hear it^

bound and rebound, till the sound is lost in the distance. These caverns,

tradition says, were the hiding places and silent accomplices in murder of the

Buccaneers when they were hard pressed. Some are still supposed to contain

vast treasure.

Attracted by th(:

success of tht-

Frenchmen, accessions

from English, Portuguese,

and Dutch mariners joined

the ranks of those who

preyed upon Spanish com

merce. Nearly always th(

buccaneers appear to hav<

sailed under some semi

official letters of marqu<;

granted by the colonial

governors.

Bartholomew Portu

gues, a man of cat-liku

cunning, courage, and

ferocity, was among thi

first to arrive. He ha(|

been a noted desperado

in the old world befor'^

he ventured his fortune:^

in the new. With a small

vessel, about thirty men,|

and four small cannon, h<^

attacked a large Spaniard

running from Maracaibq

to Havana, and after being once repulsed succeeded in taking her. Her forc^

of men was more than double his own, and her armament vastly largerj

but she finally struck her fiag to the pirate, who had lost ten or twelvd

men Bein^r bothered by head winds, Portugues sailed for a cape on the wes

end of Cuba, to repair and take in supplies. Just as he rounded the cape, U
ran into the midst of three large Spanish vessels, by whom he was takeijl

Shortly afterward a storm arose and separated the ships, but the one whicll

bore the desperado put into Campeche, where he was recognized by some

THOLOMEUSdePORTUGEEi
Jiiaft yitn cm party ^rittu<.

&^Uc Jtmryen,

(From the Portrait in " De Americaensclie Zee Raovers")
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Spaniards who had suffered at his hands in other waters. He was condemned
without trial, to be hung at daybreak, and for safe keeping was confined that

night on the ship ; but having a friend and accompHce near, he procured a knife,

murdered his guard and escaped to land, floating on earthen wine jars, for he

could not swim. Hiding in the woods for three days without food other than

i

that the forest afforded, the pirate saw the parties sent in search of him
and afterward traveled nearly forty leagues, living on what he could glean on

the shore, and exposed to all the discomforts, which only those who have

traveled in a tropical country can at all appreciate. On his journey he

performed, it is said, a remarkable feat which illustrated his tenacity of

purpose, and power of will. Coming to a considerable river and being unable

;
to cross it by swimming, he shaped rude knives from some great nails which

he found attached to a piece of wreckage on the shore, and with no other

[
instrument, cut branches with which he constructed a sort of boat. When
he reached Golfo Triste and found there others of his own kidney, he told

I them of his sufferings and adventures and begged a small boat and twenty men
with which to return to Campeche.

In the meantime the Spaniards, having supposed their foe dead, made a

i
great rejoicing, which was summarily cut short by his unexpected return. In

the dead of night he encountered the very vessel which had lately captured

him, and from which he had escaped. She was lying in the mouth of the river.

Softly the pii^ates steal across the starlit water, slipping from shadow to

shadow along the shore, starting at the whistle of the duck or the hoarse cry

of the flamingo, till they arc in position to pounce upon their prey. Then

,
a sudden dash, a few shots and groans, and Portugues is again the successful

i
Buccaneer, the master of a rich prize.

But he did not keep it long. He was wrecked on his way to Jamaica, and

i^

returned to that evil place as empty as when he started out, and although he

j

engaged in several expeditions and made brilliant efforts to regain his

|,
advantages he never did so, but was always followed by the ill fortune he so

richly deserved.

Braziliano—a Dutchman, long resident in Brazil—had his share of

I

notoriety. He won a rich prize or two and spent his money so recklessly that

a fortune slipped through his fingers in three months. At this time Port Royal

was so choicely wicked that only the quaint chronicler of three hundred years

ago would dare to put in words the details of its debauchery, and only in the

old fashioned style of that early day would the account be readable. Literally,

wine flowed in the streets like water, was thrown over the persons of passers

by, who were ordered, at the pistol mouth, to partake. Murder, lust, and

drunkenness, in forms indescribably beyond all precedent or comparison, were

the order of the day. And this tremendous reputation for crime and

L.jFC.
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debauchery, that Is pre-eminent after the lapse of centuries, was won in less

than half a generation.

After a little the Spaniards, grown wary, were too well convoyed and

armed to be easy conquests, and a new era was inaugurated. Lewis Scott was

the first of the Buccaneers to attempt the adventures upon land which added

so greatly to the fame of the freebooters. He attacked and almost destroyed

the town of Campeche. His example incited the Dutchman, Mansvelt, who
invaded Grenada, the island of St. Catherine, which he took, and which was for

some time a pirate rendezvous, and Carthagena.

Nor must we forget John Davis, whose fame is only second to that of

Morgan himself. Davis was a Jamaican by birth. His first great exploit was

the sack of Nicaragua. He had in all forty men, of whom he left ten to guard

the vessel, and with the remainder, in three boats, approached the city.

Sending a captive Indian slave in advance to murder the sentry, the party

landed and went from house to house, knocking and entering, putting the in-

mates to death and looting all they could lay their hands on. They pillaged

the churches and took prisoners for ransom, escaping when the hue and cry

was raised, and the uproar in the suddenly awakened city taught them that it

was time to retreat. The Spaniards followed them to the seashore, but too late

to recover their townsmen or treasure, though not too late to receive a warm
parting salute from the guns of the pirate. The value of booty acquired on

this raid is said to have exceeded ^300,000 in gold, besides much plate and

jewels—probably all told reaching $75,000 more. We next learn of Davis as

the commander of a fleet of half a dozen or more pirate vessels, and among
other adventures is that of the capture of St. Augustine, Florida.

LOLONOIS AND HIS ADVENTURES.

The plans and exploits of the pirates continued to grow in magnitude.

Their vessels became fleets and their fleets almost navies. One of the great

leaders was Lolonois, who began in the early days of buccaneering on Tortuga,

and rose to be a freebooter of great prominence and reputation. The Gov.

ernor of Tortuga, Monsieur de la Place, was so struck with his qualities that he

gave him his first ship. He so beset the Spaniards in her that it is said by his

biographer that "the Spaniards, in his time, would rather die fighting thao

surrender, knowing they should have no mercy at his hands."

He gained great wealth, but after awhile lost his ship on the coast of Cam
peche, where he and his crew, after escaping from the wreck, were beset and

almost destroyed by the Spaniards. Lolonois himself, being wounded, feigned

death and was passed over by his foes. Afterwards escaping, by the aid of

some negroes to whom he made great promises, the captain got back to Tor

tuga, and after some trouble succeeded in getting another vessel and crew
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kVith these he put into the port of Cayos, and learning the channel from some
raptive fishermen, lay in wait for a vessel which the governor of Cuba sent to

:apture him. After nightiiili, while the vessel lay at anchor, several boats

ipproached her, and were hailed with the inquiry whether they had seen any

)irates. The fishermen in the boat rc^plied that they had not. But beside the

ishermen w^ere pirates, compelling ihc-m to answer so. Thereupon the boats

Ircvv nearer, and presently the Buccaneers assaulted, swarming up both sides

)f the great vessel and

orced the Spaniards be-

ow hatches. From below

leeks they were ordered

lUt one by one and deca-

litated at Lolonois' order.

)ne man alone was saved,

o bear a message back

the governor, to the

ffect that the pirate cap-

ain would never spare

ny Spaniard thereafter,

nd hoped shortly to make
n end of the governor

'.imself

While cruising in this

hip, another vessel was

iken near Maracaibo—

a

hip loaded with plate and

lerchandise. With this

.olonois returned to Tor-

Jira to receive the con-

ratulaticMis and praise

aat usually await the suc-

essful.

His ne.xt venture was

nth eight vessels, ten guns

nd nearly seven hundred men. His first prize was a ship ot si.xteen guns with

fty fighting men on board. She yielded after hot fighting for three hours,

he flag-ship of the pirate fleet having engaged her singly without assistance

rom the others. She contained, besides a rich cargo, a treasure of ove» fifty

housand pistoles, of $200,000 in value. Other prizes soon put the fleet in a

iiosition to attempt more extensive operations.

' The Gulf of Venezuela or Bay of Maracaibo, as it was called, afforded a

(From the Portrait in '^De A/nericatnsciit- Zee Roavers.")
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peculiarly tempting field for the freebooter, Lolonois. Its narrow channel,

protected by the watch tower and fortress on the islands at its mouth, led to a

lake near which the Spaniards had settled several towns and cities, whose wealth

came to be quite disproportioned to their size or populations. Maracaibo,

Gibralter, Merida—all had much to recommend them to the hungry pirate.

One can hardly understand at first how so much silver and other valuable I

booty could have been gathered from the insignificant settlements of the
1

Spanish Main ; but when we consider that from Peru and the Pacific settlements

to the islands of the Caribbean there was almost constant communication, that

the inhabitants of all were reaping the full advantage of being first in a rich

treasure field, and that there were no banks, each man holding or hoarding

his own gains and keeping his capital under his own roof the mystery grows

less.

To Maracaibo Lolonois shaped his fleet's course. Arriving at the entrance,

he landed and took the fort or earthworks by storm, in a fight which lasted for

several hours, then, sailing through the passage, brought his whole fleet into

the lake and towards Maracaibo, which lay about six leagues beyond. Becalmed

in sight of the town, the inhabitants saw the fleet and had time to flee with much
of their treasure towards Gibralter. But on the following day the invaders landed

and Lolonois sent a company of men into the woods to follow the fugitives,

whose houses, with stores of food and drink, stood open. By the time the search

party returned with such prisoners and booty as they could recover, the remain-

der of the crews were not of the soberest, as mioht be imacrined. Then beean

one of those revolting scenes of cruelty and crime, the details of which we follow

shudderingly. Men were tortured in every conceivable way, their limbs broken,

their bodies mutilated, their most sacred feelings outraged, to force them to a

confession of hidden riches. Many a poor wretch died under the torments

inflicted, protesting with his dying breath that he could not reveal what he had

never known. For fifteen days Maracaibo was occupied, till like a lemon whose

juice is exhausted and the rind flung away, it was abandoned and the murderers

proceeded towards Gibralter, which was a smaller town than Maracaibo, but in

communication with Merida, to which place the pirates advanced last, after having

treated Gibralter as they had Maracaibo. The governor of Merida, who had

been a soldier in Flanders and who made no doubt that he could hold his own
in a fight with the freebooters, barricaded the roads, felled trees in the passages

through the swamps and planted batteries where they would be of most avail.

Over these obstructions Lolonois and his men were obliged to fight their way

step by step, now taking the woods and anon the road, but swearing with curses

loud and deep that the Spaniards would have to pay for their discomfiture. It

came near being a defeat for the buccaneers, as they were outnumbered and

overmatched, and would probably have been totally destroyed, or at least have
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escaped only with severe loss, but for a very old stratagem. Pretending to flee,

tliey drew the enemy from one of his strongest batteries, and then turning,

overpowered and defcat(;d him.

After Merida had been taken and new cruelties devised for its suffering

inhabitants the captors rested there four weeks, until the increasing death-rate

among them warned them to escape from a climate to which their excesses

matle them easy victims. Sending parties then into the woods for those who
had still preserved their lives there, the pirate captain demanded a ransom for

the town, promising to burn it to the ground if 10,000 pistoles were not imme-

diately forthcoming. Mnally this sum was secured, but only after part of

Merida had been consumed with fire. A similar ransom was extorted from the

already exhausted Maracaibo as the lleet passed out of the gulf and then the

buccaneers sailed away, having 260,000 pistoles in ready money and an immense

booty in merchandise.

It would be impossible and not very instructive to follow Lolonois through

his further adventures. He sacked many cities, killed and tortured numlierless

Spaniards, won and wasted an almost countless treasure, and at last died a

miserable death of lingering torture at the hands of some enraged Indians.

Following Lolonois came Henry Morgan, the last and greatest of the

Buccaneers, whose crimes and adventures have made him, in the popular

conception a sort of nautical demi-god ; only second in fame to .Sir Francis

Drake, and much greater in exploits.

Without question, Morgan was a remarkable man. A Welsh boy, sold for

his passage to the New World, after the fashion of those days, he was a naval

commander who belonged to no na\y, a conqueror to whom con(]uest and

pillage were equal terms, a genius in murder and robbery. He commanded at

times many ships and hundreds of pirates, yet was one of those instrumental in

putting down piracy. He was utterly lawless, yet always claimed that he sailed

under commission from the Governor of Jamaica. He was knighted for one of

his most outrageous acts of piracy at a time when the Governor who had given

him his commission was in prison for doing so. He was Acting-Governor of

the very island where most of tiie fruits of his lawlessness had been exhibited,

and where he was said to have wisely maintained the laws. He became a

planter of wealth and repute, and finally languished in an Fnglish prison for

the crimes so long condoned. Certainly, romance need not seek further than

this for material.

One of Morgan's earliest exploits was the taking of Puerto Bello, in Costa

Rica. This he effected partly by stratagem, causing the sentry to be seized

and approaching the strong walls of the city under cover of darkness. He also

managed to surprise the inmates of some religious houses, priests and nuns,

whom he afterwards put forward as a defense to his soldiers when scaling
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ladders were brought into use. But never was a more obstinate defense made
and never was Henry Morgan more nearly defeated than that day at Puerto

Bello. The Spaniards fought with fury, the Governor especially showing no

mercy and finally refusing all quarter, dying with his sword in his hand, crying

that he would rather fall a soldier than live a coward.

St. Catherine's Island was taken by Morgan, to be used as a pirate ren-

dezvous, but the Governor of that place, while agreeing to capitulate before a

blow had been struck, insisted on a sham battle to save his credit. To this

Morgan good-naturedly acceded. Following the e.xample of Lolonois and

others, he attacked ill-fated Maracaibo and put the inhabitants to torture worse

than that which they had before suffered. We will not go into details, having

already supped on horrors. More interesting is the account of the dilemma

in which the buccaneer found himself upon seeking to leave the Gulf of Vene-

zuela with his ships loaded with booty and prisoners. He had eight little

vessels. He found opposing him several war ships in the narrow passage

already so well guarded by the guns of the fortress on the island. The Admiral

of the Spanish fleet sent -a letter to Morgan telling him that he might be

allowed to escape on condition of leaving all his plunder behind, but that other-

wise he would be treated without mercy.

The Buccaneer might have said, as General Sheridan is reported to have

said on a much later occasion, " I am in a bottle and the enemy have the neck

of it." However, he made a bold front and resolved to perish in fighting his

way out rather than abandon his ill-gotten gains. By means of a fire ship,

cunningly manned and armed with dummies, he managed to deceive and

destroy the largest of the Spanish ships and then defeated the others. This

accomplished, he waited for a favorable opportunity to pass the fort, the guns

of which still pointed too ominously across the e.xit.

The question was how to turn those guns the other way. Finally he hit

upon a scheme. Sending boat after boat to the shore filled with men and return-

ing apparently empty to the ships, but in reality with their crews lying covered

in the bottoms, he deceived the Spaniards into believing that he meditated a

night attack on the fort from the landward side. In consequence all the great

guns were turned that way, in expectation. Then the crafty captain stood out

to sea, firing a salute of bullets, to which the disgusted garrison did not attempt

to reply.

When Morgan had reduced Puerto Bello he had a passage of arms with

the Governor of Panama, who had come vainly to the relief of that place. A
little bit of theatrical civility or courtesy took place at the time, the Governor

sending a mes.sage to Morgan, to know by what arms he had succeeded in

overcoming so strong a fortress ; and the captain politely returning a pistol and

bullets with a message to the effect that he would come for them in a year.
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After u while Morc^an went for that pistol. This was in 1670. Sendinj»

some vessels in advance, which took tlu! town of Chagres, the leader presentlyi

came and led them across the Isthmus, where they met with almost unbearable
hardships on the march. It was the month of August. A little army of twelve

hundred men. with artillery

and ammunition, pushed on

foot across a country where

men have since ridden and
thought it hardship. They
had no food ; the fatisjue was
great ; hostile Indians addetl

their unwelcome addresses

to the pangs of starvation
;

yet the intrepid pirates kept

on as though they expected

in some way to be miracu-

lously saved from the death

that in different disguises

peered at them from the

ambushes along the way.

One would suppose that

their ardor would have been

tamed ; but on the contrary,

when they came in sight

of Panama, these irrepressi-

ble freebooters cheered and

threw up their hats as

though they had been out

for a holiday. This was on

the ninth or tenth day of

the march. Almost within

sight of the city they found

food, which they devoured

like wild beasts. They had

one or two skirmishes, and

at last were rejoiced to see

a company of the Spaniards coming to meet them. These men, who were

mounted, came near enough to call names and shout unpleasant things to them,

but soon retired and left the way clear to the city. But Morgan, a schemer

himself feared an ambuscade. He made a detour to avoid the batteries which

he judged rightly, the enemy had put in the way, Then the Spaniards left

BLACKBEARD, THK hlRATE.
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these works and came to meet him. There were four regiments of foot, a
body of horse and a large number of wild bulls that were driven by Indians.

There was something humorous in the idea of

sending cattle against buccaneers ; but there was ^ Vv^*-?

DIGGING FOR KIDD S TREASURES.

very little military judgment in it, as

the sequel showed. The bulls ran away. The Spanish forces, nearly if not

quite three thousand strong, were vanquished after a sanguinary battle, and the
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;ity of Panama was taken and looted, after which Captain Morgan put it to

he torch.

Two churches, eight monasteries, two hundred warehouses, and a great

mmber of residences were the prizes which this richest of American citiee

iffered. They were all utterly stripped, and the usual tortures resorted to in

ifder to extort confessions concerning the treasure which might possibly be

lidden. People were burned alive, eyes dug out, ears and noses cut off, arms

lislocated, and all imagined or unheard-of barbarities practiced. Then the

Teatest of all pirates and freebooters went away with a hundred and seventy

leasts laden with precious metals and jewels and merchandise of value, besides

ix hundred prisoners. 1 le made, when he reached the coast, a false division

if spoils among his men, and escaping with the lion's share abjured piracy

nd became, as has been before said, a knight of Charles the Second's creation,

nd an exemplary planter and Governor of the island of Jamaica !

We have dwelt long,—too long,—with the Buccaneers. There were other

irates of a later time whose names are not less familiar, and one at least of the

umber whose fame is world wide. I mean Captain Kidd, who stood upon
sort of middle ground between the buccaneers and the marooners proper,

each, or Blackbeard, made his headquarters among the Bahama Islands and

/as a past-master of claptrap. He created theatrical effects with burned brim-

tone and paint, and not only tortured others but himself as well, giving us

very reason to believe him an insane man. That he took and buried treasure

t different points is certain, and probably the half of his villanies have never

een told. But of Blackbeard and Avery and Roberts we can say very little

;

ley were roaring, ranting, raving pirates, per se. Their stories lack the flavor

f courage and dash of romance that make us willing to endure the recital of

le crimes of Morgan, Lolonois or the rest of the Buccaneers.

But we may not leave Kidd so. Along every mile of Atlantic coast in the

Jnited States his money has been dreamed about and often searched for. The
tory of how he

" Murdered William More

And left him in his gore

As he sailed,"
i

; part of our nursery education.

There were pirates troubling the shipping of the very good Dutch-English

3wn of New York long ago, and some very good and very rich merchants

btained a commission from Lord Bellamont for William Kidd to go out and

)ok for pirates, which he did, and found one.

It was a little hard on the respectable merchants aforementioned, that they

hould have been suspected by an envious world of sharing in the profits of tlie

liratical voyages. More was a gunner, or gunner's mate, whom Captain Kidd
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put to death ; and it is one of the curious examples of the working of law tha

Sd after hi capture would have escaped under a genera amnesty to p.rate.

had he not been held on the charge of murder. He enjoyed the unenviable d.s

tinction of being the one of very few pirates who have been hung.
_

But nevertheless, though the fame of Kidd and Morgan .s so pre-eminent.

there are others only second to

them in renown—others whose

names and deeds have also been

chronicled by Captain Johnson, the

famous historian of scoundreldom

Captain Bartholomew Roberts, for

instance, if he may not have had

the fortune to be so famous as thei

two above-mentioned worthies, yet,

in his marvelous escapes and deeds

of daring, he well deserves to stand

upon the same pedestal of renown.

And Captain Avery, though his his-j

tory is, perhaps, more apocryphal!

in its nature, nevertheless there is

sufficient stamina of trust in the

account of his exploits to grant him

also a place with his more famous

brothers, for the four together—

Blackbeard, Kidd, Roberts, and

Avery—form a galaxy the like of

which is indeed hard to match in

its own peculiar brilliancy.

Through circumstances the

hunter name of buccaneers was|

given to the seventeenth centur)^

pirates and freebooters; the term

"marooners" was bestowed upon

those who followed the same trade

in the century succeeding. The name has in itself a terrible significance. The

dictionary tells us that to maroon is to put ashore as upon a desert island, and

it was from this that the title was derived.

These later pirates, the marooners, not being under the protection ol th.-

West Indian Governors, and having no such harbor for retreat as that, for

instance of Port Royal, were compelled to adopt some means for the disposal ol

prisoners captured with their prizes other than taking them into a friendly port

CAPTAIN KARTHOLOMEW ROBERTS
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Occasionally such unhappy captives were set adrift in the ship's boats—with

or without provisions, as the case mij^ht be. A method of disposinij;^ of them,

maybe more convenient, certainly more often used, was to set them ashore upon
some desert coast or uninhabited island, with a supply of water perhaps, and
perhaps a orun, a pinch of powder, and a few bullets—there to meet their fate,

either in the slim chance of a passinq- vessel or more probably in death.

Nor was marooning the fate alone of the wretched captives of their piracy ;

sometimes it was resorted to as a punishment among themselves. Many a

mutinous pirate sailor and not a few pirate captains have been left to the horrors

of such a fate, either to die under the shriveling glare of the tropical sun upon

some naked sand-spit or to consume in the burning of a tropical fever amid the

rank wilderness of mangroves upon some desert coast.

Hence the name marooners.

The Tudor sea-captains were little else than legalized pirates, and in them

we may see that first small step that leads so quickly into the smooth down-

ward path. The buccaneers, in their semi-legalized j)iracy, succeed(!d them as

[effect follows cause. Then, as the ultimate result, followed the marooners

—

fierce, bloody, rapacious, human wild beasts, lusting for blood and plunder,

godless, lawless, the enemy of all men but their own wicked kind.

Is there not a profitable lesson to be learned in \\\v. history of such a human
Extreme of evii—all the more wicked from being the rel)ound from civilization ?

Even to this day imaginative fishermen and oystermen on Connecticut

md Long Island shores occasionally see a phantom ship sailing, with all sail set,

icross some neck of land ; and more than one will tell how he started to dig for

1 treasure, and was driven away by having the [)irate vessel bear down upon

irim, which goes to show that once in awhile fiction is stranger than fact.

7





The Story of the Revolution==Its Battles

and Heroes.

;We

A wirrv foreigner, watching the course of the American
Revohition, wrote to Benjamin Franklin that Great Britain

was undertaking the task "of catching two millions of people
in a boundless desert with fifty thousand men." This was a
crude and inaccurate way of putting it, but it expresses suc-

cinctly the magnitude and difficulty of the campaign that lay

before the British generals. When Parliament rath(;r reluc-

taiul)- autiiorized the raising of twenty-five thousand men for

tht; war. Great Britain was still forced to obtain most
of tills number by subsidizing German mercenaries
from the small principalities, who were indiscrimi-

nately called Hessians by the colonists, and the em-

^ . ployment of whom ditl much to still furtiier provoke
bitterness of feeling. At one time in the Revolution
Great Britain had over three hundred thousand men
in arms, the world over, but of this number not more
than one-tenth could be sent to America. But the

greatest obstacle to British success lay in the fact

that the English leaders, military and civil, constantly

underrated the courage, endurance, and earnestness
of their op()onents. Tiiat raw militia could stand
thcrir ground against regulars was a hard lesson for

the British to learn ; that men from civil life could

I

^
sliow such aptitude for strategy, as did Washington,

fvfj Schuyler, and Greene, was a revelation to the profes-

sional military men, the' .significance of which they
grasped only when it was too late.

Above all, the on<^ thing that made the colonists

the victors was the indomitable energy, self-renuncia-

tion, and strategic ability of George Washington,
are so accustomed to think of Washington's moral qualities, that it is only

1 1

1

MOMMKNT ON BUNKER HILL
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when we come close to the history of the war that we fully recognize how great
was his military genius—a genius which justly entitles him to rank with the few

truly great soldiers of his-

3^1 tory, such as Alexander,

Caesar, Napoleon, and Von
Moltke. Almost alone

among the American gen-

erals of the Revolution, he

was always willing to subor-

dinate his own personal

glory to the final success

of his deep laid and com-

prehensive plans. Again

and again he risked his

standing with Congress,

and ran the danger of

being superseded by one

or another jealous general

of lower rank, rather than

yield in a particle his de-

liberate scheme of cam-

paign. Others received

the popular honors for bril-

liant single movements

while he waited and plan-

ned for the final result.

What the main lines of his

strategy were we shall en-

deavor to make clear in

the following sketch :

—

When the news of the

running fioht from Con-

cord to Lexington spread

through the country, the

militia hurried from every

direction toward Boston.

Israel Putnam literally left

his plough in the field
;

John Stark, with his sturdy

New Hampshire volunteers, reached the spot in three days ; Nathaniel Greene

headed fifteen hundred men from Rhode Island ; Benedict Arnold led a band
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of patriots from Connecticut ; the more distant colonies showed equal eager-

ness to aid in the defense of American liberties. Congress displayed deep

wisdom in appointing George Washington Commander in Chief, not only

because of his personal ability and the trust all men had in him, but because

it was politically an astute measure to choose the leader from some other

State than Massachusetts. But before Washington could reach the Con-

tinental forces, as they soon began to be called, the battle of Bunker Hill

had been fought. And before that, even, Ethan Allen, with his Green Moun-
tain Boys, had seized Fort Ticonderoga " in the name of Jehovah and the Con-

tinental Congress "—which Congress, by the way, showed momentarily some
reluctance to sanction this first step of aggressive warfare. The occupation by
Allen and Arnold of Ticonderoga and Crown Point, at the southern end of

Lake Champlain, was of great military importance, both because of the large

quantities of ammunition stored there, and because these places defended the

line of the Hudson River valley against an attack from Canada.

The battle, of Bunker Hill, looked at from the strictly military point of

view, was a blunder on both sides, astonishing as was its moral effect. The
hill, properly named Breed's Hill, but to which the name of Bunker Hill is

now forever attached, rises directly back of Charlestown, on a peninsula con-

nected with the main land by a narrow isthmus. The American forces seized

this on the night of June i6th, 1775, and worked the night through intrenching

themselves as well as they could. With the morning came the British attack.

The position might easily have been reduced by seizing the isthmus, and for this

reason the Americans had hardly shown military sagacity in their occupation of

the hill. But the British chose rather to storm the works from the front.

Three times the flower of the English army in battle line swept up the hill
;

twice they were swept back with terrible loss, repulsed by a fire which was

reserved until they were close at hand ; the third time they seized the position,

but only when the Americans had exhausted their ammunition, and even then

only after a severe hand to hand fight. The British loss was over a thousand

men ; the American loss about four hundred and fifty. When Washington
heard of the battle he instantly asked if the New England militia had stood

the fire of the British regulars, and when the whole story was told him he

exclaimed, "The liberties of the country are safe." The spirit shown then and

thereafter by our sturdy patriots is well illustrated by the story (chosen as the

subject of one of our pictures) of the minister, who when in one battle there

was a lack of wadding for the guns, brought out an armful of hymn books and

exclaimed " Give them Watts, boys !

"

The next clash of arms came from Canada. General Montgomery led two

thousand of the militia against Montreal, by way of Lake Champlain, and easily

captured it (November 12, 1775). Thence he descended the St. Lawrence to
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Quebec, where he joined forces with Benedict Arnold, wno had brought twelve

hundred men through the Maine wilderness, and the two Generals attacked

the British stronghold of Ouehcc. The attempt was a failure ;
Arnold was

wounded, Montgomery was killed, and

though the Americans fought gallantly --^:~ ~-^^ —^^'Ll^Ili^-^
they were driven back from Canada by ——=.--.o.__ ^HT i-^ ^

- ,^ k a

superior forces. Meanwhile

the siege of Boston was syste-

matically carried on by Wash-
ington, and in the spring of

1776 the American General gained a

commanding position by seizing Dor<;

Chester Heights (which bore much the

same relation to Boston on the South that Breed's Hill did on the North) and

General Howe found himself forced to evacuate the city. He sailed with his

I
whole force for Halifax, taking with him great numbers of American sym-

J pathizers with British rule, together with their property.
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The new Congress met at Philadelphia in May. During the first month of

its sessions it became evident that there had been an immense advance in pub-

lic opinion as to the real issue to be maintained. Several of the colonies had

expressed a positive conviction that National independence must be demanded.

Virginia had formally instructed her delegates to take that ground, and it was.

on the modon of Richard Henry Lee, of Virginia, seconded by John Adams, of

Massachusetts, that Congress proceeded to consider the resolution " That these

united colonies are and of right ought to be free and independent States ; that

they are absolved from all allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political

connection between them and the State of Great Britain is and ought to be

totally dissolved." This bold utterance was adopted on July 2d by all the colo-

nies except New York. The opposition came mainly from Pennsylvania and

New York, and was based, not on lack of patriotism, but on a feeling that the

time for such an assertion had not yet come, that a stronger central government

should first be established, and that attempts should be made to secure a for-

eign alliance. It should be noticed that the strongest opponents of the measure,

John Dickinson and Robert Morris, of Pennsylvania, were among the most

patriotic supporters of the Union. To Robert Morris in particular, whose skill

as a financier steered the young Nation through many a difficulty, the country

owes a special debt of gratitude. The Declaration of Independence, formally

adopted two days later, was written mainly by the pen of Thomas Jefferson.

It is unique among State papers—a dignified though impassioned, a calm

though eloquent, recital of injuries inflicted, demand for redress, and avowal of

liberties to be maintained with the sword. Its adoption was hailed, the country

through, as the birth of a new Nation. Never before has a country about to

appeal to war to decide its fate put upon record so clear-toned and deliberate

an assertion of its purposes and its reasons, and thus summoned the world and

posterity to witness the justice and righteousness of its cause.

Thus far in the war the engagements between the opposing forces had

been of a detached kind—not related, that is, to any broad plan of attack or

defense. Of the same nature also was the British expedition against South

Carolina, led by Sir Henry Clinton and Lord Cornwallis. Their fleet attacked

Charleston, but the fort was so bravely defended by Colonel Moultrie, from his

palmetto-log fortifications on Sullivan's Island, that the fleet was forced to aban-

don the attempt and to return to New York. But the British now saw that it

was imperative to enter upon a distinct and extensive plan of campaign. That

adopted was sagacious and logical ; its failure was due, not to any inherent

defect in itself but to lack of persistency in adhering to it. Washington under-

stood it thoroughly from the first, and bent all his energies to tempting the

enemy to diverge from the main object in view. The plan, in brief, was this:

New York City was to be seized and held as a base of supplies and centre of
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operations ; from it a stretch of country to the west was to be occupied and

held, thus cutting off communication between New York and the New England

States on the one side and Pennsylvania and the Southern States on the other.

Meanwhile a force was to be pushed down from Canada to the head of the

Hudson River, to be met by another force pushed northward up the Hudson.

In this way New England would be practically surrounded, and it was thought

that its colonies could be reduced one by one, while simultaneously or later an

army could march southward upon Philadelphia. The plan was quite feasible,

but probably at no time did the British have sufficient force to carry it out in

detail. They wofully over-estimated, also, the assistance they might receive

from the Tories in New York State. And they still more wofully under-esti-

mated Washington's ability as a strategist in blocking their schemes.

General Howe, who was now Commander-in-Chief of the British army,

drew his forces to a head upon .Staten Island, combining there the troops which

had sailed from Boston to 1 ialifax, with Clinton's forces which had failed at

Charleston, and the Hessians newly arrived. In all he had over thirty thousand

soltliers. Washington, who had transferred his headquarters from Boston to

the vicinity of New York after the former city had been evacuated by the

British, occupied the Brooklyn Heights with al)out twenty thousand poorly

equipped and undrilled colonial troops. To hold tliat jjosition against the

larger forces of regulars seemed a hopeless task ; but every point was to be

contested. In point of fact, only five thousand of the Americans were engaged

in the battle of Long Island (August 27, 1776) against twenty thousand men
brought by General Howe from Staten Island. The Ainerrcans were driven

back after a hotly contested fight. Before Howe could follow up his victory

Washington planned and executed one of those extraordinary, rapid movements

which so often amazed his enemy ; in a single night he withdrew his entire army

across the East River into New York in boats, moving so secretly and swiftly

that the British first found out what hatl happened when they saw the deserted

cam[)s before them on the following morning. Drawing back through the city

V\'ashington made his next stand at Harlem Heights. occup)ing Fort Washing-

ton on the east and P'ort Lee on the west side of the Hudson, thus guarding

the line of the river while prepared to move southward toward Philadelphia if

occasion should require. In the batde of White Plains the Americans suffered

1 repulse, but much more dispiriting to Washington was the disarrangement

of his plans caused by the interference of Congress. That over-prudent body

5ent special orders to General Greene, at Fort Washington, to hold it at all

odds, while Washington had directed Greene to be ready on the first attack to

Tall back upon the main army in New Jersey. The result was the capture of

!Fort Washington, with a loss of three thousand prisoners. To add to the

^misfortune, General Charles Lee, who commanded a wing of the American
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rmy on the east side of the river, absolutely ignored Washington's orders to

oin him. Lee was a soldier of fortune, vain, ambitious, and volatile, and there

5 litde doubt that his disobedience was due to his hope that Washington was
•retrievably ruined and that he might succeed to the command. Gathering his

cattcred troops together as well as he could, Washington retreated through

^ew Jersey, meeting everywhere w ith reports that the colonists were in despair,

lat many had given in their allegiance to the British, that Congress had llc;d to

Jaltimore, and that the war was looked on as almost over. In this crisis it was

n actual piece of rare good fortune that Charles Lee should be captured by'

oldiers while spending the night at a tavern away from his camp, for the result

'as that Lee's forces were free to join Washington's command, and at once

id so. Altogether some si.x thousand men were left in the army, and

'ere drawn into something like coherence on the other side of the Delaware

Liver, (general Howe announced that he had now nothing to do but wait the

•eezing of the Delaware, and then to cross over and "catch Washington and

nd the war."

But he reckoned without his host. Choosing, as the best time for his bold

nd sudden movement, Christmas night, when revelry in the camp of the

nemy might be hoped to make them careless, Washington crossed the river,

.eading in person the division of twenty-five hundred men, which alone suc-

seded in making the passage over the river, impeded as it was with great

locks of ice, he marched straight upon the Hessian outposts at Trenton and

iptured them with ease. Still his position was a most precarious one. Corn-

allis was at Princeton with the main ISritish army, and marching directly upon

le Americans, penned them up, as he thought, between Trenton and the

)elaware. It is related that Cornwallis remarked, " At last we have run down

le old fo.x, and we will bag him in the morninsj." But before morning came

\/^ashington had executed another surprising and decisive manceuvre. Main-

lining a great show of activity at his intrenchments, and keeping camp-fires

rightly burning, he noiselessly led the main bod)' of his army round the Hank

f the British force and marched straight northward upon Princeton, capturing

s he went the Britfsh rear guard on its way to Trenton, seizing the British

ost of supplies at New Brunswick, and in the end securing a strong position

n the hills in Northern New Jersey, with Morristown as his headcjuarters.

'here he could at last rest for a time, strengthen his army, and take advantage

f the prestige which his recent operations had brought him.

Let us turn our attention now to the situation further north. General

lurgoyne had advanced southward from Canada through Lake Champlain and

ad easily captured Ticonderoga. His object was, of course, to advance in the

ime line to the south until he reached the Hudson River ; but this was a very

ifferent matter from what he had supposed it. General Schuyler was in com-

!
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mand of the Americans, and showed the highest miHtary skill in opposing Bur^
goyne's progress, cutting off his sup-
plies and harassing him generally. An
expedition to assist Burgoyne had been
sent down the St. Lawrence to Lake
Ontario, thence to march eastward to

the head of the Hudson, gathering aid
as it went from the Indians and Tories.

^^-^>^^^

SURRENDER OF liURCOVNE.

This expedi-

tion was an

utter failure

;

a t Oriskany

the Tories and
British were defeated in a fiercely fought battle, in which a greater proportion
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jlif those engaj^cd were killed than in any other jjallle of the war. Disheart

jned at this, and at the near ap])roach of Benedict Arnold, St. Leger, who
i'as at the head of the expedition, fled in confusion back to Canada,

leanwhile Ikirgoyne had sent out a detachment to gather supplies. This

'as utterly routed at Bennington by the Vermont farmers under General

tark. Through all the country round about the Americans were flocking to

rms, their patriotism enforced by their horror at the atrocities committed b)

urgoyne's Indian allies and by the danger to their own homes. Practically,:

urgoyne was surrounded, and though he fought bravely in the battles of Still-

ater (September 19, 1777) and Bemis's Heights (October 7lh), he was over-

latched. Ten days after the last-named battle he surrendered with all his

rces to General Gates, who was now at the head of the American forces in

lat vicinity and thus received the nominal honor of the result, although it was

Mlly due rather to the skill and courage of General Schuyler and General

mold. Almost si.x thousand soldiers laid down their arms, and the artillery,

nail arms, ammunition, clothing, and other military stores which fell into Gen-
ial Gates's hands were immensely valuable. Almost greater thon the prac-

:al gain of this splendid triumph was that of the respect at once accorded

iroughout the world to American courage and militar)' capacity.

General Burgoyne had every right to lay the blame for the mortifying

ill ire of his expedition upon Howe, who had totally failed to carry out his

irt of the plan of campaign. It was essential to the success of this plan that

fOwe should have pushed an army up the Hudson to support Burgoyne. In

aving this undone he committed the greatest blunder of llie war. Why he

:ted as he did was for a long while a mystery, but letters brought to light

ighty years after the war was over show that he was strongly influenced by

,fe traitorous arguments of his prisoner, Charles Lee, who for a time, at least,

ad decided to desert the American cause. While in this frame of mind he

invinced Howe that there was plenty of time to move upon and seize

ailadelphia and still come to Burgoyne's aid in season. Howe should have

nown Washington's methods better by this time. At first the British CJeneral

tempted a march through New Jersey, but for nearly three weeks Washington

ocked his movements, out-manoiuvrcd him in the fencing for advantage of;

Dsition, and finally compelled him to withdraw, baffled, to New York. Though
) fighting of consequence occurred in this period, it is, from the military

andpoint, one of the most interesting of the entire war. The result was that

owe, unwilling to give up his original design, transported his army to the

outh of the Delaware by sea, then decided to make his attempt by way of

hesapeake Bay, and finally, after great delay, landed his forces at the head of

at bay, fifty miles from Philadelphia. Washington interposed his army
itween the enemy and the city and for several weeks delayed its inevitable
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capture. In the Battle of Brandywine the Americans put eleven thousani

troops in the field against eighteen thousand of the British, and were defeatetl

though by no means routed (September ii, 1777). After Howe had seize^

the city he found it necessary to send part of his army to capture the forts 01

the Delaware River, and this gave the Americans the opportunity of ad attac

with evenly balanced forces. Unfortunately, the battle of Germantown was, bi

reason of a heavy fog, changed into a confused conflict, in which some America

regiments fired into others, and which ended in the retreat of our force;

Washington drew back and went into winter quarters at Valley Forge. Con
gress, on the approach of the enemy, had fled to York. Howe had accomplishe

his immediate object, but at what a cost ! The possession of Philadelphia hac

not appreciably brought nearer the subjugation of the former colonies, while

the opportunity to co-operate with Burgoyne had been irretrievably lost, and|

as we have seen, a great and notable triumph had been gained by the Americana

in his surrender.

The memorable winter which Washington spent at Valley Forge he ofter

described as the darkest of his life. The course of the war had not been

altogether discouraging, but he had to contend with the inaction of Congress,

with cabals of envious rivals, and with the wretched lack of supplies and food

He writes to Congress that when he wished to draw up his troops to fight, tho

men were unable to stir on account of hunger, that 2898 men were unfit for^

duty because they were barefooted and half naked, that " for seven days past

there has been little else than a famine in the camp." Meanwhile an intrigue

to supersede Washington by Gates was on foot and nearly succeeded. Thej

whole country also was suffering from the depreciated Continental currency'

and from the lack of power in the general government to lay taxes. What
contrast is there between Washington's position at this time and the enthusiasm

with which the whole country flocked to honor him in the autumn of the first

year of his Presidency (1789), when he made a journey which was one lon^^

series of ovations. An idea of the character of these is oiven in the accom-o
panying picture of his reception at Trenton, where the date on the triumphal

arch recalled that famous Christmas night when he outwitted the British.

But encouragement from abroad was at hand. Perhaps the most im-

portant result of Burgoyne's surrender was its influence in procuring us the

F"rench Alliance. Already a strong sympathy had been aroused for the Amer-

ican cause in France. The nobility were influenced in no small degree by the

sentimental and philosophical agitation for ideal liberty which preceded the

brutal reality of the French Revolution. Lafayette, then a mere boy of

eighteen, had fitted out a ship with supplies at his own expense, and had

laid his services at Washington's command. Our Commissioners to France

—John Adams, Arthur Lee, and Benjamin Franklin—had labored night and

,1
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*Jay for the alliance. Franklin, in particular, had, by his shrewd and homely

Arit, his honesty ot j)ur[)osc and iiis hi^h patriotism, math' a profound iin-

oression upon the French people. We read that on one occasion he vva.-^

nade to embrace the role of an Apostle of Liberty at an elegant fete where

'the most beautiful of three hundred women was designated to go and place

)n the philosopher's whitt; locks a crow n of laurel, and to give the old man two

'cisses on his checks." Very "French" this, but not without its significance.

3ut after all, the thing which turned the scale with the French Govern-

nent was the partial success of our armies. France was only too willing,

under favoring circumstances, to obtain its revenge upon Great Britain for

nany recent defeats and slights. .So it was that in the beginning of 1778 the

'ndependence of the United States was recognized by France and a ilcct was

'lent to our assistance. During the winter, meanwhile, the thirteen States had

idopted in Congress articles of confederation and perpetual union, which were

ilowly and hesitatingly ratified by the legislatures of the several States.

The news of the reinforcements on their way from France, led .Sir Henry

Clinton, who had now succeeded Howe in the chief command of the British, to

ibandon Philadelphia, and mass his forces at New York. This he did in June,

'1778, sending part of the troops by sea and the rest northward, through New
Jersey. Washington instantly broke camp, followed the enemy, and overtook

*iim at Monmouth Court House. In the battle which followed the forces were

equally balanced, each having about fifteen thousand men. The American

-ittack was entrusted to Charles Lee, who had been exchanged, and whose

reachery was not suspected. Again Lee disobeyed orders, and directed a

-•etreat at the critical minute of the fight. Had Washington not arrived, the

•etreat would have been a rout ; as it was he turned it into a victory, driving

;he British from their position, and gained the honors of the day. But had it

•lot been for Lee, this victory might have easily been made a crushing and final

lefcat for the British army. A court-martial held upon Lee's conduct expelled

lim from the army. Years later he died a disgraced man, though it is only in

:)ur time that the full extent of his dishonor has been understood.

The scene of the most important military operations now changes from the

Northern to the Southern States. l)Ut before speaking of the campaign which

ended with Cornwallis's surrender, we may characterize the fighting in the

North, which went on in th(! latter half of the war, as desultory and unsystem-

itic in its nature. The bVcnch Ilcct under Count d'Estaing was unable to

:ross the New York bar on account of the depth of draught of its greatest

ships ; and for that reason the attempt to capture New York City was aban-

doned. Its next attempt w^as to wrest Rhode Island from the British. This

'ilso was defeated, partly because of a storm at a critical moment, partly

"Jirough a misunderstanding with the American allies. After these two failures,
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the French fleet sailed to the West Indies to injure British interests there. The
assault on the fort at Stony Point by " Mad Anthony" Wayne has importance

as a brilliant and thrilling episode, and was of

value in strengthening our position on the Hudson
River. All along the border the Tories were

inciting the Indians to barbarous attacks. The d
most important and

deplorable of these at- . ,

,

WASHINGTON Rn'ROVING LEE AT

MONMOUTH.

tacks were those which ended
hi the massacres at Wyoming
and Cherry Valley. Reprisals

for these atrocities were taken
"^S^ by General Sullivan's expedi-

tion, which defeated the Tories

and Indians combined, near Elmira, with great slaughter. But all these events,

like the British sudden attacks on the Connecticut ports of New Haven,
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Fairfield, and Nonvalk, were, as we have said, rather detached episodes than

related parts of a campaign.

We should also note before entering upon tlic final chapter of the war, that

Great Britain had politically receded from her position. Of her own accord

she had offered to abrogate the offensive legislation which had provoked the

colonies to war. But it was too late ; the proposition of peace commissioners

sent to America to acknowledge the principle of taxation by colonial assemblies

Np;CRO VILLAGE IN GKORGIA.

was not for a moment considered. The watchword of America was now
Independence, and there was no disposition in any quarter to accept anythinor

less than full recognition of the rights of the United States as a Nation.

The second and last serious and concerted effort by the British to subjugate

the American States had as its scene of operations our Southern territory. At
first it seemed to succeed. A long series of reverses to the cause of independ-

ence were reported from Georgia and South Carolina. The plan formed by
8

i
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Sir Henr)f Clinton and Cornwallis was, in effect, to begin at the extreme South

and overpower one State after anotlier until the army held in reserve about

New York could co-operate with that advancing victoriously from the South.

Savannah had been captured in 1778, while General Lincoln, who commanded
our forces, was twice defeated with great loss—once at Brier Creek, in an advance

upon Savannah, when his lieutenant, General Ashe, was actually routed with very

heavy loss ; and once when Savannah had been invested by General Lincoln

himself by land, while the French fleet under d'Estaing besieged the city by sea.

In a short time Georgia was entirely occupied by the British. They were soon

reinforced by Sir Henry Clinton in person, with an army, and the united forces

moved upward into South Carolina with thirteen thousand men. Lincoln was

driven into Charleston, was there besieged, and (May 12, 1780) was forced to

surrender not only the city but his entire army. A desultory but brilliant

guerrilla warfare was carried on at this time by the Southern militia and light

cavalry under the dashing leadership of Francis Marion, "the Swamp Fox,"

and the partisan, Thomas Sumter.

These men were privateers on horseback. Familiar with the tangled swamps
and always well mounted, even though in rags themselves, they were the terror

of the invaders. At the crack of their rifles the pickets of Cornwallis fled,

leaving a score of dead behind. The dreaded cavalry of Tarleton often came

back from their raids with many a saddle emptied by the invisible foes. They
were here, they were everywhere. Their blows were swift and sure ; their

vigilance sleepless. Tarleton had been sent by Cornwallis with a force of

seven hundred cavalry to destroy a patriot force in North Carolina, under Bu-

ford, which resulted in his utterly destroying about four hundred of the patriots

at Waxhaw, the affair being more of a massacre than a battle. Thus the name
of Tarleton came to be hated in the South as that of Benedict Arnold was in

the North. He was dreaded for his celerity and cruelty. As illustrative of the

spirit of the Southern colonists, we may be pardoned for the digression of the

followinof anecdote. Tlte fiohtinof of Marion and his men was much like that of

the wild Apaches of the southwest. When hotly pursued by the enemy his

command would break up into small parties, and these as they were hard pressed

would subdivide, until nearly ever)^ patriot was fleeing alone. There could be

no successful pursuit, therefore, since the subdivision of the pursuing party

weakened it too much.

"We will give fifty pounds to get within reach of the scamp that galloped

by here, just ahead of us," exclaimed a lieutenant of Tarleton's cavalr^^ as he

and three other troopers drew up before a farmer, who was hoeing in the field

by the roadside.

The farmer looked up, leaned on his hoe, took off his old hat and mopping

his forehead with his handkerchief looked at the angry soldier and said :

—
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"Fifn- pounds is a big- lot of money."

"So it is in these times, but we'll jrive it to you in ilJoIcI, if you'll show

IS where we can <^et .-^==^^;...

I chance at the rebel
;

lid you see him ?
"

"He was all

.lone, was

1 e ? And

>ii.,-fji<.

'>^:-^^^ri^'^^
'*'%!(f^i'/

%;iM^''mm^

TARI.F.TON'S I.IKUTF.NANT AND THE I'AKMKK (JAI K IJAVIS).

le was mounted on a black horse with a white star in his forehead, and he

yas going like a streak of lightning, wasn't he ?"
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"That's the fellow!" exclaimed the questioners, hoping they were abou

to get the knowledge they wanted.

" It looked to me like Jack Davis, though he went by so fast that I couldn'''

get a square look at his face, but he was one of Marion's men, and if I ain'

greatly mistaken it was Jack Davis himself"

Then looking up at the four British horsemen, the farmer added, with c

quizzical expression :

—

"I reckon that ere Jack Davis has hit you chaps pretty hard, ain't he? "

" Never mind about that,'" replied the lieutenant ;
" what we want to knov»

is where we can get a chance at him for just about five minutes."

The farmer put his cotton handkerchief into his hat, which he now slowl\^

replaced, and shook his 'head: "I don't think he's hiding round here," he said

"when he shot by Jack was going so fast that it didn't look as if he could stojij

under four or five miles. Strangers, I'd like powerful well to earn that fiftj'l

pounds, but I don't think you'll get a chance to squander it on me."

After some further questioning, the lieutenant and his men wheeled theiri

horses and trotted back toward the" main body of Tarleton's cavalry. The
farmer plied his hoe for several minutes, gradually working his way toward the

stretch of woods some fifty yards from the roadside. Reaching the margin of

the field, he stepped in among the trees, hastily took off his clothing, tied it up

in a bundle, shoved it under a flat rock from beneath which he drew a suit no

better in quality, but showing a faint semblance to a uniform. Putting it on

and then plunging still deeper into the woods, he soon reached a dimly-marked

track, which he followed only a short distance, when a gentle whinney fell upon

his ear. The next moment he vaulted on the back of a bony but blooded horse,

marked by a beautiful star in his forehead. The satin skin of the steed shone

as though he had been traveling hard, and his rider allowed him to walk along

the path for a couple of miles, when he entered an open space where, near a

spring, Francis Marion and fully two hundred men were encamped. They were

eating, smoking and chatting as though no such horror as war was known.

You understand, of course, that the farmer that leaned on his hoe by the

roadside and talked to Tarleton's lieutenant about Jack Davis and his exploits

was Jack Davis himself

Marion and his men had many stirring adventures. A British officer, sent

to settle some business with Marion, was asked by him to stay to dinner

Marion was always a charming gentleman, and the visitor accepted the

mvitation, but he was astonished to find that the meal consisted only of

baked sweet potatoes served on bark. No apology was made, but the guest

could not help asking his host whether that dinner was a specimen of his

regular bill of fare. "It is," replied Marion, "except that to-day, in honor of

your presence, we have more than the usual allowance."
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North Carolina was now in clanger, and it was to be drfended by the

averrated General Gates, whose
:ampaign was marked by every in- ^
iication of military incapacity. His

ittacks were invariably made reck-

essly. and his positions were ill-

;hosen \l

!!!)aniden lie

Mo

^

ESCAPK OF IlKNEDICT 'ARNOLD.

^""^
JKS- -

^'iiiifc" ss.

" ^^''^^ utterly and disgracefully

defeated by Lord Cornwallis

(August 16, 1780). It seemed

o\v as if the British forces could easily hold the territory already won and

)uld advance safely into Virginia. This was, indeed, one of the darkest

riods in the history of our war, and even Washington was inclined to despair.
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To add to the feeling of despondency came the news of Benedict Arnold's

infamous treachery. In the early part of the war he had served, not merely

with credit but with the highest distinction. Ambitious and passionate by temperj

he had justly been indignant at the slights put upon him by the promotion over

his head of several officers who were far less entitled than he to such a reward.:

He had also, perhaps, been treated with undue severity in his trial by court

martial on charges relating to his accounts and matters of discipline. No doubij

he was greatly influenced by his marriage to a lady of great beauty, who was in

intimate relations with many of the leading Tories. It is more than probable,

still further, that he believed the cause of American independence could never

be won. But neither explanations nor fancied wrongs in the least mitigate the

baseness of his conduct. He deliberately planned to be put in command of

West Point, with the distinct intention of handing it over to the British in return!

for thirty thousand dollars in money and a command in the British army. Iti

was almost an accident that the emissary between Arnold and Clinton, Major]

Andre was captured by Paulding and his rough but incorruptible fellows.

Andre's personal charm and youth created a feeling of sympathy for him, but it

cannot be for a moment denied that he was justly tried and e.xecuted, in accor-

dance with the law of nations. Had Arnold's attempt succeeded, it is more

than likely that the blow dealt our cause would have been fatal. His subse-

quent service in the British army only deepened the feeling of loathing with which

his name was heard by Americans ; while even his new allies distrusted and

despised him, and at one time Cornwallis positively refused to act in concert

with him.

A bright and cheering contrast to this dark episode is that of the glorious

victories at sea won by John Paul Jones, who not only devastated British com-

merce, but, in a desperately fought naval battle, captured two British men-of-war,

the "Serapis" and the "Countess of Scarborough," and carried the new
American flag into foreign ports with the prestige of having swept everything

before him on the high seas. Here was laid the foundation of that reputation

for intrepidity and gallantry at sea which the American navy so well sustained

in our second war with Great Britain.

As the year 1780 advanced, the campaign in the South began to assume a

more favorable aspect. General Greene was placed in command of the

American army and at once began a series of rapid and confusing movements,

now attacking the enemy in front, now cutting off his communications in the

rear, but always scheming for the advantage of position, and usually obtaining

it. He was aided al)ly by " Light Horse Harry" Lee and by General Morgan,

Even before his campaign began the British had suffered a serious defeat at

King's Mountain, just over the line between North and South Carolina, where

a body of southern and western backwoodsmen had cut to pieces and finally
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captured a British detachment of twelve hundred men. Greene followed up

this victory by sending Morgan to attack one wing of Cornwallis's army at

Cowpens, near by King's Mountain, where again a large body of the enemy

were captured with a very slight loss on the part of the Americans. Less

decisive was the battle of Guilford Court House (March 15, 1781), which was

contested with great persistency and courage by both armies. At the end of

the day the British held the field, but the position was too perilous for Corn

wallis to maintain long, and he retreated forthwith to the coast. General Greene

continued to seize one position after another, driving the scattered bodies of the

British through South Carolina and finally meeting them face to face at Eutaw

Springs, where another equally contested battle took place ; in which, as at

Guilford, the British claimed the honors of the day, but which also resulted in

their ultimately giving away before the Americans and intrenching themselves

in Charleston. Now, indeed, the British were to move into Virginia, not as

they had originally planned, but because the more southern States were no

longer tenable. It seemed almost as if Greene were deliberately driving them

northward, so that in the end they might lie between two American armies.

But they made a strong stand at Yorktown, in which a small British army

under Benedict Arnold was already in possession and had been opposed by

Lafayette.

Washington, who had been watching the course of events with the keen

eye of the master strategist, saw that the time had come for a decisive blow.

The French fleet was sent to the Chesapeake, and found little difficulty in re-

ducing the l)ritish force and approaching Yorktown by sea. Washington's own

army had been lying along the Hudson, centered at West Point, ready to meet

any movement by Sir Henry Clinton's army at New York. Now Washington

moved southward down the Hudson into the upper part of New Jersey. It was

universally believed that he was about to attack the British at New York. Even

his own officers shared this belief Buit with a rapidity that seems astonishing,

and with the utmost skill in handling his forces, Washington led theni swiftly

on, still in the line toward the south, and before Clinton had grasped his inten-

tion he was well on his way to Virginia. Cornwallis was now assailed both by

land and by sea ; he occupied a peninsula, from which he could not escape

except by forcing a road through Washington's united army of sixteen thousand

men. The city of Yorktown was bombarded for three weeks. An American

officer writes : "The whole peninsula trembles under the incessant thunderings

of our infernal machines." General Rochambeau who had been placed in com-

mand of the French forces in .\merica, actively co-operated with Washington.

The meeting of the two great commanders forms the subject of one of our

illustrations. Good soldier and good general as Cornwallis was, escape was

impossible. On October 19, 1781, he suffered the humiliation of a formal sur
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render of his army of over seven thousand men, with two hundred and forty

cannon, twenty-eight regimental standards, and vast quantities of mihtary stores

and provisions. When Lord North, the EngHsh Minister, heard of the

surrender, we are told, he paced the floor in deep distress, and cried, " O God,

it is all over !

"

And so it was, in fact. The cause of American independence had practi-

tically been won. Hostilities, it is true, continued in a feeble and half-hearted

way, and it was not until September, 1783, that the Treaty of Peace secured by

John Jay, John Adams, and Benjamin Franklin was actually signed—a treaty

which was not only honorable to us, but which, in the frontier boundaries

adopted, was more advantageous than even our French allies were inclined

to approve, giving us as it did the territory westward to the Mississippi and

southward to Florida. Great Britain as a nation had become heartily sick and

tired of her attempt to coerce her former colonies. As the war progressed she

had managed to involve herself in hostilities not only with France, but with

Spain and Holland, and even with the native princes of India. Lord North's

Ministry fell, the star of the younger Pitt arose into the ascendency, and

George the Third's attempt to establish a purely personal rule at home and

abroad was defeated beyond redemption.

As we read of the scanty recognition given by the American States to the

soldiers who had fought their battles ; as we learn that it was only Wash-

ington's commanding influence that restrained these soldiers, half starved and

half paid, from compelling that recognition from Congress by force ; as we
perceive how many and serious were the problems of finance and of govern-

ment distracting the State Legislatures ; as, in short, we see the political

disintegration and chaotic condition of affairs in the newly born Nation, we
recognize the fact that the struggle which had just ended so triumphantly was

but the prelude to another, more peaceful but not less vital, struggle—that for

the founding of a strong, coherent, and truly National Government. The latter

struggle began before the Revolution was over and lasted until, in 1787. by

mutual concession and mutual compromise was formed the Constitution of the

United States.



The Eventful Story of Daniel Boone, Fremont,

and Other Pathfinders and Pioneers.

DANIEL BOONE.

"^^^ Boone's name was
,

^Hfer":;;^,— amoncj the most prominent

.
-> ' ami his hie one of the most

rxciting^ as well as useful of

i ,.

" the early pioneers. His

t"
'

l name is indissolubly con-

nected with Kentucky.
Boone's father emigrated

'" troin Bucks County, Penn-

1 ^sylvania, to North Carolina
' when Daniel was a boy.

Grown to manhood, here the future pioneer married Rebecca Bryan, their life

being such as was common in the backwoods settlements of that time. Boone,

like David Crockett, thought that when he had offered his broad hand and stout

heart to the girl of his choice he had given her property enough to start with.

Household furniture was of such simple pattern as could be made with an axe

and a saw, while clothes were homespun or shaped from the dressed skins of

animals, and dyed by utilizing the butternut and goldenrod.

The political troubles in North Carolina, the imposition of illegal fines and
taxes, no doubt made many settlers besides the Boones anxious to escape to

some more favored region.

Boone had a forerunner, who was Dr. Thomas Walker, of Virginia. This

gentleman, fired by hunters' accounts of Western lands, now the State of Ten-
' nessee, started in company with Colonels Woods, I'atton, and Buchanan, and a

number of hunters and others, on an exploring tour. To them are due the names
!of the Cumberland Mountains, Gap, and River, which with one single exception

&re the only names of purely English origin in earlier Tennessee geography.

133
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At that time Tennessee was claimed as part of Virginia, which State made
grants of its territories. Twelve years later Dr. Walker again passed over
Clinch and Powell's Rivers and penetrated into what is now Kentucky. Others
followed in his footsteps as far as Tennessee and some probably into Kentucky.
That Daniel Boone was with one of these expeditions as far back as 1760 is

considered to have been proven by the discovery of his name carved, with a date,

upon an old tree near the stage road between Jonesboro and Blountsville, in the

valley of Boone's Creek, which is a tributary of the Watauga. The legend
inscribed on the tree runs thus :

" D. BOON cilled a BAR on tree in THE
year 1760."

r

A MUbK-l^'X 11

L

A hunter named John Finley penetrated into Kentucky some time after this

and brought back marvelous accounts of the hunter's paradise he found there.

Boone resolved to go into this new country. The preparations for his departure

took time. Even homespun and deerskin had to be gotten ready; the

necessary money for the maintenance of his family had to be provided ; and when,

finally, all was ready, Boone shouldered his rifle and started with John Finley,

John Steuart, Joseph Holden, James Moncey, and William Cool, to traverse a

mountainous wilderness for several hundred miles. Our pioneer's physique at

this time was perfect. He is described as being of full size, hardy, robust, and
sinewy, with mild, hazel eyes.
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After numerous hardships, which we have not space to chronicle, tlie

explorers finally stood on a mountain crest overlooking the ferule valleys

watered by the Kentucky River. There were herds of buffalo and of deer in

sight, and evidences of game were everywhere plenty. The country was luxuri-

ant almost beyond description in its vegetation, and it seemed indeed, as Finley

had ilescribed it, "a luuiter's paradise." From the cane-brakes in the river

bottoms to the forest trees that crowned the wooded hills, it appeared to be a

land of peace and plenty. And yet this very territory had among the Indians a

K*iSi==
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hunted freely, finding abundance of game, exploring die country thoroughly, but

meeting with none of the red men.

In the autumn of 1 760 Boone and John Steuart one day left their companions

and plunged into the forest for a little longer excursion than usual. One cannot

but imagine what the scene must have been at that season of the year in the

forest primeval. The rich luxuriance of vegetable life and the plentiful supply

of game must have appealed strongly to the feelings of these hunters, whose

sense of security' had not yet been disturbed by any encounters. Of all this

domain they had literally been in peaceful possession until then. Suddenly the

feeling of safety was rudely dissipated by the appearance of a band of Indians,

who surprised Boone and Steuart so completely that resistance was out of the

question, and they were taken prisoners.

On the seventh night after the capture the Indians encamped in a cane-brake

and built their fire. Perhaps the fatigue of a long march made them abate

something of their customary caution ; at all events, as they slept by the fire,

Boone, who was always on the alert, saw his opportunity to extricate himself

from among them and escape. Refusing, however, to abandon his companion,

although knowing that the risk of waking him was very great, as the slightest

noise would alarm their captors, he went to where Steuart was sleeping, and

takiijg hold of him, succeeded in rousing him without noise. By morning the

hunters were far away on their return to camp, where they arrived without being

overtaken, only to find that Finley and the others had disappeared. They were

never heard of again.

Early in the next year Squire Boone, Daniel's brother, arrived with a

companion. On their approach to camp they were sharply challenged, not

being at once recognized ; but the meeting was naturally one of great rejoicing

when the hermits found who their visitors v.'ere. Now, for the first time during

his long banishment from home, Boone heard from his family, received messages

from his wife, and learned how his boys were progressing with the little farm.

It was not long after the arrival of Squire Boone that Boone and Steuart were

again attacked by the Indians, and this time Steuart was killed. Following this,

Squire Boone's companion strayed from camp and never returned. That left

the two brothers entirely alone, and as ammunition was running low the later

comer decided to return home and get the necessary supplies. We hardly know
which to admire most, the courage of the man who would face the perils of that

return journey by himself, or the fortitude of the other who remained alone in

that wild country, infested by his enemies, where for three months he constantly

shifted his camp to avoid discovery. From his own account of this part of his

life we find, however, that those days which he passed alone in the wild woods

of Kentucky, depending upon his own skill and vigilance, eluding his enemies

and tracking his game, were far from being the least pleasant in his life. After
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three months Squire Boone returiictl, and together the brothers pursued
their calling once more, until fmally, with a very thorough knowledge of the
country and its capabilities, Daniel Boone returned to his family in North Caro-
lina.

Boone's account of what he had seen, of the game, the fertility of the
country, the beauty of the mountains and rivers, and of all that had so

impressed his own imagination, is said to have set North Carolina on fire.

V ril Ol' JOHN .MF.UAKl, UOUNKi Fnlllll-UL CuMl'ANION.

And now, while the discoverer is preparing for still another start, we may
explain the purpose of these several expeditions. As we have said, Kentucky,
that is, the southern part of it,—nominally belonged to the Cherokee Indians.

It was claimed by Virginia and North Carolina and afterwards by Tennessee.
A noted character of the day, Colonel Henderson, with several other gendemen,
concerted a scheme for the purchase of all that country from the Cherokces and
the founding of an independent State or Republic, which should be called

Transylvania. There is hardly a question that Boone's first expedition to
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Kentucky and long sojourn there was undertaken in the employ of Colonel

Henderson and his Land Company.

The second journey was unquestionably for the purpose of negotiating with

the Cherokees, and making all the preliminary arrangements for the purchase

of the tract. If his report of the nature of the land induced the iormation of the

Company, he was no less successful in conducting the second part of the business.

When he had arranged terms with the Cherokees, Colonel Henderson joined him

on the Watauga to conclude the bargain. There he met the Indians in solemn

conclave, took part in their council, smoked the pipe, and paid in merchandise the

purchase-money for Kentucky, receiving from the Indians a deed for the same.

Colonization was next in order, and Boone undertook with a party to open

a road from the Holston River to the Kentucky River, and to erect stations or

forts. Gathering a party for the purpose, on April ist they succeeded, after a

laborious march through the wilderness, in the course of which they lost several

men, in arriving at the spot where Boonesborough now stands. There they

fi.xed their camp and built the foundations for a fort. Near this place was a

salt lick. A few days after the commencement of the fort another of the party

was killed during an attack by Indians, but after that there was no disturbance

for some time. This was the beginning of colonization in Kentucky. It was, of

course, commenced under the impression that the Cherokee purchase was good,

but the validity of the deed was at once denied by the Governor of North

Carolina and also by the Government of Virginia as well as that of Tennessee.

Each State, however, granted to the Land Company large tracts of land on the

same territory, so that while unsuccessful in founding an independent Republic,

Colonel Henderson and his associates became very wealthy. For a long time

those who were doing the actual work on the frontier, bearing the hardships and

the brunt of battle, did not know that any question had been raised as to the

validity of the title under the Indian purchase, and still supposed themselves to

be engaged in the founding of a Commonwealth.

A KENTUCKY FORT.

A fort at that day meant a structure of a very primitive kind. Butler, in

his History of Kentucky, says :
" A fort in those times consisted of pieces of

timber sharpened at the ends and firmly lodged in the ground. Rows of these

pickets enclosed the desired space which embraced the cabins of the inhabitants.

One or more block houses, of superior care and strength, commanding the sides

of the ditch, completed the fortifications or stations, as they were called.

Generally, the sides of the interior cabins formed the sides of the fort."

About thirty or forty new settlers came to Boonesborough with Colonel

Henderson, to whom Boone had written. So far the new-comers were all men.

Before long, however, the leader returned for his own family, and others, to the
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number of twenty-six men, four women, and half a dozen boys and girls,

accompanied iiim back through the Cumberland Gap. Before arriving at

Boonesborough the little caravan separated, part of them settling at another

point, where they built a fort of their own. Mrs. Boone and her daughters were

the first white women to arrive at Boonesborough to settle there. Other

settlers followed with new colonies, and these began to make Kentucky their

home. One of the stations was called Harrod's Old Cabin ; another was Logan.

Among the men of prominence were Simon Kenton, John Floyd, Colonel

Richard Callaway, and other names that appear again and again in the early

annals of the country.

INDIAN CAPTURES.

At the breaking out of the Revolutionary War, the Indians, excited by the

British, greatly disturbed and harassed the new settlers, and many of the latter,

becoming frightened or discouraged, abandoned the promised land and went

back to North Carolina. In 1775 the settlers still kept their faith in the Chero-

kee purchase, and holding this view, took leases from the Company, established

courts of justice, and, through a Convention or Congress which met at Boones-

borough made laws and provided for a militia organization. This Convention

was the first of its kind ever held in the West.

Among the exciting episodes of the first years in Kentucky was the capture

of one of Boone's daughters and two of Callaway's daughters by the Indians.

The eldest of these girls was about twenty and the youngest fourteen years of

age. They were sitting in a canoe under the trees which overhung the opposite

bank of the river. There they were surprised by the Indians and taken away

before their friends at die Fort discovered their peril. This happened so near

nightfall that pursuit was impossible, but in the morning Boone and Floyd

started in pursuit. They surprised the Indians that day as they halted to cook,

and killing one or two, drove the rest away. Feeling their own force too weak

for pursuit, they were glad to return with the almost heart-broken girls. The
account of this, affording, as it did, evidence of the renewed hostility of the

savages, induced nearly three hundred people to return to their homes during

the next few months.

We cannot follow the fluctuating fortunes of the colonists or give a detailed

account, interesting as that would be, of the incidents of border warfare. For a

long time Kentucky was not recognized as a free State, and its people not

acknowledged as citizens. \'irginia still made claim to the territory, and yet

when General George Clark was sent as a Representative to the Virginia House

his claim was rejected by that party. Failing to receive recognition, Clark

labored to obtain the independence of Kentucky as a State. This he finally sue-

I

ceeded in doing, in opposition to Colonel Henderson and others. The formation

of Kentucky politically was first as a county of Virginia. It was the bulwark of
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Virginia during the Indian troubles, and General Clark was nicknamed the

Hannibal of the West. In 1786 the Virginia Legislature enacted the necessary

provisions for permitting Kentucky to assume the position of a separate State

on condition that the United States would admit her to the sisterhood, which was

accomplished June i, 1792.

Daniel Boone lost all his Kentucky property through carelessness or ignor-

ance of legal forms, and after the prosperity and growth of the new State was
fully assured he went to Virginia to begin life over again. There he stayed until

the accounts brought from Missouri of the rich land and good hunting there

aroused his pioneer spirit once more, and he again emigrated to settle in Spanish

territory. He made his home in the Femme Osage district, over which, before

long, he became military commander with a commission from the Spanish gover-

nor. Upon the acquisition of Missouri by the United States our backwoodsman
again found himself stripped of his property. The Government under which he

had been lately serving had presented him with ten thousand arpents of land (an

arpent is eighty-five one-hundredths of an acre) to which he had neglected to

secure or record his title. Through the intervention of the Kentucky Legisla-

ture in tlie Congress of the United States by a strong memorial, Boone was

finally put in legal possession of the land.

Only once did the great Kentucky pioneer return to the country that he

had explored and settled, where, according to his own account, he had lost so

much. He says :
" I may say that I have verified the words of the old Indian

who signed Colonel Henderson's deed. Taking me by the hand at the delivery

thereof, ' Brother,' he said, 'we have given you a fine land, but I believe you will

have much difficulty in settling it' My footsteps have often been marked by

blood, and therefore I can truly subscribe to its original name. Two darling sons

and a brother have I lost by savage hands, which have also taken from me forty

valuable horses and abundance of cattle. Many dark and sleepless nights have

1 been a companion for owls, separated from the cheerful society of men,

scorched by the summer's sun and pinched by the winter's cold, an instrument to

settle the wilderness."

Boone's death occurred in 1820 at his home in Missouri. He was then in

the eighty-sixth year of his age.

DAVID CROCKETT.

David Crockett, who died the last of those who were defenders of the Alamo

in Texas, is one of the picturesque figures in American history. David, or, as he

is familiarly called, " Davy " Crockett was born in 1 786, of Irish-American parent-

age. His boyhood was spent in his father's cabin in Tennessee, from which he

ran away, and, after various vicissitudes, took service with a Quaker, where he

remained until his marriage. Then, after several years of hardship, he moved to
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the Elk River countrj', and wlicn the Creek War broke out he was Hving near

Winchester, Tennessee. He became well known as an Indian fighter, one of

his earliest services being in 1S13, when at Beatty's Spring he was chosen by his

captain to act as a scout with Majoi Gibson to go into the Creek country and re-

connoitre. On the first day of his journey he lost the Major, but pushed on

with five companions for sixty-five miles into the enemy's country, bringing back

news of an important nature. The garrison was hastily fortified and General

EXPLORING THE ECHO RIVER, MAMMOTH CAVE, KENTUCKY.

Jackson summoned by express. We will not attempt to follow the details of diis

war. Crockett saw much vigorous fighting, was present at the burning of an

Indian village (of the horrors of which he tells in his autobiography without

the slightest apparent compunction), acted with Major Russell's "spies," and

when he returned to his Tennessee home had quite a reputation as an Indian

'} fighter.

After the Creek War Crockett was one of those who tried to bring order out

9
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of the chaotic state in which Tennessee society was at that time. His home was
among a reckless set, and the organization of a temporary government was

imperative. Upon its formation Crockett was made Magistrate. Afterwards he

became a member of the Legislature, although one of his biographers states

that at this time he could hardly read a newspaper. Later in life he showed the

acquisition of more "book learning," and the best account of his life and adven-

tures is found in the autobiography which he left. His early success as a politi-

cian was due principally to his qualities of humor, good story-telling, hard sense,

and true marksmanship with a rifle, a combination that is sure to win favor among
backwoodsmen.

Crockett served in Congress two terms, and won national reputation and

popularity as one of the "half horse, half alligator" class. His career in Wash-

ington was brought to an end by his quarrel with General Jackson, to whose

party he had at first been an adherent. He then cast his lot with those who were

battling for Texan independence, and died, as we have already noticed, with

Travis and Bowie, at the Alamo.

Equally important with the exploration, settlement, and conquest of Ken-

tucky and the Southwest were the expeditions of those who found a path through

the ereat mountain divide and were the forerunners of those that should atter-

wards settle the Pacific slope.

LEWIS AND CLARK.

Among the earliest explorers of Rocky Mountain fame were Lewis and

Clark, who, in 1804, were sent to command the expedition in search of the head-

waters of the Columbia River and to mark its course. General Clark was the

brother of George R. Clark, of whom mention has been made in an earlier part

of this chapter. The family were from Virginia, but had become identified with

the early history of Kentucky, and William Clark was known from his youth as

an Indian fighter. At eighteen years of age he was made ensign, and in 1 792

became a lieutenant of infantry, being appointed in the following year adjutant

and quartermaster. He served on the frontier until 1 796, when he resigned

on account of ill health and went to reside in St. Louis. Seven years later

President Jefferson offered him the rank of second lieutenant of artillery, to

assume with Merriwether Lewis the command of the exploring expedition to the

Columbia River.

Lieutenant Lewis was also a Virginian, whose first service had been in

quelling the whiskey insurrection in Western Pennsylvania, in 1794. Afterward

entering the regular army he rose to the rank of captain, was then private

secretar)' to President Jefferson, and so won the President's respect and favor

by his superior qualities of mind that he was appointed to the scientific and

general command of the expedition of which we have just spoken.
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Lewis and Clark left St. Louis in the summer of i8o'

143

They encamped for

the winter on the i>;uil<: of the Mississippi opposite the mouth of the Missouri

River, The company included nine Kentuckians, who were used to Indian ways

and frontier life,

fourteen soldiers, y^
two Canadian
boatmen, an inter-

preter, a hunter,

and negro boat-

man. Besides this,

a corporal and

guard with nine

boatmen, were en-

gaged to accom-

I

pany the expedi-

[

tion as far as the

I

territory of the
Mandans.

'I" h e party
carried with it the

usual goods for

trading with the

Indians, lookin*^

glasses, beads,

trinkets, hatchets,

etc., and such pro-

vision as were
necessary for the

sustenance of its

imembers. While

the greater part of

the command em-

barked in a fleet

of three large

canoes, the hun-

ters and pack-

horses paralleled

their course along the shore. In this way, in the spring of 1804, the ascent

of the Mississippi was commenced. In June the country of the Osao-es was
Reached, then the lands occupied by the Ottawa tribes, and finally, in the

[fall, the hunting grounds of the Sioux Here the leaders of the e.xpedition

THE FAR WEiT—YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
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ordered cabins to be constructed, and camped for the winter among the iVlan-

dans, in latitude 27° 21' north. They found in that country plenty of game,

buffalo and deer being abundant ; but the weather was intensely cold and the

expedition was hardly prepared for the severity of the climate, so that its mem-
bers suffered greatly.

In April a fresh start was made and they ascended the Missouri, reaching the

great falls by June. Here they named the tributary waters and ascended the

Northernmost, which they called the Jefferson River, until further navigation

was impossible ; then Captain Lewis widi three companions left the expedi-

tion in camp and started out on foot toward the mountains, in search of the

friendly Shoshone Indians, from whom he expected assistance in his projected

journey across the mountains.

A RIVER WHICH RAN TO THE WEST.

On the twelfth of August he discovered the source of the Jefferson River in

a defile of the Rocky Mountains and crossed the dividing ridge, upon the other

side of which his eyes were gladdened by the discovery of a small rivulet which

flowed toward the west. Here was proof irrefutable " that the great backbone

of earth" had been passed. The intrepid explorer saw with joy that this little

stream danced out toward the setting sun—toward the Pacific Ocean. Meeting

a force of Shoshones and persuading them to accompany him on his return to

the main body of the expedition, Captain Lewis sought his companions once

more. Captain Clark then went forward to determine their future course, and

coming to the river which his companion had discovered he called it the

Lewis River.

A number of Indian horses were procured from their red-skinned friends

and the explorers pushed on to the broad plains of the western slope. The latter

part of their progress in the mountains had been slow and painful, because of the

early fall of snow, but the plains presented all the charm of early autumn. In

October the Kaskaskia River was reached, and leaving the horses and whatever

baggage could be dispensed with in charge of the Indians, the command embarked

in canoes and descended to the Columbia River, upon the south bank of which,

four hundred miles from their starting point, they passed the second winter.

Much of the return journey was a fight with hostile Indians, and the way was

much more difficult than it had been found while advancing toward the West.

Lewis was wounded before reaching home, by the accidental discharge of a gun

in the hands of one of his force.

Finally, after an absence of two years, the expedition returned, the leaders

reaching Washington while Congress was in session, and grants of land were

immediately made to them and to their subordinates. Captain Lewis was re-

warded also with the governorship of Missouri. Clark was appointed briga-
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dier general for the territory of upper Louisiana, and in 1S13 was appointed gov-

ernor of Missouri, holding office till that territory became a state, after which he

retired into private life till 1822, when Mr. Monroe made him Superintendent

of Indian Affairs, which office he successfully filled until his death. Lewis's end

was a sad one. An inherited tendency to melancholia developed itself and

led him, after a long and useful career, to take his own life.

Of later, though not less

fame, were the successors of

Lewis and Clark in the explora-

tion of the Rocky Mountains and

Ae plains beyond. We refer to

General Fremont and his famous

scout, Kit Carson. It may be

said Avithout exaggeration that in

all human probability the reputa-

tion achieved by the young lieu-

tenant and his subordinate in the

South Pass was based upon a

love adventure.

When in 1840 General Fre-

mont was a second lieutenant,

he was called to Washington,

and while there met and fell in

love with Jessie, the daughter of

Thomas H. Benton. Colonel

Benton liked the young Lieu-

tenant, but thought that a fifteen-

year-old daughter was altogether

too young to contract an engage-

ment, and failing in other efforts,

he is thought to have procured

the imperative order from the

War Department which sent,

Fremont to explore the Rocky

Mountains. Colonel Benton's

influence at that time was paramount in Washington. The duty assigned was
finished by Lieutenant Fremont, perhaps more speedily than would have been

the case under other circumstances, and upon his return the lovers were secretly

married ; but the love for adventure and exploration had been fully kindled, and
a plan was forming in the brain of the future Pathfinder to explore the whole

Western country, to study its topography, facilities, etc. As a part of this

THE FAR WiibT GEYSEK, Vl-.LLOWS 1 ONK NATIONAL iAKK,
IDAHO AND MONTANA.
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general scheme he was ordered, at his own request, to make a geographical

survey of the Rocky Mountains, especially the South Pass.

While engaged in this work thi> explorer met Kit Carson, a professional

hunter and trapper,

who had been for

eight years regular

hunter for Bent's Fort.

Fremont at once en-

gaged him as hunter

and scout. Many of

those who are inclined

to detract from the

reputation belonging

to the former have

averred that the credit

of the discoveries

made was mainly due

to Carson ; but a

knowledge of the fact

that barometric obser-

vations, topographical

data, and other scien-

tific records beyond

Carson's capacity

were made, and not

only so, but excited

the admiration and at-

tention of foreiofn as

well as American au-

thorities, shows such

a charge to be with-

out foundation. Yet

the fame of the sub-

sequent candidate for

the Presidency will

always be linked with

that of the humbler

companion whose
knowledge of the frontier made so much success possible.

Carson was sent to Washington as a bearer of dispatches in 1847, antl tiiere

received an appointment as lieutenant in the United States Rifle Corps. He was

g^*KV>^
^.-

'^^L-^
-l-L^

SHAWAN6H, THE UTE CHIEF WHO WAS SKNT TO WASHINGTON IN 1863 TO TREAT
WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.
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afterward appointed Indian agent, a post for which his experience admirably fitted

him.

Of other Western explorers, discoverers, and pioneers we have not space

to speak in this chapter. We have sketched the lives and deeds of a few of the

more prominent only, indicating how the West was opened for the march of the

millions that have come after. We honor the brave men who risked everything

and sacrificed everything to open the way, and cannot but believe, in the words

of Daniel Boone, that they were " instruments to settle the wilderness."

VOLCANIC REEFS OF ARIZONA.



The Burning of Washington City and the

Story of the War of 1812.

By their first war with Great Britain our

forefathers asserted and maintained their right

to independent national existence ; by their

second war with Great Britain they claimed and

obtained equal consideration in international

affairs. The War ot 1812 was not based on a

single cause ; it was rather undertaken from

mixed motives—partly political, partly commer-

cial, partly patriotic. It was always unpopular

with a great number of the American people
;

it was far from logical in some of its positions;

it was perhaps precipitated by party clamor.

Hut, despite all these facts, it remains true that

this war established once for all the position of

the United States as an equal power among the

powers.

Tlie cause of the War of 181 2, which ap-

pealed most strongly to the patriotic feelings of

the common people (though the violation of the principle of the rights of ncu-

Itrals was the prime cause), was unquestionably the impressment by Great Britain

of sailors from American ships. No doubt great numbers of English sailors

did desert from their naval vessels and take refuge in the easier service and

better treatment of the American merchant ships. Great Britain was strain-

ing every nerve to strengthen her already powerful navy, and the press-gang

was constantly at work in English sea-ports. Once on board a British man-of-

war, the impressed sailor was subject to overwork, bad rations, and the lash.

!
That British sailors fought as gallantly as they did under this regime will always

remain a wonder. But it is certain that they deserted in considerable numbers,
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and that they found in the rapidly-growing commercial prosperity of our carry-

ing trade a tempting chance of employment. Now, Great Britain, with a large

contempt for the naval weakness of the United States, assumed, rather than

claimed, the right to stop our merchant vessels on the high seas, to examine the

crews, and to claim as her own any British sailors among them. This was bad

enough in itself, but the way in which the search was carried out was worse

Every form of insolence and overbearing was fxhibited. The pretense of claim

ing British deserters covered what was sometimes barefaced and outrageous

kidnaping of Americans. The British officers went so far as to lay the burden of
proof of nationality in each case upon the sailor himself; if he were without

papers proving his identity he was at once assumed to be a British subject. To
such an extent was this insult to our flaor carried that our Government had the

record of about forty-five hundred cases of impressment from our ships between

the years of 1803 and 18 10; and when the War of 181 2 broke out the number

of American sailors serving against their will in British war vessels was variously

computed to be from six to fourteen thousand. It is even recorded that in some

cases American ships were obliged to return home in the middle of their voyages

because their crews had been so diminished in number by the seizures made by

British officers that they were too short-handed to proceed. In not a few cases

these depredations led to bloodshed. The greatest outrage of all, and one which

stirred the blood of Americans to the fighting point, was the capture of an Ameri-

can war vessel, the "Chesapeake," by the British man-of-war, the "Leopard."

The latter was by far the more powerful vessel, and the " Chesapeake " was quite

unprepared for action ; nevertheless, her commander refused to accede to a

demand that his crew be overhauled in search for British deserters. Thereupon

the "Leopard" poured broadside after broadside into her until the flag was

struck. Three Americans were killed and eighteen wounded ; four were taken

away as alleged deserters ; of these, three were afterwards returned, while in

one case the charge was satisfactorily proved and the man was hanged. The
whole affair was without the slightest justification under the law of nations and

was in itself ample ground for war. Great Britain, however, in a quite ungrace-

ful and tardy way, apologized and offered reparation. This incident took place

six years before the actual declaration of war. But the outrage rankled all that

time, and nothing did more to fan the anti- British feeling which was already so

strong in the rank and file, especially in the Democratic (or, as it was often called

then, Republican) party. It was such deeds as this that led Henry Clay to

exclaim, " Not content with seizing upon all our property which falls within

her rapacious grasp, the personal rights of our countrymen—rights which must

forever be sacred—are trampled on and violated by the impressment of our

seamen. What are we to gain by war? What are we not to lose by peace?

Commerce, character, a nation's best treasure, honor
!

"
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The attack on American commerce was also a serious danger to peace. In

the early years of the century Great Britain was at war not only with France,

but with other European countries. Both Great Britain and France adopted in

practice the most extreme theories of non-intercourse between neutral and
hostile nations. It was the era of "paper blockades." In 1806 England, for

instance, declared that eigiit hundred miles of the European coast were to be

VILW UF A ConoN-CHUTE.

considered blockaded, whereupon Napoleon, not to be outdone, declared the

entire Islands of Great Britain to be under blockade. Up to a certain point the

interruption of the neutral trade relations between the countries of Europe was
to the commercial advantage of America. Our carrying trade grew antl pros-

pered wonderfully. Much of this trade consisted in taking goods from the colo-

nies of European nations, bringing them to the United States, then trans-ship-

ping them and conveying them to the parent nation. This was allowable under
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the international law of the time, although the direct carrying of goods by the

neutral ship from the colony to the parent nation (the latter, of course, being at

war) was forbidden. But by her famous " Orders in Council " Great Britain ab-

solutely forbade this system of trans-shipment as to nations with whom she was|

at war. American vessels engaged in this form of trade were seized and con-

demned by English prize courts. Naturally, France followed Great Britain's

example and even went further. Our merchants, who had actually been earning

double freights under the old system, now found that their commerce was wofully

restricted. At first it "was thought that the unfair restriction might be punished

by retaliatory measures, and a quite illogical analogy was drawn from the effect

produced on Great Britain before the Revolution by the refusal of the colonies

to receive goods on which a tax had been imposed. So President Jefferson's

Administration resorted to the most unwise measure that could be thought of—

i

an absolute embargo on our own ships. This measure was passed in 1807, and

its immediate result was to reduce the exports of the country from nearly fifty

million dollars' worth to nine million dollars' worth in a single year. This was

evidently anything but profitable, and the act was changed so as to forbid only

commercial intercourse with Great Britain and France and their colonies, with a

proviso that the law should be abandoned as regards either of these countries

which should repeal its objectionable decrees. The French Government moved

in the matter first, but only conditionally. Our non-intercourse act, however,

was after 18 10 in force only against Great Britain. That our claims of wrong

were equally or nearly equally as great against France in this matter cannot be

doubted. But the popular feeling was stronger against Great Britain ; a war

with England was popular with the mass of the Democrats ; and it was the

refusal of England to finally accept our conditions which led to the declaration

of war. By a curious chain of circumstances it happened, however, that between

the time when Congress declared war (June 18, 181 2) and the date when the

news of this declaration was received in England, the latter country had already

revoked her famous "orders in council." In point of fact, President Madison

was very reluctant to declare war, though the Federalists always took great

pleasure in speaking of this as " Mr. Madison's war." The Federalists through-

out considered the war unnecessary and the result of partisan feeling and un-

reasonable prejudice.

It is peculiarly grateful to American pride that this war, undertaken in

defense of our maritime interests and to uphold the honor of our flag upon

the hio-h seas, resulted in a series of naval victories brilliant in the extreme. It

was not, indeed, at first thought that this would be chiefly a naval war. Presi-

dent Madison was at one time greatly inclined to keep stricdy in port our war

vessels ; but, happily, other counsels prevailed. The disparity between the Amer-

ican and British navies was certainly disheartening. The United States had
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seven or eight frigates and a few sloops, brigs, and gunboats, while the sails of

England's navy whitened every sea, and her ships certainly outnumbered ours

by fifty to one. On the other hand, her hands were tied to a great extent by the

European wars of magnitude in which she was involved. She had to defend her
commerce from formidable enemies in many seas, and could give but a small

part of her naval strength to the new foe. That tliis new foe was despised by

LOAniNC A COTTON STEAMER.

the great power which claimed, not without reason, to be the mistress of the seas

was not unnatural. But soon we find a lament raised in Parliament about the

reverses, " which English officers and English sailors had not before been used

to, and that from such a contemptible navy as that of America had always been

Iheld." The fact is that the restriction of our commerce had made it possible for

jcur navy officers to take their pick of a remarkably fine body of native American

j

seamen, naturally brave and intelligent, and thoroughly well trained in all sea-
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manlike experiences. Tliese men were in many instances filled with a spirit of

resentment at British insolence, having either themselves been the victims of the

aggressions which we have described, or having seen their friends compelled to

submit to these insolent acts. The very smallness of our navy, too, was in a

measure its strength ; the competition for active service among those bearing

commissions was great, and there was never any trouble in finding officers of

proved sagacity and courage.

At the outset, however, the policy determined on by the Administration was

not one of naval aggression. It was decided to attack England from her

Canadian colonies. This plan of campaign, however reasonable it might seem

to a strategist, failed wretchedly in execudon. The first year of the war, so far

as regards the land campaigns, showed nothing but reverses and fiascoes.

There was a long and thinly settled border country, in which our slender forces

struggled to hold their own against the barbarous Indian onslaughts, making

futile expeditions across the border into Canada and resisting with some success

the similar expeditions by the Canadian troops. It was one of the complaints

which led to the war that the Indian tribes had been incited against our settlers

by the Canadian authorities and had been promised aid from Canada. It is

certain that after war was declared English officers not only employed Indians as

their allies, but in some instances, at least, paid bounties for the scalps of

American settlers. The Indian war planned by Tecumseh had just been put

down by General, afterward President, Harrison. No doubt Tecumseh was a

man of more elevated ambition and more humane instincts than one often finds in

an Indian chief. His hope to unite the tribes and to drive the whites out of his

country has a certain nobility of purpose and breadth of view. But this scheme

had failed, and the Indian warriors, still inflamed for war, were only too eager to

assist the Canadian forces m a desultory but bloody border war. The strength

of our campaign against Canada was dissipated in an attempt to hold Fort

Wayne, Fort Harrison, and other garrisons against Indian attacks. Still more
disappointing was the complete failure of the attempt, under the command of

General Hull, to advance from Detroit as an outpost, into Canada. He was
easily driven back to Detroit, and when the nation was confidently waiting to

hear of a bold defense of that place it was startled by the news of Hull's surrender

without firing a gun, and under circumstances which seemed to indicate either

cowardice or treachery. Hull was, in fact, court-martialed, condemned to death,

and only pardoned on account of his services in the war of 1776.

The mortification that followed the land campaign of 181 2 was forgotten in

joy at the splendid naval victories of that year. Pre-eminent among these was
the famous sea-duel between the frigates '-Constitution" and "Guerriere."

Every one knows of the glory of " Old Ironsides," and this, though the greatest,

was only one of many victories by which the name of the " Consdtution

"
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became the most famed and beloved of all that have been associated with Amer-
ican ships. She was a fine frigate, carrying forty-four guns, and though English
journals had ridiculed her as " a bunch

of pine boards under a bit of striped •
'' " ""

bunting," it was not long before ihey

i\\ re busily engaged in trj'ing to prove w

hat she was too large a vessel to be prop-

.-rl)- called a frigate, and that she greatly

)ut-classcd her opponent in metal and .

r^'m

BURNING OF WASHINGTON.

men. It is true that the

" Constitution " carried six

more guns and a few more
men than the " Guerriere,"

but, all allowances being

made, her victory was yet

a naval triumph of the first

magnitude. Captain Isaac

Hull, who commanded her,

had just before the engage-

ment proved his superior

amanship by escaping from a whole squadron of British vessels, out-sailing

id out-manoeuvring them at every point It was on August 19 when he

-^^;- '^
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descticd the " Guerriere," Both vessels at once cleared for action and

came to^'ether with the greatest eaoferness on both sides for the engaeement.

Though the battle lasted but half an hour, it was one of the hottest in naval

annals. At one time the " Constitution " was on fire, and both ships were soon

seriously crippled by injury to their spars. Attempts to board each other were

thwarted on both sides by the close fire of small arms. Here, as in later sea-

fights of this war, the accuracy and skill of the American gunners were some
thing marvelous. At the end of half an hour the "Guerriere" had lost both

mainmast and foremast and floated helplessly in the open sea. Her surrender

was no discredit to her officers, as she was almost in a sinking condition. It was

hopeless to attempt to tow her into port, and Captain Hull transferred his

prisoners to his own vessel and set fire to his prize. In the fight the American

frigate had only seven men killed and an equal number wounded, while the

British vessel had as many as seventy-nine men killed or wounded. The con-

duct of the American seamen was throughout gallant in the highest degree.

Captain Hull put it on record that " From the smallest boy in the ship to the

oldest seaman not a look of fear was seen. They all went into action giving

three cheers and requesting to be laid close alongside the enemy." The effect

of this victory in both America and England was extraordinary. English papers

long refused to believe in the possibility of the well-proved facts, while in America

the whole country joined in a triumphal shout of joy, and loaded well-deserved

honors on vessel, captain, officers, and men.

The chagrin of the English public at the unexpected result of this sea battle

was changed to amazement when one after another there followed no less than

six combats of the same duel-like character, in which the American vessels were

invariably victorious. The first was between our sloop, the "Wasp," and the

English brig, the "Frolic," which was convoying a fleet of merchantmen. The

fight was one of the most desperate in the war; the two ships were brought so

close together that their gunners could touch the sides of the opposing vessels

with their rammers. Broadside after broadside was poured into the " Frolic " by

the "Wasp," which obtained the superior position, but her sailors, unable to

await the victory which was sure to come from the continued raking of the

enemy's vessel, rushed upon her decks without orders and soon overpowered

her. Again the British loss in killed and wounded was large ; that of the Ameri-

cans very small. It in no wise detracted from the glory of this victory that both

victor and prize were soon captured by a British man-of-war of immensely supe-

rior strength. Following this action, Commodore Stephen Decatur, in our frigate,

the " United States," attacked the " Macedonian," a British vessel of the same kind,

and easily defeated her, bringing her into New York harbor on New Year's Day,

1 813, where he received an ovation equal to that offered Captain Hull. The

same result followed the attack of the " Constitution," now under the command
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jf Commodore Bain-

•Java;" the latter had her

ibout one hundred wound-

:hat it was decided to blow

tion" suffered so litde that

Ironsides," a name now

been in every school-boy's

resulted, in the great ma-

jority of cases in the same

way—in all unstinted

praise was awarded by the

^ ^- &>..

bridge, upon the English

captain and fifty men killed and

ed, and was left such a wreck

her up, while the " Constitu-

she was in sport dubbed " Old

ennobled by a poem which has

moiidi. Other naval combats

r-^'lV*'

n\'<;^?-;fMi
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31ATUE OF COMMODORE PERRY.

whole world, even including

England herself, to the admira-

ble seamanship, the wonderful

gunnery, and the constant per-

sonal intrepltude of our naval

forces. When the second year

of the war closed our little navy
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had captured twenty-six war-ships, armed with 560 guns, while it had lost only

seven ships, carrj'ing 119 guns.

But, if the highest honors of the war were thus won by our navy, the

most serious injury materially to Great Britain was in the devastation of her

commerce by American privateers. No less than two hundred and fifty

of these sea guerrillas were afloat, and in the first year of the war they

captured over three hundred merchant vessels, sometimes even attacking

and overcoming the smaller class of war-ships. The privateers were usually

schooners armed with a few small guns, but carrying one long cannon

mounted on a swivel so that it could be turned to any point of the horizon,

and familiarly known as Long Tom. Of course, the crews were influenced

by greed as well as by patriotism. Privateering is a somewhat doubtful

mode of warfare at the best ; but international law permits it ; and though

it is hard to dissociate from it a certain odor, as of legalized piracy, it is

legitimate to this day. And surely if it were ever justifiable it was at that

time. As Jefferson said, there were then tens of thousands of seamen

forced by war from their natural means of support and useless to their

country in any other way, while by " licensing private armed vessels the whole

naval force of the nation was truly brought to bear on the foe." The havoc

wrought on British trade was widespread indeed ; altogether between fifteen

hundred and two thousand prizes were taken by the priv^ateers. To compute

the value of these prizes is impossible, but some idea may be gained from

the single fact that one privateer, the "Yankee," in a cruise of less than

two months captured five brigs and four schooners with cargoes valued at

over half a million dollars. The men enofacred in this form of warfare were

bold to recklessness, and their exploits have furnished many a tale to Ameri-

can writers of romance.

The naval combats thus far mentioned were almost always of single vessels.

For battles of fleets we must turn from the salt water to the fresh, from the

ocean to the great lakes. The control of the waters of Lake Erie, Lake Onta-

rio, and Lake Champlain was obviously of vast importance, in view of the con-

tinued land-fighting in the West and of the attempted invasion of Canada and

the threatened counter-invasions. The British had the great advantage of being

able to reach the lakes by the St. Lawrence, while our lake navies had to be con-

structed after the war began. One such little navy had been built at Presque

Isle, now Erie, on Lake Erie. It comprised two brigs of twenty guns and sev-

eral schooners and gunboats. It must be remembered that everything but the

lumber needed for the vessels had to be brought through the forests by land

from the eastern seaports, and the mere problem of transportation was a serious

one. When finished, the fleet was put in command of Oliver Hazard Perry.

Watching his time (and, it is said, taking advantage of the carelessness of the
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British commander in going on shore to dinner one Sunday, when he should
have been watching Perry's movements), the American commander drew his
fleet over the bar which had protected it while in harbor from the onslaughts of
the^ British fleet. To get the brigs over this bar was a work of time and great
difiiculty; an attack at that hour by the British would certainly have ended in

the total destruction of the fleet. Once accomplished. Perry, In his flagship, the
" Lawrence," headed a fleet often vessels, fifty-five guns, and four hundred men.
Opijosed to him was Captain Barclay with six ships, sixty-five guns, and also

VIEW ON LAKE ONTARIO.

ibout four hundred men. The British for several weeks avoided the conflict,

but in the end were cornered and forced to flight. It was at the bceinnino- of

this battle that Perry displayed the flag bearing Lawrence's famous dyinor

words, " Don't give up the ship !

" No less famous is his dispatch announcing

the result in the words, "We have met the enemy and they are ours." The
victory was indeed a complete and decisive one ; all six of the enemy's ships

I
were captured, and their loss was nearly double that of Perry's forces. The

i complete control of Lake Erie was assured; that of Lake Ontario had already

I

been gained by Commodore Chauncey.
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Perry's memorable victory opened the way for important land operations by

General Harrison, who now marched from Detroit with the design of invading

Canada. He engaged with Proctor's mingled body of British troops and Indians,

and by the Battle of the Thames drove back the British from that part of Canada
and restored matters to the position in which they stood before Hull's deplorable

surrender of Detroit—and, indeed, of all Michigan—to the British. In this battle

of the Thames the Indian chief, Tecumseh, fell, and about three hundred of the

British and Indians were killed on the field. The hold of our enemies on the

Indian tribes was greatly broken by this defeat. Previous to this the land cam-

paigns had been marked by a succession of minor victories and defeats. In the

West a force of Americans under General Winchester had been captured at the

River Raisin ; and there took place an atrocious massacre of large numbers of

prisoners by the Indians, who were quite beyond restraint from their white allies.

On the other hand, the Americans had captured the city of York, now Toronto,

though at the cost of their leader, General Pike, who, with two hundred of his

men, was destroyed by the explosion of a magazine. Rort George had also been

captured by the Americans and an attack on Sackett's Harbor had been gal-

lantly repulsed. Following the battle of the Thames, extensive operations of

an aggressive kind had been planned looking toward the capture of Montreal

and the invasion of Canada by way of Lakes Ontario and Champlain. Un-

happily, jealousy between the American Generals Wilkinson and Hampton
resulted in a lack of concert in their military operations, and the expedition

was a complete fiasco.

One turns for consolation from the mortifying record of Wilkinson's ex-

pedition to the story of the continuous successes which had accompanied the

naval operations of 1813. Captain Lawrence, in the " Hornet," won a complete

victory over the English brig " Peacock ;" our brig, the " Enterprise," captured the

" Boxer," and other equally welcome victories were reported. One distinct

defeat had marred the record—that of our fine brig, the "Chesapeake," com-

manded by Captain Lawrence, which had been captured after one of the most

hard-fought contests of the war by the British brig, the " Shannon." Lawrence

himself fell mortally wounded, exclaiming as he was carried away, "Tell the men
not to give up the ship but fight her till she sinks." It was a paraphrase of this

exclamation which Perry used as a rallying signal in the battle on Lake Erie.

Despite his one defeat. Captain Lawrence's fame as a gallant seaman and high-

minded patriot was untarnished, and his death was more deplored throughout

the country than was the loss of his ship.

In the latter part of the war England was enabled to send large reinforce-

ments both to her army and navy engaged in the American campaigns. Events

in Europe seemed in 1 8
1
4 to insure peace for at least a time. Napoleon's power

was broken ; the Emperor himself was exiled at Elba ; and Great Britain at last
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LUNDY'S LANE AND PLATTSBURG. i6i

had her hands free. I5ut before the reinforcements reached this country", our

army had won greater credit and had shown more military skill by far than were

evinced in its earlier operations. Along the line of the Niagara River active

WEATHERSFORD AND GENERAL JACKSON.

fighting had been going on. In the battle of Chippewa, the capture of Fort Erie,

the engagement at Lundy's Lane, and the defense of Fort Erie the troops, under
the command of Winfield Scott and General Brown, had held their own, and more,
against superior forces, and had won from British officers the admission that they
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fought as well under fire as regular troops. More encouraging still was the

total defeat of the plan of invasion from Canada undertaken by the now greatly

strenofthened British forces. These numbered twelve thousand men and were

supported by a fleet on Lake Champlain. Their operations were directed against

Plattsburg, and in the battle on the lake, usually called by the name of that town,

the American flotilla under the command of Commodore Macdonough completely

routed the British fleet. As a result the English army also beat a rapid and

undignified retreat to Canada. This was the last important engagement to take

place in the North.

Meanwhile expeditions of considerable size were directed by the British

against our principal Southern cities. One of these brought General Ross with

five thousand men, chiefly the pick of the Duke of Wellington's army, into rhe

Bay of Chesapeake. Nothing was more discreditable in the military strategy of

our Administration than the fact that at this time Washington was left unprotected,

though in evident danger. General Ross marched straight upon the Capital,

easily defeated at Bladensburg an inferior force of raw militia—who yet fought

with intrepidity for the most part—seized the city, and carried out his intention of

destroying the public buildings and a great part of the town. Most of the public

archives had been removed. Ross' conduct in the burning of Washington was

probably within the limits of legitimate warfare but has been condemned as semi-

barbarous by many writers. The achievement gave great joy to the English

papers, but was really of less importance than was supposed. Washington at

that time was a straggling town of only eight thousand inhabitants ; its public

buildings were not at all adequate to the demands of the future ; and an optimist

might even consider the destruction of the old city as a public benefit, for it

enabled Congress to adopt the plans which have since led to the making of

perhaps the most beautiful city of the country.

A similar attempt upon Baltimore was less successful. The people of that

city made a brave defense and hastily threw up extensive fortifications. In the

end the British fleet, after a severe bombardment of Fort McHenry, were driven

off The British Admiral had boasted that Fort McHenry would yield in a few

hours ; and two days after, when its flag was still flying, Francis S. Key was in-

spired by its sight to compose the " Star Spangled Banner."

A still larger expedition of British troops landed on the Louisiana coast

and marched to the attack of New Orleans. Here General Andrew Jackson

was in command. He had already distinguished himself in this war by putting

down with a strong hand the hostile Creek Indians of the then Spanish territory

of Florida, who had been incited by English envoys to warfare against our

Southern settlers; and in April, 1814, William Weathersford, the half-breed

chief, had surrendered in person to Jackson (see illustration). General

Packenham, who commanded the five thousand British soldiers sent against
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New Orleans, expected as easy a victory as that of General Ross at Washington.

But Jackson had summoned to his aid the stalwart frontiersmen of Kentucky
and Tennessee—men used from boyhood to the riBe, and who made up
wliat was in effect a splendid force of sharp-shooters. Both armies threw up

rough fortifications ; General Jackson made great use for that purpose of cotton

bales, Packenham employing the still less solid material of sugar barrels.

Oddly enough, the final batde, and really the most important of the war, took

place after the treaty of peace between the two countries had already been

signed. The British were repulsed again and again in persistent and gallant

attacks on our fortifications. General Packenham himself was killed, toeether

with many officers and seven hundred of his men. One British officer pushed to

the top of our earthworks and demanded their surrender, whereupon he was
smilingly asked to look behind him, and turning saw, as he afterward said, that

the men he supposed to be supporting him " had vanished as if the earth had

swallowed them up." The American losses were inconsiderable.

The treaty of peace, signed at Ghent, December 24, 181 4, has been ridiculed

because it contained no positive agreement as to many of the questions in dis-

pute. Not a word did it say about the impressment of American sailors or the

rights of neutral ships. Its chief stipulations were the mutual restoration of ter-

ritory and the appointing of a commission to determine our northern boundary

line. The truth is that both nations were tired of the war ; die circumstances

that had led to England's aggressions no longer existed ; both countries were
suffering enormous commercial loss to no avail ; and, above all, the United States

had emphatically justified by its deeds its claim to an equal place in the council

of nations. Politically and materially, further warfare was illogical. If the two

nations had understood each other better in the first place ; if Great Britain had

treated our demands with courtesy and justice instead of insolence ; if, in short,

international comity had taken the place of international ill-temper, the war might

have been avoided altogether. Its undoubted benefits to us were incidental

rather than direct. But though not formally recognized by treaty, the rights of

American seamen and of American ships were in fact no longer infringed upon
by Great Britain.

One political outcome of the war must not be overlooked. The New Eng-
land Federalists had opposed it from the beginning, had naturally fretted at their

loss of commerce, and had bitterly upbraided the Democratic administration for

currying popularity by a war carried on mainly at New England's expense.

When in the latter days of the war New England ports were closed, Stonington

bombarded, Casdne in Maine seized, and serious depredations threatened every-

where along the northeastern coast, the Federalists complained that the adminis-

tradon taxed them for the war but did not protect them. The outcome of all

this discontent was the Hartford Convenuon. In point of fact it was a quite
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harmless conference which proposed some constitutional amendments, protested

against too great centralization of power, and urged the desirability of peace with

honor. But the most absurd rumors were prevalent about its intentions ; a regi-

ment of troops was actually sent to Hartford to anticipate treasonable outbreaks

;

and for many years good Democrats religiously believed that there had been a

plot to set up a monarchy in New England with the Duke of Kent as king.

Harmless as it was, the Hartford Convention proved the death of the Federalist

party. Its mild debates were distorted into secret conclaves plotting treason,

and, though the news of peace followed close upon it, the Convention was long

an object of opprobrium and a political bugbear.

A l-LANTER S HUUSE IN GKURGIA.



The Story of the Indian from the Coming of

the White Man to the Present Time.

BY HONORABLE HENRY L. DAWES,
Chili) man Committte on Indian Affairs, United Slates Senate,

At the time when our forefathers first

landed on these shores, they found the

Indian here. Whether at Plymouth or

Jamestown, at the mouth of the Hudson or

in Florida, their first welcome was from

the red man. To him the country be-

longed, and from him the white man se-

cured it, sometimes by form of purchase,

sometimes as conqueror, more otten by

the simpler process of taking possession

as a settler. For the most part the Indian

acquiesced at first. The white man and

his ways were new and strange and some-

^- '^^^Jjj^jJto^^jS^^^^ijv' ''\ what fearful to the child of the forest, and
^ iiia^B^Wr ^W*S'/ .. ."*?!? it seemed best to propitiate so formid-

able an antagonist. But the early settlers

/> /^£^^*^*^^ y. were men of blood and iron, and both in

theory and practice their tender mercies

were cruel. On the part of the settlers

the Indian was everywhere so treated that

friendship turned to enmity, and on both sides fear became an ally of hate.

Now and then a leader, broader minded than his fellows, like Standish or John

Smith, met the red man with justice, and cemented bonds that stood the strain

of battle ; but at the beginning, as truly as to-day, the white settler coveted

land and pushed the Indian off it that he might dwell thereon in peace.

And It must be said that in the seventeenth century he violated no tradition, set

i6s

INDIAN MOTIIKK AND INFANT.
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himself against no law, human or divine, when he did this. Possession was
still the right of the stronger, the world over, and the conquest of new
countries the chief glory of king and commons alike. To flee away from

oppression was the only refuge, and to oppressor as well as oppressed it

seemed a natural resort. The country was broad enough for both, thought

the white man. If the red man could not live with the new comers on the

coast, let him fly to the fresh wilderness of the interior ; and so he did, year

after year, until one day there was no more wilderness. Then the nation

which in the nineteenth century
'-^ still kept up the habits of the seven-

teenth, found that the weapons of

that old time were two-edged ; we
could not conquer without fighting,

nor oppress without revolt ; and we
learned at last that a new day must
have new deeds.

Our early relations with the

Indian may be roughly divided into

different periods, covering the time

from the first landing on our shores

until somewhere about 1830; and

then again into other periods, from

that time until now. In the first or

early chapter of our Indian experi-

ences we find the period of discov-

ery, when the savage met the new
comer with wonder and welcome,

and the invader plundered and

enslaved the savage ; the colonial

period, when the savage had grown

wiser and more cunning and waited

for knowledge of the settler's pur-

pose before treating with him, some-

times living peaceably by his side,

or sometimes uniting in the vain effort to drive him away, but always

bafifled, defeated and conquered ; and the national period, when the Indian was
the accepted enemy of the young nation, or temporarily its ally ; but always

their relations were those of fighting and destruction. From the year 1830

onward, we were dictating the terms of those relations and changing them to suit

the mood of the hour. It is necessary, however, to first consider the early

relations of the two peoples.

OLD MISSION INDIAN OV SuUTIIERN CALIFUKNIA.
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When the Pilcj^rims landed at Plymouth, in 1620, or Captain John Smith

and his followers settled Jamestown, in 1 607, they were by no means the first to

hold relations with the red men. More than one hundred years had elapsed

since Columbus, mistaking our shores for the East Indies, had named the wild

inhabitants Indians. In that time one explorer after another had landed on our

shores and had taken possession of one tract or another for himself or his king

and held it, or forgotten it, as the case might be. But whether PVench 01

English, Spanish or Dutch, these men were invariably met with kindness, hos-

pitality, friendship ; antl invariably they had returned cruelty. The Intlians

lived in scattered villages in much quiet and friendliness. Game, fish, a few

simple vegetables, including maize and wild roots, made up their living. I los,

pitality to friend and stranger was a duty, and to refuse succor a crime.

They were nowise anxious to take on the white man's ways, which seemed to

them inferior in all tliat was manly. Nor was it much wonder, for the new
comers deceived and cheated the simple Indian, or when occasion offered—some-

times without—burned his villages, and killed the inhabitants ; and never a ship

sailed away from the new world without its quota of kidnapped red men, carried

over seas for trophies and slaves. The Spanish and Portuguese in the South,

under Cortercal and Coronado and De Soto and others, the French and

English in the north, under Carticr and Cabot and their companions, all came
on the same search for gold, and all treated the Indian after the same fashion.

When the year 1600 came in, it beheld a new era in America—the era

of settlement—the day of homes and villages, antl the new question arose

whether the two races could live together in peace and cjuietness. All the

experience of the past was against it in the long memory of the red man.

In North Carolina, .Sir Walter Raleigh's romantic experiment at colonizing

Roanoke Island had come to nothing, and left behind It the memory of an

unprovoked and treacherous massacre by the suspicious English. Yet

notwithstanding this, the Indian still tried the vain experiment of kindness.

When in 1 607 a colony appeared at Jamestown, the great warrior Powhatan,

whose realms had been invad(;d by the Carolina colony, " kindly entertained
"

the Englishmen, feeding them with bread and berries and fish, while his

people danced for their entertainment. Shortly becoming convinced, how-

ever, that the English occupation boded ill for his people, finding that "the

rights of the Indian were little respected, and the English did not disdain to

appropriate by conquest the soil, the cabins, and the granaries of the tribe

of the Appomattox," Powhatan determined to protect his people, and strove in

every way to dispossess the English. The skill and courage of the

redoubtable Captain John Smith were too much for him, and an outward

peace was maintained, although with some difficulty, by that warrior. At one

time Captain .Smith was himself taken prisoner and his life threatened, and
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the romantic story is told that his Hfe was preserved by the Princess

Pocahontas. It is more probable, however, that he owed his life to his native

wit, although such a rescue had been the happy fate of a much earlier

explorer years before. The beautiful Pocahontas married John Rolfe, and
thus helped greatly to bind together the colonists and the Indians. But even

this outward kindliness was not of long duration, for the death of Powhatan
was shortly followed by a dreadful massacre of the whites, and for twenty

years both races in that region rivaled each other in destruction.

In New England the story was
much the same. Before the Pilgrims

reached New England the Indians

of Maine had suffered much, and
the name of the Englishman was

already feared and hated. Thus it

was that a shower of arrows was the

first welcome Massachusetts rave

the white man. But a few months

later an Indian, Samoset, walked

into Plymouth, saying, "Welcome,
Englishmen !

" and was the first of a

group of famous red men who be-

came the friends of the settlers.

Squanto, Hobamok, Massasoit, Ca-

nonicus, Uncas, Miantonomah, are

names well known to New England

annals, names of great warriors most

of them, men who kept faith with

their allies. But as time went on,

and the inevitable results of the new
occupation appeared, the Indians

grew more and more unwilling to

give up their lands, and now and
again made a brave stand for their own. Then occurred awful wars, bloody and

terrible as only savage wars could be, complicated oftentimes by the jealousies

and hereditary enmities of the different tribes. Thus if Miantonomah and the

Narragansetts were friendly to the settler, Uncas and his Mohicans were their

enemies. Early in si.xteen hundred, Sassacus and the proud tribe of the Pequots

made an unavailing attempt to destroy the invader, and were utterly extermi-

nated. It is hard to tell which were the more barbarous, the colonists or the

Indians ; alike they burned defenseless villages, alike they murdered women and

children. Fifty years later one of the greatest of all the Indian warriors. King

TOMO-CHI-CHI AND HIS NEPHEW.
{From a print after the painting by William VereUt,)
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Philip, made one more last effort for his country. For a year and a half he kept
the English at bay, appearing and reappearing all over Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut, fighting with muslcet and fire as well as with tomahawk
and scalping-knife, brave beyond the telling, and as cruel. The colonists suffered

untold horrors, and the Indian endured still more, for in the end he saw his

power depart and his race disappear from the soil he had loved so long.

Meanwhile in New York and west of it, the great confederated tribes of the

Iroquois or the "Six Nations" ruled over all the surrounding country. North-

ward to Quebec, southward to Maryland, westward to Illinois and Michigan,

they controlled the tributary tribes, and by their political ability, their courage

^|t;v;f:..1»1^::'^.,«.

A.N OLD I.NDIA.N FARMHOUSE.

and their power, they daily established themselves more and more firmly. Mo-

hawks, Onondagas, Cayugas, Oneidas, Senecas and Tuscaroras, they founded a

federation or league, and with an elaborate polity and much advancement in the

arts of life, with strong towns and stockaded forts, they thought themselves

invincible. The towns were well fortified, and their palisades proved sure de-

fenses even against the dreaded powder and balls, b'or more than a hundred

years the Iroquois fought the French in Canad.:, or defended themselves against

the French invasions in New York. The fingers of a single hand will suffice

for the victories of the white man, yet in the end the Iroquois were so w(;akened

and decimated by Frontenac, that their power was broken. Partly they owed
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this result, however, to the extraordinary diplomatic ability of the chief of the

Hurons, their hereditary enemies, who with the skill of a Talleyrand so manipu-

lated both French and Indians as to greatly prolong the war.

In Pennsylvania alone was there peace. Coming over in the last half of

the seventeenth century, William Penn brought with him Quaker principles

and Quaker methods. For the first time in the history of our dealings with the

aborigines we not only began with justice but maintained it. Penn bought the

land with much merchandise, and thereafter held the red man as of one blood

with the white man. There were neither wars nor massacres, and in the dark

^^* <*>
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COURTSHIP AMONG THE INDIANS.

Story of the Indian this treaty shines with the lignt of righteousness. On the

Pacific coast, too, was a brief brightness. There Sir Francis Drake landed in

the "fair and good bay " of San Francisco, in 1579, and so won the hearts of

the natives that they made him king, and wept sore for his departure ; but this

was only an episode, and not the long test of daily contact which the Pennsyl-

vania Quakers bore so serenely. Other and smaller points of light there were
;

stars in the dark night. It was not until 1528 that any man remembered that

these savacjes had souls, but thereafter there were never wantinof brave and

holy priests who dared unknown dangers and endured all things to teach here
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and there a few. Frartclscans, Dominicans, and Jesuits, equaled each other in

labors and martyrdoms in Florida and New Mexico, while the story of the
Jesuits in the North and West is the very romance of heroism. The grants
under which the Protestant English took possession of their lands had much to

say of the noble work of bringing- civilization and Christianity to the " infidels

and savages living in these parts," and \irginia early made some efforts to

establish schools and induce "the children of those barbarians" to learn the
^'elements of literature " and " the Christian religion," but we hear little of
practical results until the day when that apostle to the red men, John Eliot, first

taught the Indians of Massachusetts and Connecticut. For thirty years he

111 KVI.Nli illt bAUKLD rLUMK-STICKS IN THE OCEAN—A CURIOUS RELIGIOUS CEREMONY.

lived among them and taught them to read, to work, to pray. He gave them a
Bible; in their own tongue, and amid labors many and perils more, he and his
faithful follower, Thomas Mayhew, gathered from among those hunted and
fighting savages six Indian churches, whose more than a thousand " praying
Indians " once and again stood firm against fearful odds, and became a bulwark
of safety to their pale-faced neighbors.

While the colonists were growing strong in the North, and circumstances
were speedily to change the Indian problem, the red men of the South were
beginning a career unusual in our annals, since it continues in unbroken sequence
unto this day. The Indian has gone from New England and the middle West

;
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the great league of the Iroquois survives only in the legal privileges still accorded

the poor remnants of the Six Nations ; the warrior of the plains has hardly a

link with Powhatan or Pontiac ; but the Cherokee and the Seminole are still

Indian nations, and still treat with us and still keep to their proud isolation, as

their forefathers did. Cherokees, Chickasaws, Seminoles, Creeks and Choctaws,

in the early days they spread over the South from the hills of Carolina to the

plains of Texas. The Spaniards found them there and so did the French. The
Choctaws joined themselves to the French to massacre and exterminate their

neighbors, the splendid Natchez ; the Chickasaws beat back the invading French-

men allied with the Choctaws, and owned no masters. The Cherokees met the

friendship of Gov. Oglethorpe in Georgia with like fidelity and friendship,but met
treachery and blood in the Carolinas with like treachery and blood, until much
fighting and many troops were spent in conquering them. The Creeks and
Seminoles kept proud state along the Ohio, in Georgia and in Florida, and

during the vicissitudes of their northern brethren, their lives went on more
nearly as of old than was possible in the North.

The wars between France and England for the possession of the New
World in America, brought about new conditions for the Indian. It is no

longer conflicts between separate tribes and their white neighbors we have to

consider, but battles which were part of a larger plan and attacks inspired from

a different motive. The chronicle becomes no longer so much the story of

great chiefs, and struggles for tribal existence, but the Indians "were tossed

upon the bayonets of the contending parties, courted no allies, used as scourges,

and at all times disdained as equals." For nearly fifty years the French and

their allies, the Algonquin tribes, made constant and bloody forays all along the

English frontier defended by the Iroquois. Through central New York, Massa-

chusetts, southern New Hampshire and Maine, there was no rest to the

settler. At any moment the dreaded war-whoop might be heard, and an awful

death awaited him, while worse captivity was the ':ertain fate of the women and

children. The- familiar story of Deerfield, Massachusetts, was a twice-told tale

all through this wide and thickly-settled region. A remote little town, it was

marked for attack because of its unhappy possession of a church bell intended

for an Indian village in Canada. To rescue this bell, the ever-ready Indians

joined the French soldiers, and amidst the snows of February, the town was

burned to the ground, and one hundred and twelve inhabitants all killed or

carried in cruel captivity in the eight weeks' march through the deep snows

and bitter cold to Canada. Death brought welcome release to many of the

party. Thus did the whole country suffer, and thus did the red man make his

name feared above all things else.

The varying fortunes of France and England, constantly brought similar

fluctuations to the peace of the New World, in the fifty years before the treaties
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of ITtrccht and Aix la Chapclle ; but that famous peace scarcely more than

altered the scene of the fiohtin;^ on this side the water. I'Lnolish and French

alike claimed the country west of the AUeghanies, and the I'rench, with their

THE INDIAN'S DECLARATION Ot WAR.

ndian allies, lost no time in asserting

heir claims and defending their rights. _^ ,

Then it was, that in the spring of 1754, one George Washington, the young

adjutant general of the Virginia militia, scarcely come to his majority, won his

•.purs in the unavailing campaign against Fort Duquesne. For more than five
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years the desultory war went on. Braddock's defeat was followed by man'
another French success, with its horrid accompaniment of savage warfan;
Under Montcalm still more of the Indians joined the French, even the Iroquoi
unidngwith the other tribes against the English, and it was not undl 1760, tha
Canada was finally surrendered to the Bridsh. At last the harassed colonist:
hoped for peace, and dreamed that the scalping knife was thrown away.

Shordy enough it proved a vain dream. As the plantadons and town.>
crowded the hundng grounds farther and farther back, it "threw the Indiai
who had become possessed of habits modified by contact with the whites
upon the tribes living in the ancient manner, and bred tribal jealousies.'
The fierce struggle between French and English for the possession of thd
Mississippi Valley, made a new opportunity, and once more a great warrior
arose, determined to make a desperate effort to free his people from the
white man. We have hardly given enough credit to the military capacit)
and the genius for governing, of these great chiefs. They played French;
against English, Spanish against French, tribe against tribe; they conspired,!
manipulated men and armies, fought or covenanted, with the skill and
insight and courage of great commanders. What was known as " Pontiac's
War" was in its incepdon and development a revoludon worthy to rank with
the great uprisings of the old world. The Indian is always and everywhere
possessed of the genius of ruling. State-craft is his birthright equally with
wood-craft. Pontiac, leader of the Ottawas, Ojibways, and Pottawatomies,
inspired by the French to take revenge, and eager to free his people from
the hated dominion of the English, dreamed a dream of patriodsm. To
more than usual ability in many direcdons, he joined the imperious will and
high ambidon which mark the conqueror. He had ever been victorious,
and he planned on a given day to sweep away the forts, and crowd the
invader into the sea

;
and not without a sense of what he was undertaking,

he proposed to do this by bringing back the French. All along the Canadia'ii
frontier, and in Pennsylvania and Virginia as well, the war raged for more
than three years, before the great chief finally surrendered the hope he so
cherished, and in 1 766 made a reluctant treaty with the English.

^The hundred years which closed with the end of the Colonial period had
not been altogether without effort to civilize and Chrisdanize the red heathen.
In Pennsylvania and Ohio the Moravians had won the hearts and lives of the
Delawares until their towns blossomed with peace and prosperity, and the lives
of die people gave goodly witness to the faith they professed. Beset by hostile
Indians and worse beset by hostile whites, three times they were driven—these
Chnsdan Indians—from their beautiful homes into a new wilderness, and pracds-
mg to the full the doctrine of love and forgiveness, these converted savages made
no resistance. At last they were rewarded with the crown of martyrdom, when
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at Gnaden Huten, without pretext, ninety unresisting and Christian Indians were

slaughtered in cold blood by the white men, and no voice of man, woman or

child was left to tell the tale. Such instances are in striking contrast with the just

dealings of Penn in Pennsylvania. Among the Irocjuois the Church of PLngland,

tile Moravians again, and the Presbyterians ni;uK; much progress in teaching

tlie children and spreading religion throughout the tribes. From one of their,

schools arose Hamilton College. In New luigland too, John Eliot had left

worthy successors. The names of Brainard, Jonathan Edwards, Sergeant and

PENNS RESIDENCE IN SECOND STREET, BELOW CHESTNUT STREET.

Wheelock are known to us still by their labors and their success in teaching the

Indian youth ; and from both sides the water came the money to carry on their

work. It was the last named. Rev. Eleazar Wheelock, whose determination to

start a boarding school for his wards resulted in the establishment of Dartmouth

College, and among his jnipils was the well known Chief of the Mohawks,

Joseph Brant, who became such a figure in the Revolutionary War.

When the Colonies finally rebelled against the Mother Country, in 1775,

the English had learned much from the Prench and Indian war as to the military
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value of the alliance with the Indians. In one way or another they had suc-

THE APACHE CHIEFS, GERONIMO, NATCHEZ.

ceeded in gaining the friendship of most of the tribes. The Iroquois confedera-

tion was their natural ally, through its able chief, Joseph Brant, whose sister had
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married the famous governor, Sir William Johnson ; andthus the border line was

always open to the British. As the P'rench had' thrown the Indian upon the set-

tlers in the past, so the English now set their savage allies upon the defenseless

towns and unprotected forts. The tomahawk and scalping knife were again the

recognized weapons of warfare, and throughout New York and even in Pennsyl-

vania terror was again abroad. It was in this struggle that the famous Seneca,

Red Jacket, fought with desperation, and opposed to the last the treaty which

buried the hatchet, with such clociuencc that twenty-five years later Lafayette still

remembered his words. In the Northwest, the French inHucnce happily pre-

vailed to prevent the Indian defection to any great extent, but in Kentucky and

West Virginia there was desperate fighting in a sort of guerrilla warfare be-

tween the red braves and such backwoodsmen as Daniel Boone. In the South

the warlike Creeks made haste to attack the whites, but met with short shrift.

Meanwhile the Continental Congress had placed the affairs of the Indians in

three departments, umler direction of some of its most famous men, and even

employed the Indians in its armies. But only an isolated few were actively on

the side of the Colonists.

The close of the Revolutionary War brought only a partial cessation of the

Indian warfare. The red man was by no means disposed to give up his country

without a struggle, and all throughout the interior, in what is now Indiana, Illinois,

and Wisconsin, and along the Ohio River, there were constant outbreaks, and

battles of great severity. The conflict in Indiana brought forward the services

of a young Lieutenant, William Henry Harrison, who for many years had much

to do with Indians, both as officer and as Governor of the new Iirdian Territory.

In i8i I appeared another of those great Indian chiefs whose abilities and inllu-

ence are well worth attention and study. Tecumseh, a mighty warrior of mi.xed

Creek and Shawnee blood, once more dreamt the old dream of freeing his people.

With eloquence and courage he urged them on, by skill he combined the tribes

in a new alliance, and, encouraged by British influence, he looked forward to a

great success. While he sought to draw the .Southern Indians into his scheme,

his brother rashly joined battle with General Harrison, and was utterly defeated

in the fight which gained for Harrison the title of Old Tippecanoe. Disap-

pointed and disheartened at this destruction of his life-work, Tecumseh threw

all his great influence on the British side in the War of 1812, where he dealt much

destruction to the United .States troops. At .Sandusky and Detroit and Chicago,

and at other less important forts, the Indian power was severely felt ; at Terre

Haute the young Captain Zachary Taylor met them with such courage and read-

iness of resources that they were finally repulsed, but rarely did a similar good

fortune befall our troops ; and it was more than a month after Commodore Perry

won victory for us at Lake Erie, that Tecumseh himself was killed, and the

twenty-five hundred Indians of his force were finally scattered in the great fight
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of the Thames River, where our troops were commanded by William Henry
Harrison and Richard M. Johnson, afterward President and Vice-President of the

United States. For a little time the Northwest had peace. But in the South

the warfare was not over. Tecumseh had stirred up the Creeks and Seminoles

against the whites, and throuehout Alabama, Georgia, and Northern Florida the

Creek War raged with all its horrid accompaniments until 1815; even the

redoubtable Andrew Jackson could not conquer the brave Creeks until they

were almost exterminated, and then a small remnant still remained in the

swamps of Florida to be heard of at a later time.

Thus ends a brief and hasty chronicle of the American Indians in the early

days of our Nation. Thereafter they were a subject race, and a new policy was

adopted in which we fixed the terms, and they, rebelling or accepting our decision

as it might be, in the end could only submit. But as from the beginning so it

has gone on until now ; as we pushed the frontier farther back, at every stage

the Indian made one more effort for his home and his hunting-grounds.

Let us now consider how the United States has governed the Indian and

some of our later difficulties with him. The Indian problem has been a per-

plexing one for our country. The red man had the first moral right to the land,

and in occupying it we felt bound to provide for his maintenance. Before the new
Government of the United States was fully upon its feet it recognized the necessity

and duty ol caring for its Indian population. In 1775, a year before the Declara-

tion of Independence, the Continental Congress divided the Indians into three De-

partments, Northern, Middl'.i, and Southern, each under the care of three or more
Commissioners, among whom we find no less personages than Oliver Wolcott,

Philip Schuyler, Patrick Henry, and Benjamin Franklin. As early as 1832 the

young nation found itself confronted with an Indian problem, and created a

separate Bureau for the charge of the red men, and inaugurated a policy in its

treatment of them. Speaking in general, we have altered this policy three

times.

As a matter of fact, we have certainly altered its details, changed its

plans, and adopted a new point of view as changing Administrations have

changed the administrators of our Indian affairs. But in the large, there

have been three great steps in our Indian policy, and these have to some
extent grown out of our changing conditions. The first plan was that of the

reservations. Under that system, as the Indian land was wanted by the white

population he was removed across the Mississippi and still further west, pushed

step by step beyond and beyond ; and as time went on and the population

followed hard after, he was confined to designated tracts. It was no matter that

these tracts were absolutely guaranteed to him, he was still driven off" them again

and again as the farmer or the miner demanded the land. In time a new policy

was attempted, or, rather, an old policy was revived, that of concentrating the
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whole body ot Indians in one State or Territory, but the obvious impossibility

of that scheme soon wrought its own end. Less than twenty years ago the

present plan took its place, that of education and eventual absorption.

In 1830 the country seemed to stretch beyond any possible need of

the young nation, lusty as it was, and the wide wilderness of the Rocky
Mountains to furnish hunting grounds for all time. The Mississippi Valley

and the Northwest were still _ unsettled and uneasy, and in the South the

Five Nations were greatly in the way of their white neighbors, and the

scheme of removing the red inhabitants beyond the Mississippi was begun.

The first removals were, like the last, times of trouble and disturbance,

and then, as now, there were two parties in the tribes, those who saw there

was no way but submission, and those who indulged the fruitless dream of

revolt. Thus the Sac and Fox tribe of Wisconsin was divided, and although

Keokuk and one band went peaceably to their new home among the lowas,

Black Hawk and his followers were slow to depart, and were removed by
force. The Indian Department failed to furnish corn enough for the new
settlement, and going to seek it among the Winnebagoes, the Indians came
into collision with the Government. Thereafter ensued a series of misunder-

standings, and consequent fights, and great alarm among the whites and the

destruction of the Indians. The story is the .same story, almost to details, that

every year has seen from that day to this.

Under President Monroe several treaties were made with the Five Nations,

by which, one after another, they ceded their Southern lands to the Government,
and took in exchange the country now known as the Indian Territory. They
were already far advanced in civilization, with leaders combining in blood

and brain the Indian astuteness and the white man's experience and educa-

tion. John Ross, a half-breed chief of the Cherokees, of extraordinary ability,

brought about the removal under conditions more favorable than often occurred.

He was bitterly opposed by full half the Indians, and it was not without suf-

ferings and losses of more than one kind that the great Southern league was
removed to the fair and fertile land they had chosen in the far-off West. It was
owing to the sagacity of John Ross and his associates that this land was
secured to them, as no other land has ever been secured to any Indian

tribe. They hold it to-day by patent, as secure in the sight of the

law as an old Dutch manor house or Virginia plantation, and all the learning

of the highest tribunals has not yet found the way to evade or disregard

these solemn obligations. To these men, too, and to the missionaries

who had long taught these tribes, do they owe an elaborate and effective civili-

:zation, and a governmental polity which preserves for them alone, among all

,' their red brethren, the title and the state of nations. The Seminoles, who were

.of the Creek blood, were divided, some of them going west with their brethren,
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some of them, the larorer part, remaining; in Morida. With these, about four

thousanil inall, under Osceola, the Government fought a seven years' war, costing

forty miUions of dollars and untold lives. After like fashion have all our " re-

movals " proceedetl, and from like causes—the greed of the white man and

the ferocity of the outraged Indian. It is useless and impossible to give the de-

tails of all the various tribes that have been pushed about, hither and yon. In

1830 the East was already crowding toward the West, and every decade saw
the frontier moved onward with giant strides. Everywhere the Indian was an
undesirable neighbor, and when, in 1849, the discovery of gold began to create a

new nation on the Pacific slope, a pressure began from that side also, and the

intervening deserts became a thoroughfare for the pilgrims of fortune and the

many lovers of adventure. From year to year the United States made fresh

treaties with the innumerable tribes ; those in

the East were gone already, those in the interior

were following fast, and there had arisen the

new necessity of dealing with those in the far

West. One tribe after another would be planted

on a reservation millions of acres in extent and

apparently far beyond the home of civilization,

and almost in a twelvemonth the settler would

be upon its border demanding its broad acres.

The reservations were altered, reduced, taken

away altogether, at the pleasure of the (govern-

ment, with little regard to the rights or wishes of

the Indian. Usually this brought about fighting,

and it produced a state of permanent discon-

tent that wrought harm for both settler and

savage. The Indian grew daily more and more

treacherous and constantly more cruel. The
white settler was daily in greater danger, and

constantly more full of revenge.

A new complication entered into the problem. The game was fast dis-

appearing, and therewith the life of the Indian. It became necessary for the

Government to furnish rations and clothes, lest he starve and freeze. Cheating

was the rule and deception the every-day experience of these savages. In

1795 General Wayne gained the nickname of General To-morrow, so slow was

the Government to fulfill his promises ; and thus for more than a hundred years

it has always been to-morrow for the Indian. Exasperated beyond endurance,

he was ever ready to retaliate, and the horrors of an Indian war constantly hung
over the pioneer. During all this [x^riod we treated these Indians as. if they

were foreign nations, and made solemn treaties with them, agreeing to furnish

PEDRO PINO. I.AI lU-AII-TSAI-I.A. FORMKRLY
GOVERNOR OF ZUN'I FOR TiriRTY YEARS.
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them rations or marking the reservation bounds. We have made more than a

thousand of these treaties, and General Sherman is the authority for the state-

ment that we have broken every one ourselves. Day by day the gluttonous

idleness, the loss of hope and future, the sense of wrong, and the bitter feeling

of contempt united to degrade the red man as well as to madden him. The
fighting did not cease, for all the promises or the threats of the Government.

But always, it is credibly declared, the first cause of an Indian outbreak has

been a wrong suffered. And always, in these latter days as in the earlier

period, it has meant one more effort on the part of the old warriors to regain

the power they saw slipping

away so fast. Both these

causes entered into the awful

Sioux War in Minnesota in

1862. .Suffering from piled-up

wrongs, smarting under the

loss of power, and conscious

that the Civil War was their

opportunity, a party of one

hundred and fifty Sioux began

the most horrid massacre of

the last fifty years ; the begin-

ning of a struggle which lasted

more than a year, which was

remarkable for the steadfast

fidelity of the Christian Indians,

to whose help and succor whole

bodies of white men owed

their lives. Four years later,

in 1S66, the discovery of gold

in Montana caused the inva-

sion of the Sioux reservation,

and Red Cloud set about defending it. Scarcely more than thirty years old,

but no mean warrior, he fought the white man long and desperately and with

the cunning of his race. This outbreak was scarcely quieted when another

occurred. As was its wont, the Government forgot the promises of its treaty

of peace, and a small band of the Cheyennes retaliated with a raid upon their

white neighbors. General Sheridan made this the occasion he was seeking

for a war of extermination, and in November, 1868, Lieutenant Custer fell upon

Black Kettle's village and after a severe fight destroyed the village, killing

more than a hundred warriors and capturing half as many women and children.

The next year General Sheridan ordered the Sioux and Cheyennes off the

KON-IT L, AN INDIAN CHIEF.
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hunting grounds the treaty had reserved to them, but these were the strongest

and bravest of the tribes and they resisted the order. A Hst of heroes, Crook,

Terry, Custer, Miles, and McKenzie, led our troops, and among the chiefs whom
they met in a long and desperate struggle were Crazy Horse and Spotted Tail,

notable warriors both. At the battle of the Big Horn, by some misunderstanding

or mismanagement General Custer was left with only live companies to meet

nearly three thousand savage Sioux. I le fought desperately until the last but

he himself was killed, and so utterly was his command destroyed that not a

single man was left alive. The attempt to remove the Modocs from California

to Oregon in 1872 was the signal for a new war ; and a year or two afterward

similar results followed when it was attempted to push the Nez Pcrces from the

homes they had sought in Oregon to a new reservation in Idaho. This tribe

under their famous leader, Chief Joseph, were hard to conquer. Their military

organization, their civilized method of warfare, their courage and skill, were

publicly complimented by General Sherman and General Howard and General

Gibbons, who declared Chief Joseph to be one of the greatest of modern

warriors.

In 1877, discouraged at all our efforts to hold the Indians in check, it was

determined by .Secretary Schurz, then in charge of the Department of the

Interior, to remove them all to the western part of the Indian Territory,

where the Five Nations would cede the necessary land, and there create

an Indian State. Great trouble arose from the attempt to carry out this

well-meant, but impossible, effort. A single story, the story of the

Northern Cheyennes, will illustrate the wrongs the Indian suffered as well as

those he inflicted. Tire Cheyennes, as has been seen, were a tribe of great

w^arriors, some of them at home in the hills of the North, some in the hills of

the .South. Cheyennes and Arapahoes, Kiowas and Comanches, were banded

together in a close and common bond, and at first the friends of the Govern-

ment, had become frequently its enemies, by reason of broken faith, cruel

treatment, injustice, and downright wrong. That chronicle of misery, "A
Century of Dishonor," contains forty pages of facts taken from the Government

records, which relate the inexcusable and indefen.sible treatment of this tribe by

the Government and the vain effort for endurance of the Cheyennes, inter-

spersed with frequent savage outbreaks when human nature could endure no

longer. It includes the account of a massacre of helpless Indian women and

children under a flag of truce ; a war begun over ponies stolen from the

Indians and sold in the open market by the whites in a land where the horse

thief counts with the murderer ; another incited by rage against a trader who
paid one-dollar bills for ten-dollar bills ; and tells of whole tracts of land seized

without compensation by the United States itself The Northern Cheyennes

had been taken by force to the Indian Territory, and in its awful heat, with
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scant and poor rations, a pestilence came on. Two thousand were sick at once,

and many died because there was not medicine enough. At last three hundred

braves, old men and young, with their women and children, broke away and,

making a raid through Western Kansas, souglrt their Nebraska home. This

was not a mild and peaceable tribe. It was fierce and savage beyond most,

and they were wild with long endured injustice and frantic with a nameless

terror. Three times they drove back the troops who were sent to face them,

and, living by plunder, they made a red trail all through Kansas, until they were

finally captured in Nebraska in December. They refused to go back to the

Indian Territory, and the Department ordered them starved into submission.

Food and fuel were taken from those imprisoned Indians. Four days they had

neither food nor fire—and the mercury froze at Fort Robinson in that month !

And when at last two chiefs came out under a flag of truce, they were seized and

imprisoned. Then pandemonium broke loose inside. The Indians broke up the

useless stoves, and fought with the twisted iron. They brought out a few

hidden arms, and howling like devils they rushed out into the night and the

snow. Seven days later they were shot down like dogs.

E.xperiences like this soon ended the attempt to gather together all our

Indian wards, and we returned to the old plan of the reservations, but with little

more certainty of peace than before. Again and again starvation was followed

by fighting, nameless outrages upon the Indian by cruel outrages upon the

white man. Whether Apaches under Geronimo in New Mexico, or Sioux in

Dakota, it was the old story over again. Thus with constant danger menacing

the white settler from the infuriated and savage Indian, and constant outrage

upon the red man by rapacious and cruel whites, the government found a new
policy necessary. By a strange and unusual sequence of events this policy was

inaugurated. In 1869 a sharp difference arose between the two Houses of

Congress over the appropriations to pay for eleven treaties then just negotiated,

and the session closed with no appropriation for the Indian service. The neces-

sity for some measure was extreme ; the plan was devised of a bill, which was

passed at an extra session, putting two millions of dollars in the hands of Presi-

dent Grant, to be used as he saw fit, for the civilization and protection of the

Indian. He immediately called to his aid a commission composed of nine phil-

anthropic gentlemen to overlook the affairs of the Indian and advise him there-

upon. This Commission served without salary and continues to this day its

beneficent work. Another valuable measure resulted. At the next Congress

a law was passed forbidding any more treaties with Indians, and thenceforth

they became our wards, not our rivals.

The war of 1876 had indirectly another beneficent result of most far-reach-

ing consequences. Among the brave men who had fought the Cheyennes and

Kiowas and Comanches, was Captain Richard H. Pratt, who was put in charge
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of ll"K:' prisoners sent to l'"ort Marion, I'lorida, as a punishment worse than

death. They were the wildest and fiercest of warriors, who had foui^ht long

and desperately. On their lone;- way to the East they had killed their guard,

and repeatedly tried, one and another, to kill themselves. But Captain Pratt

was a man of wonderful executive ability, of splendid courage and great faith in

God and man. l>y firmness and patience and wondrous tact he gradually

taught ihem to r(>ad and to work, and when after three years the Government

offered to return them to their homes, twenty-three refused to go. Captain

Pratt appealed to the Government to continue their education, and General Arm-

strong, with his undying faith in human beings as children of one Father, and

with his sublime enthusiasm for humanity, took most of them at Hampton Insti-

tute, the rest being sent to the Nor*^'.! under the care of Bishop Huntington of

New York. In the end these men returned to their tribes Christian men, and

with the seventy who returned directly from Florida, every one became a power

for peace and industry in his tribe. Out of this small beginning grew the great

policy of Indian education, and the long story of death and destruction began

to change to the bright clironicle of peace and education.

What, then, is the condition of the Indian to-day? In number there are

scarc(;ly more than two hundred and forty thousand in the whole country. Of
these less than one-dtth depend upon the Government for support. All told,

thcty are less than the inhabitants of Buffalo or Cleveland or Pittsburgh, but

they are not dying out, the rather steadily increasing. They are divided and

subdivided into multitudinous tribes of different characteristics and widely differ-

ent degrees of civilization. Some are Sioux—these are brave and able and

intelligent ; they live in wigwams or tepees, and are dangerous and often hostile.

Some are Zunis, and live in houses and make beautiful pottery, and are mild

md peaceable, and do not question the ways of the Great Father at Washing-

:on. Some are roving bands of Shoshones, dirty, ignorant, and slnftless—the

;ramj)s of their race—who are on every man's side at once. Some; are Chilcats

)r Klinkas, whose Alaskan homes offer new problems of new kinds for every

lay we know them. And some are Cherokees, living in fine houses, dre.ssed in

he latest fashion, and spending their winters in Washington or Saint Louis.

iTet these, and many more of many kinds, are all alike Indians. They have their

)wn governments, their own unwritten laws, their own customs. As a race

hey are neither worthless nor degraded. The Indian is not only brave, strong,

ible by inheritance and practice to endure beyond belief but he is patient under

vrong, ready an"d eager to learn, and willing to undergo much privation for that

;nd ; usually affectionate in his family relations, grateful to a degree, pure and
areful of the honor of his wife and daughter ; and he is also patriotic to a fault.

ie has a great genius for government, and an unusual interest in it. He is full

if manlv honor, and he is supremely religious. His history and traditions are
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but just now discovered, to the delight and the surprise of scientific studeats.

His daily life is a thing of elaborate ceremonial, and his national existence is as ;

carefully regulated as our own, and by an intricate code. It is true that our

failure to comprehend his character and our neglect to study his customs have

bred many faults in him and have fostered much evil. Our treatment of him,

moreover, has produced and increased a hostility which has been manifested in

savage methods for which we have had little mercy. But we have not always

given the same admiration to warlike virtues when our enemy was an Indian that

we have showered without stint upon ancient Gaul or modern German. The
popular idea of the Indian not only misconceives his character, but to a large

UNHORSED—AN INCIDE.Nl >'l- LljTEK'i fUJHT.

degree his habits also. Even the wildest tribes live for the most part in huts or

cabins made of logs, with two windows and a door. In the middle is a fire,

sometimes with a stovepipe and sometimes without. Here the food is cooked,

mostly stewed, in a kettle hung gypsy-fashion, or laid on stones over the fire.

Around this fire, each in a particular place of his own, lies or sits the whole

family. Sometimes the cooking is done out of doors, and in summer the close

cabin is e.xchanged for a tepee or tent. Here they live, night and day. At

night a blanket is hung up, partitioning the tent for the younger women, and if

the family is very large, there are often two tents, in the smaller of which sleep

the young girls in charge of an old woman. These tents or cabins are clustered
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close together, and their inhabitants spend their days smoking-, talking, eating,
quarreling, as tiie case may be. Sometimes near them, sometimes miles away,
is the agent's house and the Government buildings. These are usually a com-
inissary building where the food for the Indians is kept, a blacksmith shop, the
store of the trader, school buildings, and perhaps a saw-mill. To this place the
Indians come week by week for their food. The amount and nature; of the
rations called for by the different treaties vary greatly among different tribes.
But everj'whcre the Indian has come into some sort of contact with the whites,
and usually he makes some shift to adopt the white man's ways. A few are
rich, some own houses, and almost universally, now. Government .schools teach

the children something

of the elements of

learning as well as the

indi-spensable English.

T h e i m m e d i a t r.

control of the reserva-

tion Indian is in the

hands of the agent,

whose powc^r is almost

absolute, and, like all

despotisms, is very

good or intolerable, as the indi-

vidual characti-r of the man may
be. The agencies are inspected

INDIAN AGENCY. froHi time to time by Inspectors,

who report directly to the Com-
missioner [of Indian Affairs], who in his turn is an officer of the Interior Depart-
ment and responsible to the Secretary, who is, of course, amenable to the

President. In each house of Congress is a committee having charge of all

legislation relating to Indian Affairs. Besides these officials there is the Indian

Commission already mentioned. The National Indian Rights Association and
' the Women's National Indian Association are the unofficial and voluntary

;
guardians of the Indian work. It is their task to spread correct information, to

,

create intelligent interest, to set in motion public and private forces which will

(bring about legislation, and by public meetings and private labors to prevent

j

wrongs against the Indian, and to further good work for him of many kinds.

'While the Indian Rights Association does the most public and official work for

'the race and has large influence over legislation, the Women's Indian Associa-

tion concerns itself more largely with various philanthropic efforts in behalf of
ithe individual, and thus the two bodies supplement each other.

I
Hopeless and impossible as it seemed twenty years ago to absorb the

I
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Indian, to-day we see the process more than begun and in some cases half accom-

phshed
;
and in this work the Government, philanthropy, education, religion,

have all had their share, and so closely have these walked together that neither

can be set above or before the others. We began to ^^ ^̂
realize, it is true, that our duty and our

_ _jg

safety alike lay in educating these Indians, ^f«£«^ =^-:i

as early as 1819, when Congress appro- ^, ,. ,

priated
f,
10,000 for that purpose, and pi -*

1

still earlier President Washintrton de-

ATTACK BY MODOCS ON THE PEACE COMMISSIONERS,
APRIL II, 1S73.

~**^ - 3^\V\T\- ^''^^'*^>^S clared to a deputation of Indians his

belief that industrial education was their

greatest need ; but it is only within

fifteen years that determined efforts

have been made or adequate provision afforded. Beginning with ^10,000 in

1819, we had reached only $20,000 in 1877 ; but the appropriation for 1891

for Indian education was $2,291,000. With this money we support thirteen
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great industrial trainincr schools established at various convenient points, and

five more are about to be added. In them nearly 5000 children are learning not

only books, but all manner of industries, and are adding to civilization the train-

ing of character. There are no less than seventy boarding schools on the vari-

ous reservations teaching and training as many more of these children of the

hills and plains, and half as many gather daily at the one hundred little day

schools which dot the prairies, some of them appearing to the uninitiated to be

miles away from any habitation. This does not include the more than thirty

mission schools of the various Churches. But all together it is hoped that in the

excellent Government schools now provided, in the splendid missionar)' semi-

naries, and in the great centres of light like Hampton and Carlisle and Ha«kell

Institute, we shall in 1892 do something for the education of nearly or quite

two-thirds of all the 30,000 Indian children who can be reached with schools.

The two great training schools at the East, Hampton and Carlisle, have

proved object lessons for the white man as well as the Indian, and the opposi-

tion they constantly encounter from those who do not believe that the red man
can ever receive civilization is in some sort a proof of their value. In tht: main,

they and all their kind have one end—the thorough and careful training in books

and work and home life of the Indian boy and girl, and their methods are much
alike. Once a year the Superintendents or teachers of these schools go out

among tlie Indians and bring back as many boys and girls as they can persuade

the fathers and mothers to send. At first these children came in dirt and filth,

and with little or no Ideas of any regular or useful life, but of late many of them

have learned some beginnings of civilization in the day schools. They are

taught English first, and by degrees to make bread and sew and cook and wash

and keep house if they are girls ; the trade of a printer, a blacksmith, a car-

penter, etc., if they are boys. They study books, the boys are drilled, and from

kind, strong men and gentle, patient women they learn to respect work and even

to love it, to turn their hands to any needed effort, to adapt themselves to new
situations, the meaning of civilization.

It is charged that the Indian educated in these schools does not remain

civilized, but shortly returns to his old habits and customs. Can an Indian boy

or girl be so far civilized in five years, it is asked, that he will withstand all the

forces, personal and social, striving to draw him back to the easy ways of bar-

barism when he returns to his old associates ? A detailed examination into the

lives of three hundred and eighteen Indian students who have gone out from

Hampton Institute has shown that only thirty-five have in any way disappointed

the expectations of their friends and teachers, and only twelve have failed

altogether ; and the extraordinary test of the last Sioux war, in which only one

of these students, and he a son-in-law of Sitting Bull, joined the hostiles, may
well settle the question.
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With the passage of the Severalty Law, in 1887, a new era opened before

the Indian. Under it, if he will, there is secured to him and each member of

his family a homestead of eighty acres, inalienable and exempt from taxation

for twenty-five years. With this homestead comes citizenship and all its privi-

leges and immunities, obligations and opportunities. All these are his, also,

without allotment of any land in severalty, whenever he will abandon his tribe

and take upon himself the ways of the white man. Nearly twenty thousand

have already since the passage of

this law taken their place in the citi-

zenship of the nation. The transi-

tion from a state of dependent wards,

whose dwelling place and manner of

life, whose food and raiment and

very being, were controlled by

another, into the independence and

responsibilities of United States

citizenship, has been so sudden, and

in some cases without due prepara-

tion for so great a change, as to prove

a severe test of the manhood in the

Indian. There have been failures,

but they have been marvelously few,

and this way out of barbarism to

civilization is becoming plainer and

surer every day.

The providing of an inalienable

home for the Indian, and citizenship,

with all that pertains to that royal

title, to all who avail themselves of

this grant, has brought along with it

the necessity for new laws, almost

a new code, for the government and

protection of this race. Citizenship,

provided in the Severalty Law, by its own force brought every one it reached at

once into the same forum and under the same shield as every other citizen of

the United States. It also defined and guarded the marriage relation and the

descent of property, as well as other domestic relations, hitherto shadowy and

but little regarded. But the reservation and wild Indian cannot appeal to this

law for protection or assertion of his rights. It has been more difficult to bring

him within the pale of legal enactment either for restraint or protection. Yet

great progress has been made even here. The judicious expenditure of large

GENERAL GEORGE CROOK.
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appropriations for the education of tlie Indian has done much to clear the wav
and make the bringing of this class of Indians under the restraining- and
civiHzing inlluence of law. It has not always been possible, amone savao-es toII**' -

' o .*:>"»

do this in stnct conlormity with the normal methods pointed out in the Consti-

tution which governs the States and civilized people, but methods have been
adopted suited to the conditions of the several tribes, and best adapted to the

maintenance of peace, the protection of person and property, and the lesson

of restraint which comes from familiarity with the administration of law in its

various forms. This has been accomplished to a remarkable degree through
tht! agency of the Indian himself An Indian police selected from the most
trustworthy and efficient Indians, paid and uniformed by the Government,
patrol the reservations, preserving the peace and enforcing an observance of
law. A "Court of Indian Offenses," presided over by three discreet and
influential Indians appointed by and under the constant supervision of the
Secretary of the Interior, try and punish those who are charged with the com-
mission of minor offenses ; while in the matter of the more serious crimes of
murder, arson, robbery, and the like, perpetrated either by or upon an Indian,

the offender is by law to be tried and punished in all respects as if both parties

were white men. In this way substantial security to person and property
prevails upon the reservation.

It has been said that religion and philanthropy and the Government have
gone hand in hand in the work of educating the Indian to a new conception of
manhood. Without the work done for him by the missionaries, no progress
would have been possible. And if some of the work already described has been
labeled philanthropic or legislative or educational, it has been as truly missionary
work as any done on the frontier, and its motives and many times its methods
have been the missionary zeal and the missionary teaching. Captain Pratt was
by no means the iirst man who ever taught an Indian. The saintly Bishop
\\ hippie had lived among the Minnesota Indians for years, and that other saint.

Dr. Riggs, had given his life to the Dakotas long before, and a generation had
passed since Samuel Wooster suffered in prison for teaching the Cherokees.
The Congregationalists at Santec, at Hampton, the Episcopalian Bishop Hare's
wonderful schools in Dakota, the Presbyterians in Nebraska and Alaska, the
Unitarians among the Crows, the Friends with the Sacs and Fo.xes in the Soudi,
and each of these and others in many other places dotted all over the land, are
teaching the Indians of the Great Father, of Him who is the light and life of the
world, of the salvation and brotherhood of men ; and they are eager to hear it.

Our duty and our interest go hand in hand and the pathway is becoming plainer

every day.

The irresistible growth of the nation in the increase of its population
demanding homes, in the reaching out alter everv' element of wealth and power
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out, a

land.

tion.

lying within its utmost confines, is absorbing, with everything else material, the

last unoccupied acre of the heritage of the Indian. Shall it also absorb the race

itself, and make it part of its citizenship and body politic ? Either this, or what

is left of the Indian race, two hundred and fifty thousand, must be soon turned

homeless, penniless band of wandering, savage tramps, the terror of the

There is no alternative to this outcome but absorption or extermina-

The latter being impossible, the former alone is left us. We have

wisely accepted it, and the success

which has thus far attended the

undertaking to fit the race for

absorption attests its wisdom. As
an Indian of the old time and

character he is fast disappearing,

and a new strain of blood, rela-

tively slight and not void of good

elements, is being safely injected

into national citizenship. If the

work be persisted in patiently

and kindly it will soon be ended.

But it cannot be accomplished by

enactment alone, nor, without that,

by educational or missionary effort.

All these in harmonious endeavor,

with self-supporting citizenship as

the end in view, bent on the lift,

will surely and speedily raise him

from the low condition of helpless

and aimless and worse than useless

barbarism, to the plane where he

can, according to the measure of

an ever-increasing capacity, con-

tribute to the wealth of citizenship

in the land. This is no small labor

lightly turned off. It is changing into civilized life the barbarism of centuries.

The savage must be inspired with new thoughts and aspirations, and to make
room for these the passions and tendencies of ages and generations must be
driven out. It is not beginning with the tabula rasa of an infant, but with life

born and bred a savage life. The infant is to be taught to walk, not only as a
white man walks, but to shun the slippery ways toward which all its surround-

ings, all its blood, and all the life which it inherits are drawing it. It is a great

GENERAL CKOOK'S APACHE GUIDE.
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Seward in Fortress Monroe, January, IStio



PICKETT'S RETURN FROM HIS FAMOUS CHARGE
"General, luy noble divisiun is swept away,"
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undertaking, and will cost much in time and money ; but it is also a necessity,

and in the end will bring full recompense.

The Indian race is worthy of our deepest interest. Here is a people full of

natural pride and bound together in a national fee'ing much stronger than we
ourselves know anything about, crushed down by the power of a Government
which seems to them always their enemy but always professing to be their

protector ; full of despair that sees no hope in the future
;
perplexed with the

present, that seems to their direct ways and simple thought to have no e.xplana-

tion, but is always in some manner to be full of sorrow and trouble; ; without

occupation, with no one to understand their past or care for their hcM-oc;s and

their history ; shot down like dogs for disobc)'ing law they do not comprehend,

and execrated for the bravery that all men elsewhere are wont to admire ; losing

at once their children and their customs ; these uncomprehended statesmen,

these despised knights, this people, who can find no common ground wiili their

destroyers, ask of us at least to know who they are, what they want, why they

are as they are, to see where the fault lies, to know what it means when a war

arises ;—to put ourselves in their place, and at least to pay attention. A tragedy

of nations is going on in our midst and we sit calmly by, never giving it even

the idle attention of our leisure. And some of the woes of this tragedy are also

the birth-pangs of a new nation. If the sorrows of the past and the present do

,
not affect us, let us at least sympathize with the hopes of the present and the

future. We are given the unusual privilege to see a nation born in our midst.

Out of the darkness of the past, its ignorance, its custom-bound barbarism, its

wild and splendid bravery of battle, a nation is coming into the light, is begin-

nin<r to know knowledofe, to feel the freedom of life under law, to show the less

splendid but all-requiring bravery of the new manhood, the every-day fortitude

!
of die new womanhood.
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The 5tory of the Black Man in Slavery and

in Freedom.

When, over two hundred

and seventy years ago (it is

in doubt whether the correct

date is 1619 or 1620) a few

wretched negroes, some say

fourteen, some say twenty,

were bartered for provision-;

-^ by the crew of a Dutch man-

of-war, then lying off the

Virginia coast, it would have

seemed incredible that in 1890

the negro population of the

Southern States alone should

almost reach a total of seven

million souls. African negroes

had, indeed, been sold into

slavery among many nations for perhaps three thousand years; but in its earlier

periods slavery was rather the outcome of war than the deliberate subject of

trade, and white captives no less than black were ruthlessly thrown into servitude.

It has been estimated that in historical times some forty million Africans have

been enslaved. The Spaniards found the Indian an intractable slave, and for the

arduous labors of colonization soon began to make use of negro slaves, importing

them in great numbers and declaring that one negro was worth, as a human beast

of burden, four Indians. Soon the En^^lish adventurers took up the traffic. It is

to Sir John Hawkins, the ardent discoverer, that the English-speaking peoples

owe their participation in the slave trade. He has put it on record, as the result

of one of his famous voyages, that he found "that negroes were very good mer-

chandise in Hispaniola and might easily be had on the coast of Guinea." For

his early adventures of this kind he was roundly taken to task by Queen Eliza-

beth. But tradition says that he boldly faced her with the argument that the Af-

ricans were an inferior race, and ended by convincing the Virgin Queen that the

slave trade was not merely a lucrative but a perfectly philanthropic undertaking.

»95
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Certain it is that she acquiesced in future slave trading, while her successors,

Charles II and James II, chartered four slave trading companies and received

a share in their profits. It is noteworthy that both Great Britain and the United

States recognized the horrors of the slave trade as regards the seizingf and

transportation from Africa of the unhappy negroes, long before they could

bring themselves to deal with the problem of slavery as a domestic institution.

Of those horrors nothing can be said in exaggeration. They exist to-day in the

interior of Africa, in no less terrible form than a hundred years ago ; and the year

1 89 1 has seen the Great Powers combining in the attempt to eradicate an evil of

enormous and growing proportions. The peculiar atrocities attending the expor-

tation of slaves from Africa to other countries have, however, happily become a

thing of the past. What those atrocities were even in our day may be judged

from one of many accounts given by a no means squeamish or over sensitive sailor,

Admiral Hobart. He thus describes the appearance of a slaver just captured by a

British ship : "There were four hundred and sixty Africans on board, and what

a sight it was ! The schooner had been eighty-five days at sea. They were

short of water and provisions ; three distinct diseases—namely, small-pox,

ophthalmia, and diarrhoea in its worst form—had broken out, while coming

across, among the poor, doomed wretches. On opening the hold we saw a

mass of arms, legs, and bodies, all crushed together. Many of the bodies to

whom these limbs belonged were dead or dying. In fact, when we had made

some sort of clearance amone them we found in that fearful hold eleven bodies

lying among the living freight. Water ! Water ! was the cry. Many of them

as soon as free jumped into the sea, partly from the delirious state they were

in, partly because they had been told that if taken by the English they would

be tortured and eaten."

The institution of slavery, introduced as we have seen into Virginia, grew

at first very slowly. Twenty-five years after the first slaves were landed the

negro population of the colony was only three hundred. But the conditions of

agriculture and of climate were such, that once slavery obtained a fair start, it

spread with continually increasing rapidity. We find the Colonial Assembly

passing one after another a series of laws defining the condition of the negro

slave more and more clearly, and more and more pitilessly. Thus, a distinction

was soon made between them and Indians held in servitude. It was enacted,

" that all servants not being Christians imported into this colony by shipping,

shall be slaves for their lives ; but what shall come by land shall serve, if boyes

or girles until thirty years of age, if men or women twelve years and no longer."

And before the end of the century a long series of laws so encompassed the

negro with limitations and prohibitions, that he almost ceased to have any

criminal or civil rights and became a mere personal chattel.

In some of the Northern colonies slavery seemed to take root as readily
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and to flourish as rapidly as in the South. It was only after a considerable time
that social and commercial conditions arose whicli led to its gradual abandon-
ment. In New \ovV a mild type of negro slavery was introduced by the Dutch.
The relation of master and slave seems in the

period of the Dutch rule, to have been free from
great severity or cruelty. .After the seizure of the

government by the I{nglish, however, the institution

was officially recognized and even encouraged.
The slave trade grew in magnitude ; and here ,

Y

INTRODUCTION OK SLAVERY.

agam we find a series of oppres-

sive laws forbidding the meet-

ing of negroes together, laying

down penalties for concealing

slaves, and the like. In the

earl)' years of the eighteenth

century fears of insurrection

became prevalent, and these

fears culminated in 1741 in the episode of the so-called Negro Plot. Very briefly

stated, this plot grew out of a succession of fires supposed to have been the work

, of negro incendiaries. The most astonishing contradictions and self-inculpations
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are to bo found in the involved mass of testimony taken at the different trials.

It is certain that the perjury and incoherent accusations of these trials can

only be equaled by those of the alleged witches at Salem, or of the famous

Popish plot of Titus Oates. The result is summed up in the bare statement

that in three months one hundred and fifty negroes were imprisoned, of

whom fourteen were burned at the stake, eighteen hanged, and seventy-one

were transported. Another result was the passing of even more stringent

legislation, curtailing the rights and defining the legal status of the slave.

When the Revolution broke out there were not less than fifteen thousand

slaves in New York, a number greatly in excess of that held by any other

Northern colony.

Massachusetts, the home in later days of so many of the most eloquent

abolition agitators, was from the ver)^ first, until after the war with Great Britain

was well under way, a stronghold of slavery. The records of 1633 tell of the

fright of Indians who saw a " Blackamoor " in a tree top whom they took for

the devil in person, but who turned out to be an escaped slave. A few years

later the authorities of the colony officially recognized the institution. It is true

that in 1645 the general court of Massachusetts ordered certain kidnapped

negroes to be returned to their native country, but this was not because they

were slaves but because their holders had stolen them away from other masters.

Despite specious arguments to the contrary, it is certain that, to quote Chief

Justice Parsons, "Slavery was introduced into Massachusetts soon after its first

settlement, and was tolerated until the ratification of the present constitution in

1780." The curious may find in ancient Boston newspapers no lack of such

advertisements as that, in 1728, of the sale of "two very likely negro girls"

and of " A likely negro woman of about nineteen years and a child about seven

months of age, to be sold together or apart." A Tory writer before the out-

break of the Revolution, sneers at the Bostonians for their talk about freedom

when they possessed two thousand negro slaves. Even Peter Faneuil, who
built the famous " Cradle of Liberty," was himself at that very time, actively

engaged in the slave trade. There is some truth in the once common taunt of

the pro-slavery orators that the North imported slaves, the South only bought

them. Certainly there was no more active centre of the slave trade than Bris-

tol Bay, whence cargoes of rum and iron goods were sent to the African coast

and exchanged for human cargoes. These slaves were, however, usually taken,

not to Massachusetts, but to the West Indies or to Virginia. One curious out-

come of slavery in Massachusetts was that from the gross superstition of a

negro slave, Tituba, first sprang the hideous delusions of the Salem witchcraft

trials. The negro, it may be here noted, played a not insignificant part in

Massachusetts Revolutionary annals. Of negro blood was Crispus Attucks,

one of the "martyrs" of the Boston riot; it was a negro whose shot killed the
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British General Pitcairn at Bunker Hill ; and it was a negro also who planned

the attack on Percy's supply train.

As with New York and Massachusetts, so with the other colonies. Either

slavery was introduced by greedy speculators from abroad or it spread easily

from adjoin-ng colonies. In 1776 the slave population of the thirteen colonies

was almost exactly half a million, nine-tenths of whom were to be found in the

Southern States. In the War of the Revolution the question of arming the

negroes raised bitter opposition. In the end a comparatively few were enrolled,

and it is admitted that they served faithfully and with courage. Rhode Island

even formed a regiment of blacks, and at the siege of Newport and afterwards

at Point's Bridge, New York, this body of soldiers fought not only without reproach

but with positive heroism.

With the debates preceding the adoption of the present Constitution of the

United States the political problem of slavery as a national question began.

Under the colonial system the responsibility for the traffic might be charged,

with some justice, to the mother country. But from the day wiien the Declaration

of Independence asserted "That all men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among these are life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness," tiie jx-oples of the new, self-governing States

could not but have seen that with them lay the responsibility. There is ample
evidence that the fi.xing of the popular mind on liberty as an ideal bore results

immediately in arousing anti-slavery sc-ntiment. .Such sentiment existed in the

South as well as in the North. Even North Carolina in 1 786 declared the slave

trade of "evil consequences and highly impolitic." All the Northern States

abolished slavery, beginning with Vermont, in 1777 and ending with New Jersey

in 1804. It should be added, however, that many of the Northern slaves were

not freed, but sold to the .South. .\s we have already intimated, also, the

agricultural and commercial conditions in tin; North were such as to make slave

labor less and less profitable, while in the .South the social order of things,

agricultural conditions, and the climate, were gradually making it seemingly

indispensable.

When the Constitutional debates began the trend of opinion seemed
strongly against slavery. Many delegates thought that the evil would die out

of itsi:lf. One thought the abolition of slavery already rapidly going on and
soon to be completed. Another asserted that " slavery in time will not be a

speck in our countr)'." Mr. Jefferson, on the other hand, in view of the retention

of slavery, declared roundly that he trembled for his country when he remem-
bered that God was just. And John Adams urged again and again that "every

measure of prudence ought to be assumed for the eventual total extirpation

of slavery from the United States." The obstinate .States in the convention

were South Carolina and Georgia. Their delegates declared that their States
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would absolutely refuse ratification to the Constitution unless slavery were

recognized. The compromise sections finally agreed upon avoided the use of

the words slave and slavery but clearly recognized the institution and even gave

the slave States the advantage of sending representatives to Congress on a

basis of population determined by adding to the whole number of free persons,

"three-fifths of all other persons." The other persons thus referred to were, it

is needless to add, negro slaves.

The entire dealing with the question of slavery, at the framing of the Con-

stitution, was a series of compromises. This is seen again in the postponement

of forbidding the slave trade from abroad. Some of the Southern States had

absolutely declined to listen to any proposition which would restrict their freedom

of action in this matter, and they were yielded to so far that Congress was

forbidden to make the traffic unlawful before the year 1808. As that time ap-

proached, President Jefiferson urged Congress to withdraw the country from all

" further participation in those violations of human rights which have so long been

continued on the unoffending inhabitants of Africa." Such an act was at once

adopted, and by it heavy fines were imposed on all persons fitting out vessels

for the slave trade and also upon all actually engaged in the trade, while vessels

so employed became absolutely forfeited. Twelve years later another act was

passed declaring the importation of slaves to be actual piracy. This latter law,

however, was of little practical value, as it was not until 1861 that a conviction

was obtained under it. Then, at last, when the whole slave question was about

to be settled forever, a ship-master was convicted and hanged for piracy in New
York for the crime of being engaged in the slave trade. In despite of all laws,

however, the trade in slaves was continued secretly, and the profits were so

enormous that the risks did not prevent continual attempts to smuggle slaves

into the territory of the United States.

The first quarter of a century of our history, after the adoption of the Con-

stitution, was marked by comparative quietude in regard to the future of slavery.

In the North, as we have seen, the institution died a natural death, but there

was no disposition evinced in the Northern States to interfere with it in the

South. The first great batde took place in 1820 over the so-called Missouri

Compromise. Now, for the first time, the country was divided, sectionally and

in a strictly political way, upon issues which involved the future policy of the

United States as to the e.xtension or restriction of slave territory. State after

State had been admitted into the Union, but there had been an alternation of

slave and free States, so that the political balance was not disturbed. Thus,

Virginia was balanced by Kentucky, Tennessee by Ohio, Louisiana by Indiana,

and Mississippi by Illinois. The last State admitted had been Alabama, of course

as a slaveholding State. Now it was proposed to admit Missouri, and, to still

maintain the equality of political power, it was contended that slavery should be
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prohibited within her borders. lUit the slave power had by this time acquired

great strength, and was deeply impressed with the necessity of establishing itself

in the vast territory west of the Mississippi. The Southern States would not

tolerate for a moment the proposed prohibition of slavery in the new State of

Missouri. On tht; other hand, the Middle and Eastern States were beginning

to be aroused to tiie danger tlircatcning public peace if slavery were to be

allowed indefinite e.Ktension. They had believed that the Ordinance of 1787,

adopted simultaneously with the Constitution, and which forbade slavery to be

established in the territory northwest of the Ohio, had settled this question

definitely. A fierce debate was waged through two sessions of Congress, and

in the end it was agreed to withdraw the prohibition of slavery in Missouri, but

absolutely prohibit it forever in all the territory lying north of 36° 30' latitude.

This was a compromise, satisfactory only because it seemed to dispose of the

question of slavery in the territories once and forever. It was carried mainly by

the great personal influence of Henry Clay. It did, indeed, dispose of slavery

as a matter of national legislative discussion for thirty years.

But this interv^al was distinctively the period of agitation. Anti-slavery

sentiment of a mild t)^pe had long existed. The Quakers had, since Revolu-

tionary times held anti-slavery doctrines, had released their own servants from

bondage, and had disfcllowshiped members who refused to concur in the sacri-

fice. The very last public act of Benjamin Franklin was the framing of a memo-
rial to Congress deprecating the existence of slavery in a free country. In New
York the Manumission Society had been founded in 1 785, with John Jay and

Alexander Hamilton, in turn, as its presidents. But all the writing and speak-

ing was directed against slavery as an institution and in a general way, and with

no tone of aggression. Gradual emancipation or colonization were the only

remedies suggested. It was with the founding of the "Liberator" by William

Lloyd Garrison, in 1 831, that the ^era of aggressive abolitionism began. Garri-

son and his society maintained that slavery was a sin against God and man ; that

immediate emancipation was a duty ; that slave owners had no claim to compen-

sation ; that all laws upholding slavery were, before God, null and void. Garri-

son exclaimed :
" I am in earnest. I will not equivocate—I will not excuse—

I

will not retreat a single inch. And I will be heard." His paper bore conspicu-

ously the motto " No union with slaveholders." The Abolitionists were, in

numbers, a feeble band ; as a party they never acquired strength, nor were

their tenets adopted strictly by any political party ; but they served the purpose

of arousing the conscience of the nation. They were abused, vilified, mobbed,

all but killed. Garrison was dragged through the streets of Boston with a rope

around his neck—through those very streets which, in 1854, had their shops

closed and hung in black, with flags Union down and a huge coffin suspended in

mid-air, on the day when the fugitive slave, Anthony Burns, was marched through
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them on his way back to his master, under a guard of nearly two thousand men.

Mr. Garrison's society soon took the ground that the union of States with

slavery retained was "an agreement with hell and a covenant with death," and

openly advocated secession of the non-slaveholding States. On this issue the

Abolitionists split into two branches, and those who threw off Garrison's lead

maintained that there was power enough under the Constitution to do away with

slavery. To the fierce invective and constant agitation of Garrison were, in

time, added the splendid oratory of Wendell Phillips, the economic arguments

of Horace Greeley, the wise statesmanship of Charles Sumner, the fervid writ-

A CorrON FIELD IN GEORGIA.

ings of Channing and Emerson, and the noble poetry of Whittier. All these

and others, in varied ways and from different points of view, joined in educating

the public opinion of the North to see that the permanent e.xistence of slavery

was incompatible with that of a free Republic.

In the South, meanwhile, the institution was intrenching itself more and

more firmly. The invention of the cotton-gin and the beginning of the reign of

Cotton as King made the great plantation system a seeming commercial neces-

sity. From the deprecatory and half apologetic utterances of early Southern

statesmen we come to Mr. Calhoun's declaration that slavery "now preserves
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in quiet and security more than six and a half million human beings, and that

it could not be destroyed without destroying- the peace and prosperity of nearly
half the States in thi; I'nion." The Abolitionists were regarded in the South
with the bitterest hatred. Attempts were even made to compel the Northern
States to silence the anti-slavery orators, to prohibit the circulation through the
mail of anti-slavery speeches, and to refuse a hearing in Congress to anti-slavery

petitions. The influence of the South was still dominant in the North. Though
the feeling against slavery spread, there co-existed with it the belief that an
open quarrel with the South meant commercial ruin ; and the; anti-slavery senti-

ment was also neutralized by the nobler feeling that the Union must 1h; pre-

served at all hazards, and that there was no constitutional modt; of interfering

with the slave system. The annexation of Texas was a distinct gain to the
slave power, and the Mexican war was untlertaken, said John Ouincy Adams, in

order that " the slaveholding power in the Ciovernment shall be secured and
riveted."

The actual condition of the negro over whom such a strife was being waged
differed materially in different parts of the South, and under masters of different

character, in th(; same locality. It had its side of cruelty, oppression, and
atrocity

; it had also its side of kindness on the part of master and of devotion

,

on the part of slave. Its dark side has been made familiar to readers by such

', books as " Uncle Tom's Cabin," as Dickens' " American Notes," and as lidmund
[Kirk's "Among the Pines;" its brighter sitle has been charmingly depicted in

.the stories of Thomas Nelson Page, of Joel Chandler I larris, and of I larry

Edwards. On the great cotton plantations of Mississippi and Alabama the

I

slave w^as often overtaxed and harshly treatetl ; in the domestic life of \'irginia.

Ion the other hand, he was as a rule most kindly used, and often a relation of
d' ip affection sprang up between him and his master. Of insurrections, such
as those not uncommon in the West Indies, only one of any extent was ever
planned in our slave territory—that of Nat Turner, in Southampton County,
Virginia—and that was instantly suppressed.

With this state of public feeling North and South, it was with increased

bitterness and increased sectionalism that the subj(;ct of slavery in new States

was again debated in the Congress of 1850. The Liberty Party, which held
:hat slavery might be abolished under the Constitution, had been merged in the

Free Soil Party, whose cardinal principle was, "To secure free soil to a free

people " without interfering with slavery in existing States, but insisting on its

exclusion from territory so far free. The proposed admission of California was
lot affected by the Missouri Compromise. Its status as a future free or slave

State was the turning point of the famous debates in the Senate of 1 850, in

Ivhich Webster, Calhoun, Douglas and Seward won fame—debates which have
liever been equaled in our history in eloquence and acerbity. It was in the
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course of these debates that Mr. Seward, while denying that the Constitution

recognized property in man, struck out his famous dictum, " There is a higher

law than the Constitution." The end reached was a compromise which allowed

California to setde for itself the question of slavery, forbade the slave trade in

the District of Columbia, but enacted a strict fugitive slave law. To the

Abolitionists this fugitive slave law, sustained in its most extreme measures by

the courts in the famous—or as they called it, infamous—Dred Scott case, was

as fuel to fire. They defied it in every possible way. The Underground Rail-

way was the outcome of this defiance. By it a chain of secret stations was

A NEGRO VILLAGE IN ALABAMA.

established, from one to the other of which the slave was gr.ided at night until

at last he reached the Canada border. The most used of these routes in the

East was from Baltimore to New York, thence north through New England;

that most employed in the West was from Cincinnati to Detroit. It has

been estimated that not fewer than thirty thousand slaves were thus assisted

to freedom.

Soon the struggle was changed to another part of the Western territory,

now beginning to grow so rapidly as to demand the forming of new States.

The Kansas-Nebraska Bill introduced by Douglas was in effect the repeal of the
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Missouri Compromise in that it left the question as to whether slavery should be

carried into th(> new territories to the decision of the settlers themselves. As a

consequence immigration was directed by both the anti-slavery and the pro-

slavery parties to Kansas, each determined on obtaining a majority to control

the form of the proposed State Constitution. Then began a series of acts of

violence which almost amounted to civil war. " Bleeding Kansas " became a

phrase in almost every one's mouth. Border ruffians swaggered at die polls

and attempted to drive out the assisted emigrants sent to Kansas by the Abolition

societies. The result of the election of the Legislature on its face made Kansas

a slave State, but a great part of the people refused to accept this result ; and

a convention was held at Topeka which resolved that Kansas should be free

even if the laws formed by the Legislature should have to be "resisted to a

bloody issue."

Prominent among the armed supporters of free State ideas in Kansas was

Captain John Brown, a man whose watchword was at all times Action. " Talk,"

he .said, "is a national institution ; but it does no good for the slave." He
believed that slavery could only be coped with by armed force. His theory was

that the way to make free men of slaves was for the slaves themselves to resist

any attempt to coerce them by their masters. He was undoubtedly a fanatic in

that he did not stop to measure probabilities or to take account of the written

law. His attempt at Harper's Ferry was without reasonable hope, and as the

intended beginning of a great military movement was a ridiculous fiasco. But

there was that about the man that none could call ridiculous. Rash and

unreasoning as his action seemed, he was yet, even by his enemies, recognized

as a man of unswerving conscience, of high ideals, of deep belief in the brother-

hood of mankind. His offense against law and [)eace was cheerfully paid for

by his death and that of others near and dear to him. Almost no one at that

day could be found to applaud his plot, but the incident had an effect on

the minds of the people altogether out of proportion to its intrinsic character.

' More and more as time went on he; became recognized as a pro-martyr of

a cause which could be achieved only by the most complete self-sacrifice of

individuals.

Events of vast importance to the future of the negro in America now

hurried fast upon each other's footsteps—the final settlement of the Kansas

dispute by its becoming a free State ; the forming and rapid growth of the

Republican party ; the division of the Democratic party into Northern and
' Southern factions; the election of Abraham Lincoln; the secession of .South

' Carolina, and, finally, the greatest civil war the world has known. Though that

( war would never have been waged were it not for the negro, and though his fate

5 was inevitably involved in its result, it must be remembered that it was not

' undertaken on his account. Before the struggle began Mr. Lincoln said :
" If

13
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there be those who would not save the Union unless they could at the same
time save slavery, I do not agree with them. If there be those who would not

save the Union unless they could at the same time destroy slavery, I do not

agree with them. My paramount object is to save the Union, and not either to

destroy or to save slavery." And the Northern press emphasized over and over

again the fact that this was "a white man's war." But the logic of events is

mexorable. It seems amazing now that Union generals should have been
puzzled as to the question whether they ought in duty to return runaway slaves

to their masters. General Butler settled the controversy by one happy phrase

when he called the fugitives "contraband of war." Soon it was deemed right

EARLY HOME OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN, GENTRYVILLE, INDIANA.

to use these contrabands, to employ the new-coined word, as the South was

using the negroes still in bondage, to aid in the non-fighting work of the army

—on fortification, team driving, cooking, and so on. From this it was but a

step, though a step not taken without much perturbation, to employ them

as soldiers. At Vicksburg, at Fort Pillow, and in many another batde, the

negro showed beyond dispute that he could fight for his liberty. No fiercer

or braver charge was made in the war than that upon the parapet of

Fort Wagner by Colonel Shaw's gallant colored regiment, the Massachusetts

Fifty-fourth.

In a thousand ways the negro figures in the history of the war. In its
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literature he everywhere stands out picturesquely. He sought the flag with the

greatest avidity for freedom ; flocking in crowds, old men and young, women
and chiUlren, sometimes witli cjuaint odtls and ends of personal belongings,

often empty-handed, always enthusiastic and hopeful, almost always densely

ignorant of the meaning of freedom and of self-support. P>ut while tht; negro

showed this avidity for liberty, his conduct toward his old masters was often

generous, and almost never did he seize the opportunity to inflict vengeance for

his past wrongs. The elocpient Southern orator and writer, Henry W. Grady,

isaid :
" History has no parallel to llu- fiiih kept by the negro in the South during

the war. Often five hundred negroes to a single white man, and yet through

these dusky throngs the women and children walked in safety and the

unprotected homes rested in peace. A thousand torches would have

disbandetl every Southern army, but not one was lighted."

It was with conditions, and only after great hesitation, that the final step of

emancipating the slaves was taken by President Lincoln in .September, 1862.

The proclamation was distinctly a war measure, but its reception by the North

and by the foreign powers and its immediate ctlect upon the contest were such

that its expediency was at once recognized. Thereafter there was possible no

question as to the personal freedom of the negro in the United States of

America. With the Confederacy, slavery went down once and forever. In the

so-called reconstruction period which followed, the negro suffered almost as

much from the over-zeal of his political friends as from the prejudice of his old

masters. \ negro writer, who is a historian of his race, has declared that the

Government gave the negro the statute book when he should have had the

spelling book ; that it placed him in the legislature when he ought to have been

in the school house, and that, so to speak, "the heels were put where the brains

ought to have been." A quarter of a century and more has passed since that

turbulent period began, and if the negro has become less prominent as a political

factor, all the more for that reason has he been advancing steadily though slowly

in the requisites of citizenship. He has learned that he must, by force of

circumstances, turn his attention, for the time at least, rather to educational, in-

dustrial, and material progress than to political ambition. And the record of

his advance on these lines is promising and hopeful. In Mississippi alone, for

instance, the negroes own one-fifth of the entire property in the State. In all,

the negroes of the South to-day possess two hundred and fifty million dollars'

worth of property. Everywhere throughout the South white men and negroes

may be found working together.

At the beginning of the war the negro population of the country was about

four millions, to-day it is betAveen seven and seven and a-half millions ; in 1880,

Jfifteen-si.xteenths of the whole colored population belonged to the Southern

States, and the census of 1890 shows that the proportion has not greatly changed.
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This ratio in itself shows how absurdly trifling in results have been all the move
nients toward colonization or emigration to Northern States. The negrt'

emphatically belongs to the Southern States, and in them and by them his future

must be determined. Another point decided conclusively by the census of 1890

is seen in the refutation of an idea based, indeed, on the census of 1 880, but

due in its origin to the very faulty census of 1870. This idea was that the

-olored population had increased much more rapidly in proportion than the

white population. The new census shows, on the contrary, that the whites in

the Southern States increased during the last decade nearly twice as rapidly as

the negroes, or, as the census bulletin puts it, in increase of population, "the

colored race has not held its own against the white man in a region where the

climate and conditions are, of all those which the country affords, the best suited

to its development."

The promise of the negro race to-day is not so much in the development

of men of exceptional talent, such as Frederick Douglas or Senator Bruce, as

in the general spread of intelligence and knowledge. The Southern States have

very generally given the negro equal educational opportunities with the whites,

while the eagerness of the race to learn is shown in the recently ascertained

fact that while the colored population has increased only twenty-seven per cent,

the enrollment in the colored schools has increased one hundred and thirty-seven

per cent. Fifty industrial schools are crowded by the colored youth of the

South. Institutions of higher education, like the Atlanta University, and

Hampton Institute of Virginia, and Tuskegee College, are doing admirable work

in turning out hundreds of negroes fitted to educate their own race. Within a

year or two honors and scholarships have been taken by half a dozen colored

young men at Harvard, at Cornell, at Phillips Academy and at other Northern

schools and colleges of the highest rank. The fact that a young negro, Mr.

Morgan, was in 1890 elected by his classmates at Harvard as the class orator

has a special significance. Yet there is greater significance, as a negro news-

paper man writes, in the fact that the equatorial telescope now used by the

Lawrence University of Wisconsin was made entirely by colored pupils in the

School of Mechanical Arts of Nashville, Tenn. In other words, the Afro-

American is finding his place as an intelligent worker, a property owner, and

an independent citizen, rather than as an agitator, a politician or a race advocate.

In religion, superstition and effusive sentiment are giving way to stricter morality.

In educational matters, ambition for the high-sounding and the abstract is giving

place to practical and industrial acquirements. It will be many years before

the character of the negro, for centuries dwarfed and distorted by oppression

and ignorance, reaches its normal growth, but that the race is now at last upon

the right path and is being guided by the true principles cannot be doubted.
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Says one who has made an exceedingly thorough personal study of the subject
in all the Southern States : "The evolution in the condition has kept pace with
that of any other races, and I think has been even a little better The same
forces of evolution that have brought him to where he is now will bring him
:urther. One thing is indisputable : the negro knows his destiny is in his own
lands. He finds that his salvation is not through politics, but through indus-
xial methods.

STATUE Of WASIIINO'IUN IN Tllli GROUNDS OF THE STATE HOUSE, RICHMOND.



The 5tory of Our Great Civil War.

It would be a mistake to sup-

pose that secession sentiments origJ

inated and were exclusively main-

tained in the Southern States.

Ideas oi State sovereignty and of

the consequent right of a State to

withdraw from the Union, or at

least to resist the acts and laws of;

Congress on adeqiiate occasion,,

were lield bv many statesmen in

the North as well as in the South.

Thus the " Essex Junto," which had

openly advocated a dissolution of

the Union and the formation of an

Eastern Confederacy, were foremosti

in assembling a convention of the

Federalists on December 15, 1814,

at Hartlord, Connecticut, at which

resolutions were passed recom-

mending the State Legislatures to

resist Congress in conscripting soldiers for carrying on the war then being

waged against England. Threats of disunion were again heard in 1S21, but this

time from the South, in case Missouri should be denied admission to the Union

on account of her unwillingness to surrender the institution of slavery. Once
more, in 1832, a South Carolina convention proceeded to declare the tariff of the

United States null and void within her own borders ; but, owing to the decisive

action ot President Jackson, the State authorities did not venture into an actual

collision with Congress.

But the agitation in favor of disunion reached culmination under the

aggressive efforts by the South to extend slavery into new Territories, and

the determination by the North to confine it strictly within the States where it

already existed. With the formation of anti-slavery societies in the North, the

3IO
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nomination of anti-slavery candidates for the Presidency from 1840 onward, the

passage of the "W'ihnot Proviso'" in 1846, the repeal of the Missouri compromise

in 1854, the Dred-Scott decision by the United States Supreme Court in 1857, the

adoption of the -Lecompton Constitution in Kansas in 1859, and the raid by John

Brown at Harper's Perry in 1859, it became painfully evident that Mr. Seward's

prediction of an J' irrepressible conflict" between the North and South on the

subject of slavery was becoming-, had already become, a reality.

As to John Brown's raid we have only to recount that on the i6th of Octo-

ber, 1859, he took an armed force to Harper's P'erry, capturing the arsenal and

armory and killing the men on guard. He was then endeavoring to secure

'arms for operating against the South. He was, however, captured and executed

December 2, 1859. The expedition, it is unnecessary to say, was foolhardy

and wholly without justification, and Brown paid for his misguided zeal with

his life. But it must be said of him that he was conscientious, and that by

his reckless daring he helped to crystallize sentiment on both sides of the

slavery question.

The election in i860 of Abraham Lincoln as President, on the platform of

resistance to all further extension of slavery, was the signal for the previous

disunion oratory and menaces to crystallize themselves into action. Seven

States, in the following order, viz. : South Carolina, Mississippi, Florida,

Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas, seceded, and by a Congress held at

Montgomery, Ala., Februar\'4, 1861, formed a Confederacy with Jefferson Davis,

of Mississippi, as President, and Alexander H. Stephens, of Georgia, as Vice-

' President.

The reasons avowed for this perilous course were, "the refusal of fifteen

of the States for years past to fulfill their constitutional obligations, and the

election of a man to the high office of President of the United States whose

'opinions and purposes are hostile to slavery."

After Mr. Lincoln's inauguration on March 4, 1861, the Confederacy was

increased by the addition of Virginia, Arkansas, North Carolina, and Tennessee
;

Kentucky and Missouri, being divided in opinion, had representatives and armies

' in both sections.

The eleven "Confederate States of America" took from the Union nearly

one-half of its inhabited area, and a population of between five and six millions

of whites and about four millions of slaves. Their entire force capable of

active service numbered 600,000 men. The twenty-four States remaining loyal

to the Union had a population of 20,000,000, and the army at the close of the

war numbered 1,050,000 ; but as the majority of these were scattered on guard

duty over a vast region, only 262,000 were in fighting activity. Whilst the North
f was more rich and powerful, it was, nevertheless, more inclined to peace. The

South was of a military spirit, accustomed to weapons, and altogether eager for
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the fray. The soldiers of both sides were

equally brave, resolute, heroic, and devoted

to what they respectively deemed a patriotic

cause.

The Confederates had the advantage in

the outset, because Mr. Floyd, the Secretary

of War under President Buchanan,

had dispersed the regular army, com-

prising 16,402 officers and men, to

distant parts of the country where

they were not available, and had sent

off the vessels of the navy to foreign

stations. .^,/;
\i.|,hi.„vv ,-?*(*

Many of the old army offi- ^i l(jf}PU^ltjn
cers had passed over to the '2' ,;f^. -^ .'\ A^, y"^,., ,

ate service, and vast quantities 'ifi||ffe'|)l4' ''/^
pons and ammunition had been

'

'

^-- 1---^ '--*

ed from Northern to -^^

arsenals now in pos

the seceded States

the army at Indian

been surrendered on

THK ARTS or PEACE ANU THE ART

of wea-
transferr-

Southcrn

session of

A part of

ola had
February 18, 1S61,

by General Twiggs,

to the Confederates,

and other soldiers

guarding our Mexi-

\,^ ^L-^'H^-''•', kiillil can and Indian fron-

if'' AT.
'

ll\ /Vt ^'^'''^ were captured,

besides several na-

tional vessels and fortresses.

The South was, in short,

much better prepared for the

great conflict, and during the

first year the preponderance

of success was in its favor.

The Confederates
opened the war on April 1 2,

1 86 1, by bombarding Fort

Sumter, which had been

occupied by Major Robert

Anderson ant! a company

of eighty men. This fort.
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although fiercely pounded by cannon balls and shells and set on fire several

times, was gallantly held for .two days, when it was obliged to surrender;

but its brave defenders were allowed to march out saluting the old flag,

and to depart for the North without being regarded as prisoners of war.

The attack on Sumter created the wildest excitement throughout the entire

land, and it opened the eyes of the North to the amazing fact of a civil war.

A wave of patriotism, as mighty as it was sudden, swept over the United

States. President Lincoln issued a call for 75,000 volunteers for three months,'

and soon after another call for 64,000 men for the army and 18,000 for

the navy, to serve during the war. The need for these calls was urgent

enough. On April 20th the Confederates easily captured the great Norfolk

Navy Yard, with three or four national vessels, including the frigate " Merri-

mac," which subsequently wrought such fearful havoc at Hampton Roads,

2000 cannon, besides small arms, munitions, and stores of immense value, all

of which were given up without a shot in defense. The arsenal at Harper's

Ferry, with millions of dollars' worth of arms and ammunition, was also in their

possession ; and before the end of April 35,000 of their soldiers were already

in the field, whilst 10,000 of these were rapidly marching northward. General

R. E. Lee had been appointed Commander-in-chief of the army and navy of

Virginia, and the 6th Regiment of Massachusetts militia had been savagely

mobbed in the streets of Baltimore whilst going to the protection of Washington.

A Unionist attack on the Confederates at Big Bethel, Ya., was repulsed,

but the Confederates were driven out of Western Virginia by General G. B.

McClellan. Then came, on July 21, the engagement at Bull Run, known also as

that of Manassas Junction, one of the most significant battles of the war.

General Irwin McDowell, acting under instructions of General Scott, marched

against the Confederate army under General Beauregard, and in the outset met

with encouraging success ; but just as the Unionists imagined the victory theirs

they were vigorously pressed by reinforcements that had come hurriedly up

from Winchester under the leadership of General Johnston ; and being ex-

hausted from twelve bout's of marching and fighting under a sultry sun, they

began a retreat which was soon turned into a panic, attended with wild disorder

and demoralization. Had the Confederates, among whom at the close of the

day was President Davis himself, only known the extent of their triumph, they

might have followed it and possibly have seized Washington. About 30,000

men fought on each side. The Confederate loss was 378 killed, 1489 wounded,

and 30 missing. The Unionists lost 481 killed, ion wounded, and 1460

missing, with 20 cannon and large quantities of small arms.

From this moment it was understood that the struggle would be terrible,

and that it might be long, not to say doubtful. Congress, then in extra session,

authorized the enlistment of 500,000 men and the raising of $500,000,000.
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Many of the States displayed intense patriotism, New York and Pennsylvania,

for example, appropriatint;- each $3,000,000, whilst Massachusetts and other New
England States sent regiments fully ecpiipped into the field. General McClellan

was summoned to reorganize and discipline the multitudes of raw recruits that

were thrown suddenly on his hands. His ability and thoroughness were of

immense value in i)reparing them for their subsequent effective service, and he

was soon after made Commander-in-chief in place of General Scott, retired.

The South was also laboring with tremendous zeal and energy in the endeavor

to enlist 400,000 men.

FORT MOULTRIE, CHARLESTON, WITH FORT SUMTER IN THE DISTANCE.

Early in August the death of General Nathaniel Lyon whilst attacking the

Confederate General Ben. McCulloch at Wilson's Creek, and the retreat of his

army, threw all Southern Missouri into the hands of the enemy. A few days

after, General Butler took Forts 1 latteras and Clark, with 700 prisoners, 1000

muskets, and other stores. But victories alternated, for now General Sterling

Price surrounded and captured the Unionist Colonel Mulligan and his Irish

brigade of 2780, at Lexington, Mo. Worse, however, than this was the neat

annihilation, October 21st, of a Unionist force of 1700 under General C. P. Stone

and Colonel E, U, Baker at Ball's Bluff. The noble Baker and 300 of the men
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were slain and over 500 taken prisoners. Ten days later Commodore S. F.

Dupont, aided by General T. W. Sherman with 10,000 men, reduced the

Confederate forts on Hilton Head and Phillips' Island and seized the adjacent

Sea Islands. General Fremont, unable to find and engage the Confederate

General Price in the West, was relieved of his command of 30,000 men ; but

General U. S. Grant, by capturing the Confederate camp at Belmont, Mo.,

checked the advance of General Jeff. Thompson. On the next clay, November

8th, occurred a memorable event which imperiled the peaceful relations between

BATTLE UF I'iTTbliUKG LANDING.

the United States and Great Britain. Captain Wilkes of the United States

frigate, "San Jacinto," compelled the British mail steamer, "Trent," to give up two

of her passengers, the Confederate Commissioners, Mason and Slidell, who were

on their way respectively to England and France in the interest of the South.

A foreign war might have resulted had not Mr. William H. Seward, the astute

Secretary of State, promptly disavowed the act and returned the Commissioners

to English keeping. General E. O. C. Ord, commanding the Third Pennsylvania

Brigade, gained a victory on December ."""th at Dranesville over the Confederate
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brigade of General \. \\. B. Stuart, who lost 230 soldiers, and during the same

month General Pope reported the capture of 2500 prisoners in Central Missouri,

with the loss of only 100 men ; but 1000 of these were taken by Colonel Jeff. C.

Davis by surprising the Confederate camp at Milford.

The year 1862 was marked by a series of bloody encounters. It opened

with a Union army of 450,000 against a Confederate army of 350,000. The
fighting began at Mill Spring, in .Southern Kentucky, on January 19th, with an

assault by the Confederates led by General F. K. Zollicoffer, acting under;

General G. !'>. Crittenden. They were routed by General George H. Thomas,

Zollicoffer being killed and Crittenden llying across the Cumberland River,

leaving ten guns and 1500 horses. This victory stirred the heart of the nation,

and brought at once into brilliant prominence the great soldier and noble

character whose greatnes blazed out like a sun at the close of the war.

Another blow was soon struck. Brigadier General Grant, with 15,000

troops, supported by Commodore A. H. Foote with seven gunboats, reduced b'ort

Henry on the Tennessee River and took its commander. General L. Tilghman,

prisoner, but could not prevent the greater portion of the garrison from

escaping to Fort Donelson, twelve miles to the east. This stronghold, com-

manding the navigation of the Cumberland River and containing 15,000

defenders under General J. B. Floyd, was regarded as impregnable. It fell,

however, on February i6th, under a combined attack of Grant and Foote,

surrendering 12,000 men and 40 cannon. Generals Floyd and Buckner, with a

few of their command, managed to escape across the river by night, and General

N. B. Forrest, with 800 cavalry, also got away. This splendid achievement

threw Nashville and all Northern Tennessee into possession of the Unionists,

and caused the immediate evacuation of the Confederate camp at Bowling

Green, Kentucky.

In the East, about the same time, General Burnside and Commodore
Goldsborough, with 1 1,500 men on 31 steamboats, captured, with a loss of 300,

Roanoke Island, N. C, and 2500 Confederates. On March 14th they carried

New Bern by assault, losing 600 but taking 2 steamboats, 69 cannon, and 500

prisoners ; and next they seized Fort Macon, with its garrison of 500 and stores.

But the Unionist Generals Reno and booster were repulsed, respectively, at;

South Mills and Goldsborough. One of the most notable of naval engagements

took place on March 8th and 9th, w-hen the Confederate ironclad, " Virginia,"

known better by her original name, the "Merrimac," steamed out from Norfolk

attended by two gunboats. She plunged her iron ram into the Union frigate,

" Cumberland," causing her to sink and to carry down part of her crew ; she

blew up the " Congress," another Union frigate, destroying more than half of her

crew of 434, drove the frigate "Lawrence" under the guns of Fortress Monroe,

anrl bombarded until dusk with terrific energy, aided also by her gunboats, the
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Union steam frlgfate "Minnesota," which had eot acrround. She seemed

destined on the next day to work immeasurable and unimpeded havoc. But,

providentially, during the night the Union "Monitor," looking like "a cheese

box on a raft," which had been built by Captain Ericsson and was commanded
with consummate skill by Lieutenant J. L. Worden, steamed into the roadstead

on her trial trip from New York. When, therefore, the " Merrimac " approached

for new conquests the following morning her surprise was tremendous upon

meeting such a strange craft. An unwonted and dramatic naval duel now

ANTIETAM BRIDGE.

occurred, from which the Confederate ram retired badly crippled and was soon

afterward blown up to prevent her being captured. The "Monitor" was,

unfortunately, lost some months afterward, in a storm off Hatteras.

The smoke had not vanished from Hampton Roads before news came of

an assault at Pea Ridge by from 16,000 to iS.ooo Confederates, including 5000

Indians, under General E. Van Dorn, on 10,500 Unionists under General S. R.

Curtis, supported by Generals Asboth and Sigel. After three days of severe

fighting, in which 1351 Unionists fell, the Confederates fled with precipitation.
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leaving Generals B. McCiilloch and Mcintosh dead and having Generals Price

and Slack among their wounded.

General McClellan having raised his 200,000 or more men to a high degree

of efficiency, transferred considerably more than half of them to Fortress Monroe
for the purpose of advancing on Richmond by way of the peninsula between the

York and James Rivers. He left General lianks with 7000 soldiers to guard

the \'irginia Valley. This force, at that time under the command of General James
Shields, because Banks had gone temporarily to Washington, was fiercely assailed

at Kernstown by "Stonewall" Jackson at the head of 4000 men. Jackson

was repulsed with a loss of 1000, whilst Shields lost 600. McClellan's advance

was checked for a month by Confederate batteries at Warwick Crec^k and again

at Williamsburg by General Magruder's works. Here General 1 looker's division

fought well for nine hours with heavy losses. Magruder, flanked by Hancock,

whose two brigades fought bravely, was obliged to retreat, leaving 700 of his

wounded. The Unionists lost altogether 2228, whilst the Confederates lost not

quite so many.

In the meantime, on April 6th, General Grant, with an army of 40,000, was

surprised at Pittsburg Landing by 50,000 Confederates under General A. S.

Johnson. General Grant, instead of being with his troops, was on a boat near

Savannah, seven miles below. The Union forces were completely surprised.

Ko intrenchments or earthworks of any kind had been erected—there were no

abattis. The Union forces, surprised, were rapidly "driven back with heavy loss in

^uns, killed, wounded, and prisoners, from -Shiloh Church to the bluffs of the

Tennessee, under which thousands of demoralized men took refuge. General

Albert S. Johnson had been killed in the midst of the battle and General

Beauregard succeeded to the command. Had General Johnson been alive the

-esult micrht have been different ; but Beauregard was in command, and he

Tiissed the one opportunity of his life in resting on his arms when he should

lave pressed the enemy to the river and forced a surrender. But relief was at

land, and under a leader who was a master general on the field. Sunday

tight General Don Carlos Buell arrived on the scene with a part of the Army
)f the Ohio. Moving General Nelson's division across the Tennessee in boats.

le had them in position by seven o'clock in the evening, ready for the onset

n the morning. Two more divisions were crossed early in the morning. At

>even o'clock the attack was begun, General Puiell leading his troops in

jerson and General Grant advancing with his troops, yesterday overwhelmed

)y defeat, to-day hopeful and confident. The result is well known. Buell's

resh troops, handled in a masterly manner, were irresistible. By four o'clock

he enemy lost all they had gained and were in full retreat, and the day

vas won. General Buell receiving unstinted praise for his victory. The

Jnion loss was 1735 killed, 7882 wounded, and 3956 missing; total, 13,573.
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The Confederates' loss was 1728 killed, 8012 wounded, 957 missing; total,

10,699.

About the same date General Pope and Commodore Foote captured Island

No. 10, with 6700 Confederates under Brigadier General Makall ; and soon after

Memphis surrendered to the Unionists, and on April nth Fort Pulaski fell

before a bombardment by General O. A. Gilmore. This same month was notable

for naval victories. Admiral Farragut with a fleet of forty-seven armed vessels

and 310 guns stormed the Confederate Forts St. Philip and Jackson, destroyed

various fire-rafts and gunboats, and after a series of brilliant actions compelled

the Confederate General Lovell with 3000 defenders to withdraw from New
Orleans, leaving it to be occupied by 15,000 Unionists under General Butler.

In the words of another, this "was a contest between iron hearts in wooden

vessels, and iron clads with iron beaks, and the iron hearts prevailed."

McClellan's army—a part of which had been thrown across the Chicka-

hominy—was savagely attacked on May 28th, at Fair Oaks, by General Joseph

E. Johnston, now Commander-in-chief of the Confederate forces. Although

Johnston was badly wounded and his troops after a day of hard fighting were

obliged to retire, yet the Union loss was 5739, including five colonels killed and

seven generals wounded. McClellan was now reinforced until he had altogether

556,828 men, of whom 1 15,162 were in good condition for effective service. Noth-

ing, however, was accomplished until General Lee, who had succeeded the dis-

abled Johnston, forced the fighting on June 26th that led to six horrible battles on

as many successive days, known as those of Oak Grove, Mechanicsville, Gaines's

Mills, Savage Station, White Oak Swamp, and Malvern Hill. In the last one

the Confederates were signally defeated by McClellan with a loss of 10,000,

while the Union loss was about 5000. During those six battles the Union loss

was 1582 killed, 7709 wounded, and 5958 missing, making a total of 15,249.

The Confederate loss was perhaps double ; General Griffith and three colonels

killed. Nevertlieless, McClellan's campaign was unsuccessful ; Richmond was

not taken ; and by order of the President he retreated to the Potomac.

General Halleck now became Commander-in-chief and a vigorous campaign

was opened by the Unionist General Pope. He was met in several stubbornly
|

fought actions by the Confederates under Generals Lee, Jackson, and Long-
;

street, and was badly routed. * In this bloody affair, known as the second battle
|

of Bull Run, the Unionists lost 25,000, including 9000 prisoners ; the Con- I

* In accounting for his defeat General Pope attempted to fix the blame upon General Fitz John

Porter, a very able and successful commander, charging that he failed to support him, and a court-
j|

martial convened in the heat of the discussion cashiered the General. But later, in deference to public ,

opinion, the case was reopened, the previous unjust verdict was set aside, and General Porter's good ^

name was cleared, his conduct being fully justified—an acquittal in entire accord with the ripei
|

second thought of public opinion.
|
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federates lost 15,000. General Lee, on September 8th, invaded Maryland,

where at South Mountain he was worsted by McClellan, who lost heavily of his

own men, but took 1 500 prisoners.

A few days later Harper's Ferry, with 11,583 Unionists, 73 guns, and

immense quantities of war munitions, was surrendered to Stonewall Jackson.

McClellan, with

80,000 men at-

tacked Lee, posted

with 70,000 on a

ridge facing Antie-

tam Creek. This

determined battle

ended in Lee's de-

feat and retreat.

McClellan lost

2010 men killed,

941 6 wounded, and

1043 missing ; a

total of 12,469. Lee

lost 1842 killed,

9399 wounded, and

2292 missing; to-

t'-^l. 1 3. 533- Tli'«

is regarded as the

bloodiest day in the

history of America,

r h t! r e is little

doubt that had Mc-

Clellan followed

up his magnificent

victory he could

have entered Rich-

mond. Here was

his mistake ; but

this did not justify

the Government in

retiring him as it did. Surely McClellan's great victory entided him to the

further command ; but the opposition, especially that of Secretary Stanton, was

too powerful, and he was retired.

General Burnside, having succeeded McClellan, assailed Lee at Fredericks-

burg, December 13th, but was disastrously beaten. His loss was 1152 kille«l

14

GENERAL ROBERT EDMUND LEE.
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9101 wounded, 3234 missing; total, 13,771. The Confederate loss was about
5000. General Burnside was relieved in favor of General Hooker in January,
1863, who—having received reinforcements until his army amounted to 100,000
infantry, 13,000 cavalry, and 10,000 artillery—assumed the offensive against Lee
on May 2d, 1863, at Chancellorsville, but was terribly defeated. He lost 17,197
men. His defeat was due to a brilliant rear and flank movement executed by
Stonewall Jackson, who thus demolished the Eleventh Corps but was himself
slain. Jackson's death might well be regarded as an irreparable disaster to the
Confederate cause.

Lee, with nearly 100,000 men, again marched northward, taking 4000
prisoners at Winchester. He was overtaken, July ist, by the Union* army,
numbering 100,000, now under the command of General. George G. Meade, at
Gettysburg

;
where a gallant and bloody batde was fought, lasting three days

and ending in a great victory for the Unionists. One of the features of the
batde was a gallant charge of Pickett's Confederate Brigade, when they faced a
battery of 100 guns and were nearly annihilated. But it was all American
bravery. They lost 2834 killed, 13,709 wounded, 6643 missing; total, 23,186.
The total Confederate loss was 36,000. Had Meade known the extent of his
triumph he might have followed and destroyed the retreating Lee, whose army
in this campaign dwindled from 100,000 to 40,000.

On the same memorable day, July 3d, Vicksburg, after having resisted
many and determined assaults, and after finding its defenders on the south
surprised and beaten in detail by Grant's army aided by Commodore Porter's
naval operations, surrendered, closing a campaign in which Grant had taken
37,000 prisoners, with arms and munidons for 60,000 men. His own loss was
943 killed, 7095 wounded, and 537 missing; a total of 8515. These two
notable victories were the turning points in the war.

Meantime, in the West the war had been pursued during the year with
varying fortunes. The Confederate General Forrest had captured 1500 men
at Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Kirby Smith had captured 5000 Unionists at Richmond,
Ky.

;
General Bragg had captured 4000 prisoners at Mumfordsville, Tenn.

;

Generals McCook and Rousseau, having attacked the enemy without the orders
of General Buell, and thinking, as General Buell said, to win a victory without
his assistance, were defeated by General Bragg at Perryville, whose loss was
2300

:
our loss was 4340. General Rosecrans, with a loss of 782, whipped the

Confederate General Price, at luka. Miss., whose loss was 1000 men. Rose-
crans repulsed again the Confederates on September 17th at Corinth, inflicting

a loss of 1423 killed and taking 2248 prisoners. His own loss was 2359 men.
A brigade of 2000 Unionists was captured by John Morgan. A campaign of
46,9io^men under Rosecrans culminated in the batde of Stone River, January
2d, 1863, against Bragg, who was beaten and forced to retreat. The Unionist
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losses were 1533 killed, 7245 wounded, 2S00 missing; a total of 11,578.

Bragg's loss was 9000 killed and wounded and over 1000 missing. The Con-

federate Van Dorn surprised and took prisoners 2000 men at Holly Springs,

and at the same time took $4,000,000 worth of stores. General Sherman was

repulsed at Chickasaw Bayou with a loss of 2000 men ; but General J. A. Mc-

Clernand reduced Fort Hindman, capturing 5000 prisoners and 17 guns, while

his loss was only 977. Colonel Grierson made a famous raid with 1700 cavalry

to Baton Rouge, cutting Confederate communications and taking 500 prisoners.

At Milliken's Bend the Unionist General Dennis, having 1400, repelled an

attack of the Confederate General H. McCulloch, the loss on either side being

500. At Helena, Arkansas, the Unionist General B. M. Prentiss, with 4000,

also repulsed General Holmes with 3646, of whom 1636 were lost. The Con-

federate raider, Morgan, with a mounted force of 4000 men, invaded Ohio,

July 7th, but was caught by gunboats and obliged to surrender.

General Burnside, early in September, at Cumberland Gap, captured General

Frazier with fourteen guns and 2000 men. Then came, on September 19th, the

great battle of Chickamauga, between Rosecrans and Thomas with 55,000 men
on one side, and Bragg and Longstreet with about the same number on the other

side. Longstreet annihilated Rosecrans' right wing ; but Thomas by his firmness

and skill saved the day. The Confederates lost 18,000, while the Union loss was

1644 killed, 9262 wounded, 4945 missing ; total, 15,581. Our army fell back on

Chattanooga. Longstreet's attempt, Nov. 28th, to dislodge Burnside from Knox-

ville resulted in his own loss of 800 and retreat. The Unionists lost 100 men.

On September 2 2d to 24th the forces of General George H. Thomas, rein-

forced by General Sherman, under the command of Grant, assaulted Bragg's

army on Mission Ridge, facing Chattanooga. General Sherman crossed the

Tennessee to attempt a flank movement but was repulsed. General Hooker
moved up Lookout Mountain and drove the Confederates before him, capturing

men and guns. Then General G. H. Thomas, in accordance with his original

plan of battle, moved his army by the front directly up the heights of Mission

Ridge, assailing the enemy in the very teeth of his batteries. The fight was

desperate, but Thomas's forces won, driving the enemy, making many prisoners

and capturing many guns. The Union losses were 757 killed, 4529 wounded,

330 missing ; total, 5616. There were 6142 prisoners captured from the enemy.

During this time Charleston, which had inaugurated the Rebellion, pluckily

resisted all attempts to take it. For example, her defenders beat back 6000

Unionists with a loss of 574 men at .Secessionville June i6th. Again, they dis-

abled two of the blockading gunboats on January ist, 1863 ; again, they forced

nine bombarding iron-clads under Commodore Dupont to retire ; again, they

repulsed from Fort Wagner a storming party under General Gilmore, inflicting

a loss of 1 500, while their loss was but 100 men ; again, while obliged to evacuate
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Fort Wagner, leaving 1 8 guns there, and
seven guns in Battery Gregg, they re-

pulsed the Unionists' attempt to scale

Fort Sumter and slew 200 men.

Nor did the Unionists fare better

in Florida. They lost under

General T. Seymour 2000 of

his 6000 troops at Olustee,

where the Confederates lost

but 730 men. The Unionists

ost

1600 out of

2000 men
jnder Gen.

^ ,..- "S-*.

\..Z^MtJ^M/-
&£l'KivAl ut LU.:> AKMY.

Wessels at

Plymouth,
North Caro-

ina, when

the Confed-

erate General Hoke's loss

was hut 300 men.

n the Southwest,

however, the Unionists'

cause had gained con-

siderable advantages un-

der General Banks, having

a command of 30,000 men.

Aided by Commodore
Farragut, at Ale.xandria,

La., he drove General R.

Taylor and captured 2000

prisoners, several steam-

boats, and 22 guns. His

assault, however, on Port

Hudson, in June, was re-

pelled with a loss of 2000
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men, while the Confederates lost but 300 men. But Port Hudson, as it was about
to be cannonaded by the gunboats set free by the fall of Vicksburg, was surren-

dered, July 6th, by the Confederate General Gardener, with his garrison of 6408
men. Banks' efi'ective force had been reduced to 10,000. flis total captures

during the campaign were 10,584 men, -jt, guns, and 6000 small arms. But
Brashear City had some days before been surprised and captured by General R.

Taylor (Confederate) with a Union loss of 1000 men and 10 guns. 'I'he Unionist

General Dudley lost near Donaldsonvillc 300 prisoners, and again, the Unionist

General Franklin with a lleet and 4000 men was repelled with a loss of two gun-

boats, 15 guns, and 250 men, by less than that number within the fort at Sabine

Pass, and at Teche Bayou the 67th Indiana Regiment was captured entire.

The Red River expeditions in March and April, 1864, toward Shreveport

under General Banks, from New Orleans, with a force of 40,000, and under

General Steel, from l.iltle Rock, with 12,000, were disastrous failures. The
former had to retreat with a loss of about 5000, and the latter was also beaten

back with a loss of 2200; but at Jenkins Ferry he repulsed the Confederate

attack led by General Kirby Smith, with a loss of 2300. In August of this year

(1864) Commodore Farragut executed one of the fiercest and most heroic

naval combats on record. Having lashed himself to the mast of the Hartford, he

advanced with a fleet of 14 wooden steamers and gunboats and four iron-clad

monitors against Forts Morgan and Gaines, at the entrance of Mobile Bay.

He ran the bows of his wooden vessels full speed against the rebel iron-clad

Tennessee, gaining a notable victory, which ended in the fall of the forts and

the city of Mobile.

General Grant was appointed Commander-in-chief of all the Union armies

on March i, 1864. Having sent Sherman to conduct a campaign in the West, he

himself, on May 4 and 5, crossed the Rapidan for a direct southerly advance to

Richmond. A campaign of 43 days followed, in which more than 100,000 men,

frequently reinforced, were engaged on either side. He was met by Lee in the

Wilderness, where, after two days of terrible slaughter, the battle ended without

decided advantage to either side. Among the Unionists, General
J. S. Wads-

worth was killed and seven generals were wounded, the entire loss amount-

ing to 20,000 men. The Confederates lost 8000 men, with Longstreet badly

wounded.

Finding Lee's position impregnable. Grant advanced by a flank movement
to Spottsylvania Court House. Here, on May iith, Hancock, by a desperate

assault, captured Generals Johnson and E. H. Stewart, with 3000 men and

30 guns, while Lee himself barely escaped. But no fighting, however desperate,

could carry Lee's v;orks. Sheridan with his cavalry now made a dashing raid

toward Richmond. He fought the Confederate cavalry, killed their General,

J.
E. B, Stuart, and returned, having suffered little damage, to Grant. General
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Butler with 30,000 men steamed up the James River and seized City Point, with

the view of seizing Petersburg. He was, however, too slow, and in a fight with

Beauregard, near Proctor's Creek, lost 4000 men, while the Confederates lost

but 3000.

General Grant reached. May 1 7th, the North Anna, where he gained some

advantage, but as Lee was strongly intrenched, he moved on again to Cold

Harbor. Here an assault on Lee ended with a Union loss of 1705 killed, 907?

wounded and 2406 missing. Sheridan again raided Lee's rear, tore up rail-

roads, and burnt stores, and after having lost 735 men he returned to Grant with

370 prisoners. Grant now pressed on toward the James River ; assaults were

ENTRANCE TO GETTYSBURG CEMETERY.

made on Petersburg with a loss of many killed and 5000 prisoners. The
Unionist General Wilson, with 8000 cavalry, while tearing up the Danville

railroad, lost 1000 prisoners.

Another attempt to take Petersburg by a mine explosion resulted in a

Unionist loss of 4400 and Confederate loss of 1000. A series of gallant

attacks by the Unionists were as gallantly repulsed. Thus Hancock assailed

Lee's left wing below Richmond, losing 5000 men. Warren seized the Weldon
Railroad, at the expense of 4450, while the Confederates lost but 1200. Han-
cock's attempt to seize Ream's Station ended in his being driven back and
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losing- 2400 men. Warren grasped the Squirrel Level Road at a cost of 2500

men. Butler, however, took Port Harrison, with 1
1 5 guns, but failed to take

Fort Gilinorc after a loss of 300. The Confederates, attempting to retake Fort

Harrison, were beaten back with a heavy loss. The Union cavalry under Gen-

eral Kautz advanced within five miles of Richmond, but were driven back with

a loss of 9 guns and 500 men. Hancock tried to turn the Confederate flank

and took 1000 prisoners, but had to retire with a loss of 1500.

Thus this campaign of 1S64 closed with a loss in the aggregate of 87,387

men from the Army of the Potomac.

In West Virginia Sigel was routed at New Market by J. C. Breckinridge

with a loss of six guns and 700 men. Hunter, succeeding Sigel, beat the Con-

federates, June 8th, at Piedmont, killing General Jones and taking 1500 men, but

was himself, with 20,000 men, soon after beaten at Lynchburg, and forced to a

disastrous retreat over the Alleghanies to the Potomac.

This opened the way for the Confederate, Early, with 20,000 veterans, to

inarch northward. With a loss of but 600 he defeated General Lew Wallace

near Frederick, killing and capturing 2000 men. After threatening Baltimore

and Washington he retreated South with 2500 captured horses and 5000 cattle.

He also defeated at Winchester General Crook, whose loss was 1200. Shortly

after the Unionist General Averill defeated B. F. Johnson's cavalry and took

500 prisoners.

Not long after, on September 19, 1864, Early, after a brilliant attack by

Sheridan at Winchester, was routed, losing 6000 men, while the Unionists lost

1000 less. At Fisher's Hill Sheridan again routed him, taking 16 guns and

1 100 prisoners ; at Cedar Creek, while Sheridan was absent at Washington,

Early made a sudden and determined assault, throwing the Unionists into a panic-

stricken mob, capturing 24 guns and 1 200 prisoners. Sheridan, by his famous

ride of twenty miles, met his beaten army. He reorganized it, inspired it to

make a general and magnificent attack, and won a great victory, recapturing

his 24 guns, taking 23 more, and 1500 prisoners. The loss on either side

was about 3000.

In the Southwest General Sturgis (Union) with 12,000 men routed General

Forrest at Guntown, Miss., killing and capturing 4000. In East Tennessee

the Confederate raider Morgan captured 1600 Unionists at Licking River, but

was himself soon after chased away with a loss of half his force. During these

operations General Sherman advanced (May 18, 1864) with 100,000 men from

Chattanooga. He was stubbornly resisted by General
J.

E. Johnston with an

army of 54,000. At Kenesaw Mountain Sherman lost 3000 men while the

Confederates lost 442. He, however, kept flanking and fighting the Confed-

i'erates until he reached Atlanta, during which two months the enemy had lost

14,200 men; but reinforcements kept their numbers up to 51,000. During
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these movements the Confederate General Polk, who on accepting his commis-
sion in the army had not resigned his position as a Bishop of the Protestant
Episcopal Church, was killed by a cannon ball while reconnoitring on Pine
Mountain, a few miles north of Marietta. Hood succeeded Johnston, and
aimed a heavy blow at Thomas, on Sherman's right, losing 4000 and inflicting

*^^fe.m.

LONGSTREET REPORTING AT BRAGG'S HEADQUARTERS.

a loss of but 1500. On the 2 2d occurred another great battle in which

McPherson, a very superior Union general, was killed, and 4000 Unionists

were lost. The Confederate loss was, however, not less than 8000. General

Stoneman whilst raiding Hood's rear was captured, with 1000 of his cavalry.

Hood, after suffering a heavy repulse by Logan, and another at Jonesboro

by Howard, in the latter of which he lost 2000, and still another by J. C,
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Davis, when Jonesboro and many guns and prisoners were taken from

him, retreated eastward, leaving Atlanta, September ist, to the Union victors.

Being reinforced, liowever, so as to have about 55,000 troops, he returned for

an invasion of Tennessee. At I-Vanklin, November 30th, he made a desperate

onset against Schofield, and was baffled, at an expense of 4500 men to himself

and of 2320 to the Union. At Nashville, to which he laid siege, he was struck

by Thomas, December 15th, with great skill and determination during a two

days' battle, and broken to pieces, having lost more than 13,000, besides seventy-

two pieces of artillery. The Union loss was 10,000 during the campaign. In

November and December Sherman at the head of 65,500, including the cavalry

protection of Kilpatrick, executed his famous march to the sea, i.e., from Atlanta

to Savannah. His reward w-as 167 guns and 1328 prisoners and a demoralized

South. The Confederate General Hardee, who had already evacuated Savan-

nah, was obliged by a new advance of Sherman northward, b'ebruary, 1865,

to evacuate Charleston also, with 12,000 men. A cavalry engagement took

place near the north line -of South Carolina, between Kilpatrick and Wade
Hampton, in which the former w-as surprised, but the latter finally beat him.

Near Fayetteville, North Carolina, March 15th, he was attacked without success

by Hardee, now acting under Joseph Johnston, having 40,000 men under his

command ; and three days after at Bentonville by Johnston himself .Sh3rman

lost 1643, but forced Johnston to retire, leaving 267 dead and 1625 prisoners

and wounded.

Fort Fisher, that protected the blockade runners at Wilmington, N. C, w^as

bombarded by Commodore Porter and carried by assault by General A. H.

Terry, January 16, 1865. This victory, purchased at a cost of 410 killed and

536 wounded, threw into the Union hands 169 guns and 2083 prisoners. And
Wilmington itself fell about one month later, under an attack by Schofield.

General James H. Wilson, with 15,000 cavalry from the armies of Grant

and Thomas, routed General Forrest at Selma, Ala., April 2d, capturing 22

guns and 2700 prisoners and burning 125,000 bales of cotton. Soon after, he

captured at Columbus, Ga., 52 guns and 1200 prisoners, besides burning a

gunboat, 250 cars, and 1 15,000 cotton bales. He took Fort Tyler by assault,

but ceased operations at Macon, Ga., because by that time the rebellion w-as

crushed.

General Grant resumed operations February 6, 1865, when he repulsed at

Hatcher's Run, at a cost of 2000 troops, the Confederates, who lost 1000.

General Sheridan with 10,000 cavalry routed Early, on March 2d, from Waynes-
boro, taking 11 guns and 1600 prisoners, and joined Grant at Petersburg after

having passed entirely around Lee's army. An attack by Lee against Fort

Stedman was repelled with a loss of 2500 to the Unionists and 4500 to the

Confederates.
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Grant, fearing that Lee might attempt to evacuate Richmond, threw

Warren's corps and Sheridan's cavalry to the southwest of Petersburg.

Warren, after having his divisions broken by Lee but re-formed by the aid of

Griffin, united with Sheridan, who had b«en foiled the day before, April ist, at

Five Forks. Warren and Sheridan now charged the Confederates' works,

which were taken, along with 5000 prisoners. A general assault was made by

the Union army at daylight, April 2d, when Ord's Corps (Union) carried Forts

Gregg and Alexander by storm. A. P. Hill, a brilliant Confederate general,

was shot dead. That night Lee evacuated Richmond, burning his warehouses

filled with stores. General Weitzel, at 6 a.m. April 3d, entered the city with

his men and was soon followed by President Lincoln. Petersburg was at the

same time abandoned. Lee halted his army, now dwindled to 35,000 men, at

Amelia Court House. Grant rapidly pursued. Ewell was severed from Lee's

rear and became one among 6000 prisoners. Lee heroically pushed on to

Appomattox Court House, where his flight was intercepted by Sherman marching

from the South. Lee was inclined to renew the fighting against Sherman, but

his weary and famished army stood no chance against the fearful odds around

them. And Lee, to prevent further useless bloodshed, surrendered his army to

Grant on April 9, 1865, within three days of four years after the rebellion had

been opened by the bombardment of Fort Sumter. Bell ringing, triumphant

salutes, and boundless joy throughout the L^nited States hailed this event as the

close of the war. Johnston surrendered his army to Sherman at Raleigh, N. C,
April 26th, and Dick Taylor his, to Canby at Citronville, Ala., May 4th. The
terms of the surrender were magnanimous :

" Each officer and man was allowed

to return to his home, not to be disturbed by the United States authority so

long as they observed their paroles and the laws in force where they may
reside."

Jefferson Davis, the president of the now destroyed Confederacy, fled from

Richmond at the time of its evacuation. Attended at first with a cavalry escort

of 2000, which soon dwindled mostly away, he was making his way toward the

coast, with his family and "a few faithful followers " when he was captured near

Irwinsville, Georgia. After an imprisonment of two years in Fortress Monroe,

he was released, and allowed to live without molestation, mourning the lost

cause, until he died, December 6, 1889.

The Union soldiers numbered during the war 2,666,999, of which 294,266

were drafted, the rest being volunteers. The deaths on the field or from

wounds amounted to 5221 officers and 90,868 men, while 2321 officers 182,329

men died from disease or accident. The Confederate armies enrolled were

600,000 men, of whom they lost more than one-half The Confederate cruisers,

the "Alabama," "Florida," "Georgia," "Sumter," and "Tallahassee," most of
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which were fitted out in British ports, well ni^h ilcstroyed American commerce.
The "Alabama," commanded by Raphael Scmmes, went down off the French
coast, June 19, 1864, in a memorable action with the U. S. S. " Kearsarge,"
commanded by Captain Winslow.

The greatest act of Abraham Lincoln was his lunancipation Proclamation,
issued January i, 1863, giving freedom to 4,000,000 of slaves.

And so ended the great internecine conflict, which has made us a strong,

consolidated, free nation, never again, let us hope, to be given over to fraternal

strife.

^p
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Lessons and Recollections of the Civil War
by the Old Soldier, Colonel A. K. flcClure,

^

Before all those who more or less

actively participated in the civil or military

events of our Civil War shall have passed

away, it might be well to crystallize into

liistory some of its forgotten lessons.

1 he young student of to-day, who must

turn to history for all knowledge of the dark

(lays of the bloodiest civil war of modern

umes, can be easily and fully informed as

t(i all important political events and the

many battles which were fought between

the blue and the gray. But there are

many facts and incidents connected with

the origin and prosecution of that memo-

rable conflict which have no place in the

annals of history, but which exercised a

very great, and at times a controlling, in-

fluence in shaping the policy of the Gov-

ernment, and even in deciding the issues

of the war itself. It is to some of these

apparently forgotten lessons of the great conflict I propose to give a chapter

that I hope may be entertaining and instructive.

When we turn aside from the beaten historical paths to explore the forgot-

ten issues and movements of more than thirty years ago, we are startled at the

magnitude of questions in those days which seem now to be accepted as in-

capable of controversy. The student of to-day only sees the fact that the

issues between slavery and freedom were natural and irrepressible, and

that in such a contest, with a vast preponderance of numbers, wealth, and

physical and moral power, there could be but one result from such a

struggle ; but there are few to-day who have knowledge of the intrenched

power of slavery, not only in our commercial cities, but also throughout

234
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the whole business interests of tlie country, .uid it will doubtless surprise many
-eaders when they are told that even as late as September, 1862, when the war
lad been m progress for nearly two years, scores of thousands of thoroughly
oyal supporters of the Government in every State shuddered at the idea^ of
Emancipation. It will be equally sur-

jrising to the students of American
listory to-day to learn that the great
nass of the people of both sections

)f the countr)' were so

)rofoundly interested in

^.J^-

jo/yeti

TlIK SWAMP ANGEL IlATIKRy liOMKARDING CHARLESTON.

averting fraternal conflict that only the

madness of the secession leaders forced
le North to unite in the support of the war by wantonly firing upon the
jarving and helpless garrison of Fort Sumter when its peaceable surrender
;i)uld have been accomplished within a few hours thereafter. So general and
|;ep-seated was the aversion to war in the North, diat had the Government
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commenced hostilities, even after the capture of the national forts and arsenals

which had been seized by the insurgents, the North would have been hope-

lessly divided on the question of supporting the Government.

While it is probable that the slavery issue would have culminated in civil

•war some time during the present century, I feel entirely warranted in assuming

GENERAL SHERIDAN TURNING DEFEAT INTO VICTORY AT CEDAR CREEK.

that the sectional conflict begun in 1861 would not have reached an appeal to

the sword but for the fact that both sections mutually believed the other incapa-

ble of accepting civil war. Had the Northern and .Southern people understood

each other then as well as they understood each other after the soldiers of the

blue and gray had exhibited their matchless heroism on so many battlefields,

the election and inauguration of Abraham Lincoln as President would not have
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precipitated Avar. Civil war had ])een threatened by alarmists and ajrltators in

and out of Cong-ress for many years, and many of the Southern leaders grew
offensively arrogant in discussing sectional issues during the debates in Con-
gress, for several years before the election of Lincoln. It was not uncommon
for Northern men to be taunted as cowards because they refused to accept the
code of honor, and finally, when the secession of States began, it was the
almost universal belief throughout the South that the Northern jico])le were
mere money getters, and incapable of heroic action even in defense of their

convictions. The South assumed that the North would not fight, because it was
believed that the Northern people were so averse to fighting that they would
submit even to dissolution of the government rather than risk their lives for its

defense. On the other hand, the Northern people believed the Southerners to

be led by bombasts who would take pause in their aggressive actions whenever
^ compelled to face the fearful realities of actual war.

I have never forgotten an incident that occurred in a party caucus in the
Pennsylvania Legislature, held on the night after the surrender of Sumter. I

was then a Senator and in political accord with the majority of both branches
of the Legislature that heartily sustained President Lincoln. The occasion was

I

so grave that the caucus met in secret session, and the first half dozen speeches
E ridiculed the idea of actual war, because the Southern people were bombasts
land cowards, and some of the speakers boldly declared that the Northern
I women could sweep away to the South of the Potomac, with their brooms, these
blatant warriors. Having studied the situation both North and South, as Chair-
man of the Military Committee of the Senate, I ventured to correct the errone^
ous impressions created by the speakers, saying that the Southerners were of
our own blood and lineage, had shared all our heroism in the achievements
of the past, and that if we should become involved in civil war, it would be one
of the most desperate and bloody wars of history. My declaration that the South

^

would fight as heroically as the North was hissed from every section of the caucus.

1
How fearfully true my statements and predicdons were, was soon attcsttnl on the

I many batdefields, from the fir.-,t Bull Run to Appomattox. No one then could
have believed that the South would marshal and maintain an army of half a
million men, to display the highest measure of heroism and sacrifice to overthrow
.the noblest government of the earth, and none could then have believed tliat

the Northern people would furnish and maintain more than a million men during
four long years of the bloodiest conflict, as the price of the perpetuity of the
Republic. Had we known each other better then ; had we known that the
soldiers of both the North and the South would make Grecian and Roman story
pale before their heroism in fraternal conflict, I doubt not that the Civil War
begun in 1861 would have been postponed for a future generation.

f
The first gun fired against Sumter, on the 12th of April, 1861, sounded

r 15

'i

\
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the death knell of the Southern Confederacy and of slavery ;
and had

gun of the war been fired by Major Anderson, the commander of Fort

against any of the Confederate batteries erected to bombard him and

command, the North would have '^-

been divided on the vital

issue of supporting the

Government, and even

revolution

the first

Sumter,

his little

m the North

would have

been more
than possible. Mr. Lincoln was

inaugurated on the 4th of March,

and from that time until the

bombardment of Sumter the

provisional Confederate Govern-

ment, then located at Montgomery, Ala-

bama, committed acts of war against the

National Government, by seizing forts and

arsenals, and by erecting batteries at Charleston, within range of Major

Anderson's guns, to make his fort defenseless. With all these preparations

for war on the part of the South, begun during the last three months of

DEATH OF GENERAL POLK.
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Buchanan's Administration and continued after Lincoln's inauguration, the

Government was entirely helpless to defend its forts and property. The forts

could not be reinforced because the small standing army at that day was

utterly unequal to the task. Nine important forts in six Southern States were

garrisoned by but a handful of men, without supplies in case of siege, or means

of defense in case of assault from batteries whose construction could not be

impeded, as to fire upon them would ha\e been an act of war. The Govern

ment was not only unable to man its forts and defend them and the arsenals

of the South, but neither President Buchanan nor President Lincoln dared to

call for an increase of the army. Had either of them done so, it would have

been an open menace of war to coerce the rebellious States back into the

Union ; it would have intlamed the South into precipitating the conflict, and

would not have been sustained by the people in the North.

Thus was the Government utterly helpless to hinder preparations for war

by the new Confederacy. Many of the ablest and most patriotic men of both

parties of the North doubted the right of the Government to coerce a State

by the bayonet, and had either Buchanan or Lincoln called for an increase of

the army, or attempted to recapture forts and arsenals seized by the .South, it

would have been regarded as needlessly hastening a conflict that all hoped

could be avoided. It was the midsummer madness of the Southern Confed-

eracy in precipitating the war by firing upon the starved and feeble garrison of

Sumier that obliterated the issue of "coercion," and that practically united the

North in sustaining the Government in an aggressive war policy. So entirely

were we unprepared for war, that the President had no authority to call out

troops, even after Sumter had been fired upon, and the President's proclamation

summoning 75,000 volunteers for three months' service had to be legalized by

subsequent act of Congress. The discussion of the propriety or impropriety

of war was summarily ended when war was actually declared by the Charleston

batteries hurling their hot shot into Sumter ; and from that day until the sur-

render of the Confederate armies, after the sacrifice of hundreds of thousands

of lives and countless treasure, the North was inspired by its patriotism to

prosecute the war until the Rebellion should be overthrown and the authority of

the Government established in every State of the Union.

Had the Confederate Government been content to hold the forts and

arsenals it had seized without bloodshed, and waited for the General Govern-

ment to precipitate war, the conflict would have been indefinitely postponed and

the Confederacy would have become so strong by the passive assent of the

Government to its establishment that its overthrow might have been impossible.

i Certain it is that if President Lincoln had opened the war by firing upon the

J Southern forces, except in defense of assailed Government troops, he could not

i have commanded anything approaching a united support from the Northern
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people ; he would have been fearfully censured as having wantonly engaged in

a great war over issues that might have been adjusted peaceably by patience;

and none can now assume to say what would have been the issue of such a con-

flict with the North bitterly divided because of a sectional war precipitated by

the aggressive action of the Government. It was the first gun fired against

Sumter that crystallized the North, that gave Lincoln the power to summon
patriotic armies to defend the Republic, and that assured, in the fullness of time,

the utter overthrow of the Confederacy and the re-establishment of the great

A.merican Republic without the blot of slavery upon its escutcheon.

The naval warfare of the world was revolutionized in a single day by the

battle between the " Merrimac " and the " Monitor " at Fortress Monroe, on the

gth of March, 1862. It was the most sudden and startling revolution ever

attained in methods of warfare, and it was a revelation to every nation of

the earth. The United States steam frigate " Merrimac" was set on fire at the

Gosport Navy Yard at the outbreak of the war, when hastily abandoned by

the Federal navy officers. It was burned to the v^ater's edge and sunk, but

soon after the Confederates raised the hull, which was not seriously damaged,

and its engines in yet reasonably good condition, and they hurriedly under-

took the then original conception of converting it into an iron-clad. A
powerful prow of cast iron was attached to its stem, a few feet undei water,

and projecting sufficiently to enable it to break in the side of any wooden

vessel. A low wooden roof two feet thick was built at an incline of about

36 degrees, and this was plated with double iron armor, making a four-inch

iron plating. Under this protection were mounted two broadside batteries

of four guns each, and a gun at the stem and stern. The Government was

soon advised of the raising of the hull of the " Merrimac," and without having

detailed information on the subject, knew that a powerful iron-clad was

being constructed. A board of naval officers had been selected by the

Government to consider the various suggestions for the construction of

iron-clad vessels, and although, as a rule, naval officers had little faith in the

experiment, Congress coerced them into action by the appropriation of half

a million dollars for the work. The Naval Board recommended a trial of

three of the most acceptable plans presented, and they were put under

contract.

Among those who pressed the adoption of light iron-clads, capable of

penetrating our shallow harbors, rivers, and bayous, was John Ericsson.

He was a Swede by birth, but had long been an American citizen, and exhibited

uncommon g-enius and scientific attainments in eneineerinor. The vessel he

proposed to build was to be only 127 feet in length, 27 feet in width, and

1 2 feet deep, to be covered by a flat deck rising only one or two feet above

water. The only armament of the vessel was to be a revolving turret, about
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20 feet in diameter and nine feet high, made of plated wrought iron aggre

gating eight inches in thickness, with two eleven-inch Dahlgren guns. The
guns were so constructed that they could be fired as the turret revolved, and

the port-hole would be closed immediately after firing. The size of the

" Merrimac " was well known to the Government to be quite double the length

and breadth of the " Monitor," but it had the disadvantage of requiring

nearly double the depth of water in which to manoeuvre it. Various

sensational reports were received from time to time of the progress made
on the " Merrimac," the name of which was changed by the Confederates to

"Virginia," and as we had only wooden hulls at Fortress Monroe to resist it,

great solicitude was felt for the safety of the fleet and the maintenance of

the blockade. While the Government hurried the construction of the new
iron-ckds to the utmost, little faith was felt that such fragile vessels as

the " Monitor " could cope with so powerful an engine of war as the " Merrimac."

The most formidable vessels of the navy, including the " Minnesota," the twin

ship of the original "Merrimac," the "St. Lawrence," the " Roanoke," the

" Congress," and the " Cumberland," were all there waiting the advent of the

" Merrimac."

On Saturday, the 8th of March, the "Merrimac" appeared at the mouth

of the Elizabeth River and steamed directly for the Federal fleet. All the

vessels slipped cable and started to enter the conflict, but the heavier ships soon

ran aground and became helpless. The "Merrimac" hurried on, and after

firing a broadside at the "Congress," crashed into the sides of the "Cumber-

land," whose brave men fired broadside after broadside at their assailant only

to see their balls glance from its mailed roof An immense hole had been

broken into the hull by the prow of the " Merrimac," and in a very few minutes

the " Cumberland " sank in fifty feet of water, her last gun being fired when

the water had reached its muzzle, and the whole gallant crew went to the bottom

with their flag still flying from the masthead. The "Merrimac" then turned

upon the " Congress." It was compelled to flee from such a hopeless struggle,

and was finally grounded near the shore ; but the " Merrimac," selecting a

position where her guns could rake her antagonist, after a bloody fight of more

than an hour, with the commander killed and the ship on fire, the " Congress
"

struck her flag, and was soon blown up by the e.xplosion of her magazine.

Most fortunately for the Federal fleet, the "Merrimac" had not started out on

its work of destruction until after midday. Its iron prow had been broken in

breaching the "Cumberland," and after the fierce broadsides it had received

from the "Congress" and the "Cumberland," with the other vessels firing

repeatedly during the hand-to-hand conflict, the " Merrimac " was content to

withdraw for the day, and anchored for the night under the Confederate shore

batteries on Sewall's Point.
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The night of March 8th was probably the gloomiest period of the war. It

was well known at Fortress Monroe and at Washington that the " Merrimac"

would resume its work on the following day, and it was equally well known that

there were neither vessels nor batteries

to offer any serious resistance to its

work. With the fleet destroyed and

the blockade raised, not only Washing-

ton, but even New
York, might be at the

mercy of this new
and invincible engine

of war. There did not

seem to be even a sil-

ver lining to the dark

cloud that hung over

the Union cause ; but

deliverance came
most unexpectedly, as

some time during the

night the little " Moni-

seen, by the light of

burning "Congress,"

the waters of Hampton
was viewed with con-

the naval officers and

described as "a raft with a cheese

box on top of it " ; but Lieutenant

Worden, who commanded the

little iron-clad, after being advised

of the situation, boldly took his

position, after midnight, near the

still helpless " Minnesota," thus

challenging the whole fury of the " Merrimac " upon the " Monitor." On
Sunday morning, the 9th of March, the "Merrimac" sailed out defiantly to

complete its work of destruction and thus make itself master of the capital,

of New York, and, presumably, end the Richmond campaign then contem
o c

MOIST WEATHER AT THE FRONT.
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plated, and the little "Monitor" sailed out boldly to meet it. The history of

that conBict need not be repeated. To the utter amazement of the commander

of the " Merrimac," the "Monitor" was impervious to Its terrible broadsides,

while its lightness and shallow draft enabled it to out-manoeuvre its antagonist

at every turn ; and while it did not fire one gun for ten of its adversary, its

aim was precise and the " Merrimac " was materially worsted in the conflict

'\fter three hours of desperate battle the defiant and invincible " Merrimac " of the

lay before was compelled to give up the contest and retreat back to Norfolk.

It was this single naval conflict, and the signal triumph of the little

"Monitor," that revolutionized the whole naval warfare of the world in a single

day, and from that time until the present the study of all nations for aggressive

or defensive warfare has been the perfection of the iron-clad. To the people

of the present time the iron-clad is so familiar, and its discussion so common,

that few recall the fact that only thirty years ago it was unknown, and little

dreamed of as an important implement of war. It is notable that neither of

those vessels which inaugurated iron-clad warfare, and made it at once the

accepted method of naval combat for the world, ever afterward engaged in

battle during the three years of war which continued. The "Merrimac" was

constantly feared as likely to make a new incursion against our fleet, but her

commander never again ventured to lock horns with the "Monitor" and the

additional iron-clads which were soon added to the navy. Early in May the

capture of Norfolk by General Wool placed the "Merrimac" in a position of

such peril that on the i ith of May, 1862, she was fired by her commander and

crew and abandoned, and soon after was made a hopeless wreck by the explosion

of her magazine. The fate of the "Monitor" was even more tragic. The
following December, when being towed off Cape Hatteras, she foundered in a

gale and went to the bottom with a portion of her officers and men ; but she

had taught the practicability of iron-clads in naval warfare, and when she went

down a whole fleet was under construction after her own model, and some

vessels already in active service.

One of the forgotten lessons of the war is given in the singular fatality that

attended the formidable iron-clad vessels constructed by the Confederacy. The

South not only furnished the first iron-clad of the war, but it constructed others

which were confidently and reasonably relied upon to raise the blockade in both

Savannah and New Orleans. The Confederates had converted the English iron

clad steamer Fingal, one of the successful blockade runners, into one of the

most powerful iron-clad war vessels constructed by either side during the war.

It was regarded by all as the most dangerous engine of war that had yet been

produced ; and when Admiral Dupont ordered two of his best monitors, the

"Weehawken " and the " Nahant," to accept the "Atlanta's " challenge of battle,

the gravest fears were cherished by the Admiral as to the issue of the conflict
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So confident were the officers of the "Atlanta" and the people of Savannah of
the speedy and complete victory of the new Confederate iron-clad, that when
the "Atlanta," on the 17th of June, 1S63, steamed out to give battle, it was
accompanied by steamers brilliantly decorated with llags and crowded with men
and women, the elite of the city, to witness the destruction of the Union fleet.

DEATH OK MAXIMILIAN.

rhe "Atlanta" opened the battle, but the Federal monitors were silent until

hey got the exact range desired, when a ball from the " Weehawken " struck

he side of the "Atlanta," penetrated its armor, and prostrated half the fighting

ibrce of the vessel by the concussion. The second shot struck the "Atlanta"

ind seriously damaged its plating; the third wounded both the pilots and
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demolished the pilot house ; and the fourth and final shot crashed through a

port shutter. So stunning was the first shot received by the "Atlanta" from

the " Weehawken " that the "Atlanta" never again fired a gun, as it became

unmanageable and entirely at the mercy of its adversary. Thus in a very few

minutes after the battle opened the Confederate iron-clad displaced its colors

with the white flag, and it was regarded as one of the grandest naval prizes ofthe

A^ar. The captured iron-clad was towed away by the victors and reconstructed

for service in the Federal navy, but on the 6th of December, 1863, when with!

the fleet within Charleston Harbor, a rough sea caught it, heavily laden with

shells, and before relief could come it sunk to the bottom with some twenty-five

officers and men.

Such was the fate of the two great iron-clads of the Confederacy that were

completed and put into action. Each fought one battle and both perished soon

thereafter ; but the most formidable of all the iron-clads constructed by the South

during the war, was within a few weeks of completion when Admiral Farragut

captured New Orleans. The Admiral was advised of the construction of this

vessel, and the fear of its completion certainly hastened his aggressive action in

attacking the Confederate forts and fleet on the Mississippi, to enter New
Orleans. Neither was his information in any degree at fault as to the invulner-

able character of the new iron-clad. After the capture of New Orleans, Ad-

miral Farragut and General Butler informed themselves minutely of this new
engine of war, and both confessed that had it been completed before the capture

of the city, it would have been capable of destroying Farragut's entire fleet,

raising the blockade and defending New Orleans from capture. Most fortunately

for the Union cause, with all the haste that could be practiced in the construc-

tion of this vessel, it could not be made serviceable until after Farragut's

heroic and successful assault, and it shared the fate of the first of the Confed-

erate iron-clads by being blown up by those who had staked the highest hopes

upon its achievements. Thus while the Confederates were eminently successful

with their free-lance vessels assailing our commerce on the seas of the world,

and while they conceived and accomplished much in the construction of great

iron-clads, their vessels were all singularly fated to be valueless in promoting

the Confederate cause. When it is remembered that had the Federal blockade

been raised in any of our leading ports and an open port maintained, as was

possible by each of these Confederate iron-clads, the recognition of the Con-

federacy by England and France would have speedily followed, we may justly

appreciate the magnitude of the succession of disasters that attended these

Confederate engines of war.

The civilized world dates the emancipation of slaves in the United States

with President Lincoln's proclamation of January ist, 1863, and all historians

of the future will date the overthrow of bondage in our land with that
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immortal instrument. Rut tlie Emancipation Proclamation was not tlie end
of slavery

; it was simply the means that crystallized the forces that led to

iHiiversal freedom within the limits of the Republic. In point of fact,

President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation did not liberate a single slave,

ind it did not even assume to overthrow slavery in all the States of the

Union. Tennessee, Maryland, and Delaware, three slave States then in partial

iccord with the Government, and nearly one-half the territory of Virginia and

•^^^3?^^-?^-^;

\

BIRDS-tYE VIEW OF THE NORTH END OF ANDERSONVILLE PRISON.

{From a photograph,)

In the middle-ground midway of the swamp is thc*'Island" which was covered with shehers after the higher ground had
all been occupied.

; considerable portion of the territory of Louisiana, were expressly excluded

rem the operations of the proclamation. It was an e.xercise of the extreme

uthority of the Executive under the war powers of the Constitution, and

ad it been thus carried into effect, it would have left slavery existing in five

'f the States. Congress had advanced toward emancipation to the extent

'f giving freedom to every slave that reached the Federal lines whose

laster was in rebellion against the Government, and the Emancipation
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Proclamation practically accomplished nothing more. While it proclaimec

freedom to all the slaves within the States and territory named, their actua^

freedom was not attained until our victorious armies brought them within ouj

lines, and possessed the territory of the slave States.

President Lincoln well appreciated the fact that his proclamation was

simply the final step toward the utter overthrow of slavery, and that othei

and most important agencies were essential to the completion of the greaj

work with which his name must ever be associated. A prompt movemeni

was made in Congress to give completeness to the emancipation policy by g

constitutional amendment forbidding slavery in every State and Territory'

of the Union, and one of the most desperate Congressional struggles of!

the war was precipitated by that effort. It was defeated in 1864, wanting

UBBY PRISON IN 1865.

several votes of the necessary two-thirds in the House, but the same House,

during the second session, finally adopted it, and thus slavery was abolished

throughout the length and breadth of the land, and thus the complete

triumph of Lincoln's Emancipation Policy was attained. But none the less

will future generations turn back to Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation,

as we do now, to date the deliverance of the great Republic of the world

from the blistering stain of human bondage, and throughout all the peoples

of the earth where the altar of liberty shall be known, there will the name

of Abraham Lincoln be honored, because it gave freedom to 4,000,000 of

bondmen.

There are very many forgotten lessons taught on the bloody battle fields

of our Civil War which will never be recorded in history. The battle of

Gettysburg, the Waterloo of the Confederacy, furnishes some most conspicuous
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instances of the apparent accidents which control the destiny of great armies,

and possibly the destiny of nations. That great battle-field had not been chosen
by the leaders of either army. It was accident or fate, or the omnipotent
power that rules over all, that doomed the Confederate army to be defeated

when it was most confident of victory and best equipped in numbers, munitions,

ind confidence for a triumphant campaign. 1 he first day was an appalling

disaster to the Federal army. Two army corps, embracing probably one-fourth
,

of Meade's entire force, were not only defeated but routed in that engagement, =

Jie commanding officer killed, and the demoralized Federal forces driven

dirough Gettysburg to Cemetery 1 1 ill. Had they been pursued I)y the Con-

LIBBY PRISON IN 1664, litKOKE ITS REMOVAL TO LHILAUO.

bderate force that had defeated them, they could have been captured or

'cattered so as to be ineffective in the future battle ; and even after the pursuit,

lad been abandoned and Confederate headquarters established on Seminary -

dill, Round Top, that commanded the left of the Federal position, and Culp's

iill, that commanded its right, could have been taken without firing a gun.

H[ad that been done, the most impregnable position between Williamsport and

A^ashington could not have been held an hour the following morning, the great

lecisive battle of the war, fought between the opposing lines on Cemetery and

seminary Mills, would have been unknown to history, and on no other field

Chosen by the Federal commander could Lee have been compelled to fight at

.uch a disadvantage. Had Meade been defeated at Gettysburg who could
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measure the consequences ? Baltimore, Philadelphia, all the teeming wealtl'

of the Lancaster and Cumberland valleys, and possibly even the Capital itself,

would have been at the mercy of the Southern victors.

Three days' delay in the arrival of pontoon trains at Fredericksburg not

only lost Burnside that battle, but ended in one of the most bloody assaults of

the war, and one that was equaled only by Pickett's assault at Gettysburg in the

wanton sacrifice of life. Burnside's delay, caused by the failure of his pontoon

trains, gave Lee ample time to concentrate his army and entrench himself on the

heights of Fredericksburg, and the defeat of the Federal army, with i6,ooa

killed and wounded, was the sequel of the blunder. The mistake of a singlf

officer in choosing a road when executing the orders of General Meade in

marching upon Mine Run, in all human probability, saved Lee from a most

disastrous defeat, and compelled Meade to retire and close the campaign

Had his plans been executed he would have suddenly thrown his entire

army between Lee's divided forces, fought them in detail and defeated them
;

but the mistaken march of part of his army separated his own forces and

enabled Lee to concentrate at Mine Run, where he was so strongly entrenched

that his position was absolutely impregnable. Many such instances might be

cited, and results no less momentous frequently depended upon the condition

of the roads and bridges, or of the weather, for " moist weather at the front"

meant indefinite delay in the movement of trains and utter uncertainty as to

the time in which necessary movements could be executed. The most heroic

strategy of the war was exhibited by General Grant, when he swung his arm)'

away from the Mississippi River around to Jackson, defeated General Johnson

in several pitched battles, separated him finally from General Pemberton, and

shut Pemberton up in Vicksburg for his memorable siege that ended in the

surrender of Pemberton's army six weeks thereafter. Grant is the only

General of the army who would have made that campaign, and he did it

against the advice of his subordinate officers and even against the written protest

of General Sherman. It was a most perilous venture, but it meant the surrender

and early capture of Vicksburg if successful, and Grant made it a success by

his indomitable courage and celerity of movement. How he moved may be

understood when it is stated that he was himself entirely Avithout personal

baggage, and he was so swift in his marches and in his attacks upon the enemy
that when Johnson was defeated in the first battle, he was never given time to

concentrate for another. But for that heroic movement it is doubtful whether

Vicksburg could have been captured at all, and it is reasonably certain that, if

captured, it would have been months later and after fearful sacrifice of life.

It was the deep-seated personal prejudice of Jefferson Davis that made
Sherman's romantic march to the sea possible, in 1864. General Joseph E.

Johnson was not in favor with the Confederate President. A short time before
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:he capture of Atlanta, Davis appeared there in person, removed Johnson from

:ommand and substituted General Hood, who was a brave but unskillful

General ; and in a public speech Davis gave notice that the Confederate army
Hood speedily justified the prediction of Davisvas to assume the aorcrressive

THE CAPTURE OF BOOTH, THE SLAYER OF LINCOLN.

y making a desperate assault upon Sherman's lines to raise the siege of Atlanta.

: was one of the bloodiest conllicts of the war, and for an hour or more after

IcPherson fell victory seemed to tremble in the balance, but Hood's army was

inally defeated after terrible slaughter, and so impaired in strength that

Herman was soon able to manoeuvre him out of Atlanta without another great
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battle. Had General Johnson remained in command at Atlanta, it is entirely safe

to say that General Sherman never would have attempted his march to the sea.

Stonewall Jackson made the most heroic and perilous movement at Chancel-

lorsville ever made by the Confederate army. He divided Lee's forces in the face

of an enemy overwhelmingly superior in numbers, made a long march to strike

General Hooker's right, surprised it, routed it and compelled Hooker's retreat

back across the Rapidan without the two great armies meeting face to face in £

general engagement. That movement cost Jackson his life and the Confederate

army, confessedly, its ablest Lieutenant. Had Jackson opened the battle of

Gettysburg there would have been no battle fought on Cemetery Hill. He
would have possessed the strong positions on both flanks of that line, and the

batde on the second day would not have been delayed until after mid-day.

That delay enabled Meade largely to increase his army by the arrival of fresh

corps and to make his position impregnable by fortification. It was the absence

of the special qualities possessed by Jackson that lost Lee more than an even

chance for winning that desperate and decisive conflict. There was but one

General in the Union army who could have captured Lee at Appomattox. It

was General Sheridan, and Sheridan alone, who made Lee's escape impossible.

He was the very fiend of battle, capable of greater endurance than any other

officer in the field, and inspired as he was by the hope of making Lee captive, he

neither slept nor rested after the battle of Five Forks until the end came at

Appomattox. Lee would have been defeated and routed without Sheridan, but

he is the only General who would have forced Lee to surrender in an open

country.

The general public has almost forgotten the latest attempt of a European

government to gain a foothold in North America. The brief reign of Maxi-

milian as Emperor of Mexico ; his base desertion by the Emperor of the

French when it became evident that the United States was to survive the

rebellion as a united and powerful nation, and that the continued presence of

a European army on American soil was regarded by the great Republic as a

demonstration of hostility, and resented as such ; the immediate collapse of the

empire when foreign support was withdrawn and the tragic death of Maximilian,

form one of the saddest, but one of the most instructive, chapters in American

history.

Such are some of the forgotten lessons of the war, and if all of them were

carefully studied and faithfully presented, they would fill a large volume of most

interesting history ; but the actors in that crimson drama are rapidly passing

away. Not one of the great chieftains of either the blue or the gray now

survives, and each year sadly thins the already narrow circle of those who

can recall the many forgotten lessons which are so romantically or so tragically

interwoven with the history of the most heroic conflict ever made in man's.

i
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struggle for man. It is well to believe that some of its lessons will never be

forgotten. The horror of war which so hindered the prompt suppression of the

Rebellion grew deeper and took firmer hold upon the minds of our people. To
those communities, North and South, which sent out their best and bravest to

unknown graves on distant battle-fields ; to those families who waited with fear

and trembling to know at what cost to them was purchased the last great

victory ; to those who saw their loved ones painfully hobbling upon crutches,

or carrying an empty sleeve, or returning, the shadow of their former selves,

from the horror of Andersonville or Libby Prison ; to these, and they were our

whole people, war was, and is, utterly horrible.

It is well to remember how the great man whose election to the presidency

precipitated the conflict in those four years of supreme trial, of sadness and of

victory, bound to him the hearts of the people ; and it is well to remember how,

even in that terrible time when Lincoln was assassinated, and when his slayer

was being pursued and captured, in the hour which might seem to invite

anarchy, our national administration was equal to every emergency, and the

government was undisturbed. That a government of the people can live

through such catastrophes is a lesson not soon to be forgotten. The great

lesson of the war is the permanency, the adaptability and the adequacy of

republican institutions.

A. K. McClure.
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Prior to the break-

ing out of the Revolution-

"y ary War, America had no

\ navy. The colonists had

before this time looked

to tlie mother country for

protection on the seas.

But in the fall of 1775,

when war seemed im-

minent, the building of

•thirteen war-cruisers was

begun. Only one of

these ships-ol-the-line was

built—the "America"

—

and she was given to

/if., 'J^ y i* v-^*^^^ France before she was

launched. During the

whole war, a total of

twenty small frigates and

twent\-one sloops flew

the American flag ; and

fifteen of the former and

ten of the latter were

either captured or de-

royed. What cockle-shells they were, and how slight in armament, compared

ith the floating fortresses of to-day, may be reckoned from the fact that twelve-

Dunders were their heaviest guns. Beside these, of course, there were many
'ivateers, sent out to prey upon the enemy's commerce. These swift fishing

aft ventured even to cruise along the very coast of England, and down to the

Tie of the French alliance captured more than six hundred English vessels.

In the annals of the regular navy, there are but three great captains' names:

I'^ickes, Conyngham, and Jones. It was Lambert Wickes who, on his little

;cteen-gun "Reprisal," first bore the American war-flag to the shores of Europe,
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HON HOMME RICHARD AND SERAPIS.
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and made it a terror to the great power that claimed to "rule the waves."

After a brilliant cruise the " Reprisal " went down, with all hands, in the summer

of 1 777, on the treacherous banks of Newfoundland. Then Gustavus Conyngham

took up the work, with his "Surprise" and "Revenge," and that very summer

so scourged the might of England in the North Sea and in the British Channel

itself, that the ports were crowded with ships that dared not venture out, and

the rates of marine insurance rose to fabulous figures.

But the one splendid name of that era was that of a canny young Scotch-

man, John Paul Jones. Eighteenth he stood on the list of captains commissioned

by the Congress, but on the scroll of fame, for those times, first—and there is no

second. Coming to Virginia in boyhood, he entered the mercantile marine.

When the war broke out he offered his services to the Congress, and was made

a captain. And in 177S he was sent with the "Ranger," of eighteen guns, to

follow where Wickes and Conyngham had led. He swept with his tiny craft up

and down the Irish Channel, entered Whitehaven and burned the shipping at

the docks; captured off Carrickfergus the British war-sloop "Drake," larger

than his own ship, and then made his way to Brest with all his prizes in tow.

Next year he set out on his immortal cruise, with a squadron of five ships.

His flagship was an old merchantman, the "Duras," fitted up for fighting and

renamed the "Bon Homme Richard," in honor of Franklin and his " Poor

Richard's Almanac." She was a clumsy affair, armed with thirty-two twelve-

po'-nders and six old eighteen-pounders not fit for use, and manned by 380 men

of every race, from New Englanders to Malays. The "Pallas" was also a

merchantman transformed into a thirty-two gun frigate. The " Vengeance " and

the "Cerf" were much smaller; quite insignificant. The "Alliance" was a

new ship, built in Massachusetts for the navy, but unhappily commanded by a

Frenchman named Landais, half fool, half knave. Indeed, all the vessels save

the flagship were commanded by Frenchmen, who were openly insubordinate,

refusing half the time to recognize the commodore's authority, and often leaving

him to cruise and fight alone. Yet the motley squadron did much execudon

along the shores of Britain. It all but captured the city of Leith, and entered

Humber and destroyed much shipping.

But the crowning glory came on September 23, 1779. On that immortal

date Jones espied, off Flamborough Head, a fleet of forty British merchantmen,

guarded by two frigates, bound for the Baltic. At once he gave chase. He

had, besides his own ship, only the " Pallas " and the " Alliance," but they would

be sufficient to capture the whole fleet. But the miserable Landais refused to

obey the signal, and kept out of the action. So the fight began, two and two.

Jones, v.'ith the " Bon Homme Richard," attacked the "Serapis," Captain Pear-

son, and the " Pallas" engaged the " Countess of Scarborough." The "Sera-

pis " had fifty guns and was much faster and stronger than Jones's ship. The
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"Countess of Scarboroufjh," on the other hand, was much inferior to the

"Pallas" and proved an early victim.

It was growing- dark, on a cloudy evening, and the sea was smooth as a

mill-pond, when the "Bon Homme Richard" and the " Serapis " began their

awful duel. Both fired full broadsides at the same instant. Two of Jones's old

eighteen-pounders burst, killing twelve men, and the others were at once aban-

doned. So all through the fight, after that first volley, he had only his thirty-two

twelve-pounders against the

fifty guns—twenty of them

eighteen-pounders, twenty

nine-pounders, and ten six-

pounders—of the "Serapis."

For an b.our they fought and

manoeuvred, then came to-

gether with a crash. An
instant, the firing ceased.

" Have you struck )our

colors?" demanded Pearson.

"I have not yet begun to

fight !

" replied Jones. Then
with his own hands Jones

lashed the two ships together,

and inseparably joined, their

sides actually touching, they

battled on. Solid shot and

canister swept through both

ships like hail, while musket-

men on the decks and in the

rigging e.xchanged storms of

bullets. For an hour and a

half the conflict raged. Then
Landais came up with the

"Alliance" and began firing

^equally on both. Jones ordered him to go to the other side of the " Serapis"

and board, and his answer was to turn helm and go out of the fight altogether,

' Now the fighting ships were both afire, and both leaking and sinking. Most

- of the guns were disabled, and three-fourths of the men were killed or

I

wounded. The gallant Pearson stood almost alone on the deck of the doomed

1" Serapis," not one of his men able to fight longer. Jones was as solitary on

the "Bon Homme Richard," all his men still able-bodied being at the pumps,

'striving to keep the ship afloat. With his own hands he trained a gun upon

PAUL JONES.
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the mainmast of the "Serapis," and cut it down; and then Pearson surren-

dered. The "Pallas" and "Alliance" came up and took off the men, and in

a few hours the two ships sank, still bound together in the clasp of death.

This was not only one of the most desperate and deadly naval battles

in history. Its moral effect was epoch-making. John Paul Jones was the

hero of the day, and Europe showered honors upon him. The American flag

svas hailed as a rival to that of England on the seas, and all Europe was

encouraged to unite against England and force her to abate her arrogant pre-

tensions, and to accede to a more just and liberal code of international maritime

law than had before prevailed. In view of this latter fact, this battle must be

ranked among the three or four most important in the naval history of the

world. It was this battle that inspired Catharine of Russia to enunciate the

doctrine of the rights of neutrals in maritime affairs ; and the tardy acquiescence

of England, eighty years later, in that now universal principle, was brought

about by the blow struck by John Paul Jones off Flamborough Head.

There were no other naval operations of importance during the Revolution,

save those of the French fleet at Yorktown. But soon after the declaration of

peace, new complications arose, threatening a war at sea. England and France

were fighting each other, and commerce was therefore diverted to the shipping

of other nations. A very large share of Europe's carrying trade was done by

American vessels. But these were between two fires. England insisted that

she had a right to stop and search American ships and take from them all

sailors of English birth ; actually taking whom she pleased ; and France made
free to seize any American ships she pleased, under the pretext that there were

English goods aboard ; and when she captured an English ship and found on

board an American seaman who had been impressed, instead of treating him

as a prisoner of war, like the others, she hanged him as a pirate.

Naturally indignation rose high, and preparations were made for war with

France. In |uly, i 79S, the three famous frigates, the "Constellation," the "United

States," and the "Constitution," best known as "Old Ironsides," were sent to sea,

and Congress authorized the navy to be increased to include six frio'ates, twelve

sloops, and six smaller craft. Among the officers commissioned, were the illus-

trious Bainbridge, Hull, Decatur, Rodgers, and Stewart. Actual hostilities soon

began. French piratical cruisers were captured, and an American squadron

sailed for the West Indies to deal with the French privateers that abounded

there, in which work it was generally successful. In January, 1 799, Congress

voted a million dollars, for building six ships of the line and six sloops. Soon

after, on February 9, occurred the first engagement between vessels of the

American and French navies. The " Constellation," Captain Truxton, over-

hauled ' L'Insurgente," at St. Kitts, in the West Indies, and after a fight of an

hour and a quarter forced her to surrender. The " Constellation " had three
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men killed and one wounded ;
" L'Insurgente " twenty killed and forty-six

wounded.

Again, on February i, 1800, Truxton with the " Constellation " came up, at

Guadeloupe, with the French Frigate " La Vengeance." After chasing her two

days he brought on an action. The two ships fought all night. In the

morning, "La Vengeance," completely silenced and shattered, drew away and

escaped to Curacoa, where she was condemned as unfit for further service.

The " Constellation " was little injured save in her rigging. For his gallantry,

Truxton received a gold medal from Congress. Later in that year there

were some minor engagements, in which Americans were successful.

By the spring of 1801, friendly relations with h'ranee were restored. The
President was accordingly authorized to dispose of all the navy, save thirteen

ships, six of which were to be kept constantly in commission, and to dismiss

from the service all officers save nine captains, thirty-six lieutenants, and one

hundred and fifty midshipmen. At about this time ground was purchased and

na\y-)-ards established at Portsmouth, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington and Norfolk, and half a million dollars was appropriated for the

completion of six seventy-four gun ships.

Now came on real war. For many years the pirate ships of the Barbary

States, Algeria and Tripoli, had been the scourge of the Mediterranean. The
commerce of every land had suffered. European powers did not venture to

suppress the evil, but some of them basely purchased immunity by paying

tribute to the pirates. America, too, at first followed this humiliating course,

actually thus paying millions of dollars. In September, 1800, Captain Bainbridge

went with the frigate "George Washington " to bear to the Dey of Algeria the

annual tribute. The Dcy took the money, and then impressed Bainbridge and

his ship into his own service for a time, to go on an errand to Constantinople,

bainbridge reported this to Congress, adding, " I hope I shall never again be

sent with tribute, unless to deliver it from the mouth of our cannon " However,

Bainbridge was received courteously at Constantinople, and his ship was the

first to display the American flag there.

Captain Dale was sent with a squadron to the Mediterranean in 1 801, to

repress the pirates of Tripoli. One of his ships, the schooner " Experiment,"

captured a Tripolitan cruiser, and this checked for a time the ardor of the pirates.

But open war was soon declared between the two coimtries, and Congress

authorized the sending of a larger fleet to the Mediterranean. The gallant

Truxton was offered the command of it, but declined because the cheese-paring

Administration was too parsimonious to allow him a proper staff of subordinates.

Thereupon he was dismissed from the service, and Captain Morris sent in his

place. But false economy had so enfeebled the navy that the fleet was able to

do litde. One Tripolitan ship was captured, however, and another destroyed.
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Then the Government woke up, and began building new ships, and sent

another rquadron over, led by Preble with the "Constitution." He went first

to Morocco, whose Sultan at once sued for peace ; and then proceeded to

Tripoli. Here he found that the frigate "Philadelphia," with Bainbridge and

three hundred men aboard, had been captured and was being refitted by the

Tripolitans for their own use. Decatur, commanding the " Enterprise," undef

Preble, determined upon a bold counter-stroke. Taking a small vessel, tha

"Intrepid," which he had captured from Tripoli, he sailed boldly into the

harbor, flying the Tripolitan flag and pretending to be a merchant of that

country. Running alongside the " Philadelphia," he boarded her, set her afire,

and sailed away in safety, though amid a storm of shot and shell. The " Phila-

delphia " was burned to the water's edge.

Nothing more was done at the time, however, save to keep up a blockade,

and Bainbridge and his men remained in captivity. In August, 1804, Preble and

Decatur made a vigorous attack upon the harbor, and destroyed two and

captured three vessels. A few days later other attacks were made. Then a

new squadron under Commodore Barron came to the scene, and Preble was

superseded. No other naval operations of importance occurred, and peace was

finally concluded in 1805.

Troubles with England now grew more serious. That country persisted in

searching American ships and taking from them all whom she chose to call

deserters from the British service. And so the two powers drifted into the war

of 181 2. In that struggle, the Americans were badly worsted on land, but won
victories of the first magnitude on the lakes and ocean. America had only

nine frigates and a score of smaller craft, while England had a hundred ships of

the line. Yet the honors of the war on the sea rested with the former. Her
triumphs startled the world. The destruction of the " Guerriere " by the

"Constitution," Captain Hull, marked an epoch in naval history. Then the

"United .States," Captain Decatur, vanquished the "Macedonian;" the

"Wasp," Captain Jones, the " Erolic ;" the "Constitution," Captain Bainbridge,

the "Java;" and the "Hornet" the "Peacock." On Lake Erie, Commodore
Perry won a great victory, which he announced in the famous message, "We
have met the enemy, and they are ours." Equally brilliant was the victory of

MacDonough on Lake Champlain. The most deplorable reverse was the

destruction of the "Chesapeake" by the British ship " Shannon," the "Chesa-

peake's" commander, Lawrence, losing his life, but winning fame through his

dying words, " Don't give up the ship !"

The conflicts of this war are more fully detailed elsewhere in this volume.

It is needful here only to mention them briefly, as we have done. The cause of

the surprising successes of the Americans may well be e.xplained, however.

It was due to that very inventive ingenuity that has made the history of the
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world's industrial progress so largely a mere chronicle of "Yankee notions."

The Americans had invented and were using- sights on their cannon. That waso o
all. But the result was that their aim was far more accurate and their fire far

more effective than that of their opponents. This advantage, added to courage

and skill in seamanship equal to any the world had known, gave them their

victory.

This war was ended in February, 1815, and a month later another was

begun. This was against the Dey of Algeria, who had broken the peace and

seized an American ship, despite the fact that America had continued down to

this time to pay tribute to him. It was now determined to make an end of the

business ; so Bainbridge was sent, as he had requested, to deliver the final

tribute from his cannons' mouths. Before he got there, however, Decatur, did

the work. He captured an Algerine vessel ; sailed into port and dictated an

honorable peace ; and then imposed like terms on Tripoli and Tunis, thus

ending the tyranny of the Barbary States over the commerce of the world.

Thereafter for many years the navy had not much to do. Some vessels were

used for purposes of exploration and research, and much was thereby added to

the scientific knowledge of the world. During the Mexican war, naval opera

tions were unimportant. But in 1846 complications with Japan were begun.

In that year two ships were sent to the Island empire, on an errand of peaceful

negotiation, which proved fruitless. Three years later another went, on a

sterner errand, and rescued at the cannon's mouth a number of shipwrecked

American sailors who had been thrown into captivity.

Finally the task of "opening Japan" to intercourse with the rest of the

workl, a task no other power had ventured to assume, was undertaken by

America. On November 24, 1852, Commodore Perry set sail thither, with a

powerful fleet. His commission was to " open Japan"; by peaceful diplomacy

if he could, by force of arms if he must. The simple show of force was

sufficient, and in 1854, he returned in triumph, bearing a treaty with Japan.

The most extended and important services of the United States navy were

performed during the War of the Rebellion At the outbreak of that conflict,

in 1 86 1, the w^hole navy comprised only forty-two vessels in commission.

Nearly all of these were scattered in distant parts of the world, where they had

been purposely sent by the conspirators at Washington. Most of those that

remained were destroyed in port, so that there was actually for a time only one

serviceable war-ship on the North Atlantic coast. But building and purchase

soon increased the navy, so that before the end of the year it numbered two

hundred and sixty-four, and was able to blockade all the ports of the Southern

Confederacy. They were a motley set, vessels of every imaginable type, ferry-

boats and freight steamer.s, even, being pressed into use ; but they served.

The first important naval action was that at Hatteras Inlet, in August, 1861.
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There Commodore Stringham, with a fleet of steam and sailintj craft, bombarded

a series of powerful forts and forced them to surrender, without the loss of a single

man aboard the ships. Next came the storming of Port Royal. At the end of

October Commodore Dupont and Commander Rodgers went thither with a

strong squadron. They entered the harbor, and formed with their ships an

ellipse, which ke[)t constantly revolving, opposite the forts, and constantly pouring

in a murderous fire. It was earthworks on land against old-fashioned wooden

ships on the water ; but the shi[)s won, and the forts surrendered. A small

flotilla of rebel gunboats came to the assistance of the forts, but were quickly

repulsed by the heavy fire from the ships.

The ne.xt year saw much naval activity in many quarters. The blockade

of all Southern ports was rigorously maintained, and there were some exciting

engagements between the national ships and blockade runners. On the

Cumberland, Ohio, Tennessee and Mississippi Rivers the gunboats of Foote

and Porter greatly aided the land forces, in the campaigns against Fort Henry

and b'ort Donelson, at Island No. 10, and V'icksburg. Roanoke Island and

New Berne, on the Carolina coast, were taken by a combined naval and military

expedition.

One of the most striking events of the war was the entrance of the Mississippi

and capture of New Orleans by Admiral Farragut. He had a fleet of forty

vessels, all told. 0[)poscd to him were two great and strong land forts, Jackson

and St. Philip, one on each side of the river, mounting two hundred and twenty-

five guns. F"rom one to the other stretched a ponderous iron chain, completely

barring the passage, and beyond this was a ileet of iron-clad gun-boats, fire-

ships, etc. Military and naval authorities scouted the idea that Farragut's

wooden ships could ever fight their way through. But Farragut quietly scouted

the authorities. Making his way up to within range of the forts he began a

bombardment. On the first day his guns threw 2000 shells at the enemy.

A huge fire-raft was sent against him, but his ships avoided it and it passed

harmlessly by. Another was sent down that night, a floating mountain of flame.

lUit one of Farragut's captains deliberately ran his ship into it, turned a hose

upon it, and towed it out of the way !

For a week the tremendous bombardment was kept up, i6,.Soo shells being

thrown at the forts. Then Farragut cut the chain, and started to run the fiery

gaundet of the forts with his fleet. Before daylight one morning the mortar

boats opened a furious fire, under cover of which the ships steamed straight up

the river. The forts opened on them with every gun, a perfect storm of shot

and shell, and the ships replied with full broadsides. Five hundred cannon

were thundering. One ship was disabled and dropped back. The rest swept

on in a cloud of flame. Before they were past the forts, fire-ships came down
upon \hiim, and iron-clad gunboats attacked them. The "Varuna," Captain
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Boggs, was surrounded by five rebel gunboats, and sank them all. As the last

of them sank, a sixth, a huge iron-clad ram, came rushing upon the " Varuna."

Boggs saw he could not escape it, so he turned the "Varuna" so as to receive

the blow squarely amidships. The ram crushed her like an egg-shell, and in a

few minutes she sank. But her fearful broadsides, at such close range, riddled

the ram, and the two went down together. In an hour and a half, eleven rebel

gunboats were sent to the bottom, and the fleet was past the forts. Next

SINKING OF THE ALABAMA.

morning Farragut raised the national flag above the captured city of New
Orleans.

This tremendous conflict was not, however, the most significant of that

year. There was another which, in a single hour, revolutionized the art of

naval warfare. When, at the outbreak of the war, the Norfolk Na\^-yard had

been destroyed to keep it from falling into rebel hands, one ship partially escaped

the flames. This was the great frigate " Merrimac," probably the finest ship in
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the whole navy. The Confederates took her hull, which remained uninjured,

and covered it completely with a sloping roof of iron plates four inches thick,

backed with heavy timbers, put a great iron ram at her bow, and fitted her with

large guns and powerful engines. Then, to protect her further, she was coated

thickly with tallow and plumbago. She was regarded as entirely invulnerable

to cannon-shot, and her builders believed she would easily destroy all ships sent

against her and place New York and all Northern seaports at the mercy of hci

guns. At the same time a curious little craft was built, hurriedly enough, in

New York. It was designed by John Ericsson, and was called the " Monitor."

It consisted of a hull nearly all submerged, its flat iron deck only a few inches

above the water, and upon this a circular iron tower, which was turned round and

round by machinery and which carried two large guns. Naval experts laughed

at the " cheese-bo.\ on a plank," as they called it, and thought it unworthy of

serious consideration.

A REVOLUTION IN NAV.M, WARFARE.

At noon of .Saturday, March 8, the mighty " Merrimac," a floating fortress

of iron, came down the Elizabeth River to where the National fleet lay in

Hampton Roads. The frigate " Congress " fired upon her, but .she paid no

attention to it, but moved on to the sloop-ofwar " Cumberland," crushed her side

in with a blow of her ram, riddled her with cannon-balls, and sent her to the

bottom. The solid shot from the "Cumberland's" ten-inch guns glanced from

the " Merrimac's " armor, harmless as so many peas. Then the monster turned

back to the "Congress" and destroyed her. Ne.xt .she attacked the frigate

" Minnesota " and drove her aground, and then retired for the night, intending

the next day to return, destroy the entire fleet, and proceed northward to

bombard New York.

That night the "Monitor" arrived. .She had been hurriedly completed.

She had come down from New York in a storm, and was leaking and her

machinery was out of order. She was not in condition for service. But she

was all that lay between the "Merrimac" and the l)oundless destruction at

which .she aimed. So she anchored at the side of the " Minnesota" and waited

for daylight. It came, a beautiful .Sunday morning ; and down came the huge
" Merrimac" to continue her deadly work. Out steamed the tiny "Monitor"

to meet her. The " Merrimac " sought to ignore her, and attacked the " Minne-

sota." But the " Monitor " would not be ignored. Captain Worden ran her

alongside the "Merrimac," .so that they almost touched, and hurled his i6o-lb

shot at the iron monster as rapidly as the two guns could be worked.

Those shots, at that ranee, told, as all the broadsides of the frigates had not.

The "Merrimac's" armor began to yield, while her own firing had no effect

upon the " Monitor." It was seldom she could hit the little craft at all, and

when she did the shots glanced off without harm. Five times she tried to
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ram the "Monitor," but the latter eluded her. A sixth time she tried it, and

the "Monitor" stood still and let her come on The great iron beak that

had crushed in the side of the "Cumberland" merely glanced on the "Moni-

tor's" armor and glided upon her deck. The " Merrimac " was so lifted

and tilted as to expose the unarmored part of her hull to the " Monitor's
"

deadly fire, while the "Monitor" quickly slid out from under her, uninjured.

Then the " Merrimac " retreated up the river, and her career was ended. She

was a mere wreck. But the " Monitor," though struck by twenty-two heavy

shots, was practically uninjured. The only man hurt on the "Monitor" was

the gallant Captain Worden. He was looking through the peep-hole when one

of the " Merrimac's" last shots struck squarely just outside. He was stunned

by the shock and half-blinded by splinters ; but his first words on regaining

consciousness were, " Have we saved the ' Minnesota '

?
"

The "Monitor" had saved the "Minnesota," and all the rest of the fleet,

and probably many Northern cities. But, more than that, she had, in that grim

duel, revolutionized naval warfare. In that hour England saw her great ships

of the line condemned. The splendid frigates, with their tiers of guns, were

thenceforth out of date and worthless. The "cheese-box on a plank" in a

single day had vanquished all the navies of the world.

The success of Farragut in passing the Mississippi forts led Dupont, in

April, 1863, to attempt in like manner to enter Charleston harbor ; but in vain.

The fire from the forts was too fierce, and his fleet was forced to fall back with

heavy losses. But in August, 1864, Farragut repeated his former exploit at

Mobile. Forming his ships in line of battle, he stood in the rigging of the

" Hartford," glass in hand, and directed their movements. As Dupont had done

at Port Royal, he swept round and round in a fiery ellipse. At a critical point in

the battle the lookout reported, "Torpedoes ahead !" A cry arose to stop the ship.

" Go ahead ! Damn the torpedoes !" roared the great Admiral, and the ship

went on. Then the huge iron ram "Tennessee" came forward, to crush them
as the "Merrimac" had crushed the "Cumberland." But Farragut, with

sublime audacity, turned the bow of his wooden ship upon her and ran her

down. Thus the Mobile forts were silenced and the harbor cleared. Nor
must the storming of Fort Fisher be forgotten. The first attack was made in

December, 1864. Admiral Porter bombarded the place furiously, and then

General Butler attempted to take it with land forces. He failed, and returned

to Fortress Monroe, saying the place could not be taken. But Porter thought

otherwise, and remained at his post with his fleet. General Terry then went
down with an army, Porter renewed the bombardment, the fort was captured,

and the last port of the Confederacy was closed.

While the National navy was thus carr^'ing all before it along the coast,

the Confederates were active elsewhere. Their swift, armed cruisers, fitted out
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in English ports, scoured the seas and preyed upon American commerce every-

where, until the American merchant flag was almost banished from the ocean.

The most famous cf all these cruisers was the "Alabama," commanded by

Raphael Semmes. During her career she destroyed more than ten million

dollars' worth of American shipping. For a long time her speed and the skill

and daring of her commander kept her out of the hands of the American navy.

But at last, in June, 1864, Captain Winslow, with the ship " Kearsarge," came
up with her in the neutral harbor of Cherbourg, France. Determined to make
an end of her, he waited, just outside the harbor, for her to come out. Seromes

soon accepted the challenge, and the duel occurred on Sunday, June ig. The
shore was crowded with spectators, and many yachts and other craft came out,

bearing- hundreds anxious to see the battle. The vessels were not far from

equal in strength. But the "Kearsarge" had two huge eleven-inch pivot guns,

that made awful havoc on the "Alabama." The "Alabama," on the other

hand, had more guns than the " Kearsarge." But the famous cruiser's time

had come. As the two ships slowly circled round and round, keeping up a

constant fire, every shot from the " Kearsarge " seemed to find its mark, while

those of the "Alabama" went wide. And soon the "Alabama" sank, leaving

the "Kearsarge" scarcely injured.

A volume might be filled with accounts of notable exploits of the navy

which there is not room even to mention here. But one more must be named,

so daring and so novel was it. In April, 1864, the great iron-clad ram, "Albe-

marle," was completed by the Confederates and sent forth to drive the National

vessels from the sounds and harbors of the North Carolina coast. She came
down the Roanoke River and boldly attacked the fleet, destroying one ship at

the first onset and damaging others, while showing herself almost invulnerable.

It was feared that she would actually succeed in raising the blockade, and

extraordinary efforts were made to destroy her, but without avail.

At last the job was undertaken by a young officer. Lieutenant Cushing,

who had already distinguished himself by his daring. He took a small steam

launch, manned by himself and fifteen others, armed with a howitzer, and

carrying a large torpedo. The "Albemarle" was at her dock at Plymouth,

some miles up the river, and both banks of the narrow stream w^ere closely

lined with pickets and batteries. On a dark, stormy night the launch steamed

boldly up the river and got within a short distance of the "Albemarle" before

it was seen by the pickets. Instantly the alarm was given, and a hail of bullets

fell upon the launch, doing, however, little harm. Cushing headed straight for

the huge iron-clad, shouting at the top of his voice, in bravado, "Get off the

ram ! We're going to blow you up !

" Running the launch up till its bow
touched the side of the "Albemarle," he thrust the torpedo, at the end of a

pole, under the latter and fired it. The explosion wrecked the "Albemarle"
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and sank her. The launch was also wrecked, and the sixteen men took to the

water and sought to escape by swimming. All were, however, captured by the

Confederates, save four. Of these, two were drowned, and the other two

—

one of them being Gushing himself—reached the other shore and got safely

back to the lleet.

We have said that in the spring of 1861 there were only 42 vessels in com

mission in thci navy. There were also 27 serviceable ships not in commission

and 21 unserviceable, or 90 in all. During the four years of the war there were

built and added to the navy 125 unarmored and 68 armored vessels, most of the

latter being of the "Monitor" type. A few figures regarding some of the en-

gagements will give a vivid idea of the manner in which the shi[)s fought. In

the futile attack of the iron-clads on the forts in Charleston harbor, April 7, 1863,

nine vessels took part, using 23 guns and firing 139 times, at from 500 to 2100

yards range. They hit Fort Wagner twice, I'^ort Moultrie 12 times, and Fort

Sumter 55 times, doing little damage. Against them the forts used 77 guns,

firing 2229 times, and hitting the vessels 520 times, but doing little damage
except to one monitor, which was sunk. In the second bombardment of Fort

Fisher 21,716 projectiles, solid shot and shell, were thrown by the fleet.

Hut the most important thing achieved was the entire transformation effected

in naval science. Hitherto the war-ship had been simply an armed merchant-

ship, propelled by sails or, latterly, by steam, carrying a large number of small

guns. American inventiveness made it, after the duel of the "Monitor" and
" Merrimac," a floating fortress of iron or steel, carrying a few enormously heavy

guns. The glory of the old line-of-battle ship, with three or four tiers of guns

on each side and a big cloud of canvas overhead, firing rattling broadsides, and

manttuvring to get and hold the weather-gauge of the enemy—all that was

relegated to the past forever. In its place came the engine of war, with little

pomp and circumstance, but with all the resources of science shut within its ugly,

black iron hull.

John Paul Jones, with his " Bon Homme Richard," struck the blow that

made universal the law of neutrals' rights. Hull, with the " Constitution," send-

ing a British frigate to the bottom, showed what Yankee ingenuity in sighting

guns could do. Ericsson and Worden, with the "Monitor," sent wooden navies

to the hulk-yard and ushered in the era of iron and steel fighting-engines.

These are the three great naval events of a century.

One of the most thrilling events in naval history occurred in a time of

peace. It was in the harbor of Apia, Samoa, in March, 1889. A great storm

struck the shipping and destroyed nearly every vessel there. Three German
war-ships were w-recked. One English war-ship, by herculean efforts, was

saved. Two American war-ships were wrecked, and one was saved after being

run on the beach. This was the "Nipsic." The wrecked vessels were the
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"Trenton" and the "Vandalia." The combined strength of their engines and

anchors was not enough to keep them from being driven upon the fateful reefs.

The "VandaHa" was already stranded and pounding to pieces, and the,

"Trenton" was drifting down upon her. "Suddenly," says a witness of the

scene, "the Stars and Stripes were seen flying from the gaff of the 'Trenton.'

Previous to this no vessel in the harbor had raised a flag, as the storm was

raging so furiously at sunrise that that ceremony was neglected. It seemed now
as if the gallant ship knew she was doomed, and had determined to go down
with the flag of her country floating above the storm. Presently the last faint

ray of daylight faded away, and night came down upon the awful scene. The
storm was still raging with as much fury as at any time during the day. The
poor creatures who had been clinging for hours to the rigging of the ' Vandalia'

were bruised and bleeding, but they held on with the desperation of men who
hang by a thread between life and death. The ropes had cut the flesh of their

arms and legs, and their eyes were blinded by the salt spray which swept over

them. Weak and exhausted as they were, they would be unable to stand the

terrible strain much longer. They looked down upon the angry water below

them, and knew that they had no strength left to battle with the waves. Their

final hour seemed to be upon them. The great black hull of the ' Trenton

'

could be seen through the darkness, almost ready to crush into the stranded

' Vandalia ' and grind her to atoms. Suddenly a shout was borne across the

waters. The 'Trenton' was cheering the 'Vandalia.' The sound of 450
voices broke upon the air and was heard above the roar of the tempest. ' Three

cheers for the "Vandalia !

" ' was the ciy that warmed the hearts of the dying

men in the rigging. The shout died away upon the storm, and there arose from

the quivering masts of the sunken ship a response so feeble that it was scarcely

heard on shore. The men who felt that they were looking death in the face

aroused themselves to the effort and united in a faint cheer to the flagship.

Those who were standing on shore listened in silence, for that feeble cry was

the saddest they had ever heard. Every heart was melted to pity. ' God help

them !

' was passed from one man to another. The sound of music next came

across the water. The ' Trenton's ' band was playing ' The Star Spangled

Banner.' The thousand men on sea and shore had never before heard strains

of music at such a time as this." And so the good ships went to wreck, and

many a life was lost ; but a standard of endurance and of valor was there set up

that shall command the reverence and wonder of the world as long; as time shall

endure.

During fifteen years of peace, following the War of the Rebellion, the navy

was much neglected. No new ships were built, and the old ones fell into decay.

In 1 88 1, however, William H. Hunt, Secretary of the Navy appointed an

Advisory Board to plan the building of a new navy adequate to the needs of the
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nation. From the deliberations of this Board and its successor, appointe<

by Secretary Chandler, sprang the splendid new fleet. The Board reconi

mended the construction of four steel vessels : the "Chicago," of 4500 ton

displacement; the "Boston" and "Atlanta," of 3189 tons displacement each

and the "Dolphin," of 1485 tons displacement. The dates of the acts author

izing these vessels were August 5, 1882, and March 3, 1883, and the contract!

were taken for all four vessels by John Roach & Sons in July, 1883.

The pioneer of the new steel navy was the " Dolphin." Although classec

as a " dispatch boat " in the Navy Register, she has well earned the title of ;

first-class cruiser, and would be so classed if she had the tonnage displacement

since she made a most successful cruise around the world, traversing 52,000

miles of sea without a single mishap. The '• Dolphin " was launched April 21

and she was finished in November, 1884, and although no material changes

were made in her she was kept in continuous service for nearly six yearsi

Axfter her trip around Cape Horn, and after ten months hard cruising, she wa»

thoroughly surveyed, and there was not a plate displaced, nor a rivet loosened

nor a timber strained, nor a spar out of gear. At the end of her cruise aroun^

the world she was pronounced " the stanchest dispatch-boat in any navy of tht

world."

The " Dolphin " is a single-screw vessel of the following dimensions I

Length over all, 265^ feet; breadth of beam, 32 feet; mean draught, 14^^

feet; displacement, 1485 tons. Her armament consists of two four-inch rapid-

firing guns ; two six-pounder rapid-firing guns ; four forty-seven-millimeteil

Hotchkiss revolving cannon, and two Catling guns. She is also fitted with

torpedo tubes. Her cost, exclusive of her guns, was $315,000. Her comple-

ment of crew consists of 10 officers and 98 enlisted men.

The first four vessels were called the "A, B, C, and D of the New Navy,"

because of the first letters of their names—the " Atlanta," " Boston," " Chicago,"

and "Dolphin." The "Atlanta" and "Boston" are sister ships—that is, they

were built from the same designs and their plates, etc., were moulded from the

same patterns and they carry the same armament—hence a description of one

is a description of the other. They followed the " Dolphin " in service, th?

"Atlanta" being launched on October 9, 1884, and the "Boston " on Decembti

4, 1884. The "Atlanta" cost $619,000 and the "Boston" $617,000. The

ofificial description of these vessels is that they "are central superstructure,

single-deck, steel cruisers." Their dimensions are : Length over all, 283 feet

;

breadth of beam, 42 feet; mean draught, 17 feet; displacement, 3189 tons;

sail area, 10,400 square feet. The armament of each consists of two eight-inch

and six six-inch breech-loading rifles ; two six-pounder, two two-pounder, and two

one-pounder rapid-firing guns ; two 47-millImeter and two 37-millimeter Hotcb

kiss revolving cannon, two Gatling guns, and a set of torpedo-firing tubes. 1
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Larger and finer still is the " Chicago," the flagship of the fleet, which was

launched on December 5, 1885. She was the first vessel of the navy to have

heavy guns mounted in half turrets, her four eight inch cannon being carried on

the spar-deck in half turrets built out from the ship's side, the guns being

twenty-four and a-half feet above the water and together commanding the entire

horizon. There are six six-inch guns in the broadside ports of the gun-deck

and a six-inch gun on each bow. There are also two five-inch guns aft in the

after portion of the cabin. Her secondary l)attery is two Catlings, two six-

pounders, two one-pounders, two 47-millimeU'r revolving cannon, and two

37-millimeter revolving cannon.

This auspicious start being made, the work of l:)uilding the new navy went

steadily on. Next came the protected cruisers "Baltimore," "Charleston,"

"Newark," "San Francisco," and "Philadelphia," big steel ships, costing from

a million to nearly a million and a half dollars each. Much smaller cruisers, or

gunboats, were the "Yorktown," "Concord," and "Bennington," and, smallest

of all, the " Petrel." All these ships, though varying in size, are of the same

general type. They are not heavily armored, and are not regarded as regular

battle-ships, yet could doubtless give a good account of themselves in any

contlict. They are chietly intended, however, as auxiliaries to the real fighters,

and as cruisers, commerce destroyers, etc.

The "Vesuvius," launched in April, i8(S8, is a "dynamite cruiser," a

small, swift vessel, carrying three huge guns, each of fitteen inches bore, pointing

directly forward and upward. From these, charges of dynamite are to be firc;d

by compressed air. The " Cushing " is a swift torpedo boat, with three tubes

for discharging the deadly missiles. It was launched in 1890, and named after

the intrepid destroyer of the "Albemarle," whose feat has already been

described. The "Stiletto" is a xary small, wooden torpedo boat, of very

great speed.

The new navy also contains a number of vessels inttMnK-d for coast-defense,

heavily armortxl for hard fighting. The " Monterey " is a vessel of the

"Monitor" type inventetl by Ericsson. It has two turrets, or barbettes, each

carrying two twelve-inch guns, and protected by from eleven to thirteen inches

of armor. The bow is provided with a ram. The " Puritan " is a vessel of

similar design, with fourteen inches of armor. Besides the four big guns there

is a secondary battery of twelve rapid-firing guns, four Hotchkiss revolving

cannon, and four Catling guns. The " Miantonomah " is another double-

turreted monitor. Her four ten-inch rifles have an effective range of thirteen

miles, and she has a powerful secondary battery. Her big guns can send a five

I

hundred-pound bolt of metal through twenty inches of armor, and she is herself

i. heavily armored. This is a singularly powerful battle-ship, and would probably
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prove a match for any war ship in the world. In 1897 the Navy Department
officials decided to paint these and every cruiser and battle-ship olive green in

case of war.

The illfated " Maine," lost in Havana harbor February, 1898, was a heavily-

armored cruiser, and, while intended for seagoing, was really a batde-ship. She
had eleven inches of armor and carried four ten-inch rifles, besides numerous
smaller guns. The " Texas " is a similar ship. The " Detroit," " Montgomery,"
and " Marblehead" are small, partially armored cruisers. The "New York" is

a mighty armored cruiser, of 8,150 tons displacement, and is built on the most

'CHICAGO," U.S. N., ONE OF THE "WHITE SQUADRON" WAR SHIPS.

approved pattern for offensive and defensive power, endurance and speed. She
is 380 feet 6yi inches long; steams 20 knots per hour; can go 13,000 miles

without coaling; has from six to eight inches of armor, and carries six eight-inch

and twelve four-inch rifles, and numerous smaller guns. The " Brooklyn," like

the " New York," has 16,500 indicated horse power, is armored and designed on

the same lines, with 1,000 tons more displacement.

The "Raleigh" and "Cincinnati" are protecr^ed cruisers of 3,183 tons dis-

placement, and 10,000 horse power; while the "Ol^'mpia," of similar construction,

has 5,500 tons displacement and 13,500 horse power.
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The "Iowa" is an armored battle-ship of 1 1,296 tons displacement and 1 1,000

indicated horse-power, and ot the same class are the " Oregon," " Massachusetts
"

and "Indiana," each of 10,200 tons displacement and 9,000 horse-power.

RECENT GROWTH OF OUR NAVY.

To our fleet of nineteen torpedo boats and destroying crafts were added,

in 1897, three torpedo boats with a speed of thirty knots an hour, and six of

lesser speed. Among the coast-defense vessels the ram " Katahdin," with a

particularly ugly beak at the bow, deserves to be noted. Beyond a small

secondary battery, she depends for offensive force upon her ability to ram a foe;

to accomplish this purpose she can be submerged until only her turtle-back,

funnel and ventilating shafts, all of which are armored, remain above water.

In 189S the growth of our navy was greatly enhanced by the war with

Spain. Early in April at Newport News the "Kearsarge " and the "Kentucky,"

the largest battle-ships in our navy, each of 11,525 tons displacement, were

launched, and in May the "Alabama," a sister ship of the two just mentioned, was

launched at Cramps' ship-yard. Two other batde-ships of the same size and

pattern—namely, the "Illinois" and "Wisconsin "—are in course of construction

at Newport News and San Francisco respectively. Our Government purchased

in April from Brazil the two excellent cruisers, the "Amazonas " and "Abrouill,"

which names were changed to " New Orleans " and "Albany."

The "Amazonas" was delivered to the United States Batde-ship "San Fran-

cisco" on March 18. 1898, but the "Abrouill," which is a duplicate of the "Ama-

zonas," was not completed until several months later. These foreign sisters are

armed with guns in all respects of the best modern type. Their length is 330 feet;

43 feet 9 inches beam ; draft 16 feet 10 inches, with a displacement of 3,450 tons
;

and a speed of about nineteen knots per hour. They are both built of steel,

sheathed with teak and coppered, and enjoy the distinction of being the first

sheathed ships in our navy. The cost to our Government for the two ships was

$2,500,000. Numerous other ships of lesser importance were added, including

the armored mercantile cruisers into which the magnificent ocean greyhounds

".St. Paul," "St. Louis," "Paris" and others were transformed. Many private

yachts were tendered by wealthy citizens and accepted. Congress also made

appropriations for the building of several new battle-ships, torpedo boats and

torpedo-boat destroyers, on which work was promptly begun.

All the great nations of the earth are increasing their navies as never before,

and it is safe to say the United States is rapidly awakening to the importance of

placing itself among the great naval powers of the earth.
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The Story of Gold and Silver nining.

Where the Precious Metals are F-ound and How Obtained.

The explorations of Lieutenant Fre.

mont made the possession of California

a point most worth fis^litiny for in the

war with Mexico. Tlie methods by

wliich we obtained it were not entirely

consistent with our boasted character

as the most just and peace-loving nation

of the world; but the part played in it

by the American pioneers who settled

in Calilornia exhibits our strongest na-

lional traits, both good and bad, in a

scene half-heroic, half-comic, which will

never be forgotten. In the words of Dr.

t'Mf^* Semple, one of their leaders, they " bor-

"^.Ms rowetl" su])plies on the faith of the Bear-

;^ Hag Government, assured that "their
*^- children in generations yet to come will

li)f)k back with [ileasure upon the com-

mencement of a revolution carried on

!)y their fathers upon principles high and

^\ , ^ iioly as the laws of eternal justice."

^- -~_^ . Another of the leaders of the revolu-

. L
tionists crowded the citizens of the cap-

tured town of Sonora between the four

kvalls of their "calaboose," and there read to them a proclamation explaining that

"though he had for the moment deprived them of the liberty which is the right

md privilege of all good and just men, it was only that they might become
acquainted with his unalterable purpose to establish a government based upon
:he common rights of all men." All their proceedings, however, were brimful

Df the American spirit, and showed how the pioneers, though far outnumbered by

the Spaniards, were inspired by a purpose which made them more than a match

"or the organized forces in guard of the Mexican province. The conquest ot
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California in this war simply prevented the peaceful annexation of the territory

to our nation a year or so later. The American pioneers who poured in and

developed the country had the might and the right to govern it, and the

nation gained nothing which its children prize by violating its best instincts

in acting the part of a bully toward our weaker Southern neighbor.

With the dis

covery of gold,how
ever, C a li fo r n i a

suddenly became a

theatre toward
which the eyes of

the whole world

were turned. The
discovery was
made by James
Wilson Marshal, in

January, 1848.
Marshal had been

employed to con-

struct a mill on the

estate of a hundred

square miles which

General John A.

Sutter had received

as a grant from the

Spanish Govern-

ment. Sutter's

demesne had been

the centre of the

American colonies

in California. Gen-

eral Sutter himself,

a Swiss by birth,

was a generous-

minded visionary,

w ho had shown

himself so hospitable to all American immigrants, that he had attained to a

certain pre-eminence in the affairs of the Territory, and was looked upon by

many as a great and heroic figure. Up to the time of the discovery of gold

upon his land, his fortunes had steadily mounted upward ; from that time they

went down, down, Marshal was an American by birth, born in a country town

CLEARING UP UNDER-CURRENTS.
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in New Jersey. He, too, was a courageous and kindly visionary, though some-

times he was aroused from his accustomed dreaminess into fierce action. His

fortunes also became worse after his great discovery, and during his later life

he was somewhat embittered by what he believed to be the injustice and neglect

of his countrymen. "The enterprising energy of which the orators and editors

of California's early golden days boasted so much, as belonging to Yankeedom,"

he wrote in 1857, "was not national but individual. Of the profits derived from

the enterprise, it stanils thus : Yankeedom, 5^600,000,000 ; myself individually,

$000,000,000. Ask the records of the country for the reason why. They will

answer ; I need not. Were I an Englishman, and had made my discovery on

English soil, the case would have been different." For this last statement Mar-

shal had some reason, for the discoverer of gold in Australia, whom Marshal

claimed to have directed thither, received from the British Government, $25,000,

and from the Australian Government, ^50,000, while Marshal received nothing.

So much for the discoverer. Now for the discovery. It took place on the

afternoon of the 24th of January, just after Sutter's mill had been completed,

and Marshal and his men had made a perilous light for two weeks to keep the

dam from being destroyed by the heavy rains which had set in. In this contest

with the water Marshal had exhibited a courage which made him half deserve

the accidental fame that came through the finding of the gold. When his men
were exiiibiting to some amazed Indians the workings of their new saw-mill,

Marshal was inspecting the lower end of the mill-race. He came back witii

the quiet remark, " Boys, I believe 1 have foimd a gold mine." He moved off

to his cabin, went back to the race, and then again returned to his men, directing

tiiem early in the morning to shut down the head-gate and see what would come

of it. The next morning the men ilid as tliey were told, and presently Marshal

came back looking wonderfully pleased, carrying in his arms his old white hat,

in the top of whose crown, sure enough, lay Hakes and grains of the precious

metal. Comparing these pieces with a gold coin one of the men happened to

have in Iiis pocket, they saw that the coin was a little lighter in color, and

righdy attributed this to the presence of the alloy. Then all the men hurried

down the race, and were soon engrossed in picking gold from the seams and

crevices laid bare by the shutting down of the heatl-gale. In the midst of their

excitement doubt would sometimes arise, and some of the metal was thrown

into vinegar and some boiled in tlie soap-kettle, to see if it stood these tests.

Then Marshal went off to General Sutter, and feverish with excitement, told

him of what had come to light. When he returned to the men he said, "O boys,

it's the pure stuff! I and the old Cap went into a room and locked ourselves up,

]
and we were half a day trying it, and the regulars there wondered what the

I

devil was up. They thought perhaps I had found quicksilver, as the woman did

^ down toward Monterey. Well, we compared it with the encyclopedia, and it
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agreed with it ; we tried aqua fortis, but it would have nothinor to do with it

Then we weighed it in water ; we took scales with silver coins in one side,

balanced with the dust in the other, and gently let them down into a basin of

water ; and the gold went down, and the silver came up. That told the story,

what it was."

That did tell the story, and though Sutter tried to keep the story a secret

until all the work in connection with the mills had been finished, the story

would not keep. A -Swiss teamster learned it fi-om a woman who did some of

the cooking about the mill, received a litde of the gold, spent it for liquor at

the nearest store, and then the fame of the discovery swiftly flew to the ends-

of the earth. Gen-

eral Sutter had

been right in his

t-ndeavor to keep

the discovery se-

cret as long as was

within his power,

for no sooner did

the gold hunters'

invasion set in than

It became impossi'

ble for him to get

men to work the

mill which he had

constructed. The
invaders carried

things with a high

hand, and ended by

settincT aside hiso
title to his land and

establishing the claims which they had made upon it. Never was money made
with anything like such rapidity. Nearly every ravine contained gold in some
quantity or other. Nobody waited to get machinery to begin v.'ork. Knives,

picks, shovels, sticks, tin pans, wooden bowls, wicker baskets, were the only

implements needed for scraping the rocky beds, sifting the sand, or washing the

dirt for the gold. A letter in the New York Journal of Com?nerce, toward

the end of August, says of the hunt for gold : "At present the people are

running over the country and picking it out of the earth here and there, just

as dogs and hogs let loose in the forest would root up ground-nuts. Some get

even ten ounces a day, and the least active one or two. They make most who
employ the wild Indiaiis to hunt it for them. There is one man who has .sixty

THE SLUlCli.
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Indians under his employ. His profits arc a dollar a minute. The wild

Indians know nothing of its value, and wonder what the pale-faces want to do

with it, and they willgive an ounce of it for the same weight of coin silver or a

thimbleful of class beads or a glass of grog, and white men. themselves, often

give an ounce of it, which is worth in our mint $18 or more, for a bottle of

brandy, a bottle of soda powtKn's, or a plug of tobacco."

This newspaper writer had indeed some of the Munchausen qualities that

his fellow craftsmen have nowatlays, and his opportunities for exaggeration

were increased by the remoteness of the scene and the inaccessibility of

accurate information. California in those days was another part of the world.

The journey to it overland took weeks, and even months, and was full of penis

of starvation in case of storm and drought, and perils of slaughter if camps

of hostile Indians were encountered. When things went well th<- lif(! was

pleasant enough, and is still most picturcsciue to look back upon. The buffalo

hunts, the meetings with Indians, the kindling of the camp-fires at the centre of

the great circle of wagons drawn up so as to form a bulwark against attack

and a corral for the catde, the story-telling in di(> light of these camp-fire.s—all

present a picture which men will love to dwell upon so long as the memory of

the Argonauts survives. But there were many times when the scenes were

those oi heart-sickening desolation. The attacks of the Indians were less

horrible than attacks of hunger and disease which set in when the emigrant

train reached a territory where the grass had been consumed, or lost then

cattle in the terrible snow storms of the Sierras.

The journey by sea was hardly safer and was far less glorious. livery ship

for California was loaded down with emigrants packed together as closely as so

much bacrgage. Ships with a capacity for five hundred would crowd in fifteen

hundred."*Ae passage money was from $300 to $600. Often the ships were

unseaworthy, often packed with coal in such a way that fires broke out. Agamst

these dangers the passengers could not provide themselves and could not fight.

The companies that were able to get their ships back again simply coined money,

but it was no easy matter In those days to get a ship out of San trancisco

harbor. The crews would instantly desert for the mines, and the wharves were

lined with rotdng vessels. The vessels which did make the return voyage were

compelled to pJy the California rate of wages. One ship in which the com-

mander, engaged at New York, received $250 a month, had t.) pay on return

$500 a month to the negro cook.

San I'rancisco In these days was the strangest place in the world. In

February', 1848, it had hardly more than fifty houses; in August it contamed

five hundred, and had a large population that was not housed. A pamphlet

written in the fall of that year says :
" From eight to ten thousand mhabitants

may be afloat in the streets of San Francisco ;
many live in shanties, many in
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tents, and many the best way they can." The best building in the town was the

Parker House, an ordinary frame structure, a part of which was rented to

gamblers for ;^6o,ooo a year. Even a higher sum than this was said, by Bayard
Taylor, to have been paid. The accommodation was fearful. The worst that

can be said of bad hotels may here be imagined. The pasteboard houses,

hastily put up, were rented at far more than the cost of their construction, for

every one figured that the land was as valuable as if it had been solid gold.

A correspondent of the New York Evening Post, in November, 1849, pictures

in this way the land owners in San Francisco :
" The people of San Francisco are

mad, stark mad. A dozen times, in

my work of the last four weeks,

"^^ have I been taken by the arm by

^^ some of the millionaires—so they

call themselves, I call them mad-

men—of San Francisco, looking

wondrously dirty and out-at-elbows

for men of such magnificent pre-

tensions. They have dragged me
about through the mud and filth

almost up to my middle, from one
pine-box to another, called man-
sions, hotels, banks and stores, as it

may please the imagination, and
have told me, with a sincerity that

would have done credit to a Bed-

lamite, that these splendid struc.

tures were theirs, and they, the

fortunate proprietors, were worth

from three to four hundred thou-

sand dollars a year each.

There must be nearly two thousand

houses besides the tents, which are

And what do you suppose to be the value,
the yearly rental, of this card-house city? Not less, it is said, than twelve
millions of dollars, and this with a population of about twelve thousand. New
York, with its five hundred thousand inhabitants, does not give a rental of
much more than this, if as much."

The greater part of this city was five times destroyed by fire in the first

three years of its existence, but the people, with a hopefulness and energy which
nothing could put down or burn up, would set to work and rebuild it, almost as
quickly as the flames had swept it away. Everybody worked. The poorest

still spread in numbers.
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man received unheard-of wages, and the richest man was obliged to do most

things for himself.

When business of every sort was speculative to a degree so close akin to

gambling, it is not strange that gambling itself took possession of the people

and half frenzied them with its excitements. Physical insanity was a frequent

result of the moral insanity of the community. There were few women in

California, and most of these were of the worst sort. As a consequence, the

men with no homes to ijo to in the evenings went into the oamblinof saloons,

where they stayed till late at night. According to some descriptions, everybody

gambled, but, as Royce points out in his admirable " History of Calitbrnia," the

same men who talk half-boastfully of the recklessness and universality ot the

gambling, within the next breath speak with great fervor of tiie strength and

genuineness of the religious life which soon showed itseH in the community.

There is no doubt that the forces for good as well as for evil were strong Irom

the outset, and as the community grew older the forces for good kept growing

stronger. More and more wives from the East had joined their husbands, and

the young women who came from the East among the emigrants were married

almost immediately on their arrival. Many a hotel keeper who engaged a

servant girl at $200 a month, was disgusted to fmd that she married and left him

before the month was over. With the introduction of family life; came a return

to saner moral conditions, and by 185.:; the old disicnipcred social order began

to be spoken of as a thing of the past.

The great discovery of silver took place al)out tin years after the discovery

of gold. In 1 85 7 Allen and Ilosea Grosch, two educated and serious-minded

young men, from Reading, Pennsylvania, came upon the rich vein of silver

aftervvard famous as "The Great Ponanza." These discoverers were even

less fortunate than those who found gold in California. Before they could get

together the capital necessary for the development of this mine, one of them

struck a pick into his foot and died from blood-poisoning, while the other was

caught in a terrible snow storm, and died as the result of the freezing of his

legs, which he would not have amputated. These young men left papers

describing their discovery in their cabin, which was placed in the charge of

Henrc C. T. Comstock. The descriptions were not explicit enough to deter-

mine the e.xact location, but Comstock remained in ihe caiion keeping watch

upo;! the prospectors. During this time, by his constant watchfulness for a

great discovery, he obtained the title of "Old Pancake" among the miners,

because, as Wright narrates in his "Great Bonanza, ' "Even as he stirred his

pancake batter it is said he kept one eyi; on the head of some distant peak, and

,w^as lost in speculation in regard to the wealth of gold and silver that might

rest somewhere beneath its rocky crest." At last on the loth of June, 1859,

-two prospectors named McLaughlin and O'Riley came upon a stratum of
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strange-looking- earth, the nature of which they did not understand. Comstock,

who was immediately on the spot, exclaimed, "You've struck it, boys!" An
arrangement was at once made to buy off the owners of the claims on which

the vein was located. Three of the four owners were bought off for fifty dollars

GOLD-WASHING IN CALIFORNIA.

apiece ; the fourth sold at some higher figure to another miner named Winters,

who obtained some inkling of the value of the claim.

A firm was formed, consisting of Comstock, McLaughlin, O' Riley, Winters,

and a man named Penrod, who had been one of Comstock's two partners in
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thi^ ownership of a spring necessary to the working of a mine. A third owner

of this spring, called "Old Virginia," for whom Virginia City was named,

was persuaded to sell his interest for an old blind horse. The new firm began

the mining of silver on what came to be called the " Comstock lode." Very

soon, however, they sold out to men of larger capital, who in tiu-n sold to

Mackay and Fair, famous the world over among America's millionaires. The

subsequent fortunes of the firm which Comstock formed are interesting to

follow, as they again illustrate the fate which came upon most of the men who
brought to light the hidden mineral treasures of the Western territory. Com-
stock sold his interest for $1 1,000, became a merchant in Carson City, married

the deserting wife of a Mormon, was soon in his turn deserted by her, failed in

his business adventure, and ended his lilt; by suicide. McLaughlin sold his

interest at $3500, soon spent what he received, and afterward became a cook

in a mine in California. Penrod and Winters were also soon poor men, while

O'Riley, the last to sell, engaged in stock gambling with the ;jt,40,ooo he received,

w'as soon forcctl to resort to pick and j)an for a living, and endc'd his life in a

private asylum. The great fortunes, as has been said, were maele by the later

comers. Those who lx)ugh't the mine from the original firm lost most that they

made in litigation. Senator Stewart used to receive annually as much as

^200,000 in fees as the principal attorney of some of the Comstock companies.

He estimated the cost of litigation up to January, 1866, at ^10,000,000. When
the Comstock mines finally came into the hando of Fair, Mackay, and O'Brien,

scientific methods were introduced, and the stock of the " Consolidated Virginia
"

rapidly rose from 585 a share in January, 1874, to ;j;7oo a share in January, 1875.

The shares in another mine in the same lode rose to a like figure, and the two
together had a market value of ^160,000,000. During five years these mines

produced over ^100,000,000 worth of silver. After 1878 their product fell

gradually, and the price of the stock went down. Bancroft, in his " History of

Nevada," says that down to January i, 1881, $306,000,000 worth of silver

bullion w^as extracted from the Comstock lode. Yet he doubts whether that

mountain of silver has proven a permanent advantage to Nevada. The wealth

w'hich came from her mines, he says, was to a large degree squandered by
gamblers in New York and Paris, and used for purposes of political bribery and

' social corrupdon in Virginia City and San Francisco. The wealth that e.xists in

I Nevada to-day has come from improvements made by the people who came and
developed the farms, made the roads, established the systems of irrigation, and
built the stores, the factories, and the homes.

With the introduction of scientific mining, requiring mills and machinery

!

costing vast sums of money, the wage system took the place of the free and
independent mining of the earlier days. It is true that the mine laborers still

remained their own masters, by organizing as workmen were never organized
' 18

i
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oetbre, and compelling mine owners, for years, to pay four dollars a day as the

minimum day's wages. But the mining life which came in with the wage system
is the orderly life of to-day, not essentially different from that of Eastern com-
munities. The life in the mining camps, to which all romances go back, was the

life that prevailed when every laborer was his own capitalist, and every capitalist

his own laborer. Never were so many men from so many places suddenly

AT WORK IN THE SILVER MINES OF NEVADA.

thrown together, as in California in '48 and '49. What came afterward in

Nevada, and later still in Colorado, was like it in kind but not in degree. The
Californians of the early days were without law, and thousands of miles away
from established tribunals. Every man was a law unto himself, except when

the community, as a whole, became aroused, and constituted itself a tribunal.

The Territory was indeed nominally organized, but to wait for the regular

process of law was to grant immunity to crime. The character of " miners'
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justice" may be illustrated by some of the scenes at Sonera, where gold

was first discovered. Here there had been law and order previous to

the miners' invasion, but with the invasion demoralization set in. In

the fall of '48 the newcomers, following- the Mexican f^xshion, elected two

Alcaldes, but when one of the storekeepers at the settlement killed a man in a

fight, both the officers promptly resigned rather than run the risk of arresting

the homicide. Another storekeeper, however, calletl the people together to take

action. This storekeeper was promptly elected Alcalde, and it was decided that

one Alcalde was enough. A Prosecuting Attorney was likewise required, but no

one w'as ready to take the office, and each person nominated promptly declined

and nominated some one else. Finally the energetic storekeeper was obliged to

accejjt this office also. The meeting succeeded in finding a second man to take

the office of Sheriff The offender was arrested, a jury impaneled, and the trial

begun. The prisoner, on being brought in court, was requested to lay his arms

on the table, and did so. On this table stood a plentiful supply of brandy and

water, to which everybody in the court-room helped himself at pleasure. The
trial, however, proceeded with much attempt at legal form, and presently the

Judge arbse and began a plea for the prosecution. " Hold on, Hrannan," said

the prisoner, "you are the Judge." "I know it," replied that official, "and 1 am
Prosecuting Attorney, too." He went on with his speech, and ended it by an

appeal to himself as Judge in connection with the jury. When he had finished,

the prisoner, after helping himself to a glass of brandy, made an able speech

in his own defense. Night came on and the jury scattered without bringing in a

verdict. The prisoner was admitted to bail, because there was no prison to

put him in. The next day the jury met, but disagreed about the verdict. A
new trial was held and the prisoner acquitted.

In most of the mining camps the administration of justice fell into the hands

of the Vigilance Committees. A great many wild stories have been written about

'the trials they held, and story writers have been fond of depicting scenes where

a higher form of justice was carried out than the conventional trials in older

communities permit. There were, indeed, occasions when sudden and powerful

appeals to the emotions of the Committee produced sudden and good effects,

but as a rule the hearts of the Committee were no more open than their reasons.

That they had assembled at all usually meant that there had been an accumula-

[tion of wrongs unpunished, and the gathered indignation of the community vented

[itself upon the single individual who happened to be brought to trial. Miners'

justice was indeed far better than lynch law. As Shinn has pointed out in his

book on " Mining Camps ": " Lynch law is carried out at night by a transient mob,

ivhich keeps no records, conceals the names of its ministers, and is in its essence

disorderly. Miners' justice, on the other hand, was executed in broad daylight,

oy men well known, who gave the prisoner a hearing, and kept a careful record
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of their doings." Yet, iu spite of this, the assembling of the Committee was so i

irregular, its constituency so doubtful, its verdicts either so ferocious or so

inadequate, or both—as when the favorite penalty of flogging and banishment

was imposed—that the establishment of regular tribuuals was in every respect

an important gain to the mining communities. This change took place about

the time that scientific mining was introduced, with regular pay for regular work.

Before that time California, both as regards the rewards of labor and the punish-

ment of crime, had seemed a world ruled by chance.

WASUINGTOM'S GRAVE



The Storv of the Farmer and His Farm, from

Primitive Colonial Days to the Present.

FROM the time when the first free home
was builded on Plymouth Rock, and no

kinsj^, no tax, no petty tyrant, nor grasping

landlord met the venturesome home-

seeker, America has offered, from the

length and breadth and fullness of her

possessions, the land upon which all

wanderers on this shifting desert of

circumstance may erect their altars and

worship their God according to the dic-

tates of their own consciences. No other

country in the world offers such induce

ments as America. Its great home privi

leges extend from the ocean of storms

to the ocean of peace, from the land of

snows to the land of the orange.

There are two instincts which impel

the foreigner to cast his lot with that of

a new country. The love of home, the

desire to have his own fireside where

he may set up his own household gods,

will always be the strongest feeling

among civilized people. But there is

another feeling that is stronger often

than patriotism—the desire of posses

sion, which may take the form of greed

for land. Those vast territories of unoccupied land which the country continues

to offer to the residc;nt of the New World will probably all be dealt out in

less than half a century, so mighty has become the tide of immigration. The
qualifications for ownership are that the applicant must be twenty-one years of

age, or at the head of a family, and a citizen, or one who has signified his inteo-

2B9
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tion of becoming such. Land to the amount of 160 acres, a quarter-section,

may be had by the payment of $1.20 per acre, or if 80 acres or less, at $2.50

per acre. After five years' cultivation, conditioned by a residency during six

months of the year, the holder or his family is entitled to a patent conferring

full ownership upon the holder. If the homesteader has served as a soldier

or sailor during the war, for a period of ninety days or longer, the time of

actual service is deducted from the full time required for preemption, and

is equivalent to settlement. He is further allowed six months' time after

filincf his declaration and locatiner his homestead before beofinning settlement.

The soldier's family are entitled to the benefits given soldiers. Every advan-

tage is given to the homesteader. If one-sixteenth of the land is under

good timber cultivation, and certain requirements in the way of planting

have been met, the holder is entitled to receive patent for his land upon
application after three years* occupancy. The homesteader is further pro-

tected by the law which forbids the seizures of homestead lands for prior

debt. The objects of the Government in thus allotting public lands are to

make her citizens contented by giving them the opportunity of establishing

homes and to encourage agriculture, which must be every nation's chief

resource. No one can complain that he does not find in America abundant

opportunity to collect .the living which the world owes him.

Less than two-fifths of the land in the United -States is under cultivation,

the improved land being about 365,300,000 acres, and the vacant public lands

amounting to 579,664,683 acres. Aside from other natural resources, the

wealth of timber and mineral lands extending over thousands of square

miles, there are fully fifteen hundred thousand square miles of arable land in the

United States, and her agricultural resources, if fully developed, would

support a billion people. Japan, with her 48,000,000 acres, supports a popu-

lation of 41,000,000 on a soil whose limit of cultivation was reached 2000

years ago. In that country of fully developed resources there is an average

of one acre to four persons, while in the United States there is an average of

eight acres to one person. With a land rich in resource, with the advantages

of modern machinery, and the benefits of increasing knowledge in the science

of farming, our agricultural possibilities are almost limitless. There are

2,115,135 square miles west of the Mississippi and 854,865 east. The

greater portion of the former belonged to the American desert, which is

receding rapidly before the advance of civilization and will soon become

mythical. Even that extensive territory in Nebraska and Dakota known

as the Bad Lands, in distinction from the adjoining fertile regions, and the

Staked Plain of Texas, form a grazing country abounding in valleys and

fertile districts. Cultivation of the soil increases rainfall, and artesian wells

that overflow help to make the lands arable. But without irrigation and
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artificial moisture there are vast tracts that would produce from 40 to 50
bushels of wheat and 70 to 80 bushels of corn per acre.

It may not be true that a nation's history can be read in her agricultural

machines, but they show in a great measure the development made in agri-

culture, both as an industry and as a science. The modern farmer, particu-

larly if he is progressive and has a commercial instinct, is ready to make use

of all the scientific methods that are offered if he sees a possible chance of

improving his land, his crops, and

his income. He is not slow to

learn that irrigation warms and

lightens cold and heavy soils, and

that the utilization of the sub-soil

hastens the harvest by several

weeks. The increase in crops

every year is due to intelligent

farming as well as to an increasing

miprove acres fornumber of

farm lands.

The most important of our

American crops are corn and

wheat. The great bulk of corn is

used at home, and the shipments

vary according to the home de-

mand. The foreign demand for

the past twenty years has not

exceeded 3.9 per cent, of the pro-

duction. The largest rate of pro-

duction is in the Ohio and Mis-

souri River valleys, but it is grown

successfully in every part of the

country except at high elevations.

The highest value per acre is in

New Hampshire and the lowest in

South Carolina, where the yield is

low, although prices are high. No product has a greater local variation than

corn, for while it is one of the simplest crops as regards cultivation, much

depends upon the season.

The price of wheat is regulated largely by the foreign market, the home

demand affecting it only slightly. During ten years the average yield per acre

has not varied one-third of a bushel. The banner wheat-growing States are

Minnesota and the Dakotas, while Kansas and California come next in rank.

BAGGING WOOL FOR TRANSPORTATION.
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While there has been a gradual decrease in the yield of oats since 1889,

there has been a steady increase in demand, affected somewhat by a growing

consumption of the grain for human food. The interchangeable use of oats and

corn regulates the values of each in a degree. The average yield for a series

of years has been twenty-seven bushels to the acre. The range of value

per acre is from $18 or $19 in Colorado, to $4.50 or $'^ in North Carolina, de-

pending upon the yield and the cost for transportation. A crop that is not

grown much in this country is rye. It is a crop for poor soils, and its value per

acre is from ^11 to $13. In the South it is grown for winter pasturage

rather than for seed. The average yield per acre, for ten years, has been

26.6 bushels.

The potato crop, a never-failing one in this country, will always be an

important staple industry. In Idaho, where the soil is particularly favorable to

the culture of this plant, 500 bushels have been the average per acre. Nearly

every soil is suited to its growth.

Tobacco has always been one of the chief crops from the time it was

exchanged by the early immigrants for wives, and from the first it has been a

regular export. The chief tobacco regions are in Kentucky, Virginia, Tennes-

see, North Carolina, and Marj'land, while it is grown also in Connecticut and in

certain portions of New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and other States. The
yield in Kentucky is steadily increasing, and this State now has 39.62 per cent.

of the total acreage, besides producing over 45 per cent, of the entire crop

The seed-leaf varieties are produced more in the Northern States, while farther

south the manufacturing and export varieties predominate.

It is often profitable for the farmer to cultivate fodder in the seasons unfav-

orable to the regular crops. The representative constituent of hay is timothy,

mixed more or less with other varieties of grass. In Texas, the land of the

enormous hay farms, the famous mesquite and the native prairie grass, growing

ten or twelve inches high, very juicy and fine-speared, make the best hay in the

world. If carefully protected from cattle and allowed to grow, it is sufficiently

hardy to choke out the weeds. In Arizona and parts of California, wheat,

barley, and winter rye are cultivated for forage. The hardier varieties of

sorghum and the early spring or winter grains may always be relied upon for

fodder.

The successful cultivation of cotton depends upon certain meteorological

conditions which the Northern climate lacks. During the first period in

the growth of the plant, tropical conditions—moisture in the soil from frequent

rains, an invariable high temperature, hot sun, with little wind—will reduce

evaporation and contribute to the hardy growth of the plant. During the

second period, which is the period of fruition, the opposite conditions are

necessary, both in relation to soil and climate, to arrest the growth of
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the stalk and develop the boll. So much depends upon these external

conditions to produce a fine grade of cotton. The best quality is produced

on the coast and low-lands. The fibre grown in the pine belt is coarser

and has a lower value for manufacturing purposes.

Statistics of the great harvests of 1891 show that 2,075,000,000

bushels of corn were produced, 588,000,000 bushels of wheat, 758,000,000

bushels of oats, 80,000,000 bushels of barley, 34,000,000 bushels of rye,

14,000,000 bushels of buck-

wheat, 225,000,000 bushels

of potatoes, with a total of

3,774,000,000 bushels. Also

523,000,000 pounds of to-

bacco were raised, 44,430,-

000 tons of hay, and 8,000,-

000 bales of cotton. The
cotton receipts were the

largest since the year i860.

While market garden-

ing may be carried on near

local markets, where the

producer often disposes of

his goods to the consumer,

truck-farming is usually car-

ried on at a greater distance

from the local points, on a

greater scale. The total

number of acres under culti-

vation for truck-farming is

534,400. with a total value

of $76,51 7,155. In the dis-

trict of New York and Phila-

tlelphia, nearly 109,000 acres

are cultivated. Not far from

one hundred million dollars arc invested in the industry, and much employ-

ment is afforded to women and children. The advantages to be derived

from the industry' are that nearly all vegetables may be had during the

• year, since the railroad facilities have made it possible to convey perishable

products to remote markets in a short time. Florida and the regions of

1 the Lower Mississippi Valley supply the Eastern and Central cities in the early

;
spring and late fall, and California supplies the Western cities. During

'midsummer the immediate neighborhoods supply the cities.

L

£3!Si[/f
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A partial failure of any of the crops does not signify that the cities shall

not be supplied from other sources. About the only products received from

California in Chicago, St. Louis, and Kansas City are new potatoes, cauliflower,

cabbage, garlic, and tomatoes. The more perishable vegetables cannot be sent

such a distance. New England supplies the Eastern markets even in the early

and late season with such products as are profitable even when raised in hot-

houses. California has the advantage over other States, for in addition to a soil

that grows every vegetable, she has a climate that does not endanger her winter

vegetables by frost. Michigan supplies the Chicago and middle Western mar-

kets with a great proportion of their produce, while Charleston, Savannah, and
Jacksonville ship enormous quantities of truck to New York several times a

week. During the census year of 1S90 an estimate shows that the value of the

vegetable crop was ;^5, 773,476.25.

The Colonial records show that early in the seventeenth century the pro-

duction of plants brought from the mother country was from seeds and by bud-

ding, grafting, and layering. In the records of the Massachusetts Company a

memorandum of March 16, 1629, shows that slips for vine planters were pro-

vided, and stores of all kinds of fruits, and a letter from George Fenwick, of

Saybrook, Conn., to Governor Winthrop acknowledged the receipt of trees for

which he had evidently sent. Nurseries and botanic gardens were established,

later, about the middle of the last century, at Flushing, L. I., which for more
than a hundred years were continued by the descendants of William Prince, the

original owner ; and another is on record as existing near Charleston, S. C, about

1760. A premium of ^10 was awarded to Thomas Young, of Oyster Bay, in

1768, by the Society for Promotion of Arts.

The matter of census inquiry in regard to nurseries was taken up in 1891,

and but little recorded data were found to aid in the work. The approximated

figures show that about 4510 nurseries are now flourishing in the United States,

occupying 172,806 acres of land and valued at $41,978,835.80. There are

employed 45,657 men and 2279 women for propagating and cultivating trees

and plants, with a total capital invested of $52,425,669.51. The estimates show
that 95,025.42 acres are comprised in these nurseries, and that a total number of

plants and trees of 3,386,825,778 are reported, of which less than one-sixth arc-

fruit trees ; about one-fourth of the number are grape-vines and small fruits,

and the remainder are evergreen and deciduous trees, hardy shrubs, and roses.

The increased taste in horticultural matters and the steadily increasing demand
will cause the rapid growth of hordcultural production.

Within recent years the division of labor in every industry has made
it possible to develop ever)^ branch in a measure independently of the

others, save only so far as there must exist a mutual interdependence between

all industries. In the day of small beginnings the farmer saved his own
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seeds for successive plantings, and if he wished to vary his crops or add
to his varieties, he made an exchange with his neighbors. Since the

demand for seeds of all agricultural products, fruits, vegetables, and flowers,

has made it profitable to raise seeds for commercial purposes, it has been
found worth while to devote 169,831 acres of land exclusively to seed

production. Nearly one-half of the 569 seed farmers are in the North
Atlantic States, covering 47,813 acres, or an average of 185 acres per

farm. In the North Central division there are 157 farms, with a total acre-

age of 787,096, or 555 acres per farm. The largest farms are reported in

Nebraska and Iowa, with an average of 695 acres. Several of tliese farms

average 3000 acres each. The industry is not a new one, for two seed

farms were reported before 1800.

Commercial floriculture; has made the greater j)art of its development
within the past ten years, and there are in this countr)^ to-day 965 state and
local floral societies and clubs, besides the Society of American Florists.

It is probably due to the influence of these societies that there is a rapidly

growing taste for the culture of flowers. More than in any other American
industry are opportunities offered for women. Of the 4659 floral establish-

ments reported in the census year, 312 were owned and conducted by
womt^n. These establishments arc valued at $38,353,722.43, and the

combined wages of the 16,847 ""'*'" ^'i*^' '95^ women employed, amount
to $8,500,000. The rose is the imiversally favorite flower, as shown by the

report of products. Nearly fifty million roses were produced in the year,

thirty-nine million hardy plants and shrubs, and 153,000,000 of all other

plants. It may be of interest to note that the greatest area of glass in any

one floral establishment was 150,000 square feet, and the smallest 60 s(]uare

feet, an attachmcMit to a New Mngland farm-house where the woman of

the house sells from $35 to $50 worth of plants and cut flowers each year.

Every state and territory except Idaho, Nevada, Indian Territory, and

Oklahoma, reported floral establishments.

No industry is more fascinating and compensating to the man who has

an instinctive fondness for nature, than fruit culture. Aside from the

pleasure of watching the growth in his orchards and on his plantations, from

shoot to bud and bloom, through the whole ripening process to full fruitage, he

is rewarded even further by the literal fruits of conscientious toil. But perhaps

no agricultural product is more subject to the uncertainty of varying seasons.

Although extensive fruit farming is of comparatively recent date in

America, statistics show that $85,000,000 was expended in the home markets

during the last census year for orchard products. In addition, fully $20,000,000

was spent for imported fruits and nuts. There is every reason to believe

, that in a few years, with the certain development of our country's resources,
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and with our rapidly increasing fruit industry, we shall be able to supply,

not only the domestic markets, but a large part of the foreign as well.

Fruit raising as a vocation was hardly known in the South until after

the Civil War. It would have been beneath the dignity of the "fine old

Southern gentleman " to part with his orchard delicacies for money. The

best his land could produce belonged always to his family, his friends, and

the chance stranger within his gates. But when the civil strife was over,

and his occupation gone, the gentleman turned to the products of the rich

soil for his livelihood. To-day we find much of our best and most abundant

fruit is grown in the South, much of which is raised for early Northern markets.

THE "riCAVL.Nt TIEK.

Fruit growers remember the wave of fruit culture which, beginning in

Delaware, swept southward through Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, and

all the States warmed by the Gulf Stream. The territorial limit has not yet

been reached. The west, aside from California, has not yet disclosed all

its resources to the fruit grower.

The apple seems to be peculiarly an American fruit, for it can be grown

successfully in a variety of soils, and in nearly every part of the country.

It probably thrives best in the hard, rocky land of New England, and there'

seems to be justice in that, for there is so much in the way of fruit cultivation

that is denied the New Englander. It is often believed that the apple was

the first fruit discovered in America ; but the fox-grape was found here by
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the earliest i;xplorers, and the apple was probably first introduced by the

French missionaries. The Dutch and Entjlish colonists followed with varieties

from their own countries. One branch of apple growing is strangely

neglected, that of rearing and sending to market the early summer varieties.

For the propagation of the peach, which is believed to have been brought

here by Spanish explorers', we are indebted to the Indians. The variety

known as " Indian " peach, sometimes also called Columbia, which was

introduced into Jersey, has, by cross-cultivation, given numberless varieties,

from tlie white free-stone to the peculiar dark purple type. The list of

hardy varieties is not a long one, the latest being known as the " Excelsior."

A slight difference in the quality of the fruit makes considerable difference

in the price, and the shrewd grower aims to produce a superior quality

rather than a great yield. The- process ot thinning is strongly recommended.

As soon as the blossoms have set, fully two-thirds arc plucked, and another

thinning should follow as soon as the color of the; fruit begins to turn. The

result, other things being e<|ual, is a yield of magnificent specimens, large,

finely marked, and delicious to the taste. Peach cultivation is a remunerative

industry in more ways than one. There is always a demand for skilled

labor in the picking and handling ot the fruit, this work being regarded as

an art in its way.

The process of thinning is also profitable with early apples and choice

pears, especially with those growing in ckisters. While California produces

more pears than any other .State, and the California pear has no rival in

the regard in which it is popularly held, the .Southern .States, particularly

Te.xas, are experimenting with tin; Iruit and ha\e already protluced fine

varieties. The objection to planting pear-trees commonly made, that one

must wait so long for any returns, is met by the fact that the demand

for fine pears, as for all high-class native fruit, is constantly increasing.

A large capital is not necessary to insure success in this branch ot the

fruit industry. The grower needs only to avail himself of the experiences

of otlu;rs in regard to tin; best soil, best methods ot producing, and best

varieties for cultivation.

The orange industry is a recent one. The fruit was first raised in this

country for market by Dr. Clayton Cargill, of Dover, Del., in 1865. .Soon

after this Mrs. Harriet Beecher .Stowe, visiting the region of the St. John's

River, in Florida, wrote glowing letters on the possibilities for orange cul-

ture. Since then the trackless pine woods have been converted into orange

bowers, beautiful to look upon, delightful to the senses, and profitable to

'the owner. There are ^10,000,000 invested in orange groves in Florida,

with a yearly return of $2,000,000. Fifty varieties are yielded by the tall,

graceful, shining-leaved trees in that State alone, and fully 10,000 square
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miles are adapted to the production of the bridal blossom. The finest

oranges in the world come from Florida, and are raised on the banks of

the Indian River. No apologies are needed for that fruit, and there are

no vain re-

grets that

such and
such a qual-

ity is miss-

i n g . The
Gulf Stream

weathers are

favorable to

a variety that

is almost as

large as a

croquet ball,

of a deep
color, brown

cheeked, thin

skinned,
plentifully

juiced, and flavored to a

nicety. It is difficult to be-

lieve that the orantje is not a

native product of American soil, so

splendidly does it nurture this

fruit. It is only a few hundred

years that the orange has been

known on this continent, and we
are indebted to Spanish cavaliers for its

introduction. Its home is supposed to be

in Southeastern Asia.

California produces a superior quality of

oranges, some perhaps equal to the " Indian

Rivers." Charles Dudley Warner writes that

as late as April, 1877, he could not find an excellent quality

of oranges in California, but now quantities of delicious

native fruits are easily obtainable. The question is often asked if it is feasible

for one to attempt orange culture in California with small capital ? In all

probability twenty times the number of men who are interested in the busi-

ness now could become wealthy if engaged in intelligent culture of the fruit

r h

A BEE RANCH
IN LOWER
CALIFORNIA.
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Energy, pluck, patience, and faitli in his Maker, are pronounced good qualities

n a man who starts out to make his fortune in any branch of fruit raising.

Grape fruit is produced in Florida and the other Southern States, as is also

;he shaddock, a coarse, pumpkin-shaped fruit of the same variety, weighing

rom three to five pounds. The persimmon, lime, fig, prune, guava, pineapple,

aanana, etc., arc cultivated in the same region. In the cultivation of the banana

:he utmost care must be taken in selecting the best soil for the tree. The
iverage time required to bring it to fruition is about one year, but if planted

n one locality it may mature in nine months, while in another, where there is, ap-

aarently, only a slight difierence in the soil, from fifteen to si.Kteen months may
36 required. The shoots are set fifteen feet apart, thus giving the growing tree

alenty of room to spread its broad, translucent leaves, under whose shelter is

jartially hidden the single bunch of fruit which it is its mission to bear. Having

jerformed its duty, the tree proper dies, while fresh shoots come forth to produce

n time more food for the sustenance of its master, man. People remote from

:he home of the banana are not grateful enough for this palatable, nourishing

"ruit. They nibble it simply as the relish or finishing touch of a meal, unconscious

if the fact that it forms almost the whole subsistence of millions of natives of the

Fropics. It is claimed that a banana contains as much nourishment as a pound

)f beef-steak, but the Northerner clings to the beef at twenty-five cents a pound

n preference to the humble banana at " two for five. " The banana harvest

iocs not depend upon the time of year, but upon the time of planting. We have

1 continual banana season, althoueh the best market is between the first of

March and the last of June. The large bunches, often weighing sixty pounds,

ire cut while green by machinery, and are caught by the laborer, as they

all, without breaking or bruising a single fruit. The bunches for transporta-

ion are wrapped in the dead leaves of the plant, which are used wet to

nsure pliability. The growth of the banana industry in this country is almost

narvelous. Each of the large cities, Boston, New York, and Philadelphia,

eceives from seventeen to thirty thousand bunches a day. As in other

tranches of fruit-raising, the supply does not equal the demand. We pay

amaica alone $1,000,000 a year for bananas, and the possibilities in the way

f cultivation of this fruit should be a stimulus to encourage the industry,

'here are many " banana walks " along the irrigation canals in our Southern

'states, and there is room for many more. The enterprising young man
'ith a few hundred dollars will find rich returns for intelligent investment

1 banana fields.

Pineapple culture in this country is still in its infancy. The largest planta-

on in Florida is owned by Thomas E. Richards, the pioneer in the industry,

jho began to plant in 1879. It is not yet known how much of our land is

.iapted to the pineapple, nor are the best methods of culture yet determined.
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Much can be learned from the pioiicor <;ro\v(n-s, who have already achieved !

encouraging results, but the pineapple planter is still an experimenter. The
number of crops that a plant can profitably yield is a disputed question.

Reports show that three crops are the limit under certain conditions of culture,

four crops can be thrown under other conditions, while one grower maintains

that five crops can be easily yielded before the plants need to be replaced. A
larger capital for investment—not less than )f>3000 or $4000— will be required

VALLEY IKKIGATIUN IN SUUTHEKN CALIFORNIA.

to yield satisfactory returns in this branch of fruit culture, than in any other.

While the experiment may be regarded as more or less hazardous, the returns

are often gratifying. In some cases $700 an acre, with a net of $300, was

reported, and the results are quick. The orange requires seven or eight years

to reach fruition, and the pineapple plant bears a full crop in a year and a half

from the time of setting. This delicious fruit, whether canned or fresh, will

always be the piece de resistance of every thrifty housewife, and until its culture
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becomes a flourishino- American industry she must continue to pay from twenty-

five to seventy-five cents apiece for these luxurious necessities.

Of the progress made in the cultivation of the smaller garden fruits com-

paratively little has been written. They have been overshadowed by the larger

enterprises devoted to the culture of larger fruits, and it has been .said of them

that e.xcept to the enthusiast they are, like Heaven, "objects of special interest

and creneral neirlect."

Our greatest fruit industry is grape culture. It is strange that no foreign

grapes have yet been raised east of the Rocky Mountains. The experimenter

has tried again and again to propagate European varieties, but all his efforts

have been unsuccessful except in California. A few years ago E. W. Bull

began experimenting with the wild fox-grape, and his efforts have met with

gratifying success. The. Ives Seedling, Lady Woodruff and the luscious Concord

are direct descendants of the humble " Fox." The Delaware, Isabella, and

Catawba are accidental varieties.

The American wild grape and its cultivated varieties are peculiarly adapted

for wine making, and it is encouraging to learn that France, which produces

finer table grapes than any other country, is experimenting with our grapes for

wine purposes. It is probable that the United .States will eventually supply the

world with the best vineyard varieties. Less than half a century ago a venture-

some grower of grapes in the Lake Keuka district, N. Y., sent to New York

city his full crop, consisting of fifty pounds. To his surprise, the entire ship-

ment was sold. Growing reckless with his success, he sent during the following

year about 250 pounds, and broke the market! In 1891 about 20,000 tons

were consumed through the markets of New York, Boston, and Philadelphia.

During the same year California alone manufactured 16,500,000 gallons of wine,

besides producing 235,526 pounds of table grapes, and preparing 2,197,463

boxes of raisins, with prospects of increasing the yield of raisins within the

next five years to 10,000,000 boxes. In the vineyards alone 100,422 men were

employed, and the importance of the industry can scarcely be estimated.

Raisin making is a comparatively simple process. On the fruit ranches in

California the grapes are simply cut from the stem and left on the ground for

the sun to dry.

Statistics show that New York State produced 60,687 pounds of grapes for

table use during the year and made 2,528,250 gallons of wine, employing

25,500 men for the work. However, the figures do not indicate that the con-

sumption of wine has increased alarmingly, but that the wine consumer has

transferred his patronage to home-made goods. It may be of interest here to

[note that the largest wine cask in the world is in the Lake Erie district. It is

made of Ohio oak and holds 36,000 gallons. California can boast of the largest

'as well as of the smallest vineyard in the world. The former is at Tehama and
19
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contains 3800 acres, to which 1000 acres are to be added within a year. The
smallest vineyard is in Santa Barbara county, and consists of a single vine

which was planted by a Mexican woman about sixty-nine years ago. Its trunk

has a diameter of twelve inches, its branches extend over an area of 12,000

feet, and it produces annually from 10,000 to 12,000 pounds of grapes, of the

famous Mission variety, the bunches frequently weighing six or seven pounds

each. The old lady to whose thrift the present owners are indebted died in

1865, at the age of 107.

The total number of acres included in the vineyards of the various States

and Territories is 307,575, giving employment to 200,780 laborers. The aver-

age number employed in the outdoor work, in the cultivating of the fruit, is

one person to three acres. As growers become more familiar with the use of

spraying apparatus and fungicides, the harvests will be more certain. It may-

be a long time before we shall achieve a parallel to the grapes of Eshcol,

though our own product guarantees great possibilities in viticulture.

Aside from the small fruit farms, and hot-houses for the cultivation of black-

berries, raspberries, and strawberries, much of the small fruit for market comes
from the woods and marshes, where they grow in a semi-wild state. Their yield

as regards quantity and market price, is almost marvelous.

In many New England localities, the small farms that once were the

source of livelihood of the Yankee and his family have weather-stained boards i

across their front gates bearing the sign, "For Sale," or "To Let." The pear

and apple orchards, clover meadows, and small fields, well enough for the sedate

fathers, are too small to bound the aspirations and energies of the younger
\

generation. The soil which has borne harvests and fruitage for ten generations

is not so responsive as the soil of the New West. The young men who do not ,

turn their attention to the more lucrative trades and professions of the cities,
|

venture into farming on a large scale in the West, where the indolent tiller reaps I

almost as rich harvests as the energetic one. The yielding capacity of the wheat

farms of the New West is almost incredible. If the native grass is burned off 1

or turned under, and seed is scattered on top of a light plowing, the tender I

grain springs up and yields good returns with but little effort on the part of the

tiller. On the other hand, when great capital is invested, improved methods

and machinery used, and efficient labor employed, wheat farming in these regions

yields returns that would seem incredible to the old-fashioned farmer. The sup-

ply of grain is limited only by the acreage under cultivation. From 12,000 to

40,000 acres are comprised in single farms, and the number of buildings, grana-

ries, elevators and windmills on each give the appearance at a short distance

of little villages. Farming on such a scale is simply a business venture, con-

trolled by monopolies or wealthy capitalists, who leave the entire charge of the

business with superintendents. About 1 50 men are employed during the harvest I
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season, with daily wages averaging- $1.50 per capita, and thousands of dollars

are investctl in machinery and horses. The small farmer in the West has no

chance in his comi)etition with monopolies, and while companies are becoming

wealthy, the communities receive little of the benefit. There is no home-life on

these large Western farms, and the only society is that of the laborers, often

uneducated foreigners.

The great fertile district extending from the (ailf of Mexico to the

Panhandle of Texas, from the curving boundary lines of the Carolinas,

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana

to the Rio Grande River, has been called the

Land of Cotton. The most beautiful, as

well as the most typical plantations are those

in the valleys of the Red and the Mississij)pi

Rivers, where the soil is a rich red loam,

easily cultivated as well as productive and

responsive. The climate is mild and salubri-

ous, and all natural conditions are favorable

to the cultivation of the cotton. In all its

different stages of growth it is the most

interesting of those plants that fall under

the class commonly designated as " useful."

Its very seed is a mystery of the life

principle, for that small, woolly, rusty little

cocoon conceals the warp and woof of the

great proportion of humanity's covering.

After lying all \\int(.'r in tht! neglected

heaps about the old gins and barns, the

seed are tossed into the moist earth, and

soon the three-leaved plants appear, run-

ning in long straight rows for miles across

the fields of bottom-land. The blossom,

appearing as a pink bud, becomes white

petaled, filling the land with a rare fragrance. All the while the process of

cultivation goes on, the dark-faced laborers plowing, thinning, hoeing, and

weeding. It is a leisurely work which suits the indolent nature of the negro,

the ordained cultivator of cotton.

During the summer drouth, the green stalks turn brown, and the leaves

j
fall away, giving place to the cooped boll with its contents of snow. Soon

h these bolls burst, and out comes the fine dry fabric. " Cotton-pickin' time"

;,
begins, the merriest, joUiest, "flushest" season the darkies ever know. With

ll

good-natured hardihood they desert their town homes, for it doesn't pay to

WIND-BREAK OF
EUCAI.YI'TUS TKKES, TO
PROTKCr ORCHARDS.
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tend horses, run errands, nurse and cook, while the vast fields of cotton

iitretching- beyond invite their nimble fingers, and promise pay for actual

number of pounds picked.

Some of these plantations are small colonies in themselves. Their bound-
aries include many miles squaie of prairie and timber lands. Upon each is the

store for general merchandise, a post-office, church, and school house, besides

the mill, gin, press, compress, and warehouses. There are the renters' houses,

the "hands' " cabins, each with its truck patch and pig pen, the owner's house,

with its long, rose-bowered verandas, its beautiful lawns and flower gardens, the

stables, barns, and carriage houses. There are an ice-house, a dairy, an apple-

house and smoke house, and buildings innumerable. Fruit orchards and vine-

yards, hammocks and rustic seats, all contribute to make the life of the

Southerners as enviable as possible. About these old plantations lingers the

atmosphere of ante-bellum grandee life. Things are done on a large scale.

Supplies are laid in by the barrel and hogshead, and produce is planted and
garnered accordingly. Yet everything is subservient to King Cotton, who fills

the measure of the hearts and expectations of his subjects. Year after year,

and crop after crop, bring no great profits to the owner. He does not seem to

take into consideration the difference between the former times, when he owned
both labor and product, and the present conditions, with its divided interest,

daily wages, inequality of labor, and decreasing capabilities, which have warped

the conditions of the industry since the war. Paid labor is not equal in many
ways to slave labor, for the slaves worked for the interest of their masters. As
many as five hundred slaves often grew up together on one plantation. They
knew but one home and one occupation. Their first toddling steps were

between the rows of young cotton, and they learned to sing the cotton field

songs as soon as they could talk. Their wants were few ; their knowledge of

life and its possibilities was bounded by the blue rim of the horizon which set

on their master's plantation. Now they are a set of shiftless nomads, wearying

of the new broom of their spasmodic energies at one plantation, and moving

on to a fitful spell of work at another. This in a great measure accounts for

the uncertainties. Employer and employee have no longer a mutual interest.

As for white cotton-hands, they do not pay. The hot seasons are too intense

for them and the returns too precarious. Yet the Southener clings to his cotton

fields. He cannot believe that Egyptian and other foreign cottons are compet-

ing successfully with his. He cannot understand why it is that he makes as

many bales to the acre as he did in the old time yet clears no money. He
only knows that if raised at all it must be raised in large quantities. The cost

of labor is nearly equal to the returns of the crop. He hauls his bales into

town to be sampled and bid upon by merchants and buyers, and is satisfied if

the net profits are sufficient to pay off last year's store-bills. The system of
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monthly and yearly credit is, of itself, the ruin of the Southern farmer. He is

even handicapped by his tenants. He must atlvance them provisions while they

are working in his employ. If his crop runs short he is in debt to his merchants

and his tenants are in debt to him. He has not a diversity of crops to fall back

upon in an unfavorable year. So all depends upon the season, upon the drouth,

or overflow, or boll-worm.

Yet the business possesses a peculiar fascination. There are the green

fields in the spring-time ; the blossom fields in the summer ; the brown fields of

early autumn ; and the snow fields of harvest-time. There are the pickers in

wagon-loads and tramping crowds, weary and care-free. They sing all day as

they fill their baskets, joking and depreciating each other's skill as they wait

about the weigher's stand at night for their weights and pay, and singing again

to the merry tinkle of the banjo, as they lounge about their cabin doors before

bedtime. There are the gins with their creaking machinery and snow-drifting

lint room ;
presses with the ties and bagging, rolling out great bales, which are

crowded into a sixth of their original size by the mighty elbows of the com-

presses. Then there are the wagons, loaded bale upon bale, jogging along the

road, the happy tenant driving, wife and children perched upon the bales,

" goin' to trade." There are visions of cotton exchanges, where gambling in

futures runs high, and millions change hands every day ; of huge vessels at the

seaport and long freight cars in the inland, laden and groaning with the pre-

cious freigJit.

One of the devices of greatest interest to the visitor in many parts of the

West is the device which makes man a special providence in sections which were

formerly arid wastes because of lack of rain. In an admirable discussion of

the subject of irrigation, General Irwin quotes the phrase " irrigation makes
homes for millions, better than the rain makes homes." In former times irriea

tion would undoubtedly have been regarded as a device of Satan, since it

attempts to supplement the work of Providence in making the earth fruitfiil

The change in twenty years by the introduction of water into sections where no

water was has been marvelous, but it is only prophetic of the still greater

changes to come. It is not many years since the maps of the Western country

were interspersed with forbidding dots, marked deserts, which were universally

regarded as waste places forever. In the map of the near future there will be

no American desert. Irrigation will have made almost every acre of land

available, and those sections which seem to-day almost beyond redemption by

artificial fertilization, will undoubtedly yield to the increasing inventiveness and

ingenuity of man.

The arid area in this country, according to Major Powell, is fifteen hundred

miles in its widest part, from east to west, and a thousand miles from north to

south, containing over a million of square miles, over six hundred millions of
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statements make the importance of irrigation evident at the first glance.

Within the limits of this natural desert lie Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, Wyoming,
New Mexico, Idaho, and parts of Montana, of the Dakotas, of Texas, of Kansas,

of Nebraska, of Washington, of Oregon, and of California. The Secretary of the

Interior, in his report for 1891, declared " that 120,000,000 acres that are now
desert may be redeemed by irrigation so as to produce the cereals, fruits, and
garden products possible in the climate where the lands are located." It is to

the Mormons that we owe the first practical and successful use of irrigation on

a large scale ; a scale so large and so impressive that it became a great object-

lesson in the whole West. There are now under the influence of irrigation

nearly four million acres of land, penetrated by more than fifteen thousand miles

of artificial water-ways in the form of canals and ditches. The condition of the

cultivator of irrigated lands is, in one important respect, more assured than that

of the cultivator of lands within the rain belt, for while rains fail, and droughts

are of frequent occurrence, to the disaster and discouragement of the cultivator,

irrigation is unfailing.

In California, the price of water is regulated by law, and it is likely that

the other States and territories in which irrigation is used will, sooner or later,

regfulate the matter just as other States reg-ulate and control the freight

charges of the railroads. The greatest need in irrigated countries is the

building of large reservoirs for water storage, for the purpose of securing an

equalization of distribution. The dry regions contain hills and valleys, and the

soil which is furnished by the valley is supplied with water by the mountains,

and all that is needed is the utilization and equalization of the supply which

nature furnishes. The main question now is how shall this be done. The
^cretary of the Interior, in the report already quoted from, says that private

corporations and associations are nov/ substantially given the field of water

supply tor that domain which may be redeemed by irrigation, and that this field

is being rapidly seized upon. The United States does not retain control, but

establishes States or Territories, by which the control is handed over to corpora-

tions. In the Secretary's opinion the General Government should not release

altogether its hold upon water supplies. No one can compute the future popu-

lousness and value of the arid Territory, and no one can compute, therefore, the

future value of privileges which are now being given away. It will not be long

before the matter of water supply will be one of the highest national import-

ance, both as regards the value of the control to the Government and its

importance to settlers who are dependent upon it. In a recent message to

Congress, the President said " the Government should not part with its

ownership of the water sources, except on the condition of insuring water to

settlers at reasonable rates." The appliances of irrigation add not a little to

the picturesqueness of the country, and the wind-mills often may be made as

effective as the mills of Holland, if proportion and color are taken into account.



The riarvelous Story of Our Great Industries.

m'^^

Marble is, of all stones used for building or

sculpture, the best known and the most anciently

used. The earliest records of human architecture

tell of its employment. The Egyptians used it

before they built the Pyramids. The temples and

palaces of Greece were built of it ; and it was the

boast of an Emperor that he had found Rome
brick and had left it marble. From Mount Pente-

licus and from the Isle of Paros came the snowy

stone of wliich the Parthenon and its fellow-gems

of architecture were built, and in which were

wrought the masterpieces of Phidias and Praxi-

teles, while the artists of Rome sought their sup-

plies at Carrara, on the Gulf of Spezzia.

It is a far cry from Mount Pentelicus to Otter Creek. Yet the fame of the

former for this beautiful stone is rapidly being transferred to the latter. The

hills that border that humble stream in Central Vermont are green without, as

their name implies. But within they have been found to have hearts of snowy

marble, rivaling that of Italy and Greece in purity and texture. A considerable

quantity of it is perfectly suited to the finest statuary work, while the amount

available for architectural purposes is practically inexhaustible.

This Rutland County marble, for which Vermont is famous, is of the age

of the Trenton limestone of New York, and forms a huge layer, 2000 feet

thick, underlying hundreds of square miles of country. Not all portions of the

layer, however, are valuable. Where it crops out at the surface of the ground,

or nearly reaches it, the upper part, for a depth of from ten to fifty feet, is

worthless, because of the action of the weather. At West Rutland the vein of

perfectly pure statuary marble, rivaling that of Paros and Carrara, is only four

feet thick. But there are fifty feet more of superb clouded and colored marble

for architectural use. At Sutherland Falls the vein of building marble is

seventy-five feet thick, and at Pittsford it is more than six hundred feet thick,

with scarcely a seam or a flaw. Other less valuable deposits of marble, white,

307
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clouded, or colored, are found at Lee, Mass., Tuckahoe and Sing Sing, N. Y.,
Louisa County, Va., and other places in the Appalachian Mountain belt. At
Shoreham, Vt., and Glen's Falls, N. Y., black marble is found. Burlington,

Vt., furnishes the beauti-

ful variegated " Winoo-
ski" marble. But the

mountains of Tennessee
are the chief source of

this last-named kind,
yielding seemingly end-

less quantities of fine-

textured stone, colored

in every imaginable hue
and tint, and veined and

streaked and mottled in

the most bevvilderingly

beautiful manner.

So it came to pass

that when tne hardy
Green Mountain farmer

found his fields becoming
sterile and unprofitable,

he looked below the sur-

face, and there found a

richer and surer harvest

than ever had appeared

above. And while on

the Gulf of Spezzia the

quarrymen clung to the

primitive methods of

work, slow, laborious,

and wasteful, the New
Englanders utilized in

quarrying the latest

devices of Yankee
Ingenuity.

The first thing to do

is to clear away the sur-

face rock, which heat and cold and other conditions have partially decomposed

and rendered worthless. This is largely done by blasting, great care being

exercised to use light charges, acting upward, so as not to injure the sound

IN THE QUARRY.

{A Marble Quarry in VtrutontCi
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marble below. After this "cap-rock" is thus removed and a "sound" floor
secured there is no more blasting. The stone is too valuabU; to be shattered
into useless fragments.

Instead of gunpowder, steam-power is used. There are two kinds of
"channeling machines" in use. One drives a set of chisels, the other a
series of drills. Both effect the same purpose, the cutting of straight, narrow.
parallel channels in the

marble floor, five or six

feet deep and perhaps

the same distance apart.

Other channels are then

cut at right angles to

the first, dividinu- the

loor into squares. One
of these huge blocks is

le.xt broken loose, by
neans of wedges, and
ifted out. Into the

:avity thus formed a

vorkman gets down,

ind directs a drill or set

)f chisels horizontally

gainst the bases of the

ither blocks, which are

hus one by one cut

ff

—

"gadding," the

''ork is called—and
ifted out. When all

re removed, a fresh

floor" is presented
nd the "channeling
iiachines" are set at . v,

|ork again, cutting .slu.ce-gate.

leir deep, narrow tren-

les and dividing the "floor" into another series of blocks. The cost of thus
itting marble and raising it from the quarry is from seventy-five cents to a
jUar the cubic foot.

j

These huge cubes of marble are taken from the quarry to the mill, to
,: cut into smaller blocks or slabs for building purposes. The cutting is

|)ne by means of gangs of horizontal saws, made of soft iron and having
) teeth, but being fed with sand and water. They are operated by steam
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or water-power. The polishing ot the blocks and slabs is also done by power.

The pieces of marble are placed in a " rubbing-bed " and ground and

polished with sand and emery by a rubber, which works on them with either

a rotary or a to-and-fro motion.
n r i

Pieces of marble of extraordinary size, for monolithic columns, obelisks,

etc are cut and '".ishioned in the same

was Much ot the tlutni<; and other

c<u\ing on ornamental stoncnvork is done

b\ machuK rv in the mills Sometimes

hand -cai\ mil; is done theie also, and

sometimes it is Icf" until the stones are

actualU in place in the structure of

\\\\\l\\ they are to foim a part

I he Amdican marljle industry is a

comparatu el\ \ oun^ ont It began about

with th( burning of some of the

mm
li

p -

I

surface mail)k at West

Rutland, for lime, ihen a

few tombstones were cut.

After a dozen years systematic

quarr)^ing was begun ;
but it

was difficult to persuade the

public that Vermont marble was

as good as that imported from Europe. That it is as good, if not better, is.

however, now amply established, and the quarrying of it has become a mammoth

industry Where once were barren sheep-pastures, worth a few dollars an acre,

are now vast and increasing caverns, with snowy walls, from which busy toilers

«»,-

BARREL-HOIST AND TUNNEL THROUGH THE WASHBURN MIU.
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armed with steel and steam have taken millions of dollars worth of stone,

enough of it, and gooil enough, to have built all Athens in the age of Pericles.

"The old order changeth, giving place to new." But only the means

are new, and not the ends. Before history began, bread was the staff of life,

and in the Stone Age the grain of the field was ground into meal for food.

Among the earliest im-

plements of human in-

genuity were the two

stones between which

the corns of wheat or

barley were crushed,

and those very imple-

ments are in use to-day

in savage lands. CiNili

zation still clings to

bread as the slatt of

life, and still grinds

the grain between two

stones. They are large

stones, now, and they

are operated by steam

or water power. But

the r<-sult is tlie same

in kind as it was un-

counted aees a^o.

The well-nigh uni

versal method of grind

|ing grain is that of the

common village mill.

Two huge disc-shapetl

5tones are placed one

above the other, the

i faces which come to-

gether being grooved

in a peculiar fashion.

Through the upper stone there is a hole, through which the grain trickles from

1 hopper and enters the narrow space between the stones. Then, as the

jpper stone whirls swiftly round and round upon its axi.s, the grain is fmely

yround, thereafter to be screened, so as to separate the fine flour from the

l;oarser bran. To this day, with few exceptions, that is the process used

!n flour mills, great and small.

SHOOTING A WELL.
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About 1870, however, some millers in Hungary began experimenting

with a view of improving the milling process, and the result was the Walz

Muhl, or cylinder-mill, called also the gradual reduction mill, and, in this

country, the "new process." In this system no millstones are used, but,

in their stead, many pairs of small, horizontal steel rollers, their surfaces

traversed by small, sharp grooves, sometimes spiral, sometimes parallel

with the axes. These pairs of

rollers are arranged in sets of at

least three, one above the other,

with a space between. The grain

passes between the uppermost pair

and is crushed. Falling through

the intervening space it is cooled,

and then goes between the second

pair and is crushed more finely.

Again it is cooled by falling to the

third set, and acjain is crushed

more finely still. The finest grades

of flour are thus passed through

eighteen or twenty sets of rollers.

This is the " new process

"

used in the great mills of Minne-

sota, perhaps the most important

seat of the flour-making industry

in the world. Here the famous and

picturesque Falls of St. Anthony,

on the Mississippi River, furnish

practically unlimited water-power,

through systems of turbine wheels.

Anthony Trollope—not the An-

thony for whom the falls were

named—once said that he never

could believe, until he actually saw

it, that there was a place, inhabited

by rational men, called Minneapolis. The name is a queer mixture of Indian

and Greek. But never mind. Philology may stand aghast, but all the same

a very great share of the world must get its bread from this same MinneapoHs.

Here huge mills form a city in themselves. For their supply cartage would

be absurd ; the railroads run directly into them. Daily long trains bear in

the harvest of the wheat fields and bear out the finished flour, the finest in

the world. There is no tumult or clatter ; the thousands of cylinders arc

i.rARDING A Willi CAT Will..
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whirling with only a low, continuous hum. There is no dust in the air, with

its death-dealing power. Once mills were pervaded with a fine, impalpable

dust. This one day exploded, with the force of gunpowder, wrecking one of

the largest mills and destroying many liv^es. Since then elaborate systems of

air-currents have been devised, keeping the atmosphere of the mills always free

from dust, and cool.

Thousands of barrels of flour daily arc turned out of one of these mam-
moth mills, and thousands of empty barrels must be daily received to contain

the snowy product. With a task of such magnitude on hand, the old-fashioned

cooper's shop is use-

less. Great factories

have taken its place,

w here s a w s a n d

k n i v e s, il r i v e n by

steam power, in whole-

sale fashion translorm

forests into flour bar

rels. These go in

owering loads to the

nills, and are hurried

n the grasp of an end-

ess chain to where the

jerfected flour is pour-

ng from the whirring

oilers and through

he quivering silken

creens.

Starting from bins

n the upper story, the

v'heat travels through

he vast building, from

oor to floor, from side

o side, untouched by human hands ; now being cleansed from impurities, now
leing crushed finer and finer, now being sifted again and again ; until at

1st, encased in barrels of one hundred and ninety-six pounds each, it issues

Drth by the carload to feed the millions of the world. Half a billion bushels,

r thirty billion pounds, are the inconceivable figures that represent the

nnual wheat crop of America ; and the mills of Minneapolis and Rochester

|nd other cities are worthy, in magnitude and perfection of equipment, to deal

rith the large share of it that forms their grist. True, they are doing, in kind,

nly what the squalid wild woman of the cave-dwelling race did with stone

GAS WELLS.
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bowl and grinder. But in degree, how different ! And though the end be th

same, in means how has the old order changed and given place to the new !

The use of petroleum in various forms is of unremembered origir

Nineveh and Babylon knew it well, the "slime" of the Old Testament beinj

merely crude petroleum, partially evaporated. To this day the oil wells o|;

Is, on the Euphrates, which supplied " slime " or mortar for the building oj

Babylon, are still flowing. Other ancient wells are in the Ionian Islands ; a

Amiano, Italy ; on the Persian Shore of the Caspian Sea, and in Burmali

Pliny tells of the use of this oil in lamps in his day, and the city of Genoij

was largely lighted with it centuries ago. But it did not play a great part ii

the world's economy until an American "struck oil" in the latter half of th(

present century.

As early as 1819 petroleum was collected from wells in Ohio and pui

to various uses. In 1850 the manufacture of the oil from coal was begun!

and rapidly increased until it became an important industry. But not yej

was the true vein struck. The honor of at last doing this was reserved fol

Colonel G. L. Drake, who, in 1858, began to bore, on Oil Creek, Venango

County, Pa., an artesian well. "What for?" his neighbors asked. "¥o\

oil," was his reply ; and they laughed him to scorn. But on August 28,
1859J

at a depth of 71 feet, he "struck oil." It flowed at the rate of 400 gallong

a day, and he sold it for 55 cents a gallon ; and his neighbors stopped laughingj

Seldom has the world seen such a rush for wealth as the oil country thea

beheld. Wells were sr.nk everywhere. A forest of derricks arose. Farms that

had been worth five dollars were largely purchased at a thousand dollars ari

acre. One farmer sold out for a round million. Another would not sell, but

got ^3000 a day in royalties on wells sunk on his farm. Fabulous fortunes

were amassed. One well, the Noble, in a little more than a year, yieldcJ

500,000 barrels without pumping. The principal oil field was in Pennsyl-

vania, but many wells were sunk in adjacent counties of New York and in

Ohio and West Virginia.

In time the freely flowing wells began to fail and pumping had to be re-

sorted to, under which process the yield was maintained, though the profits were

slightly lessened. Another system of renewing the flow of exhausted wells was

invented some years ago and is widely and successfully practiced. This is

called " shooting," or " torpedoing." A gallon or so of nitro-glycerine, enclosed

in a long and slender tin can, is lowered to the bottom of the well and exploded.

The shock shatters the oil-bearing slate and sandstone for a considerable dis-

tance around the bore, and jars it much further, and the result is an immediate

rush of oil, often spurting high in air, like a geyser. This process is patented,

and the work is done by a single company, whose agents drive about the oil

country, over rough roads, in a most reckless fashion, with cans of nitro-gly'
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cerine under the wairon-seat. Now and then a jolt of the wagon causes an
explosion. There is a tremendous noise and a hole in the ground ; that is all.

Man, horse, and wagon are literally blown to atoms. " Moonlighting '"
is the

name applied to the surreptitious "shooting" of wells by unauthorized persons
—owners of wells who thus evade paying royalty to the company holding the

patent.

"Wild-cat" wells, so called, are shafts sunk secretly, or so guarded that

none but the owners can approach them to ascertain their value. Such wells

are surrounded by armed sentries, who promptly repel curious visitors at

the rifle's muzzle. If tlie well proves profitable, the owners are able thus

TRANSPORTING OIL FRO.M THE. PIPELINES TO THE
CARS.

to secure other territory around it

before the price is enhanced by the

knowledge that they have " struck

oil."

The crude oil is stored in huge
tanks, and then shipped to the refi-

neries, at New York and elsewhere.

Once it was all conveyed in casks.

Then huge iron tanks, resembling a
locomotive boiler in size and shape, were made, each being mounted on a flat

railroad car and holding about 25,00x3 gallons. This method of transportation
is still much used. In 1865, however, another plan was devised, which is now
die characteristic method. This is the pumping of the oil through pipes, laid

3n or under the ground. These pipes are from four to six inches in diameter,
ind on the long lines have pumping stations at intervals of about twenty-five
niles. Twenty thousand barrels of oil may be sent daily through a six-inch
jipe. The oil country is fairly gridironed with these pipe-lines ; and there are
;Wo lines reaching from Olean to New York Bay, 300 miles, and many others
worn fifty to 1 75 miles long.
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In late years natural gas has become an important product of the oil fields.

Exhausted oil wells often furnish it, and so do wells driven for the purpose.

Tlie gas rushes from the well in a powerful current, and when ignited forms a

perpetual torch perhaps a hundred feet high, a very "pillar of fire. " This gas

is conveyed through pipes to towns and cities, where it is used in place of the

manufactured gas for illuminating purposes. It is also much used for fuel in

private houses and in manufacturing establishments. It is found to be cheaper

than coal, its fires more easily regulated, and the unpleasant features of smoke,

cinders, and ashes are entirely avoided.

Although the day of phenomenal "gushers" among oil wells seems well-

nigh past, the industry maintains mammoth proportions. Thus in the month of

May, 1892, in the Pennsylvania field alone 183 new wells were sunk, 43 of them

being dry. The product of the new wells was 7795 barrels. In 1889 the oil

fields of Pennsylvania and New York produced 21,486,403 barrels (of 42 gallons

each,) those ofOhio.i 2,471,965, and those of West X'irginia, Colorado, California,

Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, Kansas and Texas enough to bring the total for the

United States up to 34,820,306 barrels. That produced in Ohio, Indiana, and

California was used chiefly for fuel, and the rest for illuminating purposes, ex-

cepting 109,891 barrels used for lubricating. The total value of the year's

yield in its crude state was $26,554,652. The total product of the United

States from 1859 to 1889, inclusive, was 407,985,503 barrels, or 17,135,391,126

gallons of crude oil.



The Thrilling Story of Life on the Frontier.

ILLUSTRATKO HY FREDERIC REMINGTON.

A CHKYF.NNE.

MONG the unique and interesting figures that have en-

tered into the history ot the West is the squatter. His

species has become almost extinct. He will soon be

driven out, grountl down, and reduced by the leveling

arm of civilization to an ordinary American citizen, with

every trace of picturesqucness lost. He may still be

seen in the more thickly settled regions of the West.

His people are a mongrel set. They generally came

from one of the Middle States, a family at a time, in an

old o.x-wagon, whose cover was drawn in at the ends

like the back of an old-fashioned sunbonnet, and from under whose tattered

edges a row of pink-faced, white-haired children peeped out upon the new

Canaan of their rightful possessions. Inside, wielding his long whip, sat the

solemn pione(;r. Outside, walking behind a retinue consisting of a cow, a calf,

a sad-looking horse, and several yellow dogs, came the wind-tanned mother and

the eldest, bare-le;4ged boy. Over the wheels of the wagon dangled a few rush-

bottomed chairs, an old pine bedstead, and the simplest household utensils. Fhe

father chewed his tobacco and cracked his whip, the children chattered, the big

boy shied clods of earth at the quail and meadow lark, and the mother trudged

on in silence.

When they came to a place that suited them, where there was timber, light,

sandy soil, and water, they constructed a rude cabin and settled down for a

season. It did not occur to them to ask whose land it was. They did not want

f to sign deeds, pay taxes, and build fences; they simply wanted a home where

1
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the father could return after his fishing and hunting and the mother could piece

her rag-quilts and dip her snuff in peace. They cut a few poles and built a
rude log cabin, roofed it with brush and sod, and smoothed the earthen floor.

The old chairs and three-legged bedstead that had been nailed to the wall soon
gave it a home-like air. A bee-gum spring was sunk, a brushwood fence was
built for the calf and a clearing made for the little garden. When they had
found out the nearest mill their wants were supplied. They had no need for a

school, a church, a physician, or a preacher. The mother knew of herbs and
liniments, and as for education, the children needed to learn only to swim and
climb, to ride and shoot, and, later in life, to shift for themselves.

But often the squatter does not even have a rude cabin to boast of If he

has the roving spirit that cannot settle down long enough in any one place to

make it worth his while to construct a cabin, he will pitch a tent, and he and his

family will live there in the most^aboriginal fashion for a season or two, perhaps,

before moving on. He may be a trapper, and in that case he gets a fair liveli-

hood if his luck is good. When the owner decides to claim his land the

squatter and his family move on. Perhaps the mother will fret a litde ov^r her

ash-hopper, her setting hens, and her turnip patch; but the children like the

travel, and the oldest boy is wild to ride the first mustang pony he has broken.

They have prospered in the West, and this time the cart, followed by the inevit-

able yellow dogs, is loaded. There are plenty of other spring branches and
tempting locations. The whole West is before them from which to make a

more fortunate selection for a home.

In sharp contradistinction to the squatter is the sectler, who knows the

homestead law, takes up his one hundred and sixty acres, publishes his claim,

and settles down to live unbrokenly upon it for the required six months each

year. When his deeds read right and field notices have been properly witnessed

and recorded, he is ready to begin life as a citizen and landholder. He hews

and splits the tough post-oaks and black-jacks, builds strong "worm" fences

around his possessions, and is ready when the season opens to begin his work.

He plants his crop, digs his well, sets out the little fruit orchard, drains and

irrigates, plows and grubs. The scent of the new earth is on his clothing and

the sweetness and wholesomeness of it are in his heart, if he is progressive,

public-spirited, and thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the West, he will

immediately show some indication of his enterprise. He will meet his fellow-

citizens, boom the lands, work for a new railroad, subscribe for schools and

churches, and work for better laws. He is bound to succeed. His children

will be sent away to be educated, and they will have a better inheritance than

was left to their parents. Probably this independent, self-reliant, and public-

spirited settler will aspire to political honors. Politics are contagious in the

West, and nearly every young man looks forward to a seat in the Legislature, il
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k,

not in Congress. Rut whether he represents a county or a district, the thor-

oughly and typically Western man will always carry with him the opinions that

have been ground into him by his rough contact with a hard world.

There is another

class of settlers in the

West w'ho remain

hopelessly poor in

spite of sobriety, hard

work, and good in-

tentions. They are

the people whom
luck seems to turn

against. Whatever

he undertakes, this

settler seems to be

unfortunate. He
sells his land to a

speculator, and the

unearned increment

goes into the hands

of a shrewder person.

He sees men all

around him orettinof

suddenly rich, and in

time he gets used to

seeing others profit

by his toil. His wife

must always be an

overworked creature,

for it takes the united

toil of both to get a

living. It is a wonder

chat these pioneer

women of the West
do not more fre-

q'lentlv lose courage.

Bui i times of erass-

j,
hoppers or severe

\ drought, of destruction of crops by wind or hail, she never gives up. She has the

temperament that can endure. The woman who has always known hardship

I' and toil, who marched in behind wagons, her face burned and hardened by

is'

^
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exposure to wind and sun in varying seasons, is not the person to become faint-

hearted. Hard-featured but tender-hearted, brown-skinned but white-souled,

she holds her own with her sturdy husband and plodding sons. She takes upon '

her shoulders the helpmeet's half of a pioneer life. She is up with the dawn,

milks her dozen cows, carries her water for cooking and washing purposes from

the nearest branch, a quarter of a mile away, cuts her own wood, and makes her

own fires. Uncomplaining and unresentful, she sings at her work, and is always

ready to cheer and comfort. Side by side with the men, she plows and hoes the

new fields, or, mounted on her own broncho, participates in the round-up or

" stands herd " while the boys take their noontide nap in the chapparal bush. She

teaches her children to ride, swim, and to look out for themselves at a tender age.
\

Childhood as it is known in cities and in older States, with its prattling;

ignorance and pretty dependencies, is almost extinguished in the far West.
\

The boys assume responsibilities beyond their years, and the girls soon learn
|

to share the mother's household cares. The substantial facts and practical

experiences with which the life of their elders is guided has an early influence

upon their own. They learn the time of day by the sun, and predict changes

of weather by the hazes and rings about the moon. They learn the ages and

distinctive qualities in the herds. The hills are their schools, pebbles and wild

flowers their books, and the horses their playmates. They become sophisticated

with a rare impersonal knowledge of nature and things created.

The cattle business, as the practical ranchman calls his vocation, has under-

gone a decided change during the past twenty years. The wholesale and

loosely-managed business of the '6o's has given way to the statistical and close-

margined system of the present. It has grown, with the tendency of modern

practical and domestic economy, toward a basis of real valuations. It is the

scope and territory of the business that have been so reduced, while the results

remain practically the same. The last census bulletin, reporting on live stock

on ranges, gives a summary of 517,128 head of horses, 5433 mules, 14,109

asses or burros, 6,828,182 head of cattle, 6,676,902 sheep, and 17,276 swine.

The sales of horses amounted to ^1,418,205; cattle, $17,913,712; sheep,

$2,669,663, and swine, $27,132. The total number of men in charge of th

ranches was 15,390. As to territory for stock-raising, nature has made a gen-

erous provision. The immense Panhandle of Texas, which, with its fertility of

soil and abundance of rainfall, must not be confounded with the arid Pecos

regions or the Llano Estacado, or Staked Plains, embraces hundreds of square

miles of juicy grass-range. Even the Staked Plains, considered useless for

years, are gradually being converted into good pasture regions by means of

irrigation and artificial forestry. The prairies of Kansas and the rollini,'

stretches of the Indian Territory are used for no other purpose than as the

feeding-ground for thousands of herds.

(•
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Until the passage of the Oklahoma Bill the Indian country was an
Eldorado for Kansas and Texas cattlemen. The withdrawal of the country

was a great backset to the cattle business in the Southwest. The Texas
mesquite grass is superb winter forage, keeping its nutritive and sustaining

qualities long after it appears dried up and juiceless, but it is not as fattening

as the Territor)' grass. Every winter the Oklahoma district was overrun with

herds driven from the surrounding country, and while in the Territory among
the helpless Indians the cattleman resorted to his primitive system of commis-

sion. He knew he had no right to the Indian's land, and the Indian knew it

too, but, so long as he was not inconvenienced for the time being, he made no

resistance to the usurpation of his land. The stockmen pacified the Indians for

the use of their pasturing grounds by supplying some of their more immediate

wants, giving them fresh beef and cows and a generous amount of tobacco,

whisky, and worthless trinkets for the squaws.

The pleasant little game of reciprocity was broken up by the President's

fiat forbidding foreign stockmen to drive their herds into the Territory. There
was no penalty attached, and there was, naturally, considerable manccuvring on

the part of the stockmen to evade the law and its inconvenient requirements.

The United States troops stationed at Fortn Sill and Reno were commissioned

to enforce the law and to order all foreign stockmen then in the Territorv to

vacate immediately. One stubborn old-timer from Texas, who was peacefully

teaching his herd to eat forbidden grass, came under the official eye and gave

<io small amount of trouble. After numerous attempts at resistance, he finally

"ounded up his herd and marched to the border ; but, as there was no fiat to

ibrbid his return, deliberately marched back. -Several official orders were sent

[aim ; each time he obeyed, and each time he returned. Finally two companies

ti cavalry were sent out to insist upon the enforcement of the law. The
nounted cavalry, in their brave uniforms, riding their stall-fed and stiff-kneed

worses, did not find the matter as simple as they perhaps had anticipated. They
•et out, solemnly marching in fours, before, behind, or in the midst, wherever

hey could keep their places in the disorganized herd of long-horns. The drive

•ccurred in April, when most of the cows were calving, and the young calves,

'mable to keep up in the line of march, fell behind. The Infuriated mothers

ontinually broke ranks to rush back after their walling offspring. The cap-

'ain's roaring command, " Charge the brute !" would be countermanded by the

I'fder, "Retreat! Retreat!" when a maddened animal bore down upon the

olemn fours. This weary war between the staid soldiers and the resisting

erd of cattle went on for two days and nights. A combination of forces more

licongruous can scarcely be imagined. The calm, rimless stretch of prairie

'as the scene of battle between man and beast. The dignified soldiers, in their

nwonted service, contrasted with the infuriated mob of cattle : the flashing of
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arms and the prancing of terrified army horses ; the confusion of orders ; the

lowing of the cows, bellowing of steers, and cries of deserted calves ; the little

knot of cowboys and their leader riding submissively apart, watching the pro-

ceedings with amused
^interest, wondering

Swhat the result would

I be.

^ The troops were
^called upon a number
^of times during the

.fseason to preserve

^the majesty of the

fllaw before the
Ljcountry was finally

^deserted by the stock-

^men. The Territories

iland new States of

the Northwest still

supply unlimited
range and pasturage.

' i The plains extending

from the Black Hills

and the mountain

ranges of Wyoming,

from Fort Collins to

i;.(> Montana border,

and between Pike's

1
'« ak and Denver, as

well as the greater

part of the mild-

wintered New Mexi-

co Territory, are rich

in erasses and well

watered lands yet

open to the stock

raiser.

The Colorado

plains are particularly adapted to sheep raising, which is one of the leading

industries of that State. The range is cut up by mountains and canons into

small ranches, where sheep can be raised to better advantage than cattle.

The business is more hazardous than cattle raisiixg, but it has competed

A BUCKING BRONCHO.
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successfully with it. There has long been a feudal rivalry between the two

classes of ranchmen.

Until 1876 the Texas cattlemen had a, monopoly of the business. They

dealt entirely in common stock cattle, or stock-horns, that required no provision

further than that afforded by a mild climate, sufficient grass, and water. The

business was carried on with primitive simplicity. The herders, who were hired

for twelve or fifteen dollars a month, furnished their own outfits, and a few pack-

mules were sufficient to carry all necessary camp supplies. Even prices were

established by the ranchmen to suit themselves, for competition was not strong

enough to regulate them. When the Te.xas range became insufficient, and the

stockmen drove their herds to the northwest, to Nebraska, Wyoming, and

Colorado, a rivalry sprang up and a new impetus was given to the industry.

In the year 1891 the Swan Land and Cattle Company pastured no less than

Bo,ooo head of cattle in eastern Wyoming, and smaller companies owned from

14,000 to 50,000 stock and horses. A depression in the stock business was

iggravated by the mixing of native and foreign breeds, and the spreading of

various contagious and infectious diseases. Beef that had sold for <;2 5 per head

depreciated to $10 and ;>^i2. Stock cattle remained more nearly stationary in

price, but there was a rapid falling ofT in numbers, due to both the rage of

epidemic, and the general neglect of the business. When things were at their

worst for both stock and stockmen, syndicates from the North and from foreign

countries gave the trade a new boom. Capital was plentiful for a while

;

ranches and ranges were bought or leased in great numbers, and prices were

pushed up by conventions and unions to something near their original fictitious

bases. This state of affairs did not last long, and there was a gradual falling in

prices to actual values. "Corn-fed" and refrigerated beef held its own, and

people soon learned that 1000 head of cattle sheltered, fed, watered, and

judicially disposed of paid better in the long run than 100,000 running wild on

insufficient ranges, starving, famishing, and dying of " pink-eye " and epizooty.

Ranches were cut up into farms and orchards ; the herds were reduced in num-

bers and made to supply the same demand as existed in the time of such

unwieldy conditions.

The introduction of fine-blooded short-horned breeds into the Northwestern

and Southwestern ranges has not proven profitable. The summers are too long,

the winters too severe, and the country itself unsuited to the successful raising

of cattle that require the best forage and shelter, as well as careful handling.

The cattle and sheep that thrive in the West must be able to obtain their own

subsistence all the year round, and to live without shelter, except that provided

by nature in the ravines and wind-breaks. During the summer and winter

they roam at will over the plains, frequently wandering long distances from the

home range. At the fall and spring round-ups, when the stragglers are hunted
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up, an enumeration made, calves branded and beeves selected for market, the

cattle are brought together from points a hundred miles or more apart. The

different ranchmen pick out their own cattle, recognizable by the brand, which

is recorded like the deed of property. It is interesting to study the effect of

climatic and physical conditions of the country upon the cattle running wild.

Even the proportion of the young is regulated by the characteristics of the

country. Each member of a herd seems to know its place, and always prefers

its own to any other herd. These dumb creatures have more intelligence than

is usually credited to them.

The so-called wild cattle of Texas bear a close resemblance in many ways

to the deer. The large development of horn, the pointed nose, the lustrous eye,

and above all, the thinness of flank and length of leg, together with the fleet-

ness, are the main characteristics. The spring " round up," which is held in May
and early June, is the busiest time of the year. A captain is chosen from each

district, and the stockmen and cattle boys belonging to fifteen or twenty ranges

in each work under him. The work is apportioned, and the helpers are under

semi-military organization. Each cowboy has eight or ten horses, and the

whole district, sometimes covering hundreds of square miles, is laid out in daily

rides. A month or more time is generally required to cover the country. It

is said that the cowboys track cattle as the Indian tracks his game. The water-

courses must be followed, and the countr\' carefully searched for stragglers,

some of which sometimes turn up after several years' absence. The boys are

up at four or five o clock in the morning, and frequently are in the saddle six-

teen or seventeen hours a day. While the work is hard, the boys look forward

to it for months. It is preferable to the monotonous life at the ranch, with no

diversion but euchre or poker, or an occasional novel. The cowboy must have

a constitution of iron to endure the hardships of prairie life. He is obliged to

work, when after cattle, in all weathers. He must stand severe heat and

drenching rains, with no prospect of relief from duty until after the work of the

" round up " is finished. He must know the business of a ranchman thoroughly,

and understand every detail of the work, whether that of day-watcher, herder,

or night-watchman, or that of captain of a district. He must he a good horse-

man, know how to break a wild pony, and to ride it when broken, must be keen-

witted, and never lose presence of mind, or he may lose his life in a stampede.

Furthermore he must be a skillful lariat thrower. He cannot hope to handle

his hempen rifle with any degree of skill until he has had at least two years of

practice, and it will be much longer than that before he can throw it with

anything like a sure aim.

The lariat is generally made of native grass, braided and twisted. It is

forty-five feet long, and from three-eighths to one and a half inches in thickness.

The end is wound with waxed shoemakers' thread and the whole boiled in oil ta
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give it strength and pliability. The loop is often made of leather which has

been soaked, stretched and scraped, and '"seasoned." The success in handling

the lariat depends entirely upon the strength and movement of the wrist.

The cowboy has been called the King of the Cattle Country. It may be

only to a limited extent that he is monarch of all he surveys, but in his happy

careless way he dominates even the master of the ranch. In former times he

was only the son and grandson of a cowboy, and was relegated to a distinct

class in the social scale. He inherited even the bow-legs of his pony straddling

ancestors, and all the physical characteristics which the occupation stamped

•^^^^ r=^: r̂- ^ . l£='^=^2^:i^;?^~~ .^_y?Ztl'r,c/7yi'^m^^
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A UISPUTE OVER A BRAND.

dpon them. It was almost literally true of him that "he was born in the sad-

dle." To-day the cowboy is sometimes the son of a well-to-do family in an

eastern or middle State, and is led by a spirit of adventure to experience some-

thing of life in the West. The dash of the winds, the roar and swell and free-

i

dom of the prairies, delight him. Colleges seem small and limited, books nnd

I

papers tame and unvarying. The prairies exhilarate and depress him by turns.

I

He becomes contemplative and introspective, taciturn and uncommunicative,

oy reason of his surroundings. He is to be seen standing about the station

(it train time, in some western town, or more likely sitting sideways on his higlv
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pommeled Mexican saddle, watching the people that crowd off or on the cars

with much the same expression that shows in his pony's eyes—an expression

that can be best described by lack of alertness.

In dress he has escaped from every restraint of conventionality. He hates

a coat, wears a coarse shirt of blue, gray, or red twilled flannel, as loose as a

blouse, confined at the waist by a leather belt. His sombrero may be decora-

ted with a sjold or silver band, and tassels danoflinor at the side. His trousers

fit his muscular legs with unfashionable snugness, and his hair is several seasons

too long. His swearing is only a provincial sin, and his dram drinking a com-

panionable custom. He is quick to join a lynching party, a band of serenaders

e)i route to a ranch where an Eastern girl is visiting, a posse after a horse-thief,

or an old folks' band to a camp-meeting, entering upon each with impartial

enthusiasm. He sits his horse like an Arab, and handles his lariat as a profes-

sional trickster his cards. That unwieldy-looking coil of grass rope tied to his

saddle-skirts is as dangerous a weapon as one could wish for. It has taken

long practice to wield it dexterously, and the cowboy takes a natural pride in

his accomplishment. If a steer or buffalo straying from its herd crosses his

path, out springs his lasso in rhythmical sweeps over the rider's head, then off to

one side, falling in a sure slip-knot over the animal's head, or around the fore

legs, and by a twirl of the rope and a sudden movement of the wrist the victim

is thrown upon the soft turf. In all feats of esquestrianism the cowboy excels

the Indian ; apparently as reckless, but more judicious and unerring in his

movements. Even the cow-pony, the faithful friend of the cowboy, has a divin-

ation that is almost human. He enjoys the chase as a dog the hunt, the cow-

boy's " Halloo-oo-oo !

" being to him what the hunter's horn is to the hound.

He understands every movement of his rider. When the master coils the

lasso about his head, the pony slows up ; when the rope coils into nooses

ahead of him, he advances ; as the noose slips over the animal's head or

leg, he halts, jerking back his head, stiffening his neck, and planting his fore-

feet into the ground, aiding the lariat thrower in landing the victim. It is

peculiar that the pony never becomes tame. He submits to the girth and bit

unwillingly, and each time he is turned loose upon the range imagines his

apprenticeship to control is over. When he is captured again he shies and

balks, flashes his eyes, chews the bit, and resents the whip. It is only an

illustration of nature's refutation of man's superiority.

The pony, too, comes from the range ; his progenitors were the wild horses

of the West ; his education is practical and experimental. His endurance

is something marvelous. He can outrun two ordinary horses, and endure

hunger and thirst with an indifference almost equal to that of the horned frog.

He comes near his abstemious cousin, the burro, as regards provender. His

'ntelligence is phenomenal, and the understanding between him and his master
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is fraternal. When the rider wishes to start on a gallop, he raises his elbows,

giving them a slight shake, and he is borne away. A touch of the hand on the

neck will bring the horse to a sudden standstill, without the use of the rein. It

is no wonder that the two have become inseparably associated, and the horse is

named " F'riend " or " Litde Brother." In his lonely ride the cowboy sings his

strange ballads with all the devotion and fervor of an Oriental lover.

There are some branches of industry that are retarded, if not destroyed,

by civilization. One of these is ranching, as it was followed in the wide scope

jjasturage and free grass of a quarter of a century ago. Then no man thought

of claiming more land than he needed or cared to fence for his own homestead
purposes. As free as the air he breathed, or the blue sky over him, was the

land that lay before him. In a primitive and fraternal fashion the early stock-

men availed diemselves of the privileges of

commission. In a land where range and

booty alike were free, the first man out in

the spring caught the first calf and the tiny

bit of communistic property belonged to

the man who branded it. There was a

pr(>mium on the early bird, and the pros-

perous stockman wlio believed that all was

fair in love and war and cattle raising might

at times hear the epithet: "That man?
Why, he'd steal yearlings

!

" applied to

himself He reasoned that a crime con-

fessed is not a crime, and a l^ad deed done

in the light of day is not bad. Even the

round-ups were a sort of barbarous Derby-

day or hurdle-race, where stakes were open

and entry was free, and where no hard

feeling existed. The big-hearted and free-handed

wholesale thievery, but the law did not, which came with the homesteader

and syndicates and barbed wire fences. Signs appeared on the pasture gates

warning trespassers against appropriation of private land, wagon roads were

forced to turn out of their way, railroads came into the Territories, and the free

citizen was restrained by monopolies. With improved methods of cross feeding

and ensilage, with winter sheds and artificial lakes, drouth and famine were

circumvented, and stock raising settled down into a safer and smaller business.

In old times a ranchman was content widi his dozen "hands," each one

furnishing his own two ponies, and riding away the season at fifteen dollars a

month. The ranchman was content, also, to live in his log cabin, or even "dug-
out," while he could count his herds by the thousands. His manner of business

AN INDIAN VVARKIOR.

pioneer might forgive thIS
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was primitive ami economical. His pack-mules earned all necessary campin£»

and cookiny uU;nsils. Nowadays he must have fifty, instead of a dozen " hands."

He must mount each one, allowing; several t;ood horses to each, besides fur-

nishint^ a l)i<; round np wa^on with its stove and t^asoline and coal-oil, and

supplies of canned fruits, meats, and delicacies of all kinds, lie builds lint;

houses, wind-mills, [lat^-nt ^ates, and conunodious barns, and lives not only in

comfort, but in lu.Kury. The oKl fashioned "round-up" on the southern ranch

was a merry time for all, from tin- children on the ranches to the horses, who
enjoyed the race immensely. Ponies were driven from the ran^c antl "broke"

to the dominion of girth and britlle
;
gray blankets were sunneel, rolled up with

a suit of llannel underwear, and strapped on to the liack of the patient pack-

horse ; saddle-bags and grip-sacks were; brought forth aiul filled, one side witli

cold biscuits, corn dodgers, sugar, and cotteo, and the other side with streaked

bacon, salt, p<'p|>cr, and r.iw onions. Over the gray bniulKs on the pack-horse's

back dangled filing pans, tin cups, an iron pot, and a home-made cedar bucket.

The cowboys, booted, spurretl, and sombreroetl, wearing buckskin gauntlets

and leather belt holding pistol, bowie knife, shot and powdi-r horns, and a

canteen of whisky, arc oil to the rouinl up. The old much is left almost

deserted for a few weeks until llu! herds are brought back. The roaring and low-

ing of the approaching cattle can be heard for miles. Tlu; tramping of thousands

of restless hoofs and the bleating of thousands of thirsty tongues announce th(^

a])proaih ol the cattle, and all work or play is stopped until after the herds come
in. d he ct)wbo)s chant a weird halloo-oo-oo ! ar, they canter on their ponies

amiil the bellowing, hooting animals. .Such a little thing may cause a stam|)ede
;

the sudtlen whirl (^{ ;in obstreperous ponv. the dropping of a red handkerchief

the low flight of a hawk (^\• turkey-buzzard, and o(T go the cattle and pandemo-

niiitn reigns. In vain the boys surround the herd, chanting their persuasive

"
1 lalloo-oooo !

" which is unheeded by the frightened animals. 'I'hey break

ranks and scatter, pawing up the hot sand or loose grass, and flinging it, hoof-

load after hoofloail, over their backs. Bellowing, lowing, and bleating, they

rush b,u k to their wild haunts on the r.ing(\ Thus the entire work of a round-

up may be lost in a few hours. Rut if the hei\l is t»nce within the stockpens, all

is safe. The cattle are separated, yearlings number(Hl, calves branded, aw^X the

old cattle turned loose upon the range.

One of the most remarkalile yet common scenes about a ranch is a cattle

funeral. Let a beef lie killed, no matter how far away from the general range

nor how deeply the spilletl Idood be covered up, its kindred seem instinctively

to know of the slaughti;r, aiul resent it with all the force of their ilumb natures.

They will come running for miles, tongue out, eyes red, back bristling, to find

and keep watch over the murdered ni.ile. They keep up the most mournful

lowing, and as tl\e crowds become thicker, the weird, resounding echoes ot the
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plain are terrifying to one unused to such scenes. Those who come first seem
to agree upon a kind of solemn courtesy to the new comers. They move back

and the new relay rushes in in an orderly circle. They lower their horns and
paw up the earth, bawling dismally, till a new committee arrives, and they

in turn move back to allow the new comers to continue the tragic ceremonies.

And woe to any human being who arrives upon the scene ! With instinctive

resentment, the brutes recognize their bloody-handed master, and plunge at

him to rend him to pieces in their frenzy. Sometimes this awful death watch

is kept up for twenty-four hours. It makes one nervous and apprehensive.

It is as if Nature rose in her might, declarino-, " Thou shalt not kill
!

"

Ranchmen, of course, get accustomed to this weird spectacle, but when they

cannot endure the maddened mob of upbraiding dumb creatures about their

door, the yearlings for beef are driven several miles away to be killed, and

hauled back to the ranch proper.

No sketch of the West is complete without some allusion to the far-famed

woman of the ranch.

The cattle queen, who has held a conspicuous place in the narrator's tale of

the West for a quarter of a century, belongs to the old days of typical ranch life,

the merry round-ups, barbecues, log-raisings, and sheep shearings. At her best

she was a much gilded and idealized creature. In ficdon, she was daring and

fearless, wore buckskin leggings, a black-plumed sombrero, high-heeled boots,

and gold-spiked spurs. She swore lighdy, with a pretty flirt of her skirt, car-

ried her brace of Colt's revolvers, counted her thousand cattle on her thousand

hills, rode into town and shipped them, depositing her good paper in the

Stockmen's Bank. In life, the ranch woman was a hard-faced, hard-worked

female cattleman, who trusted to others and was swindled out of her rights,

who drove into town four times a year in her piano-box buggy and paid her

lawyer half she made. She did not often, however, manage the business for

herself If she was the widow of a cattle king, she lived in her large town

house, made occasional visits to the ranch, and reaped the profits left by her

swindling superinteadents.



The Interesting Story of Our Difficulties with

Foreign Powers.

On a bright sprinq- morning-, the

date, April 30, 1789, amid the booming

of cannon, the plaudits of the multi-

tude, and the general rejoicing ot the

people of the whole country, Washing-

ton had been inaugurated President of

the United States. That day saw one

of the most significant events accom-

plished in the history of the world ; for

there in the city of New York, where

the inauguration took place, a nation

was born in a day. The old Confeder-

acy was gone : the new nation stood

forth " like a giant ready to run a race."

And what a race it has run since that

time history has told.

The United States was destined

to prove no exception to the course

marked out by all other nations and

enjoy perpetual peace. The fact is, the seeds of conflict were already sown and

were destined to bear fruit, both in civil and foreign war.

S THE niFKICUI.TY WITH THE BARB.A.RV STATES.

If the reader will look at any map of Africa he will see on the northern

;oast, defining the southern limits of the Mediterranean, four States, Morocco-

Algeria, Tunis, and Tripoli, running east and west a distance of iSoo miles.

These powers had for centuries maintained a state of semi-independency by

oaying tribute to Turkey. But this did not suit Algeria, the strongest and

nost warlike of the North African States; and in the year 1710 the natives

5verthrew the rule of the Turkish Pasha, expelled him from the country, and

mited his office to that of the Dey. The Dey thus governed the country by

neans of a Divan or Council of State chosen from the principal civic function-

iries. The Algerians, with the other " Barbary States," as the piratical States

vere called, defied the Powers of Europe. France alone successfully resisted
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these depredations, but only partially, for after she had repeatedly chastised the

Algerians, the strongest of the northern piratical States, and had induced the

Dey to sign a treaty of peace, they would bide their time, and after a time return

to their bloody work. It was Algiers which was destined to force the United

States to resort to arms in the defense of its persecuted countrymen ; the result

is a matter of history.

The truth is, this conflict was no less irrepressible than that greater conflict

which a century later deluged the land in blood. For, before the Constitution

had been adopted, two American vessels flying the flag of thirteen stripes and
j

only thirteen stars, instead of the forty-four which now form our national con-

'

stellation, while sailing the Mediterranean had fallen a prey to the swift, heavily
i

armed Algerian cruisers. The vessels were confiscated and the crews, to the
I

number of twenty-one persons, had been held for ransom, for which an enormous i

sum was demanded.

This sum our Government had been unwilling to pay, as to do so would be to

establish a precedent not only with Algeria, but with Tunis, Tripoli, and Morocco

as well, for each of these African piratical States was in league with the others,

and all had to be separately conciliated.

But, after all, what else could the Government do? The country had no

navy. It could not undertake in improvised ships to go forth and fight the swift,

heavily armed cruisers of the African pirates—States so strong that the

commercial nations were glad to win exemption from their depredations by I

annual payments. Why not, then, ransom these American captives by the i

payment of money and construct a navy sufficiently strong to resist their en-

croachments in the future ? This feeling on the part of the Government was

shared by the people of the country, and so it was. Congress finally authorized

the building of six frigates, and by another act empowered President Washing-

ton to borrow a million of dollars for purchasing peace. Eventually the money

was paid to all the four Powers, and it was hoped all difficulty was at an end. *

The work of constructing the new war-ships was pushed with expedition, and

as will be seen, it was well that it was so.

We are now brought to the year 1 800. Tripoli, angry at not receiving a.s

much money as was paid to Algiers, declared war against the United States

;

but now circumstances had changed for the better. For our new navy, a small ;

but most efficient one, was completed, and a squadron consisting of the frigates

"Essex," Captain Bainbridge, the "Philadelphia," the "President," and the

schooner " Experiment," was in Mediterranean waters. Two Tripolitan cruisers
'

lying at Gibraltar on the watch for American vessels, were blockaded by the

" Philadelphia." Cruising off Tripoli the " Experiment" fell in with a Tripolitan
^

cruiser of fourteen guns, and after three hours' hard fighting captured her. The

Tripolitans lost twenty killed and thirty wounded ; this brilliant result had a

marked effect in quieting the turbulent pirates.
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But peace was not yet assured. In 1815, while this country was at

war with England, the Dey of Algiers unceremoniously dismissed the

American Consul and declared war against the United States ; and all

because he had not received tin; articles demanded under the tribute treaty.

This time the Government was well prepared lor the issue. The population

of the country had increased to over eight millions. The military spirit

of the nation had been aroused by the war with (ireat liritain, ending in the

splendid victory at New Orleans under General Jackson. Besides this, the

navy had been increased and made far more eftective. The Administration,

A RAILROAD BATTERY.

with Madison at its head, decided to submit to no further extortions from the

Mediterranean pirates, and the President sent in a forcible message to Congress

on the subject, taking high American ground. The result was a prompt

acceptance of the Algerian declaration of war. Events succeeded each other in

rapid succession. Ships new and old were at once fitted out. On May 15, 1815,

Decatur sailed from New York to the Mediterranean. His squadron comprised

the frigates "Guerriere," "Macedonian," and "Constellation," the new sloop of

war " Ontario," and four brigs and two schooners in addition.

I On June 17, the second day after entering the Mediterranean. Decatur
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captured the largest frigate in the Algerian navy, having forty-four guns. The
next day an Algerian brig was taken, and in less than two weeks after his first

capture Decatur, with his entire squadron, appeared off Algiers. The end had

come ! The Dey's courage, like that of Bob Acres, oozed out at his fingers'

ends. The terrified Dey sued for peace, which Decatur compelled him to sign

on the quarter-deck of the " Guerriere." In this treaty it was agreed by the

Dey to surrender all prisoners, pay a heavy indemnity, and renounce all tribute

from America in the future. Decatur also secured indemnity from Tunis and

Tripoli for American vessels captured under the guns of their forts by British

cruisers durinir the late war.o
This ended at once and forever the payment of tribute to the piratical

States of North Africa. All Europe, as well as our own country, rang with the

splendid achievements of our navy ; and surely the stars and stripes had never

before floated more proudly fron: the mast-head of an American vessel, and they

are flying as proudly to-day.

KING BOMBA BROUGHT TO TERMS.

It was seventeen years later, in 1832, under the administration of General

Jackson, that one of the most interesting cases of difficulty with a foreign power

arose. As with Algeria and Tripoli, so now, our navy was resorted to for the

purpose of exacting reparation. This time the trouble was with Italv, or rather

that part of Italy known at that time as the Kingdom of Naples, whicli had been

wrested from Spain by Napoleon, who placed successively his brother Joseph

and Murat, Prince, Marshal of France, and brother-in-law of Napoleon, on the

throne of Naples and the two Sicilies. During the years 1 809-1 2 the Neapolitan

Government under Joseph and Murat successively had confiscated numerous

American ships with their cargoes. The total amount of the American claims

against Naples, as filed in the State Department, when Jackson's Administration

assumed control, was $1,734,994. They were held by various insurance com-

panies and by citizens, principally of. Baltimore. Demands for the payment of

these claims had from time to time been made by our Government, but Naples

had always refused to settle them.

Jackson and his Cabinet took a decided stand, and determined that the

Neapolitan Government, then in the hands of Ferdinand II—subsequently nick-

named Bomba because of his cruelties—should make due reparation for the

losses sustained by American citizens. The Hon. John Nelson, of Frederick,

Maryland, was appointed Minister to Naples and ordered to insist upon a

settlement. Commodore Daniel Patterson,* who aided in the defense of New

* Daniel T. Patterson was born on Long Island, New York, March 6, 1786; was appointed

midshipman in the navy, 1800 ; was attached to the frigate "Philadelphia" when she ran upon a

reef near Tripoli; was captured and a prisoner until 1805; was made lieutenant in 1807 and
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Orleans in 1815, was put in command of the Mediterranean squadron and
ordered to cooperate with Minister Nelson in enforcin<4^ his demands. But

Naples persisted in her refusal to render satisfaction, and a warlike demonstra-

tion was decided upon, the whole matter being placed, under instructions, in the

hands of Commodore Patterson.

The entire force at his command consisted of three fifty-gun frigates and

three twenty-gun corvettes. So as not to precipitate matters too hastily, the

plan was for three vessels to appear in the Neapolitan waters, one at a time, and

UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH WAGON.

instructions were given accordingly. The " Brandywine," with Minister Nelson

on board, went first. Mr. Nelson repeated the demands for a settlement, and

they were refused : there was nothing in the appearance of a Yankee envoy and

a single ship to trouble King Bomba and his litde kingdom. The " Brandy-

master-commandant in 1S13. In 1814 he won great credit as commander of naval forces at New
Orleans, and received the thanks of Congress. He commanded the flotilla which destroyed the fort

Jand defenses of Lafitte, the pirate. He was made captain in 1815 ; Navy Commissioner, 1828 to

1S32. and commanded tlie Mediterranean Sijuadron. 1832-1835. He died on August 15, 1839,

^; being then in command of the Washington Navy Yard.
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wine " cast anchor in the harbor and the humbled Envoy waited patiently for a

few days. Then another American flag appeared on the horizon, and the frigate

"United States" floated into the harbor and came to anchor. Mr. Nelson

repeated his demands, and they were again refused. Four days slipped away,

and the stars and stripes again appeared off the harbor. King Bomba, looking

out from his palace windows, saw the fifty-gun frigate "Concord" sail into the

harbor and drop her anchor. Then unmistakable signs of uneasiness began to

show themselves. Forts were repaired, troops drilled, and more cannon mounted

on the coast. The demands were reiterated, but the Neapolitan Government

still refused. Two days later another war-ship made her way into the harbor.

It was the "John Adams." When the fifth ship sailed gallantly in, the Bourbon

Government seemed almost on the point of yielding ; but three days later Mr.

Nelson sent word home that he was still unable to collect the bill. But the end

was not yet. Three days later, and the sixth sail showed itself on the blue

waters of the peerless bay. It was the handwriting on the wall for King Bomba,

and his Government announced that they would accede to the American

demands. The negotiations were promptly resumed and speedily closed, the

payment of the principal in installments with interest being guaranteed.

Pending negotiations, from August 28 to September 15 the entire squadron

remained in the Bay of Naples, and then the ships sailed away and separated.

So, happily and bloodlessly, ended a difficulty which at one time threatened most

serious results.

AUSTRIA AND THE KOSZTA CASE.

Another demonstration, less imposing in numbers but quite as spirited, and,

indeed, more intensely dramatic, occurred at Smyrna in 1853, when Captain Dun-

can N. Ingraham, with a single sloop-of-war, trained his broadsides on a fleet of

Austrian war-ships in the harbor. The episode was a most thrilling one, and
" The Story of America " would indeed be incomplete were so dramatic an affair

left unrecorded on its pages. And this is the record :

—

When the revolution of Hungary against Austria was put down, Kossuth,

Koszta, and other leading revolutionists fled to Smyrna, and the Turkish Gov-

ernment, after long negotiations, refused to give them up. Koszta soon after

came to the United States, and in July, 1852, declared under oath his intention

of becoming an American citizen. He resided in New York city a year

and eleven months.

The next year Koszta went to Smyrna on business, where he remained for

a time undisturbed. He had so inflamed the Austrian Government against him,

however, that a plot was formed to capture him. On June 21, 1853, while he

was seated on the Marina, a public resort in Smyrna, a band of Greek mercen-

aries, hired by the Austrian Consul, seized him and carried him off to an

Austrian ship-of-war. the Huzzar, then lying in the harbor. On board the vessel
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Archduke John, brother of the

Emperor, was said to be in

command. Ivoszta was put

in irons and treated as a

criminal. The next day an

American sloop-of-war, the

"St. Louis," commanded by

Capt. Duncan N. Ingraham, '"'

sailed into the harbor. Learn-

ing what had happened, Capt.

Ingraham immediately sent

on board the "Huzzar" and

courteously asked permission

to see Koszta. His request

was granted, and Captain

Ingraham assured himself

that Koszta was entitled to

the protection of the Ameri-

can flag. He demanded
Koszta's release of the Aus-

trian commander. When it

was refused he communi-

cated with the nearest United

States ofhcial, Consul IJrown,

at Constantinople. While he

was waiting for an answer

six Austrian war-ships sailed

* Duncan Nathaniel Ingraham

was born December 6, 1802, at

Charleston, South Carolina. He
entered the United States Navy in

181 2 as midshijiman, and became a

captain September 14, 1855. I"

March, 1856, he was appointed Chief

of the Bureau of Ordnance and Hy-

drography of the Navy Department,

a position which he held until South

Carolina passed her ordinance of

secession in i860. He then resigned

his commission in the navy and took

service under the Confederate States,

in which he rose to the rank of

Commodore. He died in 1891.
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into the harbor and came to anchor in positions near the " Huzzar." On June
29th, before Captain Ingraiiam had received any answer from the American

Consul, he noticed unusual signs of activity on board the " Huzzar," and before

long she began to get under way. The American Captain made up his mind
immediately. He put the "St. Louis" straight in the " Huzzar's " course and
cleared his guns for action. The "Huzzar" hove to, and Captain Ingraham
went on board and demanded the meaning of the " Huzzar's " action.

"We propose to sail for home," replied the Austrian. "The Consul has

ordered us to take our prisoner to Austria."

" You will pardon me," said Captain Ingraham, " but if you attempt to leave

this port with that American on board I shall be compelled to resort to extreme

measures."

The Austrian glanced around at the fleet of Austrian war-ships and the

single American sloop-of-war. Then he smiled pleasantly, and intimated that

the " Huzzar" would do as she pleased.

Captain Ingraham bowed and returned to the "St. Louis." He had no

sooner reached her deck than he called out : " Clear the guns for action !

"

The Archduke of Austria saw the batteries of the "St. Louis" turned on

him, and he realized that he was in the wrong. The " Huzzar" was put about

and sailed back to her old anchorage. Word was sent to Captain Ingraham

that the Austrian would await the arrival of the note from Mr. Brown.

The Consul's note, which came on July ist, commended Captain Ingraham's

course and advised him to take whatever action he thought the situation

demanded.

At eight o'clock on the morning of July 2d, Captain Ingraham sent a note

to the commander of the "Huzzar," formally demanding the release of Mr.

Koszta. Unless the prisoner was delivered on board the " .St. Louis " before

four o'clock the next afternoon, Captain Ingraham would take him from the

Austrians by force. The Archduke sent back a formal refusal. At eight o'clock

the next morning Captain Ingraham once more ordered the decks cleared for

action and trained his batteries on the " Huzzar." The seven Austrian war

vessels cleared their decks and put their men at the guns.

At ten o'clock an Austrian officer came to Captain Ingraham and began to

temporize. Captain Ingraham refused to listen to him.

"To avoid the worst," he said, "I will agree to let the man be delivered to

the French Consul at Smyrna until you have opportunity to communicate with

your Government. But he must be delivered there, or I will take him. I have

stated the time."

At twelve o'clock a boat left the " Huzzar" with Koszta in it, and an hour

later the French Consul sent word that Koszta was In his keeping. Then

several of the Austrian war-vessels sailed out of the harbor. Long negotiations
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between the two Governments followed, and in the end Austria admitted that

the United States was in the right, and apologized.

Scarcely had the plaudits which greeted Captain Ingraham's intrepid course

died away, when, the next year, another occasion arose where our Government

was obliged to resort to the force of arms. This time Nicaragua was the country

involved. Early in June, 1854, after repeated but unsuccessful attempts at a

settlement had been made by the United States, our Government—Franklin

Pierce was then President—determined to secure a settlement by appeal to

arms. Various outrages, it was the contention of our Government, had been

committed on the persons and property of American citizens dwelling in

Nicaragua. The repeated demands for redress were not complied with.

Peaceful negotiations having failed, in June, 1854, n Commander 11 oil ins,

with the sloop-of-war "Cyane," was ordered to M proceed to the town of

San Juan, or Greytown, which lies on the Mosquito ^ coast of Nicaragua, and

to insist on favorable

action from the Nica- y^^'?^^^^'-
V\

raguan Government. //\ I1->X L
Captain Hollins came

to anchor ofl the coast

and placed his de-

mands before the

authorities. He
waited patiently for a

response, but no satis-

f a c t o r y one was

offered him. After

waiting in vain for a

number of days he

made a final appeal

and then proceeded

to carry out instructions. On the morning of July 13th he directed his batteries

on the town of San Juan and opened fire. Until four o'clock in the afternoon

the cannon poured out broadsides as fast as they could be loaded. By that time

the greater part of the town had Ix-en destroyed. Then a party of marines

was put on shore, and they completed the destruction of the place by burning

the houses.

A lieutenant of the British navy commanding a small vessel of war was in the

harbor at the; time. England claimed a species of protectorate over the settle,

ment, and the British officer raised violent protest against the action taken by

America's representative. Captain Hollins, however, paid no attention to the

interference and carried out his instructions. The United States Government

/-..

LATEST MODEL OK CATLING HELD GUN.
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later sustained Captain Hollins in everything that he did, and England thereupon
j

thought best to let the matter drop. In this they were unquestionably wise.
At this time the United States seems to have entered upon a period of

international conflict. For no sooner had the difficulties with Austria and
Nicaragua been adjusted, than another war-cloud appeared on the horizon.
Here again but a year from the last conflict had elapsed, for in 1855 an offense
was committed against the United States by Paraguay. We now have to go
back three years. In 1S52 Captain Thomas

J. Page,* commanding a small
light-draught steamer, the "Water Witch," by direction of his Government
started for South America to explore the river La Plata and its large tributaries,

with a view to opening up commercial intercourse between the United States
and the interior States of South America. We have said the expedition was
ordered by our Government ; it also remains to be noted that the expedition
was undertaken with the full consent and approbation of the countries having
jurisdiction over those waters. Slowly, but surely, the little steamer pushed her
way up the river, making soundings and charting the river as she proceeded.
All went well until February i, 1855, when the first sign of trouble appeared.

It was a lovely day in early summer—the summer begins in February in

that latitude—and nothing appeared to indicate the slightest disturbance. The
little "Water Witch" was quietly steaming up the River Parana, which forms
the northern boundary of the State of Corrientes, separating it from Paraguay,
when suddenly, without a moment's warning, a battery from Fort Itaparu, on

|

the Paraguayan shore, opened fire upon the litde steamer, immediately killing

one of her crew who at that time was at the wheel. The " Water Witch " was
not fitted for hostilities

;
least of all could it assume the risk of attempting to

run the batteries of the fort. Accordingly, Captain Page put the steamer
about, and was soon out of range. It should here be explained that at that
time President Carlos A. Lopez was the autocratic ruler of Paraguay, and that
he had previously received Captain Page with every assurance of friendship.

A few months previous, however, Lopez had been antagonized by the United
States Consul at Ascencion, who, in addition to his official position, acted as
agent for an American mercantile company, of which Lopez disapproved and
went so far as to break up the business of the company. He also issued a
decree forbidding foreign vessels of war from navigating the Parana or any of
the waters bounding Paraguay, which he clearly had no right to do, as half the
stream belonged to the State bordering on the other side.

* Thomas Jefferson Page was born in Virginia in 1815. He entered the navy as midshipman
in October, 1827, and was promoted to a lieutenancy in June, 1833. In September, 1855, he
became a commander. In 1861, his State havinr passed the ordinance of secession, he resigned
from the United States Navy, joining that of the Confederate States, where he attained the rswk pt
Commodore.
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Captain Page, finding it impracticable to prosecute his exploration any

further, at once returned to the United States, giving the Washington authori-

ties a detailed account of the occurrence. It was claimed by our Government that

the "Water Witch" was not subject to the jurisdiction of Paraguay, as the

channel was the equal property of the Argentine Republic. It was further

claimed that even if she were within the jurisdiction of Paraguay she was not

properly a vessel of war, but a Government boat employed for scientific pur-

poses. And even were the vessel supposed to be a war vessel, it was contended

that it was a gross violation of international right and courtesy to fire shot at

the vessel of a friendly power without first resorting to more peaceful means.

At that time William L. Marcy, one of the foremost statesmen of his day, was

Secretary of State. Mr. Marcy at once wrote a strong letter to the Paraguayan

Government, stating the facts of the case, declaring that the action of Paraguay in

EIGHT-INCH GUN AM) CARRIAGE OF THE " BALTIMORE.

{Built at the Washingtan Navy-Vard, of American Steei.)

firing upon the " Water Witch " would not be submitted to, and demanding ample
apology and compensation. All efforts in this direction, however, proved fruit-

less. Lopez refused to give any reparation ; and not only so, but declared no

American vessel would be allowed to ascend the Parana for the purpose

indicated.

The event, as it became known, aroused not a little e.xcitement ; ami while

there were some who "deprecated a resort to e.xtreme measures"—a euphemistic

phrase frequently resorted to by those who would neither resent an insult nor

take umbrage at an intended offense—the general sentiment of the country was

decidedly manifested in favor of an assertion of our rights in the premises.

Accordingly, President Pierce sent a message to Congress stating that a peace-

ful adjustment of the difficulty was impossible, and asking that he be authorized

to send such a naval force to Paraguay as would compel her arbitrary ruler to

1 give the full satisfaction demanded.

To this request Congress promptly and almost unanimously gave assent,

and one of the strongest naval expeditions ever fitted out by the United States up
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to that time was ordered to assemble at the mouth of La Plata River. The
fleet was a most imposing one and comprised nineteen vessels, seven of which

were steamers specially chartered for the purpose, as our largest war vessels

.were of too deep draught to ascend La Plata and Parana. The entire squad-

ron carried 200 guns and 2500 men, and was commanded by Flag Officer,

afterward Rear Admiral, Shubrick,* one of the oldest officers of our navy, and

one of the most gallant men that ever trod a quarter deck. Flag Officer Shu-

brick was accompanied by United States Commissioner Bowlin, to whom was'

intrusted negotiations for the settlement of the difficulty. Three years and

eleven months had now passed since the "Water Witch " was fired upon, and

President Buchanan had succeeded Franklin Pierce. The winter of 1859 was

just closing in at the North ; the streams were closed by ice, and the lakes were

ice-bound, but the palm trees at the South were displaying their fresh green

leaves, like so many fringed banners, in the warm tropical air when the United

States squadron assembled at Montevideo [Montevideo]. As has been said,

the force was an imposing one. There were two L^nited States frigates, the

"Sabine" and the "St. Lawrence;" two sloops-of-war, the "Falmouth" and

the " Preble ;

" three brigs, the " Bainbridge," the " Dolphin," and the " Perry ;"

six steamers especially armed for the occasion, the " Memphis," the " Cale-

donia," the "Atlanta," the "Southern Star," the " Westernport," the " M. W.
Chapin," and the " Metacomet

;

" two armed storeships, the "Supply" and the

'Release;" the revenue steamer, "Harriet Lane;" and, lastly, the little

"Water Witch" herself no lonofer defenseless, but all in fiofhtine trim for hos-

tilities.

On the 25th of January, 1859, within just one week of four years from the

firing upon the "Water Witch," the squadron got under way and came to

anchor off Ascencion, the capital of Paraguay. Meanwhile President Urquiza,

of the Argentine Republic, who had offered his services to mediate the diffi-

culty, had arrived at Ascencion in advance of the squadron. The negotiations

were reopened, and Commissioner Bowlin made his demand for instant repara-

tion. All this time Flag Officer .Shubrick was not idle. With such of our

vessels as were capable of ascending the river, taking them through the diffi-

culties created by the currents, shoals, and sand bars of the river, he brought

* William Branford Shubrick was one of the most illustrious men whose name has appeared on
the roll of United States naval officers. He was born in 1790; appointed midshipman United

States Navy June 20, 1S06 ; joined the sloop-of-war "Wasp" 181 2; a year later was transferred

to the frigate "Constellation;" aided in the capture of the British vessels " Cyane " and
"Levant; " and in 1815 was awarded a sword by his native State. In 1820 was made commander;
m 1829 commanded the "Lexington; " in 1846 commanded the Pacific squadron, and filled

various prominent positions extending over a period of sixty-one years, till May 12, 1876, whco
he died.

J
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them to a chosen position, where they made ready in case of necessity to open

fire. The force within striking distance of Paraguay consisted of 1740 men,

besides the officers, and 78 guns, including 23 nine-inch shell guns and one

shell gun of eleven inches.

Ships and guns proved to be verj- strong arguments with Loi)ez. It did

not take the Dictator-President long to see that the I'nited States meant business,

and that the time for triHing had passed and the time for serious work had

indeed begun. President Lopez's cerebral processes worked with remarkable and

encouraging celerity. By February 5th, within less than two weeks of the'

starting of the squadron from Montevideo, Commissioner Bowlin's demands

were all acceded to. Ample apologies were made for firing on the " Water

ONE OF THE "MIANTONOMAH's" EOUR TEN-INCU BREECII-LOADING KIELES.

Witch " and pecuniar)' compensation was given to the family of the sailor who
had been killed. In addition to this, a new commercial treaty was made between

the two countries, and cordial relations were fully restored between the two

governments. When the squadron returned the Secretary of the Navy
e.xpressed the satisfaction of the government and the country in the follow-

ing terms :

—

"To the zeal, energy, discretion, and courteous and gallant tearing of Flag-officer Shubrick

and the officers under his command, in conducting an expedition far into the interior of a remote

country, encountering not only great physical difficulties, but the fears, apprehensions and prejudices

of numerous States; and to the good conduct of the brave men under his command, is the country

largely indebted, not only for the success of the enter[)rise, hut for the friendly feeling towards tba

United States which now prevails in all that part of South America."
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To such a happy and peaceful conchision were our difficulties with Paraguay

finally brought.
i.

A period of thirty years elapsed before any serious difficulty occurred with

any foreign powers. It was in 1891 that a serious difficulty threatened toil

disrupt our relations with Chili and possibly involve the United States in war

with that power. Happily the matter reached a peaceful settlement. In

January, 1891, civil war broke out in Chili, the cause of which was a contest

between the legislative branch of the government and the executive, for the

control of affairs. The President of Chili, General Balmaceda, began to assert

authority which the legislature, or "the Congressionalists," as the opposing

party was called, resisted as unconstitutional and oppressive, and they accord-

ingly proceeded to interfere with Balmaceda's Cabinet in its efforts to carry out

the despotic will of the executive.

Finally matters came to a point where appeal to arms was necessary. On
the 9th of January the Congressional party took possession of the greater part

of the Chilian fleet, the navy being in hearty sympathy with the Congression-

alists, and the guns of the war-ships were turned against Balmaceda, Valparaiso,

the capital, and other ports being blockaded by the ships. For a time Balma-

ceda maintained control of the capital and the southern part of the country.

The key to the position was Valparaiso, which was strongly fortified, Balma-

ceda's army being massed there and placed at available points.

At last the Congressionalists determined to attack Balmaceda at his capital,

and on August 21st landed every available fighting man at their disposal at

Concon, about ten miles north of Valparaiso. They were attacked by the Dic-

tator on the 22d, there being twenty thousand men on each side. The Dictator

had the worst of it. Then he rallied his shattered forces, and made his last

stand at Placillo, close to Valparaiso, on the 28th. The battle was hot, the car-

nage fearful ; neither side asked or received quarter. The magazine rifles,

with which the revolutionists were armed, did wonders. The odds were against

Balmaceda ; both his generals quarreled in face of the enemy ; the army marched

against the foe divided and demoralized. In the last battle both Balmaceda's

generals were killed. The valor and the superior tactics of General Canto, leader

of the Congressional army won the day. Balmaceda fled and eventually com-

mitted suicide, and the Congressionalists entered the capital in triumph.

Several incidents meantime had conspired, during the progress of this war,

to rouse the animosity of the stronger party in Chili against the United States.

Before the Congressionalists' triumph the steamship Itata, loaded with American

arms and ammunition for Chili, sailed from San Francisco, and as this was a

violation of the. neutrality laws, a United States war vessel pursued her to the

harbor of Iquique, where she surrendered. Then other troubles arose. Our

minister at Valparaiso, Mr. Egan, was charged by the Congressionalists, now
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In power, with disregarding international law in allowing the American
Legation to become an asylum for the adherents of Halmaceda. Subsequently

these refugees were permitted to go aboard American vessels and sail away.

Then Admiral Brown, of the United States squadron, was, in Chili's opinion,

guilty of having acted as a spy upon the movements of the Congressionalists'

fleet at Ouinteros, and of bringing intelligence of its movements to Bal-

maceda at Valparaiso. This, however, the Admiral stoutly denied.
I

AN ATTACK UPON AMERICAN SEAMEN.

The Strong popular feeling of dislike which was engendered by this news
culminated on the i6th of October, in an attack upon American seamen by a

mob in the streets of

the Chilian capital.

Captain Schley, com-

mander of the United

States cruiser, Balti-

more, had given shore-

leave to a hundred and

UNITED STATES I2-lNCiI BREECH-LOADING MORIAK, OR HOWITZER.

seventeen petty officers and seamen, some of whom, when they had been

on shore for several hours, were set upon by Chilians. They took refuge in a

street car, from which, however, they were soon driven and mercilessly beaten,

and a subordinate officer named Riggen fell, apparently lifeless. The American
sailors, according to Captain Schley's testimony, were sober and conducting

themselves with propriety when the attack was made. They Averc not armed,

even their knives having been taken from them before they left the vessel.

] The assault upon those in the street car seemed to be only a signal for a

general uprising ; and a mob which is variously estimated at from one thousand

'to two thousand people attacked our sailors with such fury that in a litde while

these men, whom no investigation could find guilty of any breach of the peace,

'were fleeing for their lives before an overwhelming crowd, among which were a
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MONROE DOCTRINE.

When the great Napoleon was overthrown, France, Russia, Prussia and

Austria formed an alHance for preserving the " balance of power " and for sup-

pressing revolutions within one another's dominions. This was at the time the

Spanish South American colonies were in revolt, and there was a strong suspicion

that the alliance intended to unite in their reduction. George Canning, the

English Secretary of State, proposed to our country that we should unite with

England in preventing such an outrage against civilization. It was a momentous
question, and President Monroe consulted with Jefferson, Madison, Calhoun, and

John Quincy Adams, the Secretary of State, before making answer. The decision

beino- reached, President Monroe embodied in his annual message to Cong-ress

in December, 1823, a clause which formulated what has ever since been known
as the " Monroe Doctrine." It was written by John Quincy Adams, and, re-

ferring to the intervention of the allied Powers, said that we " should consider

any attempt on their part to extend their system to any portion of this hemisphere

as dangerous to our peace and safety ;

" and further, " that the American conti-

nents, by the free and independent condition which they have assumed and

maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for future colonization

by any European Powers."

BEHRING SEA TROUBLE.

Since the purchase of Alaska it has been difficult to come to an agreement

with England upon the water territory over which the United States has jurisdic-

tion, to prevent the hunters from slaughtering the animals out of season (from

May 1st to July ist), and to exclude Canadian fishermen from American waters.

We maintained that the islands we acquired with Alaska pushed our borders

far out into the ocean, and gave us authority to claim Behring Sea as inland, but

this was ruled against us by a "Fisheries Commission" appointed by the gov-

ernments of the United States and Great Britain to decide that question, and to

settle claims aeainst fishermen sealincr in the waters of the neiofhborinof nation

ALASK.\ DISPUTE.

It is the Southerly branch of Alaska which presents serious difficulties

between the United States and Great Britam. When the United States bought

Alaska from Russia it was stipulated that the Southerly boundry be thirty miles

from the coast until the line reaches the 141st meridian. So far as the line

can be definitely fixed, it begins at the southernmost point of Prince of Wales

Island. The treaty signed on January 30th, 1897, applies only to that of the

141st meridian in the northerly part of Alaska. Until a treaty determining

where the coast is from which the thirty mile strip is measured, it is felt that the

most difficult questions are still unsettled. The main point involved is whether

the boundry is to be measured from the mainland or from the outer fringe of

islands along the coast. It is a repetition of the old contest over a closed sea, or

mare clausum, which brought on the dispute referred to the Fisheries Commission.
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THE SPANISIl-AMKKICAN WAR.

On the 25th day of April, 1S9S, war was declared by the United States

Government against the Kingdom of Spain. The causes which led to the dec-

laration of hostilities were, first, the inhuman treatment of the Cubans by the

Spanish Government ; and, second, the destruction of the United States Battle-

ship " Maine " in the harbor of Havana.

In 1895 '^ revolution began in Cuba, led by the brave Generals Maximo
Gomez and Antonio Maceo. Within three years Spain had sent an army of

nearly quarter of a million soldiers to the island but had failed to quell the re-

bellion. The country was laid waste by fire and sword, and the Spanish, under

the guise of protection, gathered the non-combatant Cubans into towns. The
news soon flashed over the wires that these recoiiccntrados, as those in the

garrisoned towns were called, were dying by thousands from starvation.

United States Consul-General Fitz-Hugh Lee reported also that American

citizens of the island had suffered greatly. Accordingly on January 25th the

Battle-ship " Maine " was dispatched to Havana, with the consent of the Spanish

Government, on a friendly visit, it being arranged that the Spanish Batde-ship
" Vizcaya " should visit New York in return.

On the evening of February 15th, 1898, between nine and ten o'clock, the

" Maine," while lying at anchor in Havana harbor, was blown to pieces and 266 of

her crew were killed. The belief prevailed throughout the country that Spanish

officials knew of or participated in the plans for destroying our battle-ship,

and the ofificial inquiry seemed to justify this belief

In the meantime Senators Proctor, Thurston and others visited Cuba, and,

returning, delivered speeches in the United States Senate which revealed a most
shocking condition of affairs. They deemed it impossible for Spain to subdue the

island except by practically exterminating its population, by starving the women
and children which seemed to be their policy. These reports were confirmed by

Consul-General Lee, and he also shared the belief that the "Maine" had been

destroyed through Spanish treachery. The whole nation was intensely aroused.

On March 8th, $50,000,000 had been voted to strengthen our coast defenses.

Heated debates in Congress followed. On April 19th a joint resoludon was
passed by both Houses and signed by the President, declaring "that the people

of the island of Cuba are, and of a right ought to be, free and independent."

The Government of Spain was ordered to release its authority and withdraw its

land and naval forces from the island. The Spanish Minister, Polo, requested

and was given his passport and departed for Canada, and United States Minister

Woodford, at Madrid, was promptly dismissed by that Government before he

could present the President's ultimatum to Spain.

Friday night, April 22d, the United States fleet blockaded Havana and a call

was promptly made by the United States for 125,000 volunteers.

I 22

i
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EIGHT-INCH OUN AND CARRIAQE OF THE "BALTIMORE.'
(ISuili at the Washington JViit'y Yard, qf American Sled.)

THE STORY OK OUR \VA.R WITH SF»AIN FOR CUBA'S
KREEOOJVI.

Perhaps no conflict within the past tiiirty years has so aroused and

interested the world as the war begun in the spring of 1898 between the King-

dom of Spain and the United States of America. This conflict in some respects

might be called a holy war, for it was inaugurated with the distinct object of

relieving suffering humanity from oppression, tyranny, and abuses worse than

slavery in the island of Cuba. It was undertaken by the United States, not for

revenge on account of the lost battleship J/ci/;/^? ; nor was it for conquest or

hope of reward. We were the nearest neighbors to this sutfering and op-

pressed land, and as such this country felt it incumbent upon it to take at least

the initiatory steps towards the relief of those who suffered such tyrannical in-

justice at our doors. The causes leading to declaration of hostilities have been

previously recited in the chapter entitled " Difficulties with Foreign Powers," to

which the reader is respectfully referred. Diplomatic relations were broken off

between the two countries April 21st. Thus the barriers were all removed and

.the two nations were ready for the conflict. On April 22d the United States

-fleet was ordered to blockade Havana. On the 24th Spain declared war, and

the United States Congress followed with a similar declaration on the 25th.

The call for 75,000 volunteer troops was increased to 125,000 and subsequently

I to 200,000. The massing of men and stores was rapidly begun throughout the

country. Within a month expeditions were organized for various points of

attack, war vessels were bought, and ocean passenger steamers were converted

1 into au.xiliary cruisers and transports. By the first of July about 40,000 soldiers

'had been sent to Cuba and the Philippine Islands. The rapidity with which

preparations were made and the victories gained and the progress shown by the
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GKOROF, DEWKY.

Americans at once astonished and challenged the admiration of foreign nations,

who iiad regarded America as a country unprepared for war by land or sea.

On April 27lh, following the declaration of war on tlic 25th, Admiral Samp-

son, having previously blockaded the harbor of Havana, was reconnoitering with

three vessels in the vicinity of Matanzas, Cuba, when he discovered the Spanish

forces buildinsf earthworks, and ventured so close in his efforts to investigate the

same that a challenge shot was fired from the fortification, Rubal Cava. Admiral

Sampson quickly formed the New York, Cincmnati, and Puntan into a triangle

and opened fire with their eight-inch guns. The action was very spirited on

both sides for the space of eighteen

minutes, at the expiration of which time

the Spanish batteries were silenced and

the earthworks destroyed, without casu-

alty on the American side, though two

shells burst dangerously near the New i

York. The last shot fired by the Ameri-

cans was from one of the Puntan s thir-

teen-inch guns, which landed with

deadly accuracy in the very centre of

Rubal Cava and, exploding, completely

destroyed the earthworks. This was

the first action of the war, though it

could hardly be dignilied by the name
of a battle.

The Ba'itle of Manila.

It was expected that the next en-

gagement would be the bombardment
of Morro Casde, at Havana. But it

is the unexpected that often happens

in war. In the Philippine Islands, on

the other side of the world, the first

real battle—one of the most remarkable in history—was to occur.

On April 25th the following dispatch of eight potent words was cabled to

Commodore Dewey on the coast of China: " Capture or destroy the Spanish

squadron at Manila." " Never," saj's James Gordon Bennett, " were instructions

more effectively carried out. Within seven hours after arriving on the scene of

action nothing remained to be done." It was on the 27th that Dewey sailed

from Mirs Bay, China, and on the night of the 30th he lay before the entrance

of the harbor of Manila, seven hundred miles distant. Under the cover of dark-

ness, with all lights extinguished on his ships, he daringly steamed into this
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dang-eroiis harbor, which he bt;Ueved to be strewn with mines, and at daybreak

engaged the Spanish lleet. Conimodore Dewey knew it meant everything for

him and his fleet to win or lose this battle. He was in the enemy's country,

7000 miles from home. The issue of this battle must mean victory, Spanish

dungeons, or the bottom of the ocean. ''Keep cool and obey orders '' was the signal

he "ave to his fleet, and then came the order to fire. The Americans had seven

ships, the Olympia, Baltimore, Raleigh, Petrel, Concord, Boston, and tlie dispatch-

boat AIcQdlough. The Spaniards had eleven, the Rcina Chtistina, Castilla,

Don Antonio de Ulloa, Isla de Luzon, Isla de Cuba, General Lezo, Marqtcis de

Duero, Cano, Velasco, Isla de Mindanao, and a transport.

From the beginning Commodore Dewey fought on the offensive, and, after

the manner of Nelson and Farragut, concentrated his fire upon the strongest

ships one after another with terrible execution. The Spanish ships were inferior

to his, but there were more of them, and they were under the protection of the

land batteries. The fire of the Americans was especially noted for its terrific

rapidity and the accuracy of its aim. The battle lasted for about five hours, and

resulted in the destruction of all the Spanish ships and the silencing of the land

batteries. The Spanish loss in killed and wounded was estimated to be fully one

thousand men, while on the American side not a ship was even seriously dam-

aged and not a single man was killed outright, and only si.x were wounded.

More than a month -after the batde. Captain Charles B. Gridley, Commander of

the Olympia, died, though his death was the result of an accident received in the

discharge of his duty during the battle, and not from a wound. On May 2d

Commodore Dewey cut the cable connecting Manila with Hong Kong, and de-

stroyed the fortifications at the entrance of Manila Bay, and took possession of

the naval station nt Cavite. This was to prevent communication between the

Philippine Islands and the Government at Madrid, and necessitated the sending

of Commodore Dewey's official account of the battle by the dispatch-boat Mc-
' Cullougli to Hong Kong, whence it was cabled to the United States. After its

receipt. May gth, both Houses adopted resolutions of congratulation to Commo-
dore Dewey and his officers and men for their gallantry at Manila, voted an

appropriation for medals for the crew and a fine sword for the gallant Com-
mander, and also passed a bill authorizing the President to appoint another

Rear-Admiral, which honor was promptly conferred upon Commodore Dewey,

accompanied by the thanks of the President and of the nation for the admirable

and heroic services rendered his country.

I

The Battle of Manila must ever remain a monument to the daring and

[courage of Admiral Dewey. However unevenly matched the two fleets may
3 have been, the world agrees with the eminent foreign naval critic who declared

:

j

" This complete victory was the product of forethought, cool, well-balanced judg-

Sment, discipline, and bravery. It was a magnificent achievement, and Dewey
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will go down in history ranking with John Paul Jones and Lord Nelson as a

naval hero."

Admiral Dewey might have taken possession of the city of Manila imme-

diately. He cabled the United States that he could do so, but the fact remained

that he had not sufficient men to care for his ships and at the same time effect a

successful landing in the town of Manila. Therefore he chose to remain on his

ships, and though the city was at his mercy, he refrained from a bombardment

because he believed it would lead to a massacre of the Spaniards on the part of

the insurgents surrounding the city, which it would be beyond his power to stop.

This humane disposition toward the conquered foe adds to the lustre of the

hero's crown, and at the same time places the seal of greatness upon the brow

of the victor. He not only refrained from bombarding the city, but received and

cared for the wounded Spaniards upon his own vessels. Thus, while he did all

that was required of him without depriving his country ot the life oi a single cit-

izen, he manifested a spirit of humanity and generosity toward the vanquished

foe fully in keeping with the sympathetic spirit which involved this nation in the

war for humanity's sake.

The Battle of Manila further demonstrated that a fleet with lieavier guns is

virtually invulnerable in a campaign with a squadron bearing lighter metal, how-

ever gallandy the crew of the latter may fight.

After the Battle of Manila it was recognized that the Government had
serious work on its hands. On May 4th President McKinley nominated ten

new Major-Generals, including Thomas H. Wilson, Fitzhugh Lee, Wm.
J.

Sewell, and Joseph Wheeler, from private life, and promoted Brigadier-Generals

Breckenridge, Otis, Coppinger, Shafter, Graham, Wade, and Merriam, from the

regular army. The organization and mobilization of troops was promptly begun

and rapidly pushed. Meantime our naval vessels were actively cruising around

the Island of Cuba, expecting the appearance of the Spanish fleet.

The First American Loss of Life.

On May iith the gunboat Wilviiiigton, revenue-cutter Hudson, and the

torpedo-boat Winslow entered Cardenas Bay, Cuba, to attack the defenses and

three small Spanish gunboats that had taken refuge in the harbor. The Winslow

being of light draft-took the lead, and when within eight hundred yards of the

fort was fired upon with disastrous effect, being struck eighteen times and ren-

dered helpless. For more than an hour the frail little craft was at the mercy of

the enemy's batteries. The revenue-cutter Hudson quickly answered her signal

of distress by coming to the rescue, and as she was in the act of drawing the

disabled boat away a shell from the enemy burst on the Winslozus deck, killing

three of her crew outright and wounding many more. Ensign Worth Bagley,

of the Winslow, who had recently entered active service, was one of the killed.
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He was the first ofTicer wlio lost his hfe in the war. The same shell badly

wounded Lieutenant Bernadou, Commander of the boat. The Hudson, amidst a

rain of fire trom tiie Spanish gunboats and fortifications, succeeded in towing the

Winslow to Key West, where the bodies of the dead were prepared for burial

and the vessel was placed in repair. On May 1 2th the First Infantry landed

near Port Cabanas, Cuba, with supplies for the insurgents, which they succeeded

in delivering after a skirmish with the Spanish troops. This was the first land

engagement of the war.

The Bombardment of San Juan, Porto Rico.

On the same date Admiral Sampson's squadron arrived at San Juan, Porto

Rico, whither it had gone in the expectation of meeting with Admiral Cervera's

fleet, which had sailed westward from the Cape Verde Islands on April 29th,

after Portugal's declaration of neutrality. The Spanish fleet, however, did not

materialize, and Admiral Sampson, while on the ground, concluded it would be

well to draw the fire of the forts that he might at least judee of their stren<^th

and efficiency, if indeed he should not render them incapable of assisting the

Spanish fleet in the event of its resorting to this port at a later period. Accord-

ingly, SaTipson bombarded the batteries defending San Juan, inflicting much
damage and sustaining a loss of two men killed and six wounded. The loss of

the enemy is not known. The American warships sustained only trivial injuries,

but after the engagement it could be plainly seen that one end of Morro Castle

was in ruins. The Cabras Island fort was silenced and the San Carlos battery

was damaged. No shots were aimed at the city by the American fleet.

Deeming it unnecessary to wait for the Spanish warships in the vicinity of

San Juan, Sampson withdrew his squadron and sailed westward in the hope of

finding Cervera's fleet, which was dodging about the Caribbean Sea. It was

first heard of at the French island, Martinique, whence after a short stay it sailed

•westward. Two days later it halted at the Dutch island, Cura9oa, for coal and

supplies. After leaving this point it was again lost sight of. Then began the

chase of Commodore Schley and Admiral Sampson to catch the fugitive. Schley,

with his flying squadron, sailed from Key West around the western end of Cuba,

and Sampson kept guard over the Windward and other passages to the east of

the island. It was expected that one or the other of these fleets would encounter

the Spaniard on the open sea, but in this they were mistaken. Cervera was not

making his way to the Mexican shore on the west, as some said, nor was he

seeking to slip through one of the passages into the Atlantic and sail home to

Spain, nor attack Commodore Watson's blockading vessels before Havana,

1 according to other expert opinions expressed and widely published. For many
days the hunt of die warships went on like a fox-chase. On May 23d Commo-

' dore Schley blockaded Cienfuegos, supposing that Cervera was inside the harbor,
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but on the 24th he discovered his mistake and sailed to Santiago, where he lay

before the entrance to the harbor for three days, not knowing whether or not

the Spaniard was inside. On May 28th it was positively discovered that he had

Cervera bottled up in the narrow harbor of Santiago. He had been there since

the 19th, and had landed Soo men, 20,000 Mauser rifles, a great supply of

ammunition, and four great guns for the defense of the city.

Operations Against Santiago.

On May 31st Commodore Schley opened fire on the fortifications at the

mouth of the harbor, which lasted for

about half an hour. This was for the

purpose of discovering the location

and strength of the batteries, some of

which were concealed, and in this he

was completely successful. Two of

the batteries were silenced, and the

flagship of the Spaniards, which took

part in the engagement, was damaged.

The Americans received no injury to

vessels and no loss of men. On June

I St Admiral Sampson arrived before

Santiago, and relieved Commodore
Schley of the chief command of the

forces, then consisting of sixteen war-

ships.

Admiral Sampson, naturally a

cautious commander, suffered great

apprehension lest Cervera might slip

out of the harbor and escape during

the darkness of the night or the pro-

gress of a storm, which would compel

the blockading fleet to stand far ofif

shore. There was a point in the channel wide enough for only one warship to

pass at a time, and if this could be rendered impassable Cervera's doom would

be sealed. How to reach and close this passage was the difficult problem to be

solved. On either shore of the narrow channel stood frowning forts with cannon,

and there were other fortifications to be passed before it could be reached. Young
Lieutenant Hobson, a naval engineer, had attached himself to Admiral Samp-

son's flagship, Nciu York, just before it sailed from Key West, and it was this

young man of less than thirty years who solved the problem for Admiral Samp-

son by a plan all his own, which he executed with a heroic daring that finds

WILLIAM R. SHAFTLR.
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perhaps no parallel in all naval history. At three o'clock A. M., June 3d, in

company with seven volunteers from the New York and other ships, he took the

United States collier Mcrrimac, a large vessel with 600 tons of coal on board,

and started with the purpose of sinking it in the channel. The chances were

ten to one that the batteries from the forts would sink the vessel before it could

reach the narrow neck, and the chances were hardly one in one hundred that

any of the men on board the collier would come out of this daring attempt alive.

The ship had hardly started when the forts opened fire, and amid the thunder of

artillery and a rain of steel and bursting shells the boat with its eight brave

heroes held on its way, as steadily as if they knew not their danger. The chan-

nel was reached, and the boat turned straight across the channel. The sea-

doors were opened and torpedoes exploded by the intrepid crew, sinking the

vessel almost instantly near the position desired. As the ship went down the

men, with side-arms buckled on, took to a small boat, and, escape being impos-

sible, they surrendered to the enemy. It seems scarcely less than a miracle that

any of the eight men escaped, yet the fact remained that not one of them was seri-

ously injured. The Spaniards were so impressed with this act of bravery and

heroism that they treated the prisoners with the utmost courtesy, confined them

in Morro Castle, and Admiral Cervera promptly sent a special officer, under a

flag of truce, to inform Admiral Sampson of their safety. The prisoners were

kept confined in Morro Castle for some days, when they were removed to a

place of greater safety, where they were held until exchanged on July 7th.

THE SECOND BOMBARDMENT OK SANTIAGO AND THE COMING OF THE ARMY.

On the 6th of June the American fleet under Admiral Sampson bombarded
the forts of Santiago for about three hours. The gunners were all instructed,

however, to spare Morro Castle lest they should inflict injury upon Hobson and

his heroic companions, who were then confined within its walls. Nearly all of

the fortifications at the entrance of the harbor were silenced. An examination

after the fleet had withdrawn revealed the fact that no lives were lost on the

American side, and none of the vessels were seriously injured. The Spanish

ship Reina Mercedes was sunk in the harbor, she being the only ship from the

enemy's fleet which ventured within the range of the Americans' guns.

The danger of entering the narrow harbor in the face of Cervera's fleet

rendered it necessary to take the city by land, and the Government began pre-

parations to send General Shafter with a large force from Tampa to aid the fleet

in n-ducing the city. Some 15,000 men, including the now famous Rough
Riders of New York, were hurried upon transports, and under the greatest con-

voj' of gunboats, cruisers, and battleships which ever escorted an army started

for the western end of the island of Cuba.

But the honor of making the first landlnfr on Cuban soil belon^-s to the
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marines. It was on June the loth, a few days before the army of General
Shatter sailed Irom Tampa, tliat a landing was effected by Colonel Muntinfnon's
six hundred marines at Caimanera. Guantanomo Bay, some distance east of
Santiago. The object of this landing was twofold : first, to secure a place where
our warships could safely take on coal from colliers, and, second, to unite if pos-
sible with the insurgents in harassing the Spaniards until General Shafter's army
could arrive. Furthermore, Guantanomo Bay furnished the American ships a
safe harbor in case of storm.

In the whole history of the war few more thrilling passages are to be found
than the record of this brave band's

achievements. The place of landino-

was a low, rountl, bush-covered hill on
the eastern side of the bay. On the

crest of the hill was a small clearing

occupied by an advance post of the

Spanish army. When the marines

landed and began to climb the hill, the

enemy with little resistance retreated

to the woods, and the marines wen;

soon occupying the cleared space

abandoned by them. They had scarcely

begun to compliment tliemselves on

their easy victory when they discovered

that the retreat had only been a snare

to lure them into the open space, while

unfortunatelv all around the clearinir

the woods grew thick, and their unpm-

tected position was also overlooked by

a range of higher h.ills covered with a

dense undergrowth. Thus tlie Sjianisli

were able under cover of the bushes

to creep close up to our forces, and

they soon began to fire upon them from the higher ground of the woodeil range.

The marines replied vigorously to the fire of their hidden foe, and thus continued

their hit-and-miss engagement for a period of four days and nights, with only

occasional intermissions. Perhaps the poor marksmanship of the Spaniards is

to be thanked for the fact that they were not utterly annihilated. On the fourth

day the Spanish gave up the contest and abandoned the field.

1 Major Henry C. Cochrane, second in command, states that he slept only an

hour and a half in the four days, and that many of his men became so exhausted
' that they fell asleep standing on their feet with their rifles in their hands. It is

MAJOK-GENERAL FITZHUGH LEE.
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remarkable that during the four days the Americans lost only six killed and

about twenty wounded. The Spaniards suffered a loss several times as great,

fifteen of them having been found by the Americans dead on the field. It is not

known how many they carried away or how many were wounded.

THE L.'\NDING OF SHAFTEr's ARMY.

On June 13th troops began to leave Tampa and Key West for operations

against Santiago, and on June 20th the transports bearing them arrived off that

city. Two days later General Shafter landed his army of 16,000 soldiers at

Biaquiri, a short distance east of the entrance to the harbor, with the loss of
only two men, and they by accident. Before the coming of the troops the Span-

ish had evacuated the village of Biaquiri, which is a litde inland from the anchor-

age bearing the same name, and set fire to the town, blowing up two magazines

and destroying the railroad round-house containing several locomotives. As
the transports neared the landing-place Sampson's ships opened fire upon

Juragua, engaging all the forts for about six miles to the west. This was done

to distract the attention of the Spanish from the landing soldiers, and was

entirely successful. After the forts were silenced the New Orleans and several

gunboats shelled the woods in advance of the landing troops. The soldiers

went ashore in full ficrhtinor trim, each man carrvincf thirtv-six rations, two hun-

dred rounds of ammunition for his rifle, and a shelter tent.

While the troops were landing at Biaquiri, the batdeship Texas, hitherto

considered as an unfortunate ship by the attaches of the navy, completely

changed her reputation and distinguished herself by assailing and silencing,

unaided, the Spanish battery La Socapa at Santiago, which had hitherto with-

stood the attacks against it, though all the ships of Commodore Schley's com-

mand had twice fiercely bombarded it without result. Captain Philip and his

men were complimented in warm terms of praise by Admiral Sampson. The
Texas was struck but once, and that by the last shot from the Spanish fort,

killing one man and wounding eight others, seriously damaging the ship.

THE VICTORY OF THE ROUGH RIDERS.

On June 24th the force under General Shafter reached Jaragua, and the

battle by land was now really to begin. It was about ten miles out from San-

tiago at a point known as Las Guasimas. The country was covered with high

grass and chaparral, and in this and on tlie wooded hills a strong force of

Spaniards was hidden. Lieutenant-Colonel Roosevelt's Rough Riders, tech-

nically known as the First Volunteer Cavalry, under commantl of Colonel Wood,
were in the fight, and it is to their bravery and dash that the glory of the day

chiefly belongs. Troops under command of General Young had been sent out

in advance, with the Rough Riders on his flank. There were about i 200 of the
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cavalry in all, including the Rough Riders and the First and Tenth Regulars.

They encountered a body of two thousand Spaniards in a thicket, whom they

fought dismounted. The volunteers were especially eager for the tight, and,

perhaps due somewhat to their own imprudence, were led into an ambuscade, as

perfect as was ever planned by an Indian. The main body of the Spaniards was

posted on a hill approached by two heavily wooded slopes and fortified by two

blockhouses flanked by intrenchments of stones and fallen trees. At the bottom

of these hills run two roads, alonof one of which the Rouoh Riders marched, and

along the other eight troops of the Eighth and Tenth Cavalry under General

Young. These roads are little more

than gullies, very narrow, and at places

almost impassable. Nearly half a mile

separated Roosevelt's men from the

Regulars, and it was in these trails that

the battle began.

For an hour they held their posi-

tion in the midst of an unseen force,

which poured a perfect hail of bullets

upon them from in front and on both

sides. At length, seeing that their

only way of escape was by dashing;

boldly at the hidden foe, Colonel Wood
took command on the right of his col-

umn of Rough Riders, placing Lieu-

, tenant-Colonel Roosevelt at the left,

land thus, with a rousing yell, they led

I

their soldiers in a rushing charge be-

fore which the Spaniards fled from the

hills and the victorious assailants took

the blockhouses. The Americans had

sixteen killed and fifty-two wounded,

forty-two of the casualties occurring to the Rough Riders and twenty-six

amonnr the Regulars. It is estimated that the Spanish killed were nearly or

quite one hundred. Thirty-seven were found by the Americans dead on the

ground. They had carried off their wounded, and doubtless thought they had

taken most of the killed away also.

ADMIEAIi WILLIAM T. SAMPSON.

PREPARING FOR THE ASS.\ULT UPON SANTIAGO.

The victory of the Rough Riders and the Regulars at La Ouasina, though

i'so
dearly bought, stimulated the soldiers of the whole army with the spirit of

,war and the desire for an opportunity to join in the conquest. They had not
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long to wait. The advance upon Santiago was vigorously prosecuted on the

land side, while the ships stood guard over the entrapped Spanish Admiral

Cervera in the harbor, and, anon, shelled every fort that manifested signs oi
j

activity. On June 25th, Sevilla, within sight of Santiago, was taken by General

Chaffee, and an advance upon the city was planned to be made in three columns

by way of Altares, Firmeza, and Juragua. General Garcia with 5000 Cuban

insurgents had placed himself some time before at the command of the American

leader. On the 2Sth of June another large expedition of troops was landed, so

that the entire force under General Shafter, including the Cuban allies, num-

bered over 22,000 fighting men.

The enemy fell back at all points until the right of the American column

was within three miles of Santiago, and by the end of June the two armies had

well-defined positions. The Spanish intrenchments extended around the city,

being kept at a distance of about three and one-half miles from the corporation

limits. The trenches were occupied by about 12.000 Spanish soldiers, and there

were some good fortifications along the line.

It was the policy of General Shafter to distribute his forces so as to face

this entire line as nearly as possible. A week was consumed, after the landing

was completed, in making these arrangements and in sending forward the

artillery, during which time tlie batJe of La Ouasina, referred to, and other

skirmishes and engagements occurred. Meantime the ships of Admiral Samp-

son had dragged up the cables and connected them by tap-wires with Shafter's

headquarters, thus establishing communication directly with Washington from

the scene of battle.

THE BATTLES OF SAX JUAN AND EL CANEY.

The attack began July ist. involving the whole line, but the main struggle

occurred opposite the left centre of the column on the heights of San Juan, and

the next greatest engagement was on the right of the American line at the little

town of El Caney. These two points are several miles apart, the city of San-

tiago occupying very nearly the apex of a triangle of which a line connecting

these two positions would form the base. John R. Church thus described the

battles of July ist and 2d:

" El Caney was taken by General Lawton's men after a sharp contest and

severe loss on both sides. Here as everywhere there were blockhouses and

trenches to be carried in the face of a hot fire from Mauser rifles, and the rifles

were well ser\-ed. The jungle must disturb the aim seriously, for our men did

not suffer severely while under its cover, but in crossing clearings the rapid fire

of the repeating rifles told widi deadly effect. The object of the attack on El

Caney was to crush the Spanish lines at a point near the city and allow us to

gain a high hill from which the place could be bombarded if necessary. In all
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of this we were entirely successful. The eiiLjagement began at 6.40 a. m., and
by 4 o'clock the Spaniards were forced to abandon the place and retreat toward
their lint-s nearer the city. The fi;^ht was opened by Capron's battery, at a
range of 2400 yards, and the troops engaged were Chaffee's brigade, the

Seventh, Tweltch, and Seventeenth Infantry, who moved on Cancy from the east;

Colonel Miles' brigade of the I-'irst, Fourth, and Twenty-fifth Infantry, o])eratincr

from the south ; while Ludlow's brigade, containing tlie Eighth and Twenty-
second Infantry and Second Massachusetts, made a detour to attack from the

southwest. The Spanish force is thought to have been 1500 to 2000 strong.

It certainly lought our men for nine

hours, but of course had the advantage

of a lort and strong intrenchments.

"The operations of our centre

were calculated to cut the communica-

tions of Santiago with El Morro and
permit our forces to advance to the

bay, and the principal effort of General

;Linares, the Spanish commander in the

field, seems to have been to defeat this

"movement. lie had fortified San Juan

'strongly, throwing uj) on it intniuh-

ments that in the hands of a more de-

termined force would have been im-

pregnable.

"The batde of San Juan was

opened by Grimes' battery, to which the

senemy replied with shrapnell. The cav-

alry, dismounted, supported by I law-

'<ins' brigade, advanced u[) the valley

from the hiil of I'd Pozo, forded sev-

eral streams, where they lost heavily, commodore john chittendkn watson.
.

' Commander ol the Blockading Fleet at Havana.
and deployed at the foot of the series

")f hills known as San Juan under a sharp fire from all sides, which was ex-

ceedingly annoying because the enemy could not be discerned, owing to the

Jong range and smokeless powder. They were under fire for two hours

before the charge could be made and a position reached under the brow of

Ihe hill. It was not until nearly 4 o'clock that the neighboring hills were

occupied by our troops and the final successfiil effort to crown the ridge could

be made. The obstacles interposed by the Spaniards made these charges any-

'hing but the ' rushes ' which war histories mention so often. They were slow

^.nd painful advances through difficult obstacles and a withering fire. The
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last 'charge' lasted an hour, but at 4.45 the fire ceased, with San Juan in ouf

possession.

"The Spaniards made liberal use of barbed-wire fencing, which proved to be

so effective as a stop to our advance that it is likely to take its place among

approved defensive materials in future wars. It was used in two ways: Wires

were stretched near the ground to trip up our men when on the run. Beyond

them were fences in parallel lines, some being too high to be vaulted over.

" The object of our attack was a blockhouse on the top of the hill of San Juan,

guarded by trenches and the defenses spoken of a mile and a half long. Our

troops advanced steadily against a hot fire maintained by the enemy, who used
,

their rifles with accuracy, but did not cling to their works stubbornly when we

reached them. San Juan was carried in the afternoon. The attack on Agua-

dores was also successful, though it was not intended to be more than a feint to

draw off men who might otherwise have increased our difficulties at San Juan.

By nightfall General Shafter was able to telegraph that he had carried all the

outworks and was within three-quarters of a mile of the city.

" Though the enemy's lines were broken in the principal places, they yielded

no more than was forced from them, and the batde was resumed on the 2d. The

last day saw our left flank resting on the bay and our lines drawn around the

city within easy gun-fire. Fears were entertained that the enemy would evacuate

the place, and the right flank was pushed around to the north and eventually to

the northwest of the city."

In the fight at San Juan General Linares, commanding the Spanish forces

in Santiago, was severely wounded and transferred the command to General

Jose Toral, second in authority.

THE DESTRUCTION OF CERVERa's FLEET,

During the previous two days' fight by land the fleet of Admiral Cervera

in Santiago harbor had taken an active part in shelling our positions, with no

inconsiderable effect; and General Shafter, largely on this account, had about

despaired of taking the city, with the force at his command. In fact, he went so

far on the morning of July 3d as to telegraph Washington that his losses had

been greatly underestimated, that he met with stronger resistance than he had

anticipated, and was seriously considering falling back to a position five miles to

the rear to await reinforcements. He was also anxious for an interview with

Admiral Sampson. The fleet had been shelling the enemy during the two days'

fight, but it was necessary that the navy and army have a clearer understanding;

and at 8.30 o'clock on Sunday morning Admiral Sampson with his flagship New
York steamed eastward for the purpose of conferring with the General.

General Miles telegraphed General Shafter, in response to his request, to

hold his position, that he would be with him in a week with strong reinforce-
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merits; and he promptly started two expeditions, aggregating over 0000 men,

which reached Santiago on the 8th and loth respectively, in time to witness the

closing engagements and surrender of the city. But fortune again favored

our cause and completely changed the situation, unexpectedly to the American
commanders of the land and naval forces.

It was on Sunday morning, July 3d, just before Sampson landed to meet
Shafter, that Admiral Cervera, in obedience to commands from his home o-overn-

ment, endeavored to run his fleet past the blockading squadron of the Ameri-
cans, with the result that all of his ships were de.sux)yed, nearly 500 of his men
killed and wounded, and himself and

about 1300 others were made prison-

ers. This naval engagement was ont^

of the most dramatic and terrible in all

the history of conflict upon the seas;

and, as it was really the beginning of

the end of what promised to be a long

and terrible struggle, it was un-

doubtedly the most important battle c)f

the war.

It had been just one month, to a

day, since Hobson sunk the JHerriniac at

the harbor's mouth to keep Cervera in,

and for nearly one month and a half the

fleets of Schley and Sampson had lain

like watch-dogs before the gate without

for one moment relaxing their vigilance.

The quiet of Sunday morning brooded

' over the scene. Even the windi

seemed restinof from their labors and the

sea lay smooth as glass. For two days
' before, July ist and 2d, the fleets had

bombarded the forts of Santiago for the fourtli time, and all the ships excej)! the

Oregon had steam down so low as to allow them a speed of only five knots an

hour. At half-past nine o'clock the bugler sounded the call to quarters, and the

Jackies appeared on deck rigged in their cleanest clothes for their regular

Sunday inspection. On board the Texas the devout Captain Philip had sounded

the trumpet-call to religious services. In an instant a line of smoke was seen

coming out of the harbor by the watch on the loiva, and from that vessel's yard a

signal was run up—" The enemy is escaping to the westward." Simultaneously,

' from her bridge a six-pounder boomed on tlie still air to draw the attention oi

' the other ships to her fluttering signal. On every vessel white masses were

,
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seen scrambling- forward. Jackies and firemen tumbled over one another rush-

ing to their stations. Officers jumped into the turrets through manholes, dressed

in their best uniforms, and captains rushed to tlieir conning towers. There was

no time to waste—-scarcely enough to get the battle-hatches screwed on tight,

jingle, jingle, went the signal-bells in the engine-rooms and " Steam ! Steam !

"

the captains cried through the tubes. Far below decks, in 125 to 150 degrees of

heat, naked men shoveled in the black coal and forced drafts were put on.

One minute after the Iowa fired her signal-gun she was moving toward the

harbor. From under the Castle of Morro came Admiral Cervera's flagship, the

Infanta Maria Teresa, followed by her sister armored cruisers, Almirante

Oquendo and Vizcaya— so much alike that they could not be distinguished at

any distance. There was also the splendid Cristobal Colon, and after them all

the two magnificent torpedo destroyers, Pluton and Furor. The Teresa opened

fire as she sighted the American vessels, as did all of her companions, and the

forts from the heights belched forth at the same time. Countless geysers around

our slowly approaching battleships showed where the Spanish shells exploded

in the water. The Americans replied. The battle was on, but at a long range

of two or three miles, so that the secondary batteries could not be called into

use; but thirteen-inch shells from the Oregon and Indiana and the twelve-inch

shells from the Texas a.nd Iowa were churning up the water around the enemy. At

this juncture it seemed impossible for the Americans to head off the Spanish

cruisers from passing the western point, for they had come out of the harbor at

a speed of thirteen and one-half knots an hour, for which the blockading fleet

was not prepared. But Admiral Sampson's instructions were simple and well

understood—"Should the enemy come out, close in and head him off"—and

every ship was now endeavoring to obey that standing command while they

piled on coal and steamed up.

Meanwhile from the rapidly approaching New York the signal fluttered

—

"Close into the mouth of the harbor and engage the enemy;" but the Admiral

was too far away, or the men were too busy to see this signal, which they were

nevertheless obeying to the letter.

It was not until the leading Spanish cruiser had almost reached the western

point of the bay, and when it was evident that Cervera was leading his entire

fleet in one direction, that the battle commenced in its fury. The lorjua and the

Oregon headed straight for the shore, intending to ram if possible one or more
of the Spaniards. The Indiana and the Texas were following, and the Brooklyn,

in the endeavor to cut off the advance ship, was headed straight for the western

point. The little unprotected Gloucester steamed right across the harbor mouth

and engaged the Oquendo at closer range than any of the other ships, at the

same time firing on the Furor and Pluton, which were rapidly approaching.

It then became apparent that the Oregon and lozva could not ram and that the
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Brooklyn could not head them off as she had hoped, and, turning in a parallel

course with them, a running- figln ensued. Broadside after broadside came fast

witii terrific slaughter. The iai)itl-fire guns of the loioa nearest the Teresa

enveloped the former vessel in a mantle of smoke and flame. She was followed

by the Oregon, Indiana, Texas, and Brooklyn, all pouring a rain of red-hot steel

and e.xploding shell into the fleeing cruisers as they passed along in their desperate,

effort to escape. The Furor and I'luton dashed like mad colts for the Brook-

lyn, and Commodore Schley signaled—" Repel torpedo destroyers." All the

heavy ships turned their guns upon the litde monsters. It was short work.

Clouds of black smoke rising from their thin sides showed how seriously they

suffered as they lloundered in the sea.

The Brooklyn and Oregon dashed on after the cruisers, followed by the

other big sliips, leaving the Furor and Pluton to the Glonces/cr, hoping the Neza
York, which was coming in the distance, would arrive in time to help her out if

she needetl it. The firing from the main and second batteries of all the battle-

ships, Oregon, loica, Texas, and also the Brooklyn, was turned upon the Vizcaya.

Teresa, and Oqncndo with such terrific broadsides and accuracy of aim that the

Spaniards were driven from their guns repeatedly; but the officers gave tlie men
liquor and drove them back, beating and sometimes shooting down those who
weakened, without mercy; but under the terrific fire of the Americans the poor

wretches were again driven away or lell mangled by their guns or stunned

from the concussions of the missiles on the sides ot their ships.

Presentiv flames and smoke burst out from the Teresa and the Oquoido.

The fire leaped from the port-holes ; and amid the din of battle and above it all

rose the wild cheers of the Americans as both these splendid ships slowly reeled

like drunken men and headed for the shore. "They are on fire! We've finished

them," shouted the gunners. Down came the Spanish flags. The news went

all over the ships— it being commanded by Commodore Schley to keep every-

one informed, even those far below in the fire-rooms—and irom engineers and

firemen in the hot bowels of the great leviathans to the men in the fighting-tops

the welkin rang until the old ships reverberated with exuberant cheers.

This was 10.20 A.M. Previously, the two torpedo boats had gone down,

and only two dozen of their 140 men survived, these having been picked up by

the Gloucester, which plucky little unprotected "dare-devil," not content with tlie

destruction she had courted and escaped only as one of the unexplainable mys-

teries of Spanish gunnery, was coming up to join the chase after bigger game;

and it was to Lieutenant Wainwright, her commander, that Admiral Cervera sur-

rendered. The J/a/;/^ tt'rt.y avenged. (Lieutenant Wainwriglit was executive ofifi-

1 cer on that ill-fated vessel when she was blown up, February i 5th.) Cervera was

wounded, hatless, and almost nak(-d when he was taken on board the Gloticcster.

', Lieutenant Wainwright cordially saluted him and grasped him by the hand, saying,
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"I con_L;r,Uiil.itc you, Ailmir.il C'crvcrii, iiiion as o, ill.uu .i t'li^lu as was ever made
upon the sea." lit- plaeeil iiis cabin at the service of (.'(ivrra ami his otlicers,

while his sur^^eon ilresseil their wounds and his men did all ihey could for their

comfort—Wainwrij^ht sup|>l\ino tin- Admiral with clolhiui;. Cervera was over-

come with emolion and ihc tare ul (he old ;_;ra\'-lHarded wairinr was sulhisi'd in

l(>ars. ihe loiva and ImiiiDui eami- up soon alur the 07(>//tv.v/(V and assisted

in the rescue of the ilrownint; Spaniards Irom the Oqiioido aiul Teresa, after

which tliey all hurilcd on alter tin- xanishiuL; Ihooklyii and Orcooit, which were

pursuing; the I'izi'itwi and ( i'',v/, the onl\ two rcniainin^- vessels ol Cerx'era-

splendiil Ih'ct. I'lom pursuer and pursued the smoke rose m \'olumes and the

boomino' j;nns over the waters sang' the son^^' ot destruction.

\\\ twenl\-iour minutes after the sinkin;.; of the Teresa anil OqKeiid'e, the

VizeaVii. riddled li\- the ( ^vv'(V/',v orcat shells . I nd l.uinini^- fiercely, hauled down

htM" llaj; .uul he.uli'd lor the shoic, wh'Te she lunii; u[u>n the rocks. In a d\in^;

effort she had tried lo r.im llie Trool'/vn, but the luc ol the lii^;' cruiser w.is too

hot for her. I'he /'e.vtis and the little / ixeii were seen to be about a mile to the

rear, anil the lizedva was left to them ,ind the A'.ej, the latter staying b)' her

Im.dly, while the Tewis .uul / ';.\,ii followed ^h\.

It looked like a lorlorn hope lo c.Uch the Cc/oit. .She w.is four .uuKinedi.df

miles .iway. Init the J>rooi-/yii and the Orei^oit were running like e.\i)rcss train.s,

and the Texas spetl alu>r the fugitives with all her might. 'The chase lasted two

liours. I'iring c(>ased, ami iwery power ot the ship and the nervt> of comnnnlore,

c.i[>t.uns, .Hid ollu ers wei'e de\'oteil to increasing the speed. Men from the guns.

nakeil to the w.iist .uul perspiring in streams, were cdled on deck for rest and

an airing. It was .i grimy aiul dirl\' but jolly set o\ hickies, and jokes were nu'rrilv

cr.icked as they sped on auvl waited. l")nl\- the nu-n in the lire-rooms were work-

ing as ne\er belore. It w.is their b.utle now, .1 battle ot speed. .At i j._^o it was

seen the .Xuu'ric.uis were gaining. Cheers went up .uid .ill was made readv.

"Wt; may wing th.it fellow yet," .saiil Comnu)dore Schlev, as he commanded
Captain C'lark totiya big thirteen-inch shell. "Remember the Maine" was

Ihmg out o\\ .1 pennant from the mast-head ot the ()/<;;'(V/, .uul at 8,500 yards she

began to send her 1,000-pound shots shrieking iner the Jirook/vn after the llying

.Spaniard. ( hu- threw tons oi water on bo.ud the tngitive, and the Brooklyn a lew

minutes Liter with eight-inch guns beg.ui to pelt her sides. Mvervone expected

a game light Irom the proud and splendid Colon with her smokeless powder

and r.ipid-llre guns ; but .ill were surprised when, alter a feeble resistance, at

1.15 o'clock her c.ipt.iin stiuck his colors .uul r.iu his ship ashore si.\t\' miles

Irom vSanti.igo, opening her sea-v.dves to sink her alter she had snrrcndered.

\ ictory was at last complete. .As the Ih'ooklvn and Oregon moved upon

the Jirey word ot tlu> surrender was sent billow, .uul naked nun poured out of

the lire-rooms, bl.ick with smoke and dirt and glistening with perspir.uiou, but
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wild with joy. Commodore Schley gazed down at the grimy, gruesome, joyous

firemen with glistening eyes suspicious of tears, and said, in husky voice, elocjuent

with emotion. "Those arc the fellozvs who made this day." Then he signaled

—

"The enemy has surrendered." The 7ivn/,v, live miU^s to the east, repeated the

signal to Admiral Sampson some miles further away, coming at top speed of the

N^cw York. Next the Commodore signaled the Admiral

—

"A glorious victory

has been achieved. Details co»n?miiicatcd later." And then, to all the ships,

"fhis is a great day for our country" \\\\ o\ which were repeated by the Texas

to the ships further east. The cheering was wild. Such a scene was never,

perhaps, witnessed upon the ocean. Admiral Sampson arrived before the Colon

sank, and placing the great nose of the New York against that vessel pushed her

into shallow water, where she sank, but was not entirely submerged. Thus per-

ished irom the earth the bulk of the sea power of Spain.

The Spanish losses were 1,800 men killed, wounded, and made prisoners,

and six ships destroyed or sunk, the property loss being about ^12,000,000.

The American loss was one man killed and three wounded, all from the Brooklyn,

a result little short of a miracle from the fact that the Brooklyn was hit thirty-

six times antl nearly all the ships were struck more than once.

The prisoners were treated with the utmost courtesy. Many of them were

taken or rescued entirely naked, and scores of them were wounded. Their be-

havior was manly and their fortitude won the admiration of their captors.

Whatever may be said of Spanish marksmanship, there is no discount on

Spanish courage. After a short detention Cervera and his captured sailors

were sent north to New Hampshire and thence to Annapolis, where they were

held until released by order of President McKinley, August 31st.

TIIRE.VrENF.n BOMBARDMENT OF .S.A.NTI.\00 AND FLIGHT OF THE REFUGEES.

On July the ^iX, while the great naval duel was in progress upon the sea,

General Shafter demanded the surrender of Santiago upon pain of bombard-

ment. The demand was refused by General Toral, who commanded the forces

after the wounding of General Linares. General Shafter stated that he would

; postpone the bombardment until noon of July 5th to allow toreigners and non-

combatants to eet out of the citv, and he ur^ed General Toral in the name of

'humanity to use his influence and aid to facilitate the rapid departure of un-

harmed citizens and foreigners. Accordingly late in the afternoon of July 4th

General Toral posted notices upon the walls of Santiago advising all women,

children, and non-combatants that between five and nine o'clock on the morning

of the 5th they might pass out by any gate of the city, all pilgrims going on

foot, no carriaees beincr alloweil, and statincT that stretchers would be provided

for the crippled.

Promptly at five o'clock on the following morning a great line of pilgrims
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wound out of Santiago. It was no rabble, but well-behaved crowds of men and

women, with great droves of children. About four hundred persons were

carried out on litters. Many of the poorer women wore large crucifixes and

some entered El Caney telling their beads. But there were many not so fortu-

nate as to reach the city. Along the highroads in all directions thousands of

families squatted entirely without food or shelter, and many deaths occurred

among them. The Red Cross Society did much to relieve the suffering, but it

lacked means of transporting supplies to the front.

While the flag of truce was still flying on the morning of |nly 6th a com-

munication was received from General Toral requesting that the time of

truce be further extended, as he wanted to communicate again witli the Span-

ish Government at Madrid concerning the surrender of the city, and, further, that

the cable operators, who were Englishmen and had fled to El Caney with the

refugees, be returned to the city that he might do so. General Shafter extended

the truce until four o'clock on Sunday, July loth, and the operators returned

from El Caney to work the wires for General Toral. During all this time the

refugees continued to throng the roads to Siboney and El Caney, until 20,000

fugitives were congregated at the two points. It is a disgraceful fact, however,

that while this truce was granted at the request of the Spanish General, it was

taken advantage of by the troops under him to loot the city. Both Cuban and

Spanish families suffered from their rapacity.

THE L.\ST B.VTTLE AND THE SURRENDER OF THE CITY.

On July 8th and 10th the two expeditions of General Miles arrived,

reinforcing General Shaffer's army with over 6,000 men. General Toral was
acquainted with the fact of their presence, and General Miles urgently im-

pressed upon him that further resistance could but result in a useless loss of

life. The Spanish commander replied that he had not received permission to

surrender, and if the Americans would not wait longer he could only obey orders

of his government, and that he and his men would die fighting. Accordingly a

joint bombardment by the army and navy was begun. The artillery reply of

the Spaniards was feeble and spiritless, though our attack on the city was chiefly

with artillery. They seemed to depend most upon their small arms, and returned

the volleys fired from the trenches vigorously. Our lines were elaborately pro-

tected with over 22,000 sand-bags, while the Spaniards were protected with

bamboo poles filled with earth. In this engagement the dynamite gun of the

Rough Riders did excellent service, striking the enemy's trenches and blowing

field-pieces into the air. The bombardment continued until the afternoon of the

second day, when a flag of truce was displayed over the city. It was thought

that General Toral was about to surrender, but instead he only asked more time.

On the advice of General Miles, General Shafter consented to another
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truce, and, at last, on July 14th, after an interview with Generals Miles and

Shafter, in which he agreed to give up the city on condition that the army would

be returned to Spain at the expense of America, General Toral surrendered.

On July 1 6th the agreement, with the formal approval of the Madrid and Wash-
ington Governments, was signed in duplicate by the commissioners, .each side

retaining a copy. This event was accepted throughout the world as marking
the end of the Spanish-American War.

The conditions of the surrender involved the following points:

" (i) The 20,000 refugees at El Caney and Siboney 10 be sent back to the

city. (2) .An American infantry patrol

to be posted on the roads surround-

ing the city and in the country between

it and the American cavalry. (3) Our
hospital corps to give attention, as far

as possible, to the sick and wounded

Spanish soldiers in .Santiago. (4) All

the Spanish troops in the province,

except ten thousand men at Holguin,

under command of General Luque, to

come into the city and surrender.

(5) The guns and defenses of the city

to be turned over to the Americans in

good condition. (6) The Americans

to have full use of the Juragua Rail-

road, which belongs to the Spanish

Government. (7) The Spaniards to

surrender their arms. (S) All the

Spaniards to be conveyed to Spain on

board of American transi)orts with the

least possible delay, and be permitted

to take portable church property with

them."

TAKING POSSESSION OF .SANTIAGO AND RAISING THE AMERICAN Il.AG.

The formality of taking possession of the city yet remained to be done.

To that end, immediately after the signing of the agreement by the commis-

sioners, General Shafter notified General Toral that he would formally receive

his surrender of the city the next day, .Suiulay. b'ly 17th, at nine o'clock in the

morning. Accordingly at about 8.30 A. M., Sunday, General Shafter, accom-

,

panied by the commander of the .American army. General Nelson A. Miles,

Generals Wheeler and Lawton, and several officers, walked slowly down the

,
hill to the road leading to Santiago. Under the great mango tree which had

MAJOH-GiiNKKAL, NELbON A. MILES.
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witnessed all the negotiations, General Toral, in full uniform, accompanied by

200 Spanish officers, met the Americans. After a little ceremony in military

manoeuvring, the two commanding generals faced each other, and General

Toral, speaking in Spanish, said

:

"Through fate I am forced to surrender to General Shafter of the American

army the city and the strongholds of the city of Santiago."

General Toral's voice trembled with emotion as he spoke the words giving

up the town to his victorious enemy. As he finished speaking the Spanish offi-

cers presented arms.

General Shafter, in reply, said

:

'T receive the city in the name of the Government of the United States."

The officers of the Spanish General then wheeled about, presenting arms,

and General Shafter, with the American officers, cavalry, and infantry chosen for

the occasion, passed into the city and on to the governor's palace, where a crowd

numbering 3,000 persons had gathered. As the great bell in the tower of the

cathedral nearby gave the first stroke of twelve o'clock the American flag was

run up from the flagpole on the palace, and as it floated to the breeze all hats

were removed by the spectators, while the soldiers presented arms. As the

cathedral bell tolled the last stroke of the hour the military band began to play

"The Star-Sprangled Banner," which was followed by "Three Cheers for the

Red, White, and Blue." The cheering of the soldiers was joined by more than

half of the people, who seemed greatly pleased and yelled " Viva los Amer-

icanos." The soldiers along almost the whole of the American line could see

and had watched with alternating silence and cheers the entire proceeding.

GENERAL SHAFTER's ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE VICTORY.

Having assigned soldiers to patrob and preserve order within the city,

General Shafter and his staff returned to their quarters at camp, and the victor-

ious commander, who two weeks before was almost disheartened, sent a dispatch

announcing the formal surrender of Santiago. It was the first dispatch ot the

kind received at Washington from a foreign country for more than fifty years.

The following extract from General Shafter's telegram sums up the situation :

"
I have the honor to announce that the American flag has been this instant,

12 noon, hoisted over the house of the civil government in the city of Santiago.

An immense concourse of people was present, a squadron of cavalry and a regi-

ment of infantry presenting arms, and a band playing national airs. A light

battery fired a salute of twenty-one guns.

"Perfect order is being maintained by the municipal government. The

distress is very grea^ but there is little sickness in town and scarcely any yellow

fever.
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"A small gunboat and about 200 seamen left b\- Cervera have surrendered

to me. Obstructions are being removed Irom the moulh ot the harbor.

" Upon coming into the city I discovered a perfect entanglement of defenses.

Fighting as the Spaniartls did tlie first day, it would have cost five thousaml lives

to have taken it.

" Battalions of Spanish troops have been depositing arms since daylight in

the armory, over which I have a guard. General Toral lormally surrendered

the plaza and all stores at 9 A. M. About ".000 ritles, 600,000 cartridges, and

many fine modern guns were given up.

" This important victory, with its

substantial fruits of conquest, was wo[i

by a loss of 1,593 men killed, wounded,

and missing. Lawton, who had tlie

severe fighting around El Caney, lost

410 men. Kent lost S59 ukmi in the

still more severe assault on San juan

auvi the other conllicts of the centre.

The cavalry lost 2S5 men, many of

whom fell at El Caney, and the feint

at Aguadores cost thirty-seven men.

One man of the .Signal Corps was

killed antl one wounded. Trying as it

is to bear the casualti(-s of the first

fight, there can be no doubt tliat in a

military sense our success was not

dearly won."

Thus within less than thirty days

from the time Shalter's army landed

upon Cuban soil he had received the

surrender not only of the city of San-

tiago, but nearly the whole of the province of that name—or about one-tenth of

the entire island.

THK W.\R IN rORTO RICO.

It was General Miles' original plan after establishing a blockade of Cuban

ports to open the war in Porto Rico, and make no general invasion of Cuba

during the sickly season, but the enclosure of Cervera's fleet in the harbor of

Santiago changed the conditions and made it necessary to move a military force

to that point, before going elsewhere.

Now that Santiago had surrendered, according to the original plan of

General Miles, the attention of the army and navy was again turned to Porto

Rico, and tiie work of fitting out expeditions to that island was begun at once.

MAJOK-GtKiJliAL WKSLEY MEHHITT.
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There were three expeditions sent. The first under General Miles sailed from

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, July 21st; the second under General Ernst on the same
day sailed from Charleston, S. C. ; the third under General Brooke embarked at

Newport News on July 26th. All of these expeditions, aggregating about i 1,000

men, were convoyed by warships, and successfully landed. The first under

General Miles reached Guanica at daylight on July 25th, where a Spanish force

attempted to resist their landing, but a few well-directed shells from the Massa-
chusetts, Gloucester, and Columbia soon put the enemy to flight. A party ^

then went ashore and pulled down the Spanish flag from the blockhouse

—

the first trophy of war from Porto Rican soil. As the troops began to land the

Spaniards opened fire upon them. The Americans replied with their rifles

and machine guns, and the ships also shelled the enemy from the harbor. Five

dead Spaniards were found after the firing had ceased. Not an American was

touched.

Before nightfall all the troops were landed. The next day General Miles

marched toward Ponce. P^our men were wounded in a skirmish at Yauco on the

way, but at Ponce, where General Ernst's expedition from Charleston met them

and disembarked on July 28th, the Spaniards fled on the approach of the

Americans, whom the mayor of the city and the people welcomed with joy,

making many demonstrations in their honor and offering their services to hunt

and fight the Spaniards. General Miles issued a proclamation to the people

declaring clearly the United States' purpose of annexing them. The mayor of

Ponce published this proclamation, with an appeal from himselt to the people to

salute and hail the American flag as their own, and to welcome and aid the

American soldiers as their deliverers and brothers.

On August 4th General Brooke arrived, and the fleet Commander, Cap-

tain Higginson, with little resistance opened the port of Arroyo, where they were

successfully landed the next day, and General Haines' brigade captured the place

with a few prisoners.

The Americans were then in possession of all the principal ports on the

south coast, covering between fifty and sixty miles of that shore. A forward

movement was inaugurated in three divisions—all ol which we will consider

together—the object of General Miles being to occupy the island and drive the

Spanish forces before him into San |uan, and by the aid of the fleet capture
y

them there in a body, though the Spanish forces numbered 8,000 regulars and '

9,000 volunteers, against which were the 11,000 land forces of the Americans

and also their fleet.

The town of Coamo was captured August 9th after half an hour of fight-

ing by Generals Ernst and Wilson, the Americans driving the Spaniards from

their trenches and sustaining a loss of six woimded. On the loth General

Schwan encountered 1,000 Spaniards at Rosario River, This was the most
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severe erfragement in Porto Rico. The Spaniards were routed, with what loss

is unknown. The Americans had two killed and sixteen wounded.

On tlie iith General Wilson moved on to Abonito and found the enemy

strongly intrenched in the mountain fastnesses along the road. He ventured

an attack with artillery, sustaining a loss of one man killed and tour wounded.

On pain of another attack he sent a messenger demanding the surrender of the

town of Abonito; but the soldierly answer was sent back: "Tell General

Wilson to stay where he is if he wishes to avoid the shedding of much blood."

General Wilson concluded to delay until Gei-.eral Brooke could come up before'

making the assault, and, while thus waiting, the news of peace arrived.

Meantime General Brooke had been operating around Guayama, where he

had five men wounded. At three o'clock, August 12th, the battle was just

opening in good order, and a great fight was anticipated. The gunners were

sighting their first pieces when one ot the signal corps galloped up with the

telegram announcing /£?(^rt. "You came just fifteen minutes too soon. The

troops will be disappointed," said General Brooke, and tliey were.

So ended the well-planned campaign of Porto Rico, in which General Miles

had arranged, by a masterly operation with 11,000 men, the occupation of an

island loS miles long by thirty-seven broad. As it was, he had alreatly occu-

pied about one-third of the island with a loss of only three killed and twenty-

eight wounded, against a preponderating force of 17,000 Spaniards.

After the signing of the protocol of peace General Brooke was left in

charge of about half the forces in Porto Rico, pending a final peace, while Gen-

eral Miles with the other half returned to the United States, where he arrived

early in September and was received with fitting ovations in New York, Phila-

delphia, and Washington, at which latter city he again took up his quarters as

the Commander of the American .\rmy.

THE CONQUEST OF THE PHILIPPINES.

After Dewey's victory at Manila, already referred to, it became evident that

he must have the co-operation of an army in capturing and controlling the city.

The insurgents under General Aguinaldo appeared anxious to assist Admiral

Dewey, but it was feared that he could not control them. Accordingly, the big

monitor Monterey was started for Manila and orders were given for the imme-

diate outfitting of expeditions from San Francisco under command of Major-

General Wesley Merritt. The first expedition consisted of between 2,500 and

3,000 troops commanded by Brigadier-General Anderson, carried on three ships,

the Charleston, the City of Pekin, and the City of Sydney. This was the longest

expedition (about 6,000 miles) on which American troops were ever sent, and

the men carried supplies to last a year. The Charleston got away on the 22d,

and the other two vessels followed three days later. The expedition went
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through safely, arriving at Manila July ist. The Charleston had stopped c

June 2 1 St at the Ladrone Islands and captured the island of Guam withot

resistance. The soldiers of the garrison were taken on as prisoners to Manila

and a garrison of American soldiers left in charge, with the stars and stripes

waving over the fortifications.

The second expedition of 3,500 men sailed June 15th under General Greene,

who used the steamer China as his flagship. This expedition landed July i6th

at Cavite in the midst of considera-

ble excitement on account of the

aggressive movements of the insur-

gents and the daily encounters and

skirmishes between them and the

Spanish forces.

On June 23d the monitor Mo-
nadnoc sailed to further reinforce

Admiral Dewey, and four days later

the third expedition of 4,000 troops

under General McArthur passed out

of the Golden Gate amid the cheers

of the multitude, as the others had
done

; and on the 29th General Mer-
ritt followed on the Neivport. Nearly

one month later, July 23d, General

H. G. Otis, with 900 men, sailed on

the City ofRw de yaneiro from San
Francisco, thus making a total of

nearly 12,000 men, all told, sent to

the Philippine Islands.

General Merritt arrived at Ca-

vite July 25th, and on July 29th the

American forces advanced from Ca-

vite toward Manila. On the 31st,

while enroute, they were attacked at Malate by 3,000 Spaniards, whom they

repulsed, but sustained a loss of nine men killed and forty-seven wounded,
nine of them seriously. This was the first loss of life on the part of the

Americans in action in the Philippines. The Spanish casualties were much
heavier. On the same day General McArthur's reinforcements arrived at

Cavite, and several days were devoted to preparations for a combined land and
naval attack.

On August 7th Admiral Dewey and General Merritt demanded the sur-

render of the city within forty-eight hours, and foreign warships took their

tSianfbnik, Gaig!tatati
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respective subjects on board for protection. On August gth the Spaniards

asked more time to hear from Madrid, but this was refused, ami on the 13th a

fmal demand was made for immediate surrender, which Governor-General

August! refused and embarked with his tamil\' on board a (jerman man-of-war,

which sailed with him for Honfr Konsj.

At 9.30 o'clock the bombardment began with fury, all of the vessels send-

ing hot shot at the doomed city.

In the miilst of the bombardment by the fleet American soldiers under.

Generals McArthur and Greene were ordered to storm the Spanish trendies

which extended ten miles around the city. The soldiers rose cheering and dashed

for the Spanish earthworks. A deadly tire met them, but the men rushed on

and swei^t the entMiiy trom their outer delences, iorcing them to their inner

trenches. A second charge was made ujjon these, and the Spaniards retreated

into the walled city, where they promptly sent up a white flag. The ships at

once ceased firing, and the victorious Americans entered the city after six hours'

fighting. General Merritt took command as military governor. The Spanish

forces numbered 7,000 and the Americans 10,000 men. The loss to the Amer-

icans was about fifty killed, wounded, and missing, which was very small under

the circumstances.

In the meantime the insurgents had formed a government with Agiiinaldo

as president. They declared themselves most triendly to American occupation

of the islands, w^ith a view to aiding them to establish an independent govern-

ment, which they hoped w'ould be granted to them. On September 15th they

opcnctl their n^publican congress at Malolos, and President Aguinaldo

made the opening address, expressing warm appreciation of Americans and

indulging the hope that they meant to establish the independence of the

islands. On September i6th, however, in obedience to the command of Gen-

eral Otis, they withdrew their forces from the vicinity of Manila.

PEACE NEGOTI.VTIONS AND THE PROTOCOL.

Precisely how to open the negotiations for peace was a delicate and difficult

question. Its solution, however, proved easy enough when the attempt was

made. During the latter part of July the Spanish Government, through M.

Jules Cambon, the French Ambassador at Washington, submitted a note, asking

the United States Government for a statement of the ground on which it would

be willing to cease hostilities and arrange for a peaceable settlement. Accord-

ingly, on July 30th, a statement, embodying President McKinley's views, was
transmitted to Spain, and on August 2d Spain virtually accepted the terms by

cable. On August 9th Spain's formal reply was presented by M. Cambon, and

on the next day he and Secretary Day agreed upon terms of a protocol, to be

sent to Spain for her approval. Two days later, the 12th inst., the French
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Ambassador was authorized to sii;n the protocol for Spain, and the sio-nature:

were affixed the same afternoon at the White House (M. Cambon signing foi

Spain and Secretary Day for the United States), in the presence of President:
McKinley and the chief assistants of the Department of State. The six main
points covered by the protocol were as follows:

"I. That Spain will relinquish all claim of sovereignty over and title tol

Cuba.
i

" 2. That Porto Rico and other Spanish islands in the West Indies, and an
island in the Ladrones, to be selected by the United States, shall be ceded to

the latter.

" 3. That the United States will occupy and hold the city, bay, and harbor
of Manila, pending the conclusion of a treaty of peace which shall determine the
control, disposition, and government of the Philippines.

"4. That Cuba, Porto Rico, and other Spanish islands in the West Indies

shall be immediately evacuated, and that commissioners, to be appointed within
ten days, shall, within thirty days from the signing of the protocol, meet at|

Havana and San Juan, respectively, to arrange and execute the details of the

evacuation.

"5. That the United States and Spain will each appoint not more than five

commissioners to negotiate and conclude a treaty of peace. The commissioners
are to meet at Paris not later than October ist.

"6. On the signing of the protocol, hostilities will be suspended and notice

to that effect will be given as soon as possible by each Government to the com-
manders of its military and naval forces."

On the very same afternoon President McKinley issued a proclamation
announcing on the part of the United States a suspension of hostilities, and over
the wires the word went ringing throughout the length and breadth of the land
and under the ocean that peace was restored. The cable from Hono- Kono- to

Manila, however, had not been repaired for use since Dewey had cut it in May;
consequently it was several days before tidings could reach General Merritt and
Admiral Dewey

; and meantime the battle of Manila, which occurred on the 13th,

was fought.

On August 17th President McKinley named commissioners to adjust the

Spanish evacuation of Cuba and Porto Rico, in accordance with the terms of the

protocol. Rear Admiral Wm. T. Sampson, Senator Matthew C. Butler, and Major-
General James F. Wade were appointed for Cuba, and Rear Admiral W. S.

Schley, Brigadier-General Wm. W. Gordon, and Major-General John R.
Brooke for Porto Rico. In due time Spain announced her commissioners, and,

as agreed, they met in September and the arrangements for evacuation were
speedily completed and carried out.

President McKinley appointed as the National Peace Commission, Secre-
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tary (if State Wni. R. Day, Senator Cushman K. Davis of Minnesota, Senator

W Ml. 1'. Frye of Maine, Senator George C.ray of Maryland, ami Mr. White-

law Reid of New York. Secretary Day resigned his State portfolio Se])-

tember i6th, in which he was succeeded by Colonel John Hay, former Am-
bassador to England. With ex-Secretary Day at their heail the Americans

sailed from New York, September 17th, met the Spanish Commissioners at

Paris, France, as agreed, and arranged

the details of the final peace between

the two nations. Thiis ended the Span-

ish-American War.

HOME-COMING oK OUR .SOl.OIKKS.

After Spain's virtual acceptance of

the terms of peace contained in Presi-

dent McKinley's note of July 30th, it

was d<;emed unnecessary to keep all

the forces unoccupied in the fever dis-

tricts of Cuba and the unsanitary

camps of our own country; conse-

quently the next day after receipt of

Spain's message of August 2d, o

August 3d, the hom(;-coming was in-

augurated by ordering all cavalry

under General Shafter at Santiago to

be transported to Montauk Point,

Long Island, and on the 6th inst. trans-

ports sailed bearing those who were

to come north. These were followed

rapidly by oth.crs from Santiago, and

later by about half the forces from Porto Rico under General Miles, and others

from the various camps, so that by the end of September, 1898, nearly half of

the great army of 268,000 men had been mustered out of service or sent home

on furlough.

It is a matter of universal regret that so many of our brave volunteers died

of neglect in camps and on transports, and that fever, malaria, and exposure

carried several times the number to their graves as were sent there by Spanish

[bullets. Severe criticisms have been lodged against the War Department for

[both lack of efficiency and neglect in caring for the comfort, health, and life of

jlthose who went forward at their country's call.

However, it must be remembered th.it the War Department undertook and

accomplished a herculean task, and it could not be expected, starting with a

EX-SECRETARY OF STATt; WM. K.DAY,
Head of Peace Commission to Paris.
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regular force of less than 30,000 men, that an army of a quarter of a million

couid be built up out of volunteers who had to be collected, trained, clothed,

equipped and provisioned, and a war waged and won on two sides of the globe,

in a little over three months, without much suffering and many mistakes.

TERRITORY CONQUERED FOR WHICH WE ARE TO PROVIDE GOVERNMENT.

With the conquest of Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands a new
era has dawned in the history of our country. The United States must now
take their place among the first nations of the work!, and stand with England,

if not as a colonizer, at least as a civilizer
; and whatever else this war with

Spain may do for us, it is bound to open up new avenues of trade in her colo-
\

nies in the East and West Indies. The islands of Cuba and Porto Rico on the

eastern coast, and the Pnilippines, Carolines and Ladrones, together with our

newly acquired Hawaiian possessions on the west, furnish fields for marvelous
|

developments and unique trade opportunities. All of tliese islands lie in the !

tropics where heretofore not an acre of our country has extended. Expert

observers of commerce declare that "the natural avenues of trade are not with

the sun along parallel lines of latitude, but north and south between zones of

differing climates." Hence, these island groups are most lavorably located.

They can send us the fruits of the tropics, which our temperate climate pro-

duces too sparingly or not at all, and receive in return our grain and manufac-

tures—an exchange mutually desirable and useful. Thus there is scarcely a pro-

duct in the world that could not be raised within our enlarged borders.

The territory of which we have acquired control is equal to nine good

States. Cuba, 800 n-.iles lone and fi'om ;o to 12s miles wide, with an area about

equal to that of the State of Ohio, and a population estimated before the war at

1,750,000, lies within a few hours of our Florida coast. Porto Rico, the gate-

way of the West Indies, and easily reached from the great harbors of the

Atlantic, is equal in size to Long Island and has Soo,ooo inhabitants. In the

Pacific, in line with our rapidly expanding trade with Japan. China, and Australia,

lie the 2,000 Philippine and other Spanish islands. The island of Luzon alone,

which we keep directly by our peace with Spain, has over 4,000,000 inhabi-

tants, contains 57,505 square miles, equal in size to the States ol New York

and Massachusetts combined, and upon this island stands the city of Manila.

Willi the other .Spanish islands of the Philippine group we enjoy superior

trade facilities, without the burden of directly administering their affairs.

Here, then, are Cuba and Porto Rico in the Atlantic and the Hawaiian and

Philippine groups in the Pacific, whose destiny has become closely intertwined

with our own. Their combined area is 168,000 square miles, equaling New
England, New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Their combined popula-

tion is about 10,000,000, or perhaps one-half that of the nine home States men-
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tioned, and among all this vast number of people there are very few manufac-

tures of any kind to be found. Thus this war has opened an avenue for Amer-
ican products destined to give sucii an impetus to American manufacturing as

our country has never enjoyed. Cuba which, in 1902, took so happih- her

place as a new free Republic, is and must be closely connected with our country

in all industrial and commercial enterprises and become a market for our

products.

THE TRKA'l'V OF PEACE.

December 10, i8g8, was one of the most eventful days in the past decade

"v-one fraught with great interest to the world, and involving the destiny of more
than 10,000,000 of people. At nine o'clock on the evening of that day the

commissioners of the United States and those of Spain met for the last time,

after about eleven weeks of deliberation, in the magnificent apartments of the

foreign niinistry at the French capital, and signed the Treaty of Peace, which

finally marked the end of the Spanish-American War.

This treaty transformed the political geography of the world by establish-

ing the United States' authority in both hemispheres, and also in the tropics,

where it had never before extended. It, furthermore, brought under our

dominion and obligated us for the government of strange and widely isolated

peoples, who have little or no knowledge of liberty and government as measured

by the American standards. In this new assumption of responsibility America

essayed a difficult problem, the solving of which involved results that could not

fail to influence the destiny of our nation and the future history of the whole

world.

On January 3, 1899, the Hon. John Hay, Secretary of State, delivered the

Treaty of Peace to President McKinley, who, on January 4th, forwarded the

same to the Senate of the United States with a view to its ratification. Below

will be found the complete text of the treaty as submitted by the President.

The Queen Regent of Spain signed the ratification of the Treaty of Peace

on March 17, 1899, and the final act took place on the afternoon of April 1 illi,

when copies of the final protocol were exchanged at Washington by President

McKinley and the French ambassador, M. Cambon, representing Spain. The
President immediately issued a proclamation of peace, and thus the Spanish-

.\merican War came to an olficial end. A few weeks later the sum of

$20,000,000 was paid to Spain, in accordance with the treaty, as partial com-

pensation for the surrender of her rights in the Philippines, and diplomatic

relations between the Latin kingdom and the United States were resumed.

The treaty with Spain was finally consummated on July 3, 1899, on which

day it was ratified by the Spanish Cortes.

24
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The United States Becomes a World Power.

The New Century Brings New Problems of

Colonization and Foreign Co=operation.

On tlie la.st day of 1898 the Spaiiisli troops were witlulrawii fVoin Havana,

and on the iirst day of 181)9 the stars and stripes proudly floated over that

queen city of tlic American tropics. But this was only for a time. The United

States was pledged to give freedom to Cuba, and no man in authority thought

of breaking this pledge, for tl)e lionor of the country was involved.

In the summer of 1!)0() the Cuban people were asked to hold a convention

and form a Constitution, with the single proviso that it should contain no clauses

favoring Euro[)ean aggression or inimical to American interests. This done,

American troops and officials would be withdrawn and Cuba be given over to

the Cubans.

Tlie occupation of Porto Rico, on the contrary, was permanent. Tt had

been fully ceded to the United States, and steps were taken to make it a constitu-

ent j)art of that country. But the period of transition from Spanish to

American I'ule was not favorable to the interests of the people, who suffered

severely, their business being wrecked by tariff discrimination. Action bj'-

Congress was dciinatided, and a l)ill was passed greatly reducing the tariff in

Porto Rico, but not giving free trade with tlie United States, though many held

that this was the Constitutional right of the islanders. Under this new tariff

business was resumed, and the lost prosperity of the island was gradually

restored.

The occupation of our new possessions in the Pacific presented serious diffi-

culties. This was not the case with Hawaii, which fell peacefully under its

new rule, and in 1000 was made a Territory of the United States. With the

Philippine Islands the case wa.s different. There hostility to American rule

383
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soon showed itself, and eventually an insurrection began, leading to a war,

which i^roved far more jjrotracted and sanguinary than that with Spain.

DEWEY RETURNS HOME.

Shortly after these troubles began Admiral Dewey received a well-merited

reward. On tiie 3d of March, 1899, he was promoted by President INIcKinley

and the Senate from the rank of rear-admiral to that of full admiral, a grade

of high honor which only two Americans, Farragut and Porter, had borne

before him. Worn out with his labors, this distinguished officer soon aftei- set

out for home. His journey was a

leisurely one, and he was the recip-

ient of the highest honors at every

stopping-place on his route. On
reaching his own countiy he found

himself a great popular hero, and was

everywhere greeted with enthusiastic

applause. His reception at New York
was one of the striking events of the

century, and as a lasting testimonial

of appreciation and esteem his grate-

ful countrymen purchased him a beau-

tiful residence in AVashington. Here,

taking to himself a wife, the Admiral

settled down to peace and domestic

comfort after his stormy career.

THE PHILIPPINE INSURRECTION.

Dewey left the Philippines in a

state of convulsion. On the 30th of

December, 1898, President McKinlcy

had issued a jiroclamation offering

the natives, under American suiireni-

acy, a considerable measure of home rule, including a voice in local government,

the right to hold office, a fair judiciary, and freedom of speech and of the press.

These concessions were not satisfactory to Emilio Aguinaldo, the leader in the

late insurrection against Spain, who demanded independence for the islands.

He claimed that Dewey had promised it to him in return for his aid in the

capture of Manila—a claim which Dewey positively denied.

General Elwell S. Otis, who had succeeded General Merritt as military

MAJOR-GENERAL ELWELL S. OTIB.
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governor of the islands, t'oiuul himself plunged into the midst of an active war.

The difHcnlty with which General Otis had to contend was one in which the

navy was not specially concerned, it being almost wholly a military aftkir. It

had its origin in a variety of causes, beginning with the irritation of the Fil-

i|)ino forces in not being j)erniitted to enter Manila after its capture—presuma-

bly with the purpose of loot and outrage. This irritation was added to I)y

growing relations of hostility between the American and the Philipj)ine forces.

Fjittle was done to adjust this trouble, and the hostile attitude of the Fili-

pinos steadily increased. Not until after lighting had actually begun was an

etfort at an amicable settlement made, and in this Dewey took part.

Befon; his return he had served on a commission, organized with the hope

of reaching a peaceful end of tlut difficulties. The other members of the

commission were General Otis, Jacob G. Shurman, President of Cornell Univer-

sity, Professor Dean Worcester, and Charles Denby, late Minister to China.

The commission began its work on April 4, 1899, by issuing a proclamation to

the Philippine people, offering them, under the supremacy of the United States,

an abundant measure of civil rights, honest administration, reform of abuses,

and tlevelopment of the resources of the country. This proclamation fell still-

born, so far as the insurgent forces were concerned, Aguinaldo issuing counter

proclamations and calling on the people to fight for comj)lete independence. It

was evident that the settlement of the affair would depend on the rifle and the

sword rather than on paper proclamations and promises.

THE INSURRECTION IN LUZON.

On the 30th of December, 1898, President McKinley Tiad issued a proc-

lamation to the Philippine people, in which he offered them a large measure of

local self-government, the right to hold office, a fair judiciary and freedom of

speech and of the press. These concessions were not satisfactory to their leaders,

and in January, 1899, a conference was held with General Otis in which the

Philippine spokesman demanded a greater degree of self-government than he

had authority to grant. As the debate in the Senate upon the treaty of

peace with Spain approached its termination, and promised to end in the ratifi-

cation of the treaty and the cession of the islands to the United States, the rest-

lessness and hostility of the natives increased, and on the night of February

4th the threatened outbi-eak came, in a fierce attack on the American outposts

at Manila. A severe battle ensued, continuing for two days, and ending in

the defeat of the natives, who had suffered severely and were driven back for

miles beyond the city limits.

Meanwhile a republic had been proclaimed by the Philippine leaders,
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Aguinaldo being chosen president and commander-in-chief of the native armies.

He immediately issued a declaration of war, and both sides prepared for active

hostilities. The first step taken by the Filipinos was a desperate one—an
attempt at wholesale arson. On the night of February 22d the city of Manila
was set on fire at several points, and the soldiers and firemen who sought to

extinguish the flames were fired upon from many of the houses. The result was
not serious excej)t to the natives themselves, since the conflagration was in great

part confined to their quarter of the city. General Otis took vigilant precau-

tious to prevent the recurrence of such an attempt, and from that time forward

Manila, though full of secret hostiles, was safe from the peril of incendiarism.

THE CAMPAIGN OF 1899.

The American forces, being strengthened with reinforcements, began their

advance on INIarch 25tli. They met with sharp resistance, the Filipinos having

thrown up earthwoi'ks at every defensible point, and being well armed with

Mauser rifles. But they nowhere seemed able to sustain the vigorous onsets of

the Americans, who did not hesitate to charge their works and swim wide rivers

in face of their fire, and they were driven back from a long succession of forti-

fied places. On March 31st Malolos, the capital of Aguinaldo, was occupied.

Calumi^it, another Philippine stronghold, was taken near the end of April.

General Lawton, an old Indian fighter, who had recently reached the islands,

led an expedition northward through the foothills and captured San Isidro, the

second insurgent capital. Various other places were taken, and at the beginning

of July, when the coming on of the rainy season put an end to active operations,

a large and populous district to the north and west of Manila was in American

hands.

By this time it had become evident that a larger army was needed to com-

plete the task, and reinforcements were now hurried across the ocean. With them

was sent a considerable body of cavalry, the lack of which had seriously handi-

capped the troops in the spring campaign. Fighting was resumed in mid-

autumn, and Aguinaldo's new capital of Tarlac quickly fell. The insurgents

seemed to have lost heart from their reverses in the spring, and defended them-

selves with less courage and persistence, the result being that by the 1st of

December the Americans were masters of the whole line of the Manila-

Dagupan Railway and the broad plain through which it ran, and the Filipinos

were in full flight for the mountains, hotly pursued by Lawton and Young,

with their cavalry and scouts.

From that time forward there was no Filipino army, properly so-called

Aguinaldo's forces being broken up into fugitive bauds, capable only of guerilla
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warfare. The American troops traversed the island from end to end, having

frequent collisions with small parties of the enemy, in one of which, unfortu-

nately, the gallant Lawton was shot dead. INfany of the insurgent leaders were

captured or surrendered, but Aguiualdo continued at large, and the hoj)e of a

final end of the war came to depend largely upon the event of his capture.

In November the Philippine Commission made its report to the government,

and a system which was thought to be well adapted to the situation was formu-

lated at Washington. This declared that the people of the Philippines, while

many of them were intelligent and capable, had no experience in self-govern-

ment, and that it was necessary for the United States to retain a Ihiu political

control, while giving them such share in the government as they were fitted to

exercise, increasing this as they gained political training. In accordance with

this policy, local governments were established in those localities wliicih had

become pacified, and with very promising effect. By the summer of 11)00 the

resistance to American domination had so much decreased that President

I\IcKinley issued a ]>roclamation of amnesty, with the hope that the natives still

in arms would take advantage of the opiiortunity to cease their desultory

resistance.

THE SITUATION IN CHINA.

While this was going on in the Philippines a disturbed condition of afTairs

suddenly developed in a new quarter, the ancient and populous empire of China.

It is necessary to go a step backwards to trace the course of events leading to this

unlooked-for situation. The whole intercourse of European nations with China

had been of a character to create indignation and hatred of foreigners in the

populace of that country. The Japauo-Chinese war increased this feeling, while

demonstrating the incapacity of the Chinese to cope in war with modern nations.

In the years that followed, the best statesmen of China vividly realized the

defects of their system, and recognized that a radical reform was nec(>ssiiry to

save the nation from a total collapse. The nations of Europe were seizing the

best ports of the empire and threatening to divide the whole country between

them, a peril which it needed vigorous measures to avert.

The result was an effort to modernize the administration. Kailroads had

long been practically forbidden, but now concessions for the building of hundreds

of miles of road were granted. ]\Ioilcrn implements of war were' purchased in

great quantities, and the European drill and discipline were introduced into the

imperial army. The young emperor became strongly imbued with the spirit of

reform, and ordered radical changes in the administration of affairs. In short,

a promising beginning was made in the modernization of the ancient empire.
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A movement of this kind in a country so rigidly conservative as China

could scarcely fail to produce a revulsion. The party of ancient prejudice and
conservative sentiment—a party comprising the bulk of the nation—took the

alarm. The empress-dowager, who had recently laid down the reins of govern-

ment as regent, took them up again, under the support of the conservative

leaders, seized and held in palace seclusion the emjteror, put to death his

advisers, and restored the old methods of administration.

THE BOXER OUTBREAK.

This revolution in the palace soon made itself felt in the hovel. A secret

society of the common people, known as " The Boxers," rose in arms, made a

murderous onslaught upon the missionaries, who were widely domiciled within

the realm, and soon appeared in the capital. Here, aided by many of the soldiers,

and led by men high in rank in the anti-foreign party, they made a virulent

assault upon the legation buildings, and put the ministers of the nations in

imminent peril of their lives. These exalted officials were cut off from all

communication with their governments, stories of their massacre alone filtering

through, and the powers, roused to desperation by the danger of their envoys,

sent ships and troops in all haste to the nearest point to Pekin. In this move-

ment the United States actively joined, its minister, Edwin H. Conger, and the

members of the embassy sharing the common peril.

What followed must be briefly told. A small force, made up of soldiers

and marines of various nations, under Admiral Seymour, of the British navy,

set out on June 11th for Pekin. This luovement failed. The railroad was

found to be torn up, a strong force of Chinese blocked the way, and Seymour

and his men were forced to turn back and barely escaped with their lives.

At the same time a naval attack was made on the forts at Taku ; Admiral

Remey, of the United States navy, refusing to take part in this ill-advised

action. Its immediate result was an assault in force by Boxers and troojDS on

the foreign quarter of the city of Tien Tsin, in which the Chinese fought with

an unexpected skill and persistence. They were repulsed, but only after the

hardest fight which foreigners had ever experienced on Chinese soil.

THE RESCUE OF THE MINISTERS.

As the month of July went on the mystery at Pekin deepened. It became

known that the German minister had been murdered, and doubtful reports of

the slaughter of all the foreigners in the capital were cabled. As it seemed

impossible to obtain authentic news, the greatest jiossihle haste was made to

collect an army strong enough to march to Pekin, aud early iu August this
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force, consisting of some 16,000 Japanese, Russians, Americans and British,

set out. A severe struggle was looked <or, mid their ability to reach Pekin

seemed very doubtful. At Peitsaug, some twelve miles on the route, the Chinese

made a desperate resistance, which augured ill for the enterprise ; but their

defeat there seemed to rob them of spirit, and the gates of Pekin were reached

with little more fighting. On the 14th the gates were assailed, the feeble opposi-

tion from within was overcome, and the troops marched in triumph to the British

legation, the stout walls of which had offered a haven of refuge to the

imperilled legationers.

Glad, indeed, were the souls of the beleaguered men and women within, so

long in ]H>ril of death from torture or starvation, to see the stars and stripes

and the union jack waving over the coming troops. Only then was the

mystery surrounding their fate made clear and the safety of all the ministers,

except the representative of Germany, assured. So far as the United States

was concerned, the work was at an end. That country wanted no shai-e in the

partition of China. All it demanded was an "open door " to commerce, an

e(]ual share in the important Chinese trade. No sooner was its minister rescued

than it was announced that the American troops would be withdrawn as soon as

proper relations with the Chinese government had been consummated, and that

in no case would the United States supjjort any land-seizing j^rojects of the

nations of Europe.

THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN OF IDOO.

In the summer of 1900 [\w national conventions of the political parties

were held to nominate candidates and formulate platforms for the presidential

campaign of that year. The candidates for President proved to be the same as

in 1896, William McKinley being chosen by the Republicans, William J.

Bryan by the Democrats and I'opulists. For Yic(^-President, Adlai E.

Stevenson, who had filled that odice under Cleveland, was selected by the

Democrat and Populist parties ; Theodore Roosevelt, Governor of New York
and the hero of the battle of San Juan, by the Republicans.

Tlie platforms of the pailies were significant in that the old ])arty war cries

sank into the background and new principles rose into prominence. The tariff,

so long the leading issue, vanished from sight. The question of free silver

coinage, so prominent in 1896, l)ecame a minor issue. The new points in debate

were the trusts and the policy of so-called Imperialism. The trusts, however,

could not be made a leading question. Both parties condemned them in their

platforms, though the Democrats maintained that they were supported by the

existing administration, and that the Republican party was the sustainer of

monopoly. This left as the leading issue the question of Imperialism verms
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Anti-Imperialism, a controversy based on the effort of the administration to

subdue and control the people of the Philippines. The persons opposed to this

policy had grown in numbers until Anti-Imperialism was taken up as the main

principle of the Democratic platform. The country became divided upon this

great question, and the campaign orators fulminated pro and con, with all their

eloquence, upon the grand problem of the conquest or the independence of the

Filipinos. The result of the election proved favorable to the Republican can-

didates, William McKiuley being re-elected President by a considerably larger

majority than in 1896. On March 4, 1901, he was duly re-inaugurated Presi-

dent of the United States, and Theodore Roosevelt, the new Vice-President, took

his seat as presiding officer of the United States Senate.

THE CENSUS OF 1900.

Much interest was taken throughout the United States in the results of the

twelfth census which was taken in July, 1900, under the direction of William

R. Merriam. Elaborate preparations were made and numerous calculating and

registering machines were employed to facilitate the work. The country was

divided into 52,600 districts, and from these the returns showed a total popu-

lation of over 76,000,000 against 62,600,000 by the census of 1890. For

many years it had been predicted that the census of 1900 would show a popu-

lation of 100,000,000. There being less public land to be distributed for homes

has reduced immigration, and been one of the reasons that the percentage of

increase in j)opulation has diminished. The census of 1900 shows that about

thirty-three per cent, of the population is living in cities or towns of 8,000

inhabitants or over. In 1890 this percentage was 29. The centre of popula-

tion for the United States in 1880 was near Columbus, Indiana, and in 1900

it had moved to a point seven miles southwest of this city.

The following table shows the aggregate population of twenty cities by the

twelfth census, in their order, in comparison with that of the eleventh :

Greater New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
St. Louis
Boston
Baltiraore .

Cleveland .

Buflalo
San Francisco
Cincinnati .

Pittsburg

New Orleans
Detroit

Milwaukee .

Washington
Newark
,T<ir-cy Oify .

Louisville .

Minneapolis

12th Census.
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POPUI.A.TIO^J AND POPU:,AR VOXB BY STATSS FOR PRESIDBNT1AI< ELECTORS I9OO.

Alabama . . . .

Arkansas . . . .

California . . .

Colorado . . . .

Connecticut . .

Delaware . . . .

Florida
Georgia . . . .

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana . . . .

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky. . . .

Louisiana . . .

Maine
Maryland . . .

Massachusetts .

Michigan . . .

Minnesota . . .

Mississippi . . .

Missouri . . . .

Montana . . . .

Nebraska . . .

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey . . .

New York . . .

North Carolina .

North Dakota .

Ohio
Oregon . . . .

Pennsylvania . .

Rhode Island . .

South Carolina .

South Dakota
Tennessee . . .

Texas
Utah
Vermont . . . .

Virginia . . . .

Washington . ,

West Virginia
Wisconsin . .

Wyojning . .

Total . . .

Population

By
Twelfth Census.

1,828,697

1,3". 564
1,485,053
539.7C'0

908,355
'84,735
528,542

2,216,329
161,771

4,821.550
2,516,463
2,251,829

1,469,496

2,147.174
1,381,627

694,366
1,189,946

2,805,346
2,119,782

1,751,395
1,551.372

3,107,117
243,289

1,068,901

42,334
411,588

1,883,669
7,268,009

1,891,992
319,040

4,157.545
413.532

6,301,365
428,566

1.340,512

401,559
2,022,728

3,048,828

276,565
343.641

1,854,184
517,672
958,900

2,068,963

92.531

Electoral

Votes.

24
15

13
10

15

14

9

4
10
3b

3
23

4
32

4

9
17

3

12

15

74,627,907
I

292

TERRITORIES, ETC.

Alaska (estimate) . .

Arizona
District of Columbia
Hawaii
Indian Territory . .

New Mexio . . . .

Oklahoma

Total

44,000
122,212

278,718
154,001

391, 960

193.777
39S. 245

76,210,820

153

53.669
44,800

164,755
93,072
102,572
22,560

7,499
35,036
27,198

597,985
33",063
307,808

185.955
226,801

14,233

65,4 5
136,212

239,147
316,269
190,461

5,753
314,093
25,373
121,835

3,849

54,798
221,707

821,992
133,081

35.891

543.918
46,526
712,665

33.784
3.525

54.530
123,608

130,641

47,089
42,569
115,895

57,456
119,851
265.866
14,482

7.217,677

96,368
81,142

124,985

122,733
74,014
18,863

28,007
8 1 ,

700

29.414
503,061

309,584
209,265
162,601

234,899
53.671
36,823
122,271

157,016
211,685

112,901

51,706

351,913
37,146
114,013

6,347

35,489
164,808

678,386

157,752
20,519

474,882

33-385
424,232
19,812

47,283

39,544
145,250
267,432

44,949
12,819

146,080

44,833
98,791
159,285
10,164

6-357-853

1,407

584
5,024

3.790
1,617

546
2.239
1.396

85 7

17,626

13,718

9,502

3,605

2,429

2,585

4,582
6,208

11.859

8,555

5.963
298

3,686

1,261

7,183
22,043

1,009
73«

10,203

2,536
27.908

1.592

3.797
972

'

389

1,090

4.584
213

1,141

1,438
613

2,017

837

1,644

4,244

1,104

1.542

3.900
2,644
205
383

2,150
2.345
1,586
10,124

207,368

669

830
no
251

275
638

339
1,368

20,981

367

279

2

50.192

7.572
684

1,029

57
603

9,687

2,374
2,742
1,605

760

878
908

9,716
2,826

3,065

6,128

708
823

790
4.609
12,869

"

518
4,847
1,494
4,851

169
410

1,846

717

1,906
286

7,095

94,551
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In March, 1901, an event of leading importance took place in the Philip-

pine I^;lands in the capture of Emile Aguinahlo, President of the Philippine

governuient and commander-in-chief of its forces. On February 28th, General

Funston had captured a messenger bearing letters from the insurgent leader,

which revealed the fact that he was then at the town of Palanan, in northwest

Luzon. Funston at once devised a plan and organized a force for his capture.

The expedition consisted of seventy-eight Macabebe scouts, dressed as in-

surgents and laborers, and four ex-insurgent officers. The only Americans

were Funston and four other officers, who had disguised themselves as privates.

Funston had prepared two decoy letters, apparently signed by the insurgent

general Lacuna, whose seal and correspondence he had captui-ed some time

before. These stated that Lacuna was sending his superior the best company

under his command.

Landing from the gunboat Vicksburg, the party made a toilsome march

over a very rugged country. They reached Palanan on March 23d. Agui-

naldo was completely deceived by the letters, and the story told him that the

Americans were part of a surveying party which had been surj)rised on the

march, part being killed and part taken. His liousehold guards were drawn up

to receive the visitors and their captives. Suddenly the mask was thiown off,

firing began, and one of the ex-insurgent officers seized and held him fiimly.

His attendants and body-guard at once took to flight, and in a few minutes the

affiur was at an end, and the Filipino leader TAas a captive to the Americans,

The expedition had proved a complete success. The important jirisoner was

brought to ^Manila, and confined there in the Malacanan Palace. Here he soon

regained his calmness, talked freely, and was visited by a number of prominent

Filipinos, who sought to convince him that the struggle was hoj^eless, and ad-

vised him to use his influence with the people to establish peace. Their argu-

ments were effective, Aguinaldo expressed his satisfaction with the form of gov-

ernment, and on April 2d he took the oath of allegiance to the United States.

The effect of his capture proved highly favorable. Several prominent in-

surgent leaders at once surrendered themselves and their bands, and it seemed as

if a new era of peace was about to dawn. Aguinaldo, who had apjiarently ex-

perienced a change of opinion, did his share towards liastening it by sending

peace emissaries to the chiefs still in arms and signing a peace manifesto for dis-

tribution among the people. General Funston's brilliant ('X])l()it was not left

unrewarded. Its value was heightened by the great risk h(> had run in his

daring deed, and on March 80th President ]\IcKinley promoted him to the rank

of Brigadier-General in the United States army. His comrades were also

suitably rewarded for their participation in the exploit, which was looked upon

as the most signal instance of courage and daring during the entire war.
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After two years of more or less active warfare the struggle in the Philip-

|nnes was j)ractically at an end. There were still some bands of brigands in

tlic inoinitains, as there had been for centuries, but the revolutionists ceased

their ojipositioii, and the Taft Commission, appointed by President McKinley

to establish a liberal form of srovernment in the islands, met with the greatest

success in its woi-k. At the same time a large number of teachers were sent out

irom the United States to establish schools in the islands, and thus coni'er upon

their j)eople the highest boon which this country was able to bestow—that of

education on liberal ])riiiciples.

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION.

Among the events of the opening year of the twentieth centur\ one of the

most interesting was the Pan-American Exposition, held in the city of Puifalo,

N. Y., from IMay 1 to November 1. This project was first planneil in 1897,

tlie exposition to be held on a small scale, in 1899, on Cayuga Island, near

Niagara Falls. The Spanish-American War, however, checked this project, and

when it was revived it was on a more ambitious scale. Buffalo was chosen as

the site, and the origijial oO acres were expanded into 350 acres, the ground

chosen including the most beautifid portions of Delaware Park. A fund of

$0,000,000 was provided by the city and citizens of Buffalo, appropriations were

made by tlie State of New York and the Federal Government, and the work

was beguji on an estimate of $10,000,000 of expenditures.

The })urposc of this Exposition is clearly indicated in its name. It con-

cerned itself solely with the countries of the two Americas and the new posses-

sions of the United States, of which it was ])roposed to show the progress during

the nineteenth century, a leading object of the enterprise being to bring into

closer relations, commercially and socially, the republics and colonies of the

Western Hemisphere and 2)romote intercourse between their peoples. The De-

partment of State, in June, 1899, invited the various American governments to

take part in the enterprise, and acceptances were very generally received.

The preparations made for the Exposition were of the most admirable

character, and, when completed, the grounds and buildings presented a magnifi-

cent scene. While on a smaller scale than the Philadelphia and Chicago

World's Fairs, the Buffalo Fair surpassed all previous ones in architectural

beauty. Instead of presenting the ])ure white of the Columbian Exposition,

th(!re was a generous use of brilliant colors and rich tints, whicdi gave a glowing

rainbow effect to the artistically grouped buildings; the general style of archi-

tecture being a free treatment of the Spanish Renaissance, in compliment to the

Latin-American countries taking part. The elaborate hydraulic and fountain
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arrangements, the horticultural and floral settings, and the sculptural ornament-

ation, added greatly to the general effect.

Of the varied elements of the display, that of electricity stood first, the enor-

mous electrical plant at Niagara and its connection by wire with Buffalo afford-

ing unequalled facilities in this direction. The Electric Tower, 375 feet high, was

the centre-piece of the Exposition, the edifice itself being stately and beautiful

and its electric display on the grandest scale. The vari-colored electrical fountain

was strikingly beautiful. There were winding canals, caverns and grottoes,

water cascades, towers, domes and pinnacles, and other objects of attraction, not

the least of them the Midway, with its diversified display, a feature which has
I

become indispensable to all recent enterprises of this character.
I

The exhibits were divided into fifteen classes, ranging from fine arts to

transportation, and including displays from the Hawaiian and Philippine

Islands. During the summer and autunni the attendance was very large, the

near vicinity of Niagara Falls, with its suiireme scenic grandeur, forming a

splendid addition to the commercial and industrial attractions of the Fair

TRANS-CONTINENTAL TOUR OF THE PRESIDENT.

Another event of much jiublic interest which marked the year 1901 was a

grand tour of the entire country projected by President McKinley, on a scale

far surpassing those undertaken by preceding Presidents, its limits being the

Atlantic and Pacific in the East and West, and the Gulf and Lake States in the

North and South. Leaving Washington on May 7th in a special ti'ain, whose

cars were jirovided with every convenience and luxury which art could devise

and skill jirovide, and following roads where the utmost care and precaution

were taken to insure ease, safety and comfort of travel, the party proceeded

through the southern portion of its route, the President being received in all

the large cities and towns with a generous enthusiasm which spoke volumes for

the unity of sentiment throughout the country. His appreciative remarks and

well-chosen responses to addresses of welcome added greatly to the kindly feel-

ing with which he was everywhere received. Unfortunately the severe illness

of ]\Irs. INIcKiuley, after San Francisco had been reached, ])ut an end to the

tour when half completed. The life of the " Lady of the White House " was

despaired of, but she recovered sufficiently to be brought back by the shortest

route to AVashington, attended at every point by her loving husband with the

most assiduous and anxious care.

The presence of the President in Washington was needed, for important

political questions had arisen demanding his immediate attention and extended

consultation with the members of his cabinet. These arose in consequence of a

decision of the Supreme Court of the United States fixing the status of our
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insuliir jiossesh^ions. In a number of instances duties had been collected on
gooils ini|)orted tVoin Porto Rico and Hawaii to this country, and in one instance

fourteen diamonds brouglit by a soldier from the Philippine Islands had been

seized for non-payment of duty. Several lawsuits brought for the recovery of

these duties, on the claim that they had been illegally exacted, were decided

adversely to the claimants by the lower courts, and appeals were taken to the

Supreme Court. A decision was rendered by this court on May 28, 1901, in the

suit of DeLima & Co., merchants of New York, which covered all the cases in-

volved except the Philippine one, which was left in doubt. This opinion, an-

nounced by Justice Brown, was concun-ed in by five members of the court, Ciiief

Justice Fuller and Associate Justices Brown, Brewer, Harlan and Peckham, and
dissented from by Justices Gray, Shiras, White and McKenna.

The decision was to the effect, that before the Treaty of Paris Porto Rico

was a foreign country and its exports were subject to full duties. After that treaty

it became a domestic territory, and as such subject to the jurisdiction of Con-

gress while it continued a territorial possession, the decision being that Congress

has the right to administer the government of a territory and to lay such

duties upon its commerce*as it deems suitable. The effect of this decision was

that, from the signing of the Ti-eaty of Paris till the passage of the Foraker

act fixing the duties at 15 per cent., no duties could legally be collected on

Porto Rican goods. After that act was passed the duties designated by it could

be exacted.

This crucial decision fixes the status of all our insular possessions under

civil control. But the court adjourned without rendering an opinion on the

Philippine case, and as the Philippine Islands differed from Porto Rico in being

under military control, the question as to the right of the government to collect

duties upon Philippine goods remained unsettled. ]\Iany held that the Presi-

dent had no authority to exact duties, and that it would be necessary to call

an extra session of Congress in order to pass a law governing the Philippine

customs ; but the President decided that this was not needed, and that existing

acts of Congress governed this special case.

AFFAIRS IX CUBA AND CHINA.

This was one of the questions which confronted President Mclvinley on

his return to AVashington. Another had to do with Cuban affairs. The Cuban
Constitutional Convention had accepted the Act of Congress fixing the relations

between the United States and Cuba and establishins: what misht be called

a mild form of protectorate over the island ; but its acceptance was vitiated

by conditions which the President declined to accept, and the question was

returned to the convention with the decisive understanding that the Piatt
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amendment must be accepted in its entirety, or the military occupation of Cuba
would necessarily continue. On June 12, 1901, the Cuban Convention accepted

this amendment in its original I'orni, and the sole obstacle to Cuban independ-

ence was removed.

Meanwhile the Chinese situation had been modified by the withdrawal of

the American troops, except a legation guard ; other nations also ordering the

withdrawal of their troops antl restoring the government to the Cliinese. The
indemnity demanded from ami accepted by China amounted to 1237,000,000,

with interest at not over 4 per cent. This large sum was objected to by the

United States Government, but was adopted on the demand of the other nations

concerned.

OTHER EVENTS OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.

Among other events of national importance was the settlement of the vexed

question of the number of soldiers in the army. The provision to niak(; it

100,000 men was modified on suggestion of General Miles, and the number

fixed at 76,000, making one soldier for every 1000 of the population. The

problem of a ship canal from the Atlantic to the Pacific was also given a new

phase by a proposition from the French Panama Canal Company to sell their

partly completed canal to the United States. This opened the question as to

the comparative availability of the two routes, the Nicaragua and the Panama,

and left the final choice open to future decision.

In the spring of 1901 a signal discovery of petroleum was made in the

southwest, a well being opened at Beaumont, Texas, which threw a six-inch

stream of oil a hundred feet into the air. Other rich wells were subsequently

opened, some of them in Louisiana and Tennessee, and great excitement pre-

vailed in the speculative world. The oil differed essentially from that of Penn-

sylvania, being ill adapted to i-efining and principally suitable for fuel.

One of the most striking events of the year was the formation of an indus-

trial combination on an unprecedented scale, a gigantic union of the steel manu-

facturing interests of the country, with the immense capital of 1^1,100,000,000.

A line of steamships was purchased in the interest of this concern, the railroad

magnates of the country added to their holdings, and showed indications of an

eventual general combination of transportation facilities, and the public stood

aghast at these vast operations, in doubt as to where they would end, or how the

interests of the great multitude would be affected. In the spring of 1902 this

combination of interests was added to by a stupendous amalgamation of the

trans-Atlantic steamship lines, embracing nearly all the great passenger and

freight steamships plying between Europe and ATuerica ; the whole controlled

by the American capilalistrf, who were at the head of the new steel and railroad
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combinations. It was with such vast financial and industrial operations that

the new century began its career.

On the afternoon of Friday, September 6, 1901, this country and the whole

world were thrown into consternation as the news was flashed over the wires

that President McKinley had fallen by the hand of an assassin. That day had

been appointed as Presidents' Day at the Pan-American Exposition held at

Buffalo, and elaborate j)reparations had been made to make this the event of

the Exposition, all the high dignitaries of State, including the representatives

of all the American governments, were in attendance. On September 5th the

President delivered a speech, which was easily his greatest effort, advocating

reciprocity in trade and greater encouragement to commerce. On the morning

of the 6th, with his wife and party, he had visited Niagara Falls and inspected

the Exposition. After luncheon he was to hold a public reception in the

Temple of Music to meet his countrymen and take them by the hand. No
trouble was anticipated, although precautions had been taken to avoid mis-

haps. President McKinley, assisted by President Milburn and others, received

the people as they moved by in a long, continuous line, shaking hands and smil-

ing upon each. The would-be assassin was a rather tall, boyish-looking fellow,

apparently 25 years old ; about his right hand was wrapped a handkerchief,

giving the impression to the officers that his hand was injured, especially as

he extended his left across the right to shake hands with the President.

Innocently facing the assassin, the President smiled as he extended his

right hand to meet the left of the man before him. As the youth extended his

left hand he suddenly raised his right, the one which held the pistol, and
before any one knew what was transpiring two shots rang out, one following

the other after the briefest portion of a second. For the first moment there

was not a sound.

The President drew his right hand quickly to his chest, raised his head,

and his eyes looked upward and rolled. He swerved a moment, reeled and
was caught in the arms of Secretary Cortelyou to his i-ight. Catching him-
self for the briefest second. President McKinley, whose face was now the white-

ness of death, looked at the assassin as the officers and soldiers bore him to the

floor, and said, feebly: "May God forgive him." The President was first

helped to a chair but was quickly removed on a stretcher to the emergency hos-

pital, and ail the eminent surgeons within reach were summoned.
Two wounds were located, one in the breast, which was not serious, and

the other in the abdomen, which proved fiital. There was every hope at first

that he would recover, but after some days there came a relapse, and, although

all that surgical and medical skill could do was done. President McKinley passed
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away early on the morning of September 14th. His last words were memorable :

"It's Goci's way ; His will, not ours, be clone."

The world joined the American i)eople in mourning the beloved President.

He was given a state i'uneral at Washington, September 17th, and buried at

Canton, his home city, September IDtli, amid impressive ceremonies.

THE ASSASSIN.

The man who a.'^sassinated President INIcKinley was Leon Czolgosz, a Rus-

sian Pole and an anarehist. At the time of the assassination he was described

as follows : " He is twenty-eight years of age, slim, of dark complexion, with

an intelligent and rather pleasing face. His features are straight and regular.

He dresses with considerable neatness. There is nothing in his appearance

that would attract unusual attention. He is not a suspicious-looking person."

Czolgosz's parents were born in Russian Poland. They came to this

country about 1865 as immigrants, and settled in the West. Czolgosz was born

ill Detroit, and hence was not an immigrant. He received some education in

the common schools of that city, but left school and went to work when a boy

as a blacksmith's apprentice. Later he read all the socialistic literature whicli he

could obtain, and finally began to take pail in socialistic meetings. In time he

became fairly well known in Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit, not only as a

socialist, but as an anarciiist of the most bitter tyiH".

Czolgosz was placed on trial in Jhiifalo, September 23d, and was given able

counsel to protect his interests. After an unsensational and impartial trial he

was found guilty, and, on September 20th, he was sentenced to die in the

electric chair at Auburn Prison, in the State of New York. The execution

took place in the early morning of October 29, 1001, in the presence of twenty-

two witnesses and the prison officials.
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The United States and the Twentieth

Century Problems.

THE TWENTY-SIXTH PRESIDENT.

By the provision of the Coiistitutiou governing the succession, Tlieodore

Rooseyeh, the Vice-President, became President of the Unitetl States upon the

death of William McKinley. He was at the time seeking recreation in the

Adirondacks, but, on receiving the news, he sped with all haste to Buffalo, where,

on September 14th, he took the oath of office, at the same time pledging himself

to carry out the policy of his predecessor.

Theodore Boosevelt' was born October 27, 18o8, in the city of New York,

and therefore attained to the Presidency in his forty-third year, being the

youngest of all our Presidents. Graduating from Harvard University in 1880,

he quickly grew atttive in New York politics, and in 1881 was elected a

member of the Assembly. He served for three years in that l)ody, in which he

became influential and took a leading i)art in reform legislation for New
York City.

In 1884 he was the Piepublican candidate for Mayor of Nevv York, and,

though defeated, receivetl a large vote. He was ap[ioiuted in 1889, by President

Harrison, on the Civil Service Commission, and in 1895 became Police Com-
missioner of New Y^ork. His earnestness and energy for reform in both of tiiese

offices won him a national reputation, and led, in April, 1897, to his a[ipoint-.

ment as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. Here, too, he did excellent work,

but as soon as war with Spain was assured he resigned, organized the regiment

of cowboy cavalry familiai-ly known as "Roosevelt's Rough Riders," and made
himself the most popular figure in the Santiago cam]>aign in Cuba. Coming
home JUS the real hero of the military part of the war, as Dewey was of the

naval, he was, in the autumn of 1898, elected Governor of New York, and, in

19(X), much against his own desire, was given the Republican nomination for

Vice-President. Some of the party leaders hoped thus to "shelve" this enei-

getic and unmanageable favorite of the peojde in a passive jiost of honor, but, as
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events proved, the nomination led him to the highest office in the gift of the

American people.

OPENING OF THE ADMINISTRATION.

The President's demeanor in the elevated position to which he had so

snddenly and unexpectedly been raised was one that inspired public confidence

and met with general approval. In addition to his pledge to conform to the

policy of the McKinley administration, he requested all the members of the

Cabinet to remain in office till the end of his term. These assurances dissipated

the feeling of dread that the new President might inaugurate an untried and

disastrous policy, as in some previous instances of the same kind.

The first official act of President Roosevelt was to issue a proclamation

appointing Thursday, September 19th, as a day of mourning for the lamented

late President. In the impressive funeral obsequies which followed he took

part as chief mourner on the part of the nation, and comported himself with a

grave dignity well suited to the situation, and winning him fresh public esteem.

THE NICARAGUA CANAL.

Several events of mucli importance took place in the early months of the

new administration, chief among them being what is known as the Hav-
Pauncefote Treaty—a convention between the United States and Great Britain

to establish a new status of these powere in Nicaragua.

For years the desirability of constructing an inter-oceanic ship canal across

Nicaragua or the Isthmus had been stronglv felt. Much work in excavation

had been done by private companies ; but these having fjiiled. Congress became

inclined to make the enterprise a national one, the United States to construct

and control the canal. Commissions of engineers were sent to invcsticate and

report on the most available route, with the result of that across Nicaragua, via

the San Juan River and Lake Nicaragua, being given the preference.

One thing stood in the way of this, the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850,

which still held good in spite of various efforts for its repeal. This treaty

established a joint control between the United States and Great Britain over

any canal that might be made, an arrangement by no means satisfactory in ca.se

the United States should construct it alone. As this treaty liad wrecked several

eflforts to carry a canal bill through Congress, a new treaty was negotiated in

19()0, but failed of acceptance, as it did not remove the old difficulty. Finally,

in 1901, a second treaty was prepared by Secretary Hay and Lord Pauncefote, the

British Ambassador, in which the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty was formally set

aside, and the United States given sole conti-ol of the canal ; which, however,

was to be free and open to the vessels of all nations. This treaty was ratified

by the Senate on December 16, 1901.
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Bills for the construction of a canul at the cost of the Unaed States we e

low introduced into both Houses of Congress, the estimated cost l)en,K^ fl 8.),-

K Tu' House bill was passed early in January, l'.K)2, wUh only two

t .'.t e' votes But before the Se.uxte could act the situation took on a new phase,

nu Pa. un Canal, partly excavated by the De Lesseps Con>pany,and upon

ch : n^c. npair J been engaged, was o«ercd „. the Un>te States a aW S40,000,0m). 'as it w.. about two-iim.s hn.hed .t was esUma^^^^

at this price it could be co.npleted more cheaply than the ^-^'•'^^y: '^

B presented other advantages also, and the comnnssto.t n.nv rep<.,tcd u. tt.

favor. The Senate, however, deferred action upon the subject.

PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS.

()„ Ool..b..r -i-l, VMH. Il,c,» met iu the city of Mexico a ™ngr«3 of .IcU-

,„U, .™ U.e Unite'.! ...... an., the vation. othet A""''-''
«^'lf,,-;:

™-

fi.,er q,.,tion, ..t policy concenting the re at,„,,» „. e .- ^^^^ ^^ !
'I

Continent. The ""1"^'^ :!!l2^^^^'^'''^""- An ..g-ecnent

Congress, as ,t «,. «,ll...l, "'
» ' ' ' °' ^"'" '

l,^ „„„„, Arhitration C.nf.^ronce,

"1
'"""'^iriivTt :°.HSa

' « t&!- ';
,. favo,- con,pn,s.n.y athifation.

^l:^\tJ:^:^':^^o. of ChiU, unani™„ns a,,,.,-...,! i.ei„g nocessaty.

THE SCHLEY COURT OF INMiCIRY.

A ..lore i,n.nediate subject of interest was the action ol" the Naval Court of

A ..loit iiiiiiicwKvi J ,-<]] u,.i,iov tn invest o-ate his conduct

inuuedii cause of Admiral Schley's attempt to o^>'-' -'^;- '«^.„^ ^,,^;^,^

The court convened at Washi.igton, Septeml^er 12, 1.><>1, nmI'i Aumirai

Dewe
'

r,:«Ming ..m.,. an., A.hnita.s Benha,
J.

Ran.say «» *<; --I
r T.« rlppisinn was .nade inibhe o.i Dece.nber lotli. In tnis (icc.sio.i

rXit : e :„; wlile Jving S..,hiey cCit fot »..ta«c h,n„ Inn,

ZZL in sevc-al important patiicnlats, incht.Iing the fan,on» loop, or

^f fV.o " Rrnnklvn " awav fro.ii the Spanish vessels.

'-i:.*:ai;^p^Ua™i^...;ep.t-^^

t:!;aZr'::^::^ r':nn,„"ling 0,..^ ,h,.,h.. ghnlons victory

which resulte.1 in the total destruction of the Spanish ships.
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Secretary of the Navy Long approved of the majority finding of the court,

whereujjon Admiral Schley made a personal appeal to the President for a

revision of the case. After a full study of the evidence, Roosevelt dismissed

the whole atfair, with the implication that neither of the contestants had won
any special honor, remarking that no action had been taken on any ship " in

obedience to the orders of either Sampson or Schley, save on their own two

vessels. It was a captain's tight." This decision was soon followed by the

death of Admiral Sampson, which took place May 6, 1902.

EXPOSITIONS OF ART AND INDUSTRY.

The Pan-Amei-ican Exposition at Buffalo closed at the beginning of

November, and on December 1st there was inaugurated at Charleston, S. C, a

South Carolina Inter-state and West Indian Exposition, to remain open for six

mouths.

This exposition was opened by President Roosevelt, who touched an electric

button in the AVhite House, at AVashington, and set the machinery in motion. It

embraced a general exhibit of the results of industry in the South, while many
Northern States and a number of the West India Islands contributed. AVhile

on a smaller scale than the Buflfalo Exposition, the buildings were artistic and

handsome, and the exhibits highly attractive, reflecting great credit on the

enterprise and industry of the South. An exjiosition on a much larger scale,

a World's Fair at St. Louis, commemorating the purchase of Louisiana Terri-

tory io 1803, is projected for 1904.

Roosevelt's first message.

President Roosevelt's message to the Fifty-seventh Congress, at its opening

session, was looked for with intense interest. Duiing the brief period in which

he had occupied the presidential chair he had won popular applause, while faith

in his sturdy integrity and admiration for his stalwart independence of character

gained him friends in all parties. But the exact stand he would take on the

great public questions of the day was not known, and the people awaited his

message with a degree of anxiety.

The document, when issued, was therefore read with avidity. It showed

the hand of a practiced author and clear thinker, and its treatment of the varied

topics reviewed was held to be able and promising. The hand of the earnest

reformer, yet of the self-contained statesman, was evident throughout.

Several of the problems referred to in the President's message became

subjects of Congressional action. Among these was the canal question, already

mentioned, and the passage of a bill regulating tariff charges upon Philippine

commerce. The tariff on exports from Porto Rico had been abolished by
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I'lvsiik'iit ^Mi'Kiiilcy, in niroidiiiu'e willi the tenus of the act oi" C()ii<;rc'.ss in

the suiniuer of lUOl. On Marcli 8, 1VK)2, a Philippine tariff hill was enacted

hv which till' duties on exports to the United States were reduced tweiily-ilve

per cent.

The war taxes imposed to provide funds for the war with Spain were i'ouud,

after the expenses of this war had been met, to yield an excess of revenue. In

consequence, a stroni;- demand for their repeal was made. The princiiial stamp

tJixes had heen \\\kv\\ olf in l!M)l,aiid in J'.K)2 the I'emainder of these taxes

were repealed, the country returning to its :nite-war revenue status. Another

Congressional measure of importaiu-e liail to do with the act i'or theexelusion of

the Chinese. This ex])ired in the spring of 1902, and a renewal oi" the "yellow-

peril," in the form of a great influx of Chinese hiborers, was threatened. This

was prevented by a re-enactment of the law. It was made to apply also to the

Philip]iine Islands, which hiid hitherto been freely open to Chines(> immigration.

Still another Congressional measure was the establishment of a ]iermanent census

i)ureau. The work in this field of lal)or had so increased that it was deemed

necessary to keep it in continuous action.

CUBAN RECIPROCITY.

Among the measures considered during this session of Congress, one of

the most important had to do with Cuban affairs. In accordance with the con-

.stitution adopted for the new Republic of Cul)a, an election was field on the last

day of 1901, Tomas Estrada Palma being chosen for President. The final

act in giving full independence to the island republic was the withdrawal of

United States troops, which was fixed to take place May 20, 1902.

But the Cubans found their new independence likely to prove a serious

economic burden. Cul)a being a foreign country, only temporarily under Ameri-

can supervision, the full tariff charges of the United States revenue law were

enforced against its exports. Of these the most important was sugar, whose

production was the leading industry of the island. This product was chiefly

consumed in the United States. But it could not ccmipete profitably with the

beet-sugar of Europe, and unless some tariff concession was made the sugar

planters would be in peril of ruin.

President Roosevelt, feeling that we owed some degree of protection to the

country which we had launched on the high seas of independence, advocated in

his message a measure of tariff reciprocity with Cul)a, and a bill was introduced

in Congress for a partial remission of the duty on sugar.

VISIT OF PRINCE HENRY.

' A very interesting event of the spring of 1902 was the visit to this country

!of Prince Henry, brother of the Emperor William II. of Germany. A yacht,

\
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tlie 3ft'f('or, had been built tor (he J^iiipcror at New York, and the ostensibhl

purpose of the Prince's visit was to be [)reseiit at the huiuching of this yacht;

This took i)hice iiniuediately after his arrival, Miss Alice Roosevelt, eldesi

daughter of the President, being chosen to ])erforni the christening cei-emony. 1

Reaching New York on February 2od, the Prince was taken through a

whirl of fetes, receptions, dinners, ami other excitements, enough to turn his

head. lie was rushed over the country at breakneck speed, the limits of his

journey being Chattanooga in the 8outh, and Chicago and Milwaukee in th(i

North and West. He sailed again for Euroj)e on March 11th, doubtless feeliugj

a relief at his escape from the hands of his too ardent entertainers.

CABINET CHANGES.

Though when President Roosevelt took up the reins of office he did so

under full relations of amity with the McKinley Cabinet and with a statement

that lu' would make no changes in the personnel of this Cabinet, yet, fronv

various causes, a luimber of changes took place before the expiration of his first

year in office. In l)ecend)er the resignation of Charles Emory Smith, Post-

master-General, was handed in, the demands of business requiring him to with-

draw from departmental duties. He was succeeded by Hon. Henry C. Payne,

of Milwaukee.

A few months aftcrwartl Lyman 1). Gage, Secretary of the Treasury,

similarly resigned, also yielding to business necessities, and feeling that be had

given to this high office all the time he could wisely devote to it. Hon. Leslie

M. Shaw, the retiring governor of Iowa, was selected as his successor.

A third withdrawal was that of John D. Long, Secretary of the Navy, to

take effi'ct May 1, li)()2. Hon. W'illiam H. Moody, of Massachusetts, was

chosen to succeed him.

THE DANISH WEST INDIES AND THE PHILIPPINE QUESTION.

The year 18',)8 was the beginning of an epoch of island additions to United

States territory, Porto Rico, the Philippines and Guam being obtained that

year as a result of the war with Spain, and Hawaii by peaceful annexation. In

18!M) Tutuila and some smaller islands of the Samoan group were acquired by

treaty. Tlie next island acquisition was the Danish West India possessions,

including St. Thomas, St. Croix, and St. John, lying to the east of Porto Rico.

These liad been ceded to the United States in 18G7 for $7,500,000, but the

Senate had rejected the treaty. They were purchased in 1902 for |o,000,000.

These islands are small, but contain the valuable harbor of St. Thomas, or

Charlotte Amalia.

The question of what should be done with the Philippine Islands came
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prominonlly boforc Consiirs?; in tlic ()|H'iiiiiir yo:ir of tlic Roosevelt iidiniiiis-

tnilioii. The capture of Aguiiuildo had gone far lowurd bringing the giienilia

warfare in these ishmds to an end. It liad l)eeii followed by numerous sur-

renders of leaders and soldiers, until the only active opposition was that main-

tained in two of the southern provinces of Luzon and the small island of Sainar.

(ieneral Lukban, the Filipino leailer in the latter, was captureil iu February,

1902, and in April his successor surrendereil, with all his men. General

Malvar, the leader in Batangas and Laguna. the insurgent provinces oi" Luzon,

also surrendereil, and all opposition, beyond that of the bands of brigands which

had existeil for centuries, was at an end.

There was a marked diiferenco of ]X)licy in the jilatfornis of the two great

parties as to what should be done eventually with the i'hilippines. The Re-

publicans propo.sed to give them a stal)l(! system ol' government and luild them

as island jiossessions of the United Stales. The Democrats favored the establish-

ment of a stable government, but demanded that they should then be set free, as

Cuba had been, this country simply guaranteeing their independence.

Congress, after passing the Philip{)ine tariif bill, look up the (pieslioii of

government of the islands, but soon found itself concerned with a related matter

of less desirable character. Charges of cruelty by our soldiers in the islands

liad long been made, but the government had ignored them. They now became

too direct to be set aside. Evidence of the fretpient use of the " water cure "

—

a mode of torture in which tlus victim is idled with water, which is then forced

out of him—was given by a numl)er of witnesses.

Still more disturbing was the news i'rom iSaniar, where; (Jeneral Smith had

issued orders to kill, burn and destroy—boys of over ten years of age to be among

the killed. These oiders had been literally carried out by Major AVallei'. The

President at once ordered a trial by court-martial of ( Jeneral Snuth, and in

this it appeared that Suuth had some warrant for his act in orders issued by

his .superiors. It was evident that deeds disgraceful to American citizenship had

been done in the Jslands, and that a state of affairs existed under which j)eace

in the Phili])pines could never be assured.

President Roosevelt's determination to probe these outrages to the bottom,

and to inaugurate a more humane system in these new possessions of our country,

was the only method by which peaceful conditions could be assured and the

Filipinos be made consenting wards of the United States. This reform of the

conditions existing in the Philippines the President could be trusted to inaugur-

ate, and it was felt that these bai'barous relics of the passions of war would no

longer be suffered to prevail in lauds under American rule.
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How Our National Government Does its Woik.

BV MISS ANNA 1,. DAW I'.S,

Aiilhor of I iff of Sntiiiiti-, elc.

Xwv. ( i()\'crnm'-nt of the Uniliil

Suites is imi([ii'' in ilirci; rcspi-cls : It

is tin; largest and most succcsslul ck;-

niocracy that has r\i\- existed, it is a

ledin'al system, and it has a written

Constitution. Perhaps it may be called

unlcjue in its methods also, lor no

other government is made up of three

separate and yet equal branches, eac h

in some sense the Government, but all

necessary to any complete action ot

the nation ; and still again those de-

partments, the Legislative, the Kxecu-

tive, antl the Judiciary, have each their

own peculiar and tlistinclive features.

Legislation is representative and not
I .IN.

-^
_ , . ,

democratic. The Executive lias not

only the tluty of executing the laws, but a power of veto over them, and the

Supreme Court stands alone in all the world in its place and im[)ortance.

The Government of the United States, in the expressive phrase of Abraham
Lincoln, is "A government by the people, of the people, and for the people."

It is often claimed that England is more democratic in fact, Germany more at-

tentive to the needs of the people; but Briton and (iernian alike hold that

power comes from the throne and its reserved rights remain with the throne.

But every American believes that power comes from the people, the ICxecutive

is in some sense an agent, and the reserved rights remain with the peojile. The

difference is not only fundamental, but there result from it doctrines and relations

which run through all our system antl our methods as well. No amount of sui)er-

ficial flexibility, as in England, or of temporary advantage, as in Germany, can at

all compensate for this great and far-reaching distinction, this confidence in and

dependence upon the people. Again, we have two kinds of law—that made by

[3
Congress as the needs of the time require, law which may be altered according to

26 -I
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occasion, and the great permanent Constitution, which only the people and the

Stabis acting- together can alter, and that after long and careful process, and to

which all other law must conform. This Constitution is truly enough the

bulwark of our liberties
; no sudden whims or changing passions can deprive us

of the fundamental rights guaranteed by it ; the storm of battle has proved it

stroag enough to stand against all assaults, and the stress of unequaled growtli

has shown it broad enough for all demands. It seems, indeed, as if a superhuman
wis Jom was given to the forefathers. Molded by Hamilton, and Franklin, and

the Adamses, and Madison, and Ellsworth, and many another great man, it

drew its inspiration from French philosophers and Dutch methods, and the

mingled love and hate for English practice. The government of a little Baptist

chiirth in Pennsylvania, and the Connecticut town-meeting, and the conflicting

interests of different sections, and many other elements entered in to make
th s great instrument what it is. Under it we have lived for one hundred years,

ai.d have stretched our boundaries from one ocean to the other, from the

fiozen seas of the Arctic Circle to the tropical waters of the Gulf. We have

endured three wars, and are grown so strong that the great governments of

Europe hesitate to encounter us, and sit by our side in equal honor ; we have be-

come sixty million people, and our riches are matched with imperial treasuries, but

our doors are ever open to the laborer and we give him all opportunity, until

he shall stand at the top if it pleases him. Side by side the rich and the poor,

the learned and the unlearned, die chief among us and the least of all, hold the

great gift of governing, and we count them each a man ; and the whole great

and glorious structure rests on the firm and enduring rock of the Constitution.

The Government is carried on, according to the terms of this Constitution,

and under its provisions, by three great branches : Congress, which makes the

laws ; the Judiciary, which interprets these laws and decides whether they agree

with the Constitution ; and the Executive, which carries them out. And since

this is a government of the people. Congress, which represents the people and

expresses their will, is the centre around which the whole government turns.

Congress is composed of two houses, the House of Representatives and

the Senate. The House of Representatives is elected every two years, and

each member of it represents somewhat more than 150,000 people. Each

State sends as many Congressmen as are necessary to represent its whole

population, being divided into districts containing each a population of 1 50,000,

from among which the members of Congress are chosen. The requirement

that the representative shall live within the State is an important distinction

between our system and that of England. An English district or borough may

elect a member of Parliament from any part of the nation, and thus it is believed

the House of Commons will be composed of the best men in the country ; but

it is our purpose to have every part of the country represented, and, therefore,
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by an unwritten law, never disreoarded, we require that each Conirressman shal.

reside in the district which chooses him. Thus, so far as possible, every man in

the country is represented. It must always be remembered, however, that the

government of the United States is not a pure democracy, but a republic. It

is first and foremost a t-eprcscniative o-overnment. In every possible way
endeavor is made that each man shall be represented, but he must act through

a representative. The short term of service insures that these representatives

shall reflect the changing will of the people, ancj furnishes a remedy for all

unjust or foolish action. I le shows an entire ignorance of our system who
complains of the tyranny of government in the United Stat('S. The House
of Representatives is its chief governing power, and, remade as it is by the

people themselves once in two years, it is constantly controlled by the will of

the people.

This verv fact, the fact that the House of

Representatives can be altered so readily, and

always will reflect every passing change of

public sentiment, made it necessary and highly

desirable to add some more permanent el(;ment

to Congress. For this, among other reasons,

a Senate was created. Senators are elected

once in si.\ years, and represent the people of

a whole State. Thus, because he is more

permanent, and because he is chosen by a

larger constituency, a senator represents the

more .stable elements of political thought, not

so much the passing feeling of the moment,

but the deep underlying opinions and wishes

of a large number of people. Moreover, as the Senate is so arranged that

only one senator from a State is elected at a time, and only one-third of

the senators go out of office on any given year, it becomes in some sense a

stable body, and acts as a check upon the excitements and lack of wisdom

natural to such a body as the House.

Still another reason, and that of great importance, marks the value of the

Senate to the people. It is, in fact, more necessary to the preservation of our

system than the House itself The senators represent the States directly,

and each State has two senators, no more and no less. This places each State

on an equal footing with every other, a result obviously an important element

in our political system, and of the greatest practical importance to our liberties.

By reason of this provision in our Constitution, Delaware or Rhode Island are

of equal power in the Senate with Texas or New York, furnishing i check

upon the unregulated control of any one section. If the Senate, like tht. House,

JAMES G. ItLAlNE, EX-SECUETARY OE STATE.
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represented the population and not the States, shortly enough Congress would
be controlled by the great cities, or, perhaps, by the great States. The tyranny

of New York or Chicago would be replaced by the tyranny of California or

'

Texas. The immense mass of their people would always control the country,

and we should be at the mercy of a practical monarchy. The equal power of

the small States in the Senate goes far to prevent this result and to preserve

the rule of the whole people, an actual as well as a nominal democracy. The
Senate is altogether necessary to the country, and he is a false friend who
would persuade the country to undermine it or destroy its relations to the

States by making it a popular body. So thoroughly was this understood by
the men who made the Constitution that a unique provision was inserted forbid-

ding any amendment which should deprive the States of their equal representa-

tion in the Senate without their own consent, practically a prohibidon of such

an amendment.

Congress has power to raise funds for our necessities by taxes, to borrow

money, if necessary, to establish postal facilities, to coin or print our money,

to regulate our foreign affairs, to make war, to control many other matters, and

to make all the laws relative to these concerns.

It requires both houses of Congress to pass the laws that govern us. A
bill originates in the House or the Senate, according to its nature, is debated

and passed by that body, sent to the other, debated and passed by that, and

then sent to the President, who signs it, and thereby it becomes a law. If any

of these conditions fail it falls to the ground. Either branch can refuse to pass

a measure, and the President may refuse to sign, or veto it. But in this latter

case, since the will of the people is the supreme power, the vetoed bill may be

passed again, over the head of the President, as the phrase goes, if two-thirds of

each house of Congress can be thereafter induced to vote for it. All bills for fur-

nishing money must originate in the House of Representatives, that the people, by

controlling the purse strings, may still more thoroughly control the Government.

The Senate, on the other hand, has the power to consider and pass upon our

treaties, and has also the duty of confirming or refusing all appointments of any

.
importance.

The officers of the House of Representatives are a Speaker, elected from

among its members, who presides over its deliberations, a Clerk, a Sergeant-at-

Arms, a Doorkeeper, and several smaller officers necessary to carry on its

business. The Senate is^ presided over by the Vice-President of the United

States, and in his absence by one of the senators, chosen by themselves for

that duty, and known as the President pro tempore. This body has also a Clerk

and Sergeantat-Arms and minor officials. The business of Congress is largely

done by its committees, which consider all important subjects before they are

brought to the attention of either house. These committees are appointed by
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the Speake/ \/\ the House of Representatives, and in the Senate are selected by

a committee of the senators. Each Congress lasts for two years, although not

in session all Ok" the time. Congress meets in the Capitol at Washington on the

first Monday in December of every year. The first year the session lasts until

both houses can agree to adjourn, thus giving time for free and ample discus-

sion of every subject. These "long sessions" usually continue until July or

August, and sometimes until October. On the alternate years Congress is

directed by the Constitution to adjourn on tiic fourth day of March, thus pre-

SENATE CHAMBER.

venting the attempt to make any one Congress permanent. All Congressmen

are paid a salary, in order that poor men may have an ecpial chance with the

rich. This salary is $5000 for both senators and representatives, e.xccpt in the

case of the Speaker and President of the Senate, who each of them receive

$8000. No religious tests are allowed, and any man may belong to either house

who is a citizen of the United State.s, who resides in the .State which elects him,

and who is of suitable age, twenty-five years in the House and tliirty years

in the Senate.

When the laws are made they must be carrieil out ; and this is the busi-
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ness of the Executive department of the Government, a co-equal branch with

the Legislative department. The President is the chief executive officer of the

nation, and as such is properly the chief personage and principal officer in the

land. It is no i.:istake to style him the " chief ruler" of the United States, for

although the people are our only rulers, they do this ruling through and by
means of the President and Congress, and thus depute him to rule over them
for the dme being. The President is only in a limited sense the aeent of the

people, but he is their chosen, although temporary, ruler, who is to carr>' out''

their laws.

The President and Vice-President are chosen once in four years and elected

HOUSE OF REFRF.Sl'.NTATIVIiS.

by the people, who vote by States and not directly as a nation. The citizens of

each State vote for a body of men called electors, equal in number to their

Congressmen, who in turn choose the President a few weeks later. As a matter

of fact, their choice is always known beforehand, as they are elected on the dis

tinct understanding of their preference. Although the method is somewhat

clumsy, the principle is most necessary. In all our affairs, so far as possible, we

must continue to act by States. It is only thus that our federal system can be

preserved, and in that lies our safety and success.

The qualifications for President are that he shall be a native-born Ameri-

can, who has resided in tlie country for fourteen years, and who is thirty-five
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yea*"s old. He is inaugurated with much poni[) and ceremony on the fourth of

March, every four years, and resides at the Executive Mansion, or White

House, in Washington, during his term of office. He is ])ai<l a salary of

530,000, that he may keep up a suitable state and dignity as our chief ruler.

If he is guilty of treason, or other " high crimes and misdemeanors," of such

importance that his continuance in office is dangerous to our liberties, he may
be impeached by th(> House of Representatives, tried by the Senate, and, if

found guilty, deposed, in which case his office would fall to the Vice-President.

An effort was made to impeach President Johnson in 1866, but there being no

adequate ground for such action, he was acquitted.

I3HffltL; [ >: \

THE VVIIITK HOUSE — MAIN ENTRANCE.

The duties of the Executive department are mostly connected with the

administration of the laws. The President is Commander-in-Chief of the Army
and Navy, and he also represents the nation in matters connected with foreign

governments. To that end he sends out foreign ministers to other govern

ments, and consuls, to conduct our business affairs in foreign ports. A large

body of foreign ministers sent from other countries for a similar purpose reside

at Washington, and throughout our cities are scattered foreign consuls for the

transaction of commercial business.

The President is assisted in his duties by a body of advisers, known as the
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Cabinet. This consists of eight officers of great importance, of his own selec-

tion and appointment, each of whom has control of affairs of the Government
in his particular department. The Secretary of State conducts oui foreign rela-

tions ; the Secretary of the Treasury our financial aftairs ; the Secretary of War
is over our armies ; the Attorney General is the law officer of the Government

;

the Postmaster General superintends the postal service ; the Secretary of the

Navy commands our navy ; the Secretary of the Interior is concerned with

patents, the Indians, the public lands, and many other important matters ; and

the Secretary of Agriculture promotes the farming interests of the country.

Each of these Secretaries has his office in Washington, where he attends to the

enormous business of his department. Under him are an immense number of

officers and clerks, all appointed either by the President or the head of the

department, to carry on the business of Government. Each department is

divided into bureaus, and much of the work is of the hisfhest value and

importance.

In case of the death or inability of the President, the duties of his office

devolve upon the Vice-President, and after him would fall to the Cabinet succes-

sively, in the order already named. But should any member of the Cabinet be

obliged to take this office, he would fill it only until a new election could be held.

We have had a long and remarkable list of Presidents, beginning with

George Washington himself There have been In all twenty-three different Presi-

dents, by a curious coincidence covering twenty-four terms, and distributed

among various political parties. Many of them were men of extraordinary

ability. They have been strangely representative, some, like Washington and the

Adamses being men of the aristocratic class, while others, like Jackson, and Lin-

coln, and Garfield, were proud of their origin from among the poorest of the

people. Twice the descendant of a President has filled that high place—John

Ouincy Adams being the son of John Adams, and Benjamin Harrison the grand

son of Wni. Henry Harrison. Two Presidents have brought beautiful and charm-

ing brides to the White House during their term of office—President Tyler, who

married Miss Julia Gardner, and President Cleveland, who married Miss Frances

Folsom. Many times the people have delighted to honor the heroes of our

wars. As one epoch after another passed in our history the laurels of war were

placed upon the heads of Washington, of Andrew Jackson, of Wm. Henry

Harrison, of Taylor, of Grant, and Hayes, and Garfield, and the second Harrison.

Many different States have claimed the honor of the Presidency, but we have

never yet had an Executive from the great Western States. Several Presidents

have been re-elected, but by an unwritten law no man ever serves but two

terms. Four l"i.ave died in office, two of them, Lincoln and Garfield, having been

assassinated. There have been many great men and many wise men in this

office, but among them all there are three who stand out beyond their fellows,
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creators of history—Georije Washinyton, who fouiulctl the Rr-pulilic ; Abraham

Lincohi, the greatest of all our great men in any time, and Ulysses S. Grant,

tile chief among our generals.

An elaborate system of courts make up our national judiciary, and secure

to the citizens protection and justice. In some respects the most extraordinary

feature of our Government is the Supreme Court, which is unique in its power

and importance. It is the business of this tribunal to construe the laws, to

decide whether they agree with the Constitution, to settle any question as to

SMll llboNIAN l.NoTMUTE.

whether the Constitution has been violated in deed, to decide upon suits

between the .States and the nation, and to tielermine legal <juestions betw(;en

this and other countries. It is co-ordinate with Congress and the Executive,

and yet the highest power in the land, for both bow to its decisions. Law and

justice are preserved in its keeping, lest either of the other two great branches

of the Government usurp the power, or transcend the Constitution. Any law

the constitutionality of which is c[uestion(-d, may be brought before this court,

and its decision is final, confirming it against all opposition, or making it null
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and void, and thus of no effect whatever. This court consists of nine judges, or

justices as they are called, appointed for life or good behavior, by the President,

and confirmed by the Senate. They are paid f 10,000 a year, with a pension

after they become too old for longer service. The head of the court, or the

Chief Justice, administers the oath to the President on his inauguration, and

many times stands next him in rank and position. Certainly no nobler illus-

tration of the might and majesty of law can be given than this court, adjusting

the affairs of the nation itself to which President and people alike bow, in

token that righteousness and justice are greater than power.

No account of our Government would be in any sense complete, nor

indeed would it be intelligible, that did not take into account our Federal system.

The whole country is divided into States, and each State is a separate and dis-

tinct government, having control of its local affairs, and responsible to its own
people. In all those larger affairs which concern the whole country, it joins

with its fellows in the general Government, but the power of this general

Government comes from the States. The States are not given more or less

power by the United States, but the States give more or less power to the

United States and reserve the other riofhts to themselves. The United States,

however, has supreme control over all matters relating to the nation, and will

not allow any State to infringe upon the rights or jeopardize the safety of any

other. For that reason it will not permit any State or States to secede, because

the cooperation of them all is necessary to the safety of the Union. We are

States united into a nation, but we are a nation, one and indissoluble.

The history of the country makes plain these relations. Thirteen colonies,

settled by different peoples of different origins and for widely different reasons,

joined each other for the sake of common safety and national prosperity.

Practical necessity and political wisdom alike dictated that local affairs should

continue under the control of each colony or State, while matters of general

interest were decided by the whole acting together. To this end each colony

gave up to the nation its general rights but reserved the power over its internal

affairs. It is this federal system which makes it possible for a democratic

government to rule such an immense country, and it is only this. Therefore,

while we are careful to retain the supreme control to the general Government

we must more and more relegate sectional concerns, however large and import

ant, to the States ; and we must guard against the centralizing of our affairs ir

the hands of the national Government, however much to our temporary advan-

tage it may be. In the nature of the case we cannot govern territory of such

enormous extent, with so various a population and such varying interest, by

democratic methods unless we keep strictly to the federal idea. It is our only

safety.

Each State has a Governor, Legislature, and Supreme Court of its own ;
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the Governor, Legislature, antl. in some States, tlic Supreme Court, being

elected by its own people. Different States recpiirc different qualifications ''n

their voters ; in some a man must be able to read and write ; in some be pos-

sessed of certain property ; in one there is no distinction between men and

women ; and various other requirements are found in the different States.

Whatever makes a man a voter in his own State allows him to vote in that State

in national elections also.

The term of office of State officers varies greatly, some States holding their

Legislatures annually, and some biennially ; some Governors being elected for

one year and some for longer terms. In all these, its own affairs, the State is

supreme. Each has its own courts, under its Supreme Court, lor the further-

ance of justice. Local affairs also are vcn-y variously administered, by townships,

counties, parishes, and other subdivisions, many of them very ancient, and in

like manner cities are governed in different ways. All this diversity in unity

serves to make one homogeneous nation of this heterogeneous multitude of sixty

million people.

The original thirteen States, little as they dreamed of the great territory over

which the Hag of the United States floats so proudly to-day, had no narrow idea

of a nation, and provided for its expansion even better than they knew. The
common lanil belonging to the nation, and as yet largely unsettled, is held by

the common Government, in Territories. These are governed by officers

appointed by the President, and are subject to United States laws only. Their

own Leofislatures arrantre their local affairs, and each sends a delesjate to Con-

gress to look after its interests, but the law does not allow him to vote. As
soon as any Territory contains a population large enough. Congress admits it

to the Union as a State, with all the rights and privileges of its older sisters,

the President proclaims that fact to the world, and a new commonwealth is

added to the sisterhood, marked by the new star in the flag we honor. Thus
one after another we have already seen thirty-one new States added to that

little band of thirteen, some of them great and rich realms many times as large

as the whole nation at its beginning.

The United States is indeed a land of the free, and its great written charter,

the Constitution, itself protects the freedom of her citizens. The right to wor-

ship God as he will, the right to assemble when and where he will, freedom of

speech and press, and of petition, the right to keep and bear arms—all these

great gifts the United States gives to every person in all her broad borders. Nor
is this enough ; she preserves his house inviolate from search and seizure, and

everywhere in all his relations throws the shield of the law over his person and

possessions. If indeed he be accused of crime, she makes certain that he shall

have justice, for by the right to a trial by jury and by many other careful provisions

she protects both his person and property, and in the last and greatest articles
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of her great Magna Charta—articles for which she spent blood and treasure

beyond the telling—she forbids all slavery within all her borders, and guarantees

to every citizen his right to vote without regard to "race, color, or previous

condition of servitude." For this is the duty which the United States asks of

every man-child within her borders, to help her govern herself This is his

proud privilege—to choose her officers, to control her policy, to sustain her

laws, and through his representatives to make them ; to develop the Nation, and

covern her. This is what it is to vote in the United States of America.

BAILEY b DAM ON THE RED RIVER.
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